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ABSTRACT 

Wrhing teachers face the difficuh task of teaching students to read and write in 

complex shuations precisely when h seems these formal Iherate practices are becoming 

less valued m mass American cuhure. As written communication moves onlme, Iheracy 

is mdeed changmg. However, the abilhy to understand and manipulate complex texts 

becomes increasingly important for success in the emerging post-industrial economy. 

This dissertation, usmg the example of the Unhed States Holocaust Memorial Museum's 

Wexner Learning Center as a representative example, describes the changmg nature of 

Iheracy in the information age and offers classroom strategies to meet students' Iheracy 

needs while offering an analysis of hypermedia Iheracy. 

Accompanymg the move from an industrial-based to an mformation-based 

economy is a shift from a paper-based to a digh-based cuhure. As more American 

households are connected to the Intemet there is a shift not only m the speed of 

communication but also in the mode and media of communication. While some crhics 

are predicting the demise of Iheracy as we know h, electronic mail, hypertext and the 

World Wide Web are offering examples of different constmctions of literacy. These new 

forms of writing are contexts for communication-new rhetorical situations. These new 

rhetorical shuations requue analysis so that Iheracy workers (writing teachers, language 

scholars, as well as other intellectuals in the humanhies) can address the Iheracy needs of 

twenty-first century students. Literacy, technology, and the Holocaust come together in a 
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technological system signalhig a shift m how our cuhure stores and disseminates hs 

stories and histories. 

The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum has constmcted The Wexner 

Learning Center to house a database of Whness narratives. This hypermedia archive 

represents change in historical narrative and the way h is written, stored, and retrieved. 

Beyond the technical aspects of designing and implementing this system, the system 

hself signals a shift m the skills necessary to comprehend the historical stories being told. 

The unages of witnesses retelling theu experiences alter the cultural representation of the 

Holocaust. Utilizing high technology to convert filmed accounts of whnesses into 

conqjuter-accessible files, the database of witness narratives is an example of a new 

means of sharing history that requues a sophisticated hyper-literate user. This 

dissertation mvestigates both the idea of an emergmg high-technology hyper-rhetoric and 

the hyper-literacy necessary to read, write, and manipulate texts m the twenty-fust 

century. Its theme should mterest readers from a variety of humanistic and technical 

disciplmes while contributmg a new perspective on Uteracy in the dighal age. 
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CHAPTER I: 

INTRODUCTION: RECONFIGURING RHETORIC 

IN HYPERMEDIA ENVIRONMENTS 

Writuig teachers fece the difficult task of teaching students to read and write in 

complex shuations precisely when h seems these formal Uterate practices are becoming 

less valued in mass American cuhure. As written communication moves online, Hteracy 

is indeed changing. However, the abilhy to understand and manipulate complex texts 

becomes increasingly important for success in the emerging post-mdustrial economy. 

This dissertation, usmg the example of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum's 

Wexner Learning Center as a representative example, describes the changmg nature of 

Iheracy m the information age and offers classroom strategies to meet students' literacy 

needs while offering an analysis of hypermedia literacy. The dissertation closes with an 

examination of emerging forms of classroom practice and scholarly practice that reflect 

the emergence of digital hypermediated Uterate practice. 

Attempts have been made to understand emerging Iheracy practice m dighal 

environments, while suggestions for literacy in these spaces have also been proposed. 

The focus of the study with hs attention to context offers a distinctly rhetorical 

perspective. Hypertext studies, mostly literary in nature, describe hteracy for an 

uitellectual elhe. Similarly, workplace definitions of dighal Hteracy concentrate on the 

fiinctional aspects of Iheracy rather than the crhical and interpretive strategies necessary 

to become technorhetorically Iherate. This study, on the other hand, investigates the 



defmhion of Uteracy from a critical, rhetorical basis. It analyzes the expandmg and 

changmg needs of Uterate action m the mformation age while simultaneously 

mvestigatmg mass Uteracy needs. Foregroundmg the democratic cultural basis of Uterate 

practice m existmg varieties of American cuhure, the focus of the dissertation is not only 

on the academy and hs eUte Uteracy practices, but is mstead concemed with the artifacts 

produced by users as weU as those produced/or users. Not only does h forecast 

possibiUties and opportunities for Uterate practice for those with access to vast 

technological resources, but also mvestigates trends and counter-ttends for mass Uteracy. 

At the articulation pomt of cuhural practice, Uterate expression, and technological 

artifacts lies the nexus of literacy and technology. 

I write this dissertation hopmg to expand the audience of cyber-scholarship and 

computer mediated pedagogy to the reahn of progressive/radical teachers, teachers who 

have been mspued by Freue, Shor, hooks, Guoux (the Ust goes on and on), but who, like 

Bertofî  resist usmg technology m the classroom because h is "the machine" and 

therefore seen as the antithesis of humanizing, participatory discourse. However, as 

Rhemgold points out, and as Donna Haraway claims as weU, these machines called 

personal computers are not the duect descendants of the milhary/industrial con:q)lex but 

are instead "bastard children" (Haraway's term) designed by counter-culture folk 

mterested m connecting people. As Rheingold states the argument, "Personal computers 

and the PC industry were created by young iconoclasts who had seen the LSD revolution 

fizzle, the poUtical revolution fail. Computers for the people was the latest battle m the 



same campaign" (Rhemgold 48). Computers can empower and can encourage the 

development of crhical Uteracy, but just as each individual must be Uterate to participate 

m the discourse of a prmt Uterate society (as Freue fought for Brazilian peasants) so too 

must educators and critical thmkmg go on-lme m our mcreasmgly digital society. Smce 

the digital age is just beguining, we have an opportunity as well as a responsibilhy to re

present our values on-line. 

Studying Uteracy and technology is a cross-disciplmary pursuh. Smce the mid 

1980s, the field of Composhion studies has attempted to foUow the development of 

technology and Uteracy, holdmg a conference thled Computers and Wrhing m different 

cities each year, attended by those who describe themselves primary as writing teachers. 

The efforts of this community (of which I consider myself part) are perhaps best 

represented in prmt in the pages of the journal Computers and Composition and the 

Ablex series of texts bearmg the imprint New Directions in Computers and Composition 

Studies, as well as the historical work of Hawisher, Moran, Leblanc and Selfe m 

Computers and the Teaching of Writing in American Higher Education, 1979-1994: A 

History. Whh the emergence of widespread email access and the World Wide Web, 

much of the groundbreakmg work in Computers and Writuig has moved into native 

digital forms. Fust, the emergence of discussion groups in the late 80s and 90s such as 

MBU (Megabyte Univershy), ACW-L (email discussion of the Alliance for Computers 

and Wrhmg), PURTOPOI, H-RHETOR, and RHETNET-L added a new dunension to the 

speed and accessibiUty of scholarly (and not-so-scholarly) discussion. This movement 



towards email has been weU recorded m a number of texts in the Computers and Writing 

subfield, perhaps most notably the work of Tharon Howard in A Rhetoric of Electronic 

Communities, a New Directions book. Howard discusses digital community building, 

ushig the PURTOPOI discussion list as one she where groups of professionals discussing 

issues of mutual interest. He describes rhetorical strategies used for consensus-building 

and linguistic exchange in onlme discussion groups, and also describes the limits and 

problems inherent in building digital communities. He dispels many myths of an 

electronic promise of digital Utopia, offermg sound rhetoricaUy based analysis of 

PURTOPOI. 

Also unportant to the study of professional and classroom electronic mail lists are 

a number of journal articles, particularly Selfe, Cynthia and Richard J. Selfe, Jr. "The 

PoUtics of the Interface: Power and Its Exercise m Electronic Contact Zones" (480-504) 

as weU as Michael Spooner and Kathleen Yancey's "Postings on a Genre of EmaiF' (252-

278). While the first duectly addresses issues of Uteracy, power, and technology in 

teaching and professional shuations, Spooner and Yancy wrhe about theu experiences 

and allude to possibilities for change they suspect is mspired hi thek own Uterate 

practices by the use of technological tools. These texts are important when studying 

electronic mail and hs effects on Uteracy, email representing the most widely used dighal 

technology for teaching Uteracy throughout the 1980s and mspued publication until the 

mid 1990s. 



EquaUy important is the emergence of World Wide Web based journals and 

magazmes comcidmg whh the widespread adoption of TCP-IP networkmg protocols whh 

the emergence of the World Wide Web. Many early users of the Web hailed h as a 

radical shift m Uteracy, with such emptions of over-statement as Coover proclaunmg 

"The End of Books" (1). While not exactly brmgmg pruit-based Iheracy to an end, web 

publications such as Computer Mediated Communication Magazine (CMCM), Rhetnet: A 

Cyberjournalfor Rhetoric and Writing, Pre/Text Electra(lite), and Kairos: A Journal for 

Teachers of Writing have complicated the notion of academic publishmg and such long-

held values such as peer review and regular publication schedules. While these onlme 

journals speed up the time to pubUcation, each has developed its own definition of peer 

review. Kairos maintains a first-tier blind review followed by collaborative rewriting, 

which is a compromise between the demands of academic validhy and the coUaborative 

value of the online community. The development of online journals and email-based 

discussion are not unique to rhetoric or writing studies. These publishing ahematives 

have parallels in other fields. Science has the most notable digital publishing 

experiments, for the web hself was developed by astrophysicist Tun Beraers-Lee who 

wanted to build a system which would allow coUeagues to share the resuhs of 

experiments as quickly as possible whhout necessarily wahing for the long process of 

academic print publication. For more information about the history and early ideology of 

the WWW see [http://www.w3.orgAVWW/], the official World Wide Web consortium. 

http://www.w3.orgAVWW/


It is m wrhmg studies (broadly defmed) that the notion of native hypertext pubUshuig of 

scholarly arguments began, with the work of Kairos m particular. 

My own experience as managmg edhor of Kairos mspued my mterest in the 

development of Uteracy in the mformation age, and also mfluenced me to look at other 

fields of mquuy to determine what definitions and expectations of Uteracy could be 

applied to digital environments. While Composhion Studies concentrates on the 

development of academic literacy, mostly in first year composition students, the 

emergmg field of Technical Communication research looks beyond the academy and mto 

workplace writuig. The distmctions between the fields of composhion studies and 

technical communication and writing are blurred, and many mbrics for unituig these 

fields of study exist. These issues of curricular distinctions are discussed at length in 

chapter two. 

In addhion to the fields of composhion studies and technical communication, 

Uterary theory and crhical cuhural theory plays an important role m the development of 

the definhion of Uteracy and the development of contextual influences on Uteracy. The 

work of Deleuze and Guattari, Haraway, Feenberg, and Latour mform my crhical cuhural 

mterpretive strategy (most notably m Chapters IV and V). Another field, Uteracy studies, 

is another obvious cross-disciplmary uifluence, most notably in the work of Brian V. 

Stteet. Defmitions of crhical literacy are unported from radical pedagogist and Uberatory 

theologian Freue, specifically from the book co-authored by Macedo and Freue, 

Literacy: Reading the Word and the World. Conttibutions from all these fields. 



combmed together, make possible this rhetorical analysis I am presentmg. This 

dissertation is a crhical rhetorical analysis of dighal Uteracy, and contributes most 

dhectly to the field of Computers and Wrhing. However, h has unplications for all those 

teachmg, leammg and wrhmg m the dighal age. I hope to address the needs of both the 

specialized audience of computers and writuig researchers for whom this study is 

duected, but also to offer msights useful to those m other fields contemplating the 

changes in literacy occurring m postmodem dighal technological environments. 

This mtroduction serves to contextualize the argument made throughout the 

dissertation. The next chapter. Chapter n, contains a literature review designed to place 

this rhetorical dissertation m the fields of composition and technical communication. The 

hybrid of Computers and Wrhuig, represented by the journal Computers and 

Composition among numerous other texts such as the ACW-L discussion Ust, moves 

towards describhig the Uteracy I am seeking to analyze in this dissertation. Whh the 

introduction of the Ablex series m computers and composhion, this sub-field (once the 

haven of technofiles and mdividual idealistic mstructors) has grown to a major sub-

speciahy of Uteracy study. However, while this dissertation contributes to this ongoing 

discussion, the history of computers and Iheracy is the provenance of other books such as 

Computers and the Teaching of Writing in American Higher Education, 1979-1994: a 

History by Hawisher, LeBlanc, Moran, and Selfe. 

Accompanymg the move from an industrial-based to an mformation-based 

economy is a shift from a paper-based to a digh-based cuhure. As more American 



households are connected to the Intemet (some 65% at the last count), there is a shift not 

only m the speed of communication but also m the mode and media of communicatioiL 

While some crhics are bemoaning the demise of Uteracy as we know h (Poster, Tuman). 

others are welcommg a new golden age of Uteracy (Boher, Lanham, Gilster). Ultunately 

however, the changes m literacy will take place slowly when large numbers of users have 

developed patterns of mteractuig with dighal text and other dighal media. Academic 

experts are extrapolatmg, and are usually usmg small local examples of dighal Uterate 

practice to represent the entue future of post-mdustrial Uteracy. Certamly, electronic 

mail, hypertext and the World Wide Web are offering examples of different constmctions 

of Uteracy, yet the way scholars and theorists use these technologies now are not 

necessarily the best mdicators of Uterate futures. Recently, the Washington Post 

published a report warning about the gap between middle and working class use of the 

Intemet from home: 

Only 39 percent of the working poor and 
unemployed people surveyed by Rutgers University had 
access to the Intemet, compared with 76 percent of other 
employees. (Grimsley EOl) 

Certainly, one cannot claim universal access. However, the distinction made between the 

middle and working class here is indicative of larger questions related to the distribution 

of weahh. Some studies in computers and wrhing seek to create a correlation between 

pedagogy and Utopian social projects, such as Selfe's 1999 book Technology and Literacy 

in the Twenty-First Century. While h is important to "pay attention" (m Selfe's words) to 

the disparhy between the dighal haves and have-nots, pedagogy and Uteracy study alone 
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cannot solve economic disparity, nor can h effectively provide universal access to aU 

chizens. Selfe offers strategies for analyzmg and understandmg such economic and 

poUtical questions that are beyond the scope of this study as h addresses the nexus of 

technology, cuhure and Uteracy. 

This dissertation analyzes the way the 76% of "other" American employees and 

39% of the "workmg poor and unemployed" are begumuig to use the Intemet for 

communication, play, and information, as weU as online commerce, plus a host of other 

communicative and interactive activities we have not yet unagmed. The study focuses on 

the way people, citizens of American democratic cuhure, are utilizmg theu access. How 

do teachers, students, programmers, bankers, managers, and others use dighal 

technologies, and what Uterate practices are impUed by the way these technologies are 

programmed and constmcted? Digital technologies are being created, designed, 

marketed, and ultimately thrust upon users, and this document asserts alternatives for the 

design and hnplementation of digital literacy technologies. 

These new forms of wrhing are contexts for communication-new rhetorical 

situations. These new rhetorical shuations requue analysis so that Uteracy workers 

(writuig teachers, language scholars, as weU as other intellectuals in the humanities and 

beyond) can address the Uteracy needs of twenty-first century students. In the case of this 

study, the Wexner Learning Center represents one way in which technology and Uteracy 

have come together to serve an important historical and pedagogical purpose: 

remembrance and representation of the Holocaust for a general public audience. 



Lheracy, technology, and the Holocaust come together m a technological system 

signalmg a shift m how our cuhure stores and dissemmates rts stories and histories. 

The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum has constmcted The Wexner 

Leammg Center to house a database of whness narratives. This hypermedia archive 

represents change m historical narrative and the way such narratives are written, stored, 

and retrieved. Beyond the technical aspects of designing and unplementuig this system, 

the system hself signals a shift hi the skills necessary to comprehend the historical stories 

being told. The unages of witnesses reteUuig theh experiences aher the cultural 

representation of the Holocaust. UtUizmg high technology to convert filmed accounts of 

witnesses teUing theu tales into computer-accessible files, the database of witness 

narratives is an example of a new means of tellmg history. This new form of writing 

history requues a sophisticated active reading strategy and rhetorical practice, which I 

caU agent-mediated literacy throughout the dissertation, a Uteracy which is characterized 

by a new high-technology context that requues a sophisticated hyper-Uterate user. This 

dissertation investigates both the idea of an emerging rhetoric sensitive to demands and 

requuements of high-technology situations and the Uteracy necessary to read, wrhe, and 

manipulate texts in the twenty-first century. 

The Wexner Learning Center houses a database of whness narratives that 

challenges readers to uiteract with history m new and potentiaUy unsettlmg ways. In 

Bmno Latour's constmction, the database is a quasi-object-a technological artifact that is 

mterestmg not for hs abiUty to illuminate ancient or extmct cuhures, but for hs insight 
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mto our own. The database of witness narratives utilizes hypertext and hypermedia to 

form a new nexus for literacy study as video, sound, text, and still pictures converge in an 

effort to convey the experiences of the Holocaust. In creating this hypermedia database, 

the museum is trymg to reach a general audience of the American public-not just 

specialists and high-technology enthusiasts. There is a shared vision at the United States 

Holocaust Memorial Museum of the way its patrons will be able to consume, interact 

with and understand text. In committmg the resources of the museum to such a complex 

technological system for representation, there is a value placed on the technology and the 

ways of knowmg and tellmg history with technology. Although the Wexner Leamuig 

Center was designed for use by the general public by a behind-the-scenes technocratic 

eUte, the database of whness narratives nevertheless indicates one duection Uteracy may 

take, and is expected to take, by this one group of software engmeers and museum 

curators. 

This dissertation takes a close look at the Wexner Learning Center at the 

Holocaust Memorial Museum as a representative example in a rhetorical study. 

Developmg from this in-depth look at the rhetorical and representational strategies of the 

Holocaust Memorial Museum's hypermedia database of whness narratives, I trace m the 

following chapters possible defmhions of Uteracy for the digital age. Fust, I offer 

varieties of defmhions for Uteracy m the dighal age, which I caU Agent-Mediation hi 

Chapter IV. Chapter V develops a crhique of some of the texts which have driven the 

research m computers and wrhmg, offermg a crhique of Ong's work m Uteracy and 
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technology, while re-assertmg the unportance of developmg a crhical Uteracy for the 

mformation age. Chapter VI revishs ancient rhetorical concepts which contribute to a 

contemporary understandmg of the use and mterpretation of hypermediated texts, 

offermg postmodem rearticulations of mvention, accumulation, and kairos-oi contextual 

awareness. Chapter VII mvestigates the uses for and extensions of Uteracy m the digital 

age: h is a practical conclusion with a focus on pedagogy for an mformation age. Whh 

the entwuied cuhural values of democracy and Uteracy, I question the ethics of 

universalizmg digital cuhure and the imperative of first estabUshmg and then maintaming 

a critical onlme Uteracy. The dissertation concludes by offering possible future 

definitions of reading, teaching, learning, and even knovdng m the dighal age. 

However, before I can offer my analysis of the currently emerging possibilhies 

for Uteracy or my analysis of the Wexner Learning Center's Hypermedia Database of 

witness narratives I first must define my investigative strategies and summarize the flow 

of the overall argument of the dissertation. 

Chapter H, thled "Articulatmg the Field(s): Composhion, Technical 

Communication and Rhetoric," introduces the crhical rhetorical investigation system 

used throughout the dissertation. Based on the critical research practices suggested by 

Porter and Sullivan in Opening Spaces: Writing Technologies and Critical Research 

Practices (1997), this dissertation is a shuated cultural rhetorical crhique of the uses and 

development of Uteracy m the postmodem age. Attempting to define an emergmg hybrid 

field such as computers and wrhing is a daimtmg task. Rather than trying to provide a 
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defmition that strives to be defmhive (but which must necessarily fail and merely find 

itSQlf prescriptive) I instead offer definhions of the fields which I think usefully inform 

this dissertation. Therefore, I offer a readmg of texts from a number of disciplines whh 

the goal of informing the reader of significant debates occurring in diverse areas of 

research which contribute to an understanding of hypertextual Uteracy. This exammation 

of Uterature comprises the second chapter, and draws on work done in composhion 

studies, rhetorical theory, and technical communication, but also draws on work in 

Uterary theory as weU as the literature of science and crhical science studies. 

Of particular interest to me in creating this study is the new series of books 

published by Ablex publishing under the unpruit thled New Directions in Computers and 

Composition Studies. This unprmt has been publishing books only smce 1996, and yet 

the series has come to define a significant subfield of composhion studies while 

sunuhaneously broadenmg the scope of the field of mquuy. Whether the subfield grows 

hi popularhy or critical reach is quhe beyond the scope of this study, and h is dso sunply 

an unknown for the publishers, authors, as well as the teachers and practhioners-the folks 

who populate the ACW-L, RhetNet, the readers of Kairos, and so on. However, h is clear 

to me that this series of books and the community that has produced them, and who read 

them, have a significant and important contribution to make to the postmodem study of 

Uteracy. Whether this style of inquuy is sustained under the name of computers and 

wrhing, computers and composhion, or technical communication, or whether another 

moniker ahogether will come mto popular parlance is beside the pomt (cybercuhure 
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studies, Uteracy and technology, and technorhetorical studies are aU currently bemg used 

to describe sunilar emergmg fields of mquuy). Rather, whatever these studies come to be 

called, they have an unportant role to play m the way we come to understand Uteracy m 

the mformation age. Whatever role(s) we devise and whatever new ends Uterate 

activhies are put to, the nexus of these disparate fields are well placed to help us 

understand the cuhural and inteUectual significance of literacy in emergmg technological 

contexts. 

One of the less enviable tasks involved m wrhing chapter two is the attempt to 

describe what I self-consciously refer to as postmodem. So much is made of this shift, 

from modernism to ... what is possibly next after modernism, and so much cuhural, 

intellectual, and emotional baggage is tied to the unplications of movmg beyond 

modernism that h is sometimes difficult to separate the fears and preferences of crhics 

and proponents (and theu careers) from the potential contributions such inteUectual 

activhy offers. 

Chapter II delves mto much greater detail concerning this debate and places this 

study on a historical plane defmed by postmodem theoretical thought, contemporary 

rhetorical theory, and mtersections of Uteracy and wrhuig praxis. In so short and limited 

a study, chapter two ends whh a pragmatic acceptance of the contemporary state of 

uitellectual mquuy: this dissertation is not the place to defmhively argue the value of 

postmodem thought, or of the values of democracy, or whether Uteracy is technology. 

Rather, Chapter II contextualizes the dissertation whhin and among this tapestry of 
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contemporary thought so that the widest possible audience might understand the 

arguments made here. 

Chapter III was the genesis of this project. The core of the chapter is my 

description of the Wexner Learning Center's hypermedia Ubrary as well as an extended 

mvestigation of the representative strategy m terms of contemporary theoretical modes of 

mterpretation. Chapter three does not describe the technological system for deUvery of 

the whness narratives. Rather, this chapter attempts to understand the efforts of the 

database system's designers to overcome a communicative deficiency. For someone (like 

me) who grew up m the later 20* century, came of age after Vietnam, and has only the 

vaguest of connection to events during the World War II, the Wexner Learning Center of 

Database Narratives was uniquely compelling and reached me-affected me-as no other 

text of Holocaust history has. As I describe in the thud chapter, reaching an audience 

"like me" is important because I am usmg my experience to represent a category of users 

who have grown up after World War II and who have a very different relationship to the 

Holocaust. A gap exists between generations in their understanding of the Holocaust and 

an inabiUty to share their different understanding of this history. 

The database overcomes a communicative deficiency that Lyotard caUs the 

differend-the inabiUty of language to describe an event. The differend is not merely 

"speechlessness" but is, instead, a radical failure of language and communication. One is 

not able to tell another what he or she has seen, and cannot relate one's suffering to 

another. No matter how generous an audience, the rhetor is unable to sufficiently instmct 
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hs members. Holocaust witness Uterature is ripe with examples of this conflict whhin hs 

authors, and is a common feature of survivor's grief and survivor's guih. Elie Weisel 

imposed a ten-year silence on himself̂  a period of medhation and mourning hi which he 

attempted to create a communicative strategy whh which to teU his survivor's tales. 

Prime Levy took his own life, and ahhough his ovm reasons for his suicide are 

unknowable, suicide is not uncommon among survivors. In the two volumes of Maus, 

Art Spiegelman repeatedly refers to his father's (his books' narrator) unwUluigness to tell 

his tales, the horror at thinking an audience not only will not but cannot understand the 

experiences described and the stories told. 

Chapter III mvestigates the differend and sees the Wexner Learning Center 

Database as one solution offered by the museum curators and system's technological 

designers to overcome this mstance of the holocaust's unspeakabUhy. The chapter does 

not attempt to determine whether the database system is successful. It caimot, really-you 

must experience the system and decide for yourself whether h is effective or not. My 

mvestigation asserts that the Database of Witness Narratives represents a technological 

system that represents a potential for new rhetorical forms m high-technology contexts, 

and that these emergmg contexts will need corresponduig Uterate practices. The rest of 

the dissertation describes a model for constmctive engagement between Uteracy and 

technology, as weU as some rhetorical tools that vrill be mcreasmgly necessary to 

accomplish the once unpossible: overcoming the differend. 
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Chapter IV, "From Social Constmction To Agent Mediation: Latour, Haraway, 

And Feenberg" develops a technological basis for agent-mediated Uteracy and, whh 

reference to Bruno Latour's Actor-Network Theory, provides theoretical groundwork for 

the rest of this study by looking to three contemporary critics of technology and culture. 

These three theorists enable a theory of technology crhicism that resists technological 

determinism yet allows technological developments to play a role m the development of 

history. The problem that Chapter IV addresses is the compUcated relationship between 

agency, technology, and human action. Postmodem theory commonly erases the agency 

of the individual-beginning whh Latour and Haraway, this chapter makes room for 

human bemgs to act, to be agents, m history. It resists, on the one hand, determinism of 

an Althusserian sort m which human bemgs' role is limhed to the "reproduction of the 

condhions of production," but on the other hand recognizes the powerful influence of 

what Ahhusser terms Repressive and Ideological State Apparatii. 

Ahhough human agency is re-asserted, the chapter also addresses the embedded 

will of technology. This is an important but lesser-known apparatus-a technological 

apparatus- that is not deterministic, but nonetheless has influence over human action. 

This concept is explained m depth in the fourth chapter, but let me summarize the 

definition for the mtroduction. Although technology is not hself the driving force of 

history (this is technological determinism), the engineers, programmers, designers, and 

manufacturers of technological artifacts embed (consciously sometunes, more often 

unselfconsciously) ideologies, values, social relations, power relations, and etcetera into 
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these artifacts. Values embedded into technologies-in theu design, distribution, and 

usage patterns-reflect the values of theu creators, and tend to reproduce those values. 

The chapter argues that values embedded in technology reveal two things: first, 

technologies are not value-neutral but imbued whh theu own developmental and design 

histories and second, these embedded values give agency to technology. For the first 

hem-that technologies have histories-it is important to see the development of 

technologies in their historical contexts and to see these historical contexts as open to 

human change. Humans are responsible for the creation of the technologies we use, and 

we can continue to participate in the way technologies are utilized in culture. Through 

participation m theu use m cuhure, human beings have a say m what out technologies 

become. The second item-that technologies have agency-is an extension of the 

recognition of technological histories. The artifacts we use imply relationships between 

people, reproducmg relationships between people and between people and cuhure. Often 

these relationships are. In recognizmg embedded values which exercise the will of the 

mventor, designer, manufacturer, programmer, engmeer, of the privileged poshion hi 

technocratic cuhure, we can participate in resistmg and/or changmg the nature of values 

embedded mto the technological artifacts (if change is what is desued by a sizeable 

number of users). This second realization also creates a more complex unage of the 

network of Uterate activity-Uterate action takes place m a network of agents. Many of 

these agents are human bemgs, but m the mformation age, many of these agents are 

technological systems. To be critically Uterate, chizens must learn to negotiate the 
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networks of human and non-human agents. Chapter IV aims to make a critical 

understanding of technology akui to critical literacy, and open the practice of crhical 

technological investigation a part of the development of critically Uteracy. The expanded 

participatory role of the user explored in chapter four is part of Johnson's thesis m User-

Centered Technology: A Rhetorical Theory for Computers and Other Mundane Artifacts 

(1998), although the subthle implies a different role for the technologies themselves. 

Latour offers a definition of technological artifacts that recognizes their agency while 

Johnson sees them as mundane. 

Chapter V expUcitly addresses the development of the concept of Uteracy in the 

field of computers and wrhing scholarship. Foliowmg the stmcture of chapter four, Ong 

(like Lyotard in chapter three) is seen as a breakthrough theorist for unagming the 

mterplay of literacy and technology. Ong is a rhetorically-minded crhic who asserts the 

connection between Iheracy and technology, a 20* century scholar arguuig that Uteracy is 

a technology. Tracing the historical development of textual technologies from scroll to 

manuscript to moveable type up to the computer age, Ong makes the first strong 

connections between the technologies of wrhing and the ideologies of Uteracy. 

Coming later than Ong, Brian Stteet offers some powerful crhiques of Ong's 

acceptance of the unequal power relationships between (technologized) Uterate and 

(untechnologized) oral cultures. Stteet creates an opportimity to import the unportant 

work of crhical Uteracy, a field represented m this text by the work of Paolo Freue. But 

bringing crhical Uteracy and crhical technological mquiry (as developed m chapter four) 
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together, a critical, human-centered, participatory Uteracy is possible that powerfully 

responds to the demands of the twenty-first century and emergmg dighal communication 

situations. 

Crhical onlme Uteracy, which m chapter five is caUed agent-mediated Uteracy, 

has a number of important components. Agent-mediated Uteracy is a crhical Uteracy 

practice for usmg technological tools that critically reads technology as part of culture 

and history, and recognizes Uteracy as a technology. Agent-mediated Uteracy resists 

technological determinism, ahhough h recognizes the agency of technological artifacts 

and theu histories, historicizing technological decision-making. 

Agent-mediated literacy practice is not Utopian, but an unportant part of 

theorizmg literacy for the twenty-first century. Democracy relies on the estabUshment 

and mamtenance of a Uterate chizenry for participatory decision-makmg. We have reUed 

on a federal republic to achieve representative democracy for government, and this 

system has worked robustly for some tune, whh some substantial problems in levels of 

participation and disaffection among voters who feel theu concerns will not be 

represented under any circumstances. Democratic participation in the creation and 

application of technologies need not be so formalized as to requue a constitution, 

although some governmental intervention in the estabUshment of rights and freedoms in 

the workplace may support the development of greater democracy in the working world. 

Users and workers are those members of the system for whom decisions are made by 

managerial and technocratic professionals. Often they are ignored, and theu own 
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contextualized knowledge of the institutions and cuhures they uihabh is erased. Agent-

mediated Uteracy values the articulation of every participant's understanding and 

knowledge of theu shuation, and seeks to create meaningful incorporation of this 

knowledge into the design and hnplementation of technology into the workplace as weU 

as m pubUc spaces. 

The Iheracy that democracy relies on is changing as the technological context of 

Uterate activhy is dighized and Uterate practices must change in response to the changing 

context for effective participation. If Uteracy is to remain an unportant and viable part of 

developmg and mauitauiing a participatory democracy, Uterate practice must develop and 

prosper m the emerging technological context. Like the example of the Wexner Learning 

Center's Database of Witness Narratives demonstrates (in Chapter IE) technological 

systems can be shaped to support the development of new literate practices for emerging 

rhetorical situations. What was considered unspeakable can be spoken-difficuh though 

the task may be-and the differend can be overcome, however long and difficult the 

process of creating and revising rhetorical practices for these new cucumstances may be. 

Chapter VI, "Return of the RhetoricaUy Repressed: Rhetoric m Digital Contexts" 

is an extended investigation of rhetorical theory necessary for 21^ century crhical 

Uteracy. The second chapter opens whh an investigation of postmodernism and Faigley's 

response m Fragments of Rationality. Chapter VI, after briefly summarizmg the study's 

argument, addresses the challenge of identhy m a postmodem shuation. What happens to 

composhion, Uteracy and wrhmg studies if, as Faigley argues, composhion is a modemist 
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disciplme that depends upon outmoded concepts of identhy and knowledge? In 

articulating an answer, chapter six poshs a postmodem conception of identhy that 

complicates but does not mvalidate the important role Uteracy plays m American 

democracy. The postmodem erasure of individual agency is of central concem m chapter 

six, as is developing an alternative defiiution of self for the postmodem age. 

If Uteracy is to remain an important part of participatory democracy, classical 

rhetorical concepts such as invention, accumulation, kauos and nomos need to be 

articulated m a 21^* century context for mobilization in a technologically sophisticated 

and increasuigly fast-paced culture and hs accompanying economy. Chapter VII 

connects postmodem cuhure to rhetoric and rejuvenates rhetorical principles for a dighal 

age. Invention must be rearticulated to address the postmodem crhique of the genius 

author, unified personality, as weU as challenges to original thought and thinking that are 

part of the ideology of modernity. The concept of Kauos-first rejuvenated by Kinneavy 

in 1986-becomes increasingly valuable in a time when audience, shuation, and "right 

measure" are necessary to reach an audience for the World Wide Web, hypertext, 

hypermedia and other emergmg communicative forms. The accumulation of rhetorical 

devices in an argument, titled accumulatio in Latin rhetoric, has an important corollary in 

the Wexner database. Accumulating data from various sources, rather than describing a 

variety of flourishes or tropes, becomes increasingly unportant and, m the case of the 

Wexner database, the sheer volume of recorded narrations also becomes a rhetorical 

device-akin to but distinct from logical proof, or logos. Finally, chapter VII revisits a 
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post-stmctural rhetoric described by James A. Berlin-social-epistemic rhetoric-and 

considers the contributions a technologically savvy agent-mediated Uteracy can 

contribute. 

Chapter VHI concludes this study with a discussion of Cynthia Selfe's book 

Literacy and Technology for the Twenty-first Century. Intended for a broader audience of 

language teachers, Selfe's book outlines Uteracy practices she asserts will be necessary in 

the 21^ century. The first goal of this chapter is to compare my agent-mediated Uteracy 

theory with the goals and demands Selfe outlmes m her book. The con^arison reveals 

many similarhies, yet this theoretical mvestigation you are reading addresses 

relationships between technology and Uteracy as well as technology and rhetoric that 

Selfe's book gestures towards. This dissertation, ultimately, supports and expands many 

of the conclusions Selfe draws in her study. However, there is a significant difference 

between this study and Selfe's book. Where Selfe crhiques current policy relatuig to 

technology and literacy, this study outlines a basis for expanding Uterate practices along 

the same luies Selfe encourages; one might see this dissertation as a "next step" to Selfe's 

necessary critique. While this dissertation does not offer a step-by-step plan for 

implementmg a curriculum m crhical Uteracy for the mformation age, h attempts to 

provide much of the uitellectual support for such curricula. It is a proposal for those who 

reach the end of Selfe's book (and who read current computers and wrhuig scholarship 

generally) and ask what can be done in the classrooms and wrhing programs that are 

beuig created and those that have akeady been created. It offers goals, justifications, and 
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strategies for estabUshmg crhically Uterate, technologically sophisticated programs in 

wrhuig mstmction and rhetoric. 

Before the work of definmg agent-mediated Uteracy can begin, however, this 

dissertation must articulate the bases from which the study has emerged. The next 

chapter mtroduces issues of literacy and technology in the context of the postmodem 

"leghimation crisis" (Habermas' term), for articulatmg Uteracy m terms of the 

"postmodem condhion" (Lyotard's term), and for unaguimg possibiUties for teaching, 

communicating, and wrhmg m the next century in ways that effectively and meaningfully 

contribute to democratic and participatory engagement with our shared futiues. It is my 

suicere hope that this vision of literacy can come into being, and that we begui to 

understand our relationships whh our cuhures, technologies, and rhetorics m more 

productive and participatory ways. 
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CHAPTER n 

ARTICULATING THE FIELD(S): COMPOSITION, 

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION, AND 

RHETORIC 

"Just what is h, then, that you are studymg?" This is my mother's question at the 

dumer table, out in her suburban backyard over barbecue dumer after I get done teUing 

her that, even though I use computers every day, that I am not studyuig computer science. 

And even though I teach wrhmg, read theoretical books, and talk endlessly about Uteracy, 

I am not a Uterature student. Nor do I study poUtical speeches or deconstmct 

advertisements like someone might in communication studies. "But that's what I think of 

as 'rhetoric'," she poUtely professes. All this over a barbecued dinner, where minutes 

before she misunderstood the title of a course I was teaching at a medium-sized state 

university: 

"What's the thle of the course you are teaching this summer?" 

"A Rhetoric of Hypertext: Postmodemity and Literacy." 

"?ost-maternity7 Just what do you know about havuig a baby?" 

It was just after she mistakenly heard postmodemity as post-maternity that she 

asked me what rhetoric was. I told her I knew nothing about maternity, or having babies, 

and that I really feh like I didn't reaUy know much about Uteracy or postmodemity ehher. 

So I stumbled around an explanation of rhetoric, hoping I could get through at least that 

much before my griUed sausages got cold. But I realized at that moment, no matter how 
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much I tried to hide behuid neologisms like technorhetoric and syllawebs and a strong 

informed social-epistemic deconstruction of current-traditionalism, I would have to 

stmggle whh what h was, exactly, that my monk-like devotion to the study of the 

mtersection of technology and Uteracy was doing in the world. What was I 

accon^lishmg? And importantly, how would those accomplishments be evaluated? The 

value of this dissertation rests on the abilhy of this text to convmcuig you, the audience, 

that even though the study relies on much postmodem theory (which eschews definhive 

meaning and devalues practical application) and make practical suggestions for Uteracy 

practice (a lore-based practicality which resists theorizing) that there is a basis for this 

study. 

Composition studies and technical communication studies are both fields that 

depend upon an understanding of literacy that is both theoretical and practical, but nehher 

of which has clear disciplinary status. One discipline both fields draw from is literacy 

study-in the ways human beings make sense to each other through written and other 

linguistic media. Postmodem theory provides another rich source from which 

composhion and technical communication draw, although postmodem theory denies such 

bases exist or are important, but nevertheless asserts the importance of hs own non-

foundational foundation. Both fields draw on American democratic ideals-literacy is 

important to the establishment and maintenance of an informed electorate. And yet few 

have ventured half as far as MarshaU McLuhen in understandmg the unplications of 

technology on the electorate's Uteracy practices. So ahhough there are many different, 
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widespread, seemingly contradictory bases for a study of the uitersection of Uteracy and 

technology that investigates critical and active, rather than functional and perfunctory, 

expression, this study belongs to no single discipline of field of study. It has so many 

bases that, indeed, there is no center and therefore few foundations. Instead of tracing 

foundations, I am instead ttacuig trends, duections for Uteracy-those gestures Deleuze 

and Guattari title trajectories-m technology and culture and discussing the zones at 

which differmg (and sometunes contradictory) discourses meet. These contact zones are 

articulation zones, articulation itself a word with numerous definhions, two of which I 

want to caU here (Johnson-EUola 95-116). Fust, articulation is the point of movement, 

like the elbow is the articulation of the arm between the forearm and upper arm, and 

second, m rhetoric particularly, articulation is the act of putting into words, the outcome 

of invention. And so in articulating the nexus of technology and Uteracy, I am 

attemptmg to reach at least two aUied goals. The first goal is to describe the critical 

literate practices emerging at the nexus of technology and culture. The second goal is to 

forecast the future of critical literacy in the postmodern future-the postindustrial age of 

mformation where, seemmgly, Uterate practice would be highly regarded and essential 

for the flow, mterpretation, and effective use of the currency of the age: language coded 

for fransmission. 

This study has a dual purpose. Fust, I want to create a valuable mquuy mto the 

nature of Uteracy hi the mformation age: how does literacy change, why does h change, 

what are the changes, how do the changes affect Uteracy practice. Second, 1 am 
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mterested in knowuig what, once we know some possibiUties for the future(s) of Uteracy, 

we can do to mamtaui Iherate teaching and learning. The possible contradiction that 

arises from postmodemity and application is not minor. However, I do not want to get 

bogged down in deciding whether one can or should act, but rather taking a leap of fahh 

that we can act to unprove the decision-making processes that deploy technology in the 

lives of people. Nor do I want to get lost in the argument for pursuing theory or practice. 

"Yes!" we must answer, knowing that theory is just what we thuik about practice and 

practice what we develop from our theories. Theories that assert that mdividual or 

concerted critical action is not possible may be logically or theoretically sound, and yet 

do not meaningfiilly describe current cultural conditions. Action may not be 

linguistically possible, may not be theoretically viable, yet act we must and act we shall, 

in actuaUty or in Burke's sense of language as symbolic action. I do not want to argue 

here for the efficacy of democratic participation-I will let others argue how, why, and 

under what condhions democratic action is necessary. Nor will I argue for the value of 

democracy as a form of government or cultural formation. Instead, I assert most 

pragmatically that we are part of a democratic tradhion, and that this tradhion has held 

values that lead to cultural formation that influence the questions and quandaries we find 

Uteracy stmggling to understand. My interest is in tracing the relationships between 

Uteracy and technology in this contemporary democratic context, not investigating the 

bases of democracy as such. 
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The world, the Agora, the too-much-with-us reality of this place we always 

inhabh is the focus of rhetoric. Whh this understandmg, I feel a powerful urge is to 

assert that rhetoricians, armed with an understandmg of communication and of 

knowledge-makmg, have a responsibilhy to make a "better" future. But there is no clear 

mdication that either my conceptions of "better" are aligned with that of others', or that 

what is better for rhetoricians or Uteracy workers is necessarUy better for aU. In looking 

towards that future for Uteracy (and the people who practice Uteracy) I have to fight the 

urge to let myself get sidetracked mto big, messy, and uhimately unproductive inquues 

mto the nature of human bemg. Ontology aside, there is still much to discover about the 

future(s) of rhetoric m the mformation age. 

In keeping whh the dual nature of this mquuy, to both study the nature of Uteracy 

emerging in contemporary high-technology contexts and make practical suggestions for 

Uteracy workers who will be teaching writing in these contexts, I must mamtaui a 

pragmatic sense of literacy in action, always at the point of enactment, nether conforming 

to its definitions nor helplessly theoretical and therefore inactive. Literacy is action, 

foUowing Burke's definhion of language as symbolic action, and therefore, h is not 

enough to observe what is happenmg to Uteracy. Instead, this study makes suggestions 

for teachers for how they might participate m the contmuing development of Uteracy-but 

why they must also participate with technology for theu suggestions to have any chance 

of being heeded. 
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Burke grows out of an American tradhion of pragmatism, a ttadhion of studymg 

how and why the world operates as h does. His writing is empirical m that h studies 

phenomena occurring m the world whhout being scientific. His rhetorical studies are still 

very much used in communication studies as weU as rhetorical theory, and whh good 

reason. Burke's meandering thought and writing style may transcend disciplinary 

boundaries, while he offers insight valuable for philosophers, for linguists, for 

communication specialists, and for cultural theorists, he does not "fit" any one disciplme. 

At the core of his work is a pragmatic mterest in why things work as well as how things 

work, and m concentrating on the workings of language, Burke develops a peculiarly 

American rhetorical analysis. Burke's rhetorical mquiry often began with a single event 

or site of linguistic action. From that one rhetorical emption, Burke would then trace 

more subtle moments of his observed phenomenon, weaving a complex text from 

rhetorical analysis. Burke called that emption a representative example, and this study 

uses the Wexner Learning Center as its representative rhetorical example. This study 

traces the development of rhetoric in techno-literate culture. 

To accompUsh this introduction of the field(s) of techno-Uteracy, I offer an 

mvestigation of the tradhion of composhion through the lens of postmodemity, then the 

emerging field of technical communication through the lens of postmodemity. 1 

conclude with an assessment of Uteracy theory that impacts the study, concluding whh a 

look at the important contribution pragmatic thought offers to this study. Why is this 

necessary? Precisely because this study is between fields, between shes, nehher 
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theoretical nor practical but concemed with developmg crhical praxis. This study is 

simuhaneously outside so many disciplmary boundaries, yet poised to offer insight to 

many disciplines that rely on Uteracy and the analytic skills h makes possible. Lheracy 

hself is a technology developed by various cuhures, enabled in different eras to create, 

defend, destroy, subvert the issues, powers, and situations at hand Literacy is the 

technology all other cultural technology relies on to work, and Uteracy is the technology 

from which so many of our technologies sprmg, including digital technologies. And 

despite the postmodem fascmation whh proving that language doesn't reaUy work, there 

is much to the contrary to suggest that language does mdeed work, although perhaps not 

exactly in the way that we may have assumed it had. Cognitive scientists have been 

appalled that our language is as un-mle governed as h appears, while simultaneously 

language theory and language philosophers have been equally confounded that language 

continues to "work" even as it displays a maddening "undecidability." 

Composition, Technologv, and the Postmodem Subject 

The field of composhion, emerging from the romantic vision of the expressivists 

and into a maturing process theory, has had a difficuh tune dealing with postmodem 

theorizing. The modem subject-unified, whole, tmstworthy, and coherent-has been the 

basis for most composhion theory. Even the way we talk about writuig process stus up 

modern ideology. From arguments about the individual development of "voice" and 

"authentichy," to the weaving of enlightenment values through the rhetoric of a Uterate 

democracy, modernism is part of composhion pedagogy, and seemingly of the identhy of 
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hs practhioners. Joseph Harris' 1996 A Teaching Subject: Composition since 1966 is an 

example of an historical investigation of modemist trends in composhion research, 

tracing the development of trends in the research of "growth," "voice," "process," and 

"error." AU very practical shes of mquuy, but aU concentrated on the production of a 

unified, singular student-writer whose tasks could be effectively commented upon by a 

teacher. And, h was assumed, the teacher would have the best interests of the students at 

heart and the students would want to be better writers of academic prose. 

However, the definition of wrhing in college for an academic audience has been 

questioned. The diligent student working for better writing skills, and even the 

motivation of the teachers are questioned. And significantly, the notion of a smgular 

discernible author creating text to be read and understood by a definable audience is 

questioned. This undecidabiUty is the postmodem dilemma so often referred to in the 

professional discourse of the field, and h resuhs in the loss of secure foundations from 

which Uteracy workers developed pedagogies, curricula, and even course goals. What, 

for mstance, is the goal of a first year wrhing course in which the teacher is not sure what 

Uteracy practices will be expected of theu students in coUege, let alone the workplace? 

How can one judge whether or not students, who are whole in body if not clearly in 

psyche, are completing these deconstmcted Uteracy goals? Such is the epistemological 

dilemma of the postmodem. 

This very dilemma gave impetus for the wrhing of Lester Faigley's 1992 

Fragments of Rationality. Faigley spends the fust three chapters mtroducing 
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postmodernism for an audience of wrhing teachers, and in the third investigates the 

"ideologies of self' I refer to as informing notions of voice and authenticity m wrhmg 

instmction. These ideologies of the self are, Faigley argues, challenged as we move from 

the modem to the postmodem. Although Faigley does not (and no other theorist clearly, 

succmctly, or definitively does) offer us a single definhion of the postmodern, his book 

offers a useful, pragmatic, and mtellectually risky step. And I caU this step a risk whh 

admiration, for Faigley does what many authors before him is a different way. While he 

accepts, as many who write about postmodemity, that the tenn postmodern is hself a 

contingent, uneasy and incomplete constmction: 

Unlike the metadiscourses on aesthetic 
postmodernism and philosophical postmodem theory, 
which are predominantly housed in the academy, the 
metadiscourse on postmodemity is widespread, extending 
from academic philosophers like Lyotard to noveUsts like 
DeLillo to media theorists like McLuhan to fiiturologists 
like John Nesbitt and Alvm Toffler to popular media uses 
of "postmodern," such as a program on MTV caUed 
Postmodem MTV. (Faigley 9) 

For Faigley, as for this dissertation, h is not unportant to feel comfort in the term 

postmodern, or to accept any of the myriad definhions as tmth. Instead, I am making a 

pragmatic move after Faigley, argumg that we are no longer livmg m the modem era, nor 

do we have a clear sense of what is coming "next." Latour comments that the 

postmodem is an maccurate term, for h unplies that we have fulfilled modernism's 

promises, which he asserts we have not. I discuss emerging trends m Uterate practice m 

an age of uncertamty and transhion from a pruit-Uterate culture to a dighally Uterate 
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culture, from an industrial to a post-uidustrial economy, and examine Uterate activhy in 

an age of information. AU these attributes are part of my use of the term postmodem. 

For convenience, if for nothmg else, I use the tQvmpostmodern to describe the current 

cultural moment, as distinct ^om postmodernism as a strictly defined school of academic 

thought. Postmodern, as used throughout this document, is a descriptive word, an 

adjective, to describe a condition wherQas postmodernism is a noun, mean to refer to the 

body of academic work referred to above. 

Faigley, in my interpretation, is not as concemed whh postmodernism as 

understood m the academy, m philosophic and aesthetic arguments. Nor is Faigley 

overtly concemed with the postmodem movements in art, architecture, Uterature, and 

economics. Instead, Faigley is concerned whh the fragmentation in our students' Uves: 

communication, media, entertauunent, theu day-to-day Uves, and this fragmentation's 

effects upon theu Uterate practices and livuig contexts. This is the postmodem shuation I 

am wrhmg about-the mass experience of muhi-media and media saturation. 

Corresponduig to these trends m media and technology are trends m technology use 

among those currently enroUed m colleges. And these Uterate/technological trends are 

not those of the Uterati, or even of the digerati, who tradhionally have more access to 

technology, more access to mformation, and more tune whh which to dream up possible 

new worlds of communication. Indeed, this "brave new world" of Uteracy is akeady 

evident-evident and lived m not just by geeks and keyboard jockeys, not just by 
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professors and graduate students, but by upwards of 80% of middle-class American 

households. 

Faigley admits, as those who first began using the term (m architecture and art 

crhicism, and in economists usuig "post-mdustrial"), that postmodernism has no clear 

defmhion, and yet h is a phenomenon that can be and is experienced by our students, by 

the teachers teachmg them, and that eventually, we will all be affected by this 

complication ... this speed-up ... this new realm, a new mode of existence we have no 

other means of describing than as what comes next. Since we have no other name for h 

yet, and the last thing we were trying to understand received the name "modem," than aU 

we can do for now is throw our hands m the air and accept this emerging other time 

postmodern, for h comes after the modem. After the modem, surely, but before what we 

do not yet know. Although we do not yet know what this brave new era might be called, 

some attributes of Uteracy and Uteracy practice are emerging which, for now, we can call 

postmodem literacy. * 

I do not claim that Faigley was the fust to defme the postmodem context of 

composhion students, but he is the first (I know of) to ground the slippery term m the 

lives, practices, and actions of those who writuig teachers are trymg to reach-in the lives 

of students. Faigley was the fust to describe the postmodem as the life condhion of 

teenagers, of students m his wrhing classes, and for that recognition of postmodem life, 

Faigley needs to be recognized. Faigley looks to his students, particularly m chapters sbc 
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and seven of his book Fragments of Rationality with the mclusion of Daedalus 

Interchange transcripts, to represent what postmodem literacy might look like. 

The postmodern, Faigley argues, is not confined to the ivory tower of coUege 

campuses. Because there is a larger social and cuhural reaUty being described, h is not 

important for me to debate how or even whether postmodem culture needs to be defined-

I am using a convenience term derived by others. Instead the fragmented, unage-driven, 

fast paced life our students experience, in front of computer screens, television screens, 

drenched with representations of experiences, coupled with the recognition of the "late 

age of capital" m Jameson's analysis, characterized by McJobs, near-compulsory college 

education, muhi-national investment brokers, and thud-world labor profiteermg, is the 

world in which our students Uve-the world m which Uteracy workers must try to teach 

academic communication and workplace writuig. It is a world m which email and 

telephone communication is as real and immediate as face-to-face communication, a 

world mto which these students are to be hurled whh the near-compulsory but seemmgly 

urelevant undergraduate degrees obtained from univershies that do not themselves 

understand what students might be expected to do with 19* century Uteracy skills m the 

21^ century. 

The crhique of the enlightenment is made famous m the postmodem crhique of 

Descartes, made most strongly and effectively by Foucauh m The Order of Things (318-

322) and m The Archeology of Knowledge (60-63), and by Stephen Touhnm m 

Cosmopolis: The Hidden Agenda of Modernity (56-87). These crhiques destabilize the 
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values and poshions held to be inalienable by modernity. That is, m questionuig 

foundations, postmodem theories and thought are empuically successful in as much as 

they make us uneasy m the world we thought we knew. Many excesses of inteUectual 

and scholarly practice have resuhed m an intractable standoff between those who believe 

that postmodernism is somehow a new non-foundational intellectual foundation, and 

those who deny the verachy of postmodem theory and praxis and staunchly uphold 

modernist foundations agauist an uuushuig tide of uncertamty. Both sides are made of 

straw arguments, made in an effort to somehow declare victory on a battlefield that need 

never have existed: let me merely stipulate here that I have no fahh in ehher 

postmodemity or hope for a post-theoretical age. Postmodemhy is a fairly meaningless 

label, applied by proponents to mean "good" and applied by opponents to mean "bad." 

Similarly a desire for "post-theoretical" discourse, or even more foolishly a desue for 

"post-post-modemity," seems to be a caU for ostrich-like ignorance of the last 25 years of 

uitellectual inquiry in Uterary theory. 

Instead, I sttongly feel that we have to account for uitellectual statements and 

positions that impact, in the case of this study, literacy and written communication, and 

the convergence of once-disparate media into hypermedia. These technological 

developments and the co-developing theories of postmodem culture pomt to different 

epistemological situations. 

In recognizing a postmodem shuation, this study does not seek to deconstmct or 

ignore the cuhure-bound values and "tmths" people live whh and among each day. 
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However, I also see, m the epistemological shift from foundational to non-foundational 

thmking, an opportimity also for rhetoric and rhetorical thought to rejoin the field of 

uitellectual inquuy. Science, as productive and powerful as h has become, is 

nevertheless a human field of mquuy. Ahhough science strives for knowledge, h is never 

secure (m hs best forms) that h has accomplished understanding. Mediated m language, 

all our knowledge is shuated and condhional. What we seem to know and what we 

convmce ourselves and others that we know, as well as that which "works" in an 

empuical way: this is the definhion of tmth and, m the end, we never have tmth or 

understanding in our control. We may come to know a few facts, but we can never rely 

on our uiterpretations of those facts to believe we have arrived at tmth. Rather, we are 

left with approximations. We are left with enthymemes. 

Lyotard calls these enthymemes petit recits-in French, small 5/or/e5'-shuated tales 

of knowing. We never know, once and for all, much of anything. However, we do create 

an awful lot of shuated, temporary, and limhed knowledge. And fortunately or 

unfortunately, access to that knowledge depends upon access to the language (and 

sometimes jargon) in which that knowledge fmds expression. Increasuigly, access to the 

knowledge also means having access to the databases and networks that store, process, 

and transfer the mformation. This does not mean that we should not try to help as many 

people as possible understand what is being said, nor does h lessen the need for universal 

access for all chizens. But h complicates the effort to make this knowledge widely 

known, and h also belies the claim that science somehow overcomes this human 
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shuation. Sunuhaneously, I respect scientists and researchers who rightly assert that they 

never claimed that theu studies were somehow "tmly" objective, beyond the tamt of 

subjectivhy. However, our cuhure gives scientists the cuhural currency to speak as if 

they spoke eternal, unmediated tmth. 

This study is about the challenge of postmodem epistemology, and hs effect on 

Uteracy study, and more unportantly, this study discusses the challenges to a 

representational and communicative system that hopes to speak beyond hs immediate 

context to members of another generation. Much like books try to reach across 

boundaries of time, space, and culture, hypermedia is trying to speak across these gaps of 

time and space. In creatuig a historic-graphic system, hypermedia seeks to accommodate 

tmths, however small, and preserve them to be read and hopefully understood m the 

future by readers who nehher share the conditions of the authors, nor the foundations of 

the context. It is tmly non-foundational. 

Rhetoric, I assert, is necessary and potentially powerful in this shuation. 

Rhetoric, unlike science and poetics, claims not to ehher know tmth or to know beauty. 

Rather, rhetoric is necessarily limited and perversely powerful precisely because h works 

on probabiUty and likelihood rather than on surety and certainty. The enthymeme is 

rhetoric's greatest attribute in a postmodem age of disbelief 

An edhed volume by CUfford and Schlib (1994), still widely assigned m graduate 

seminars m composhion studies, addresses these issues of wrhing in a postmodem age. 

Contained hi the volume is the sense that there is an "m-between-ness" m current 
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composhion pedagogy, of the voice, authentichy, and process dominated past. Indeed, 

our students may no longer be who we thought they were. Or, more terrifying, that they 

may never have been who we uisisted they were-that our convenient fictions describing 

our students had broken down and we no longer knew who we were teaching. Coming 

from this realization that our students were strangers is that we were no longer so sure 

that we knew what these students needed to know when they left our writing classes. 

This alienation from our students and our work, the symptom of which Roskelly 

and Ronald picks up so nicely in theu 1998 Reason to Believe, is a symptom of the 

postmodem. We no longer recognize our students, no longer recognize our work, and 

with the advancement of technologies and emergence of distance education, no longer 

recognize our classrooms. No wonder, as Roskelly and Ronald powerfully state, 

composhion teachers have lost their passion to teach! Unfortunately, Roskelly and 

Ronald want the field to reaffirm modernist values hi order to reacquamt ourselves whh 

the "romantic/pragmatic" basis of our disciplme. It is a valiant effort, mspued by 

Bertoff s work and the tradhion of American romantic philosophy and democratic 

rhetoric, yet h falls flat and leaves this reader wondering why we can only go back to a 

sunpler golden age of Uteracy and Uteracy teaching rather than understandmg our current 

milieu and builduig new strategies, new identhies, and new appreciations for our 

students, our classrooms, and our pedagogies. Ultunately, Roskelly and Ronald want to 

return to a romantic view of expressivism, a Murray-era view that our students are 
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comprehendible, that the defmhion of Uteracy from the late 19* century through the 

1960s still applies, and that the goals of Iheracy mstmction should remaui the same. 

Why should the goals of Uteracy mstmction not change as we move from prmt to 

dighs? We are, after all, m the same democratic system m which chizens need to 

participate crhically. However, the context and meaning of participation has changed and 

contmues to change such that tradhional literacy teaching and hs values seem quauit, out-

of-touch, and romantic. Teachmg a student to create an authentic voice, or to wrhe usmg 

an effective process, or to engage hi an mterpretive community, all are unportant and 

valuable Uteracy skills. However, when one fust needs to rhetorically analyze the 

shuation in order to determine what voice an author should wrhe in, what level of 

formaUty one should select, and even whether the situation can be impacted with a 

Uterate act, these modemist values of voice, process, and engagement seem misplaced. 

At precisely the tune when a reinvigorated rhetorically sophisticated and technologically 

mformed literate practice can both help students participate in the creation of their 

cuhure, and in which Uteracy workers can be valued for contributmg duectly to the 

creation of democratic cuhure and work spaces, these authors offer a way to make 

ourselves urelevant and uninvolved. 

The history of technological development in American cuhure is accompanied by 

a parallel hope that these technologies will increase participation and participatory 

democracy. Each hope is accompanied by a disappointment as the technology, once 

hailed as egalharian and potentially revolutionary is co-opted by conservative and 
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economic mterests. Photography, electrichy, telegraph, radio, automobile, film, 

telephone, autravel, and television have each, in theu developmental stages, been hailed 

as a great democratizing force but uhunately have left their most hopeful advocates 

disappointed. The Intemet is a similar technology, described as a Utopian tool that may 

brmg chizens into closer contact whh each other and with the governing stmctures and 

bureacracies in this representative democracy. These Utopian hopes shall be dashed as 

well. Studies, such as Arterton's Teledemocracy (1987) and Browning's Electronic 

Democracy (1996) as weU as vutual communities such as The Electronic Frontier 

Foundation (www.eff.org) imply that wuing the country will resuh in more participation 

as weU as an overaU increase in the quaUty of Ufe m America. 

Rather than promisuig any Utopian possibiUties, this study reveals a more 

sanguine view of the relationship between democracy and technology. As each 

technological development's democratic potential came and went (electricity, radio, 

telephone, etc), proponents looked to the technology as the agent of democratic change, 

rather than to the people using, designing, and engmeermg the technology as the agents 

of cultural development. One technology, an older technology, literacy has had a longer 

association whh democracy (see Chesney and Feinstem 1997, Nie et al 1996, Cmikshank 

1990). 

The relationship between literacy and democracy is held as a value, yet there are 

often conflicts in the meaning of literacy. Is literacy a passive activhy, one of 

fiinctionally interpreting texts, or an active activhy? As an active activhy, crhical 
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Uteracy implies a more active role for chizens and for a participatory potential for 

democracy, creating the potential for the development of democratic working spaces as 

weU as civic spaces, and potentially the development of a democratic culture. This study 

is sympathetic to the constmction of a crhically Uterate populace participating in more 

than indirect democracy through the election of political representatives. Composhion 

studies and literacy studies have a long-standing mterest in democratizing cuhure. From 

Dewey and early American pragmatists through the adaptation of Freire and others' work 

in crhical literacy, and in the recent publication of an interview with Chantal Mouffe hi 

JAC: A Journal of Composition Theory late in 1999 (Worsham and Olson 1999, see also 

Davis 1999), democratizmg cuhure is one goal of Uteracy workers in the United States. 

Technical communication research reveals a similar mterest through work such as 

Johnson's User-Centered Technology (1996). Increasing the mdividual's interaction with 

cuhure as well as empowermg the chizen to actively engage whh self-government is a 

long-standmg mterest of Uteracy mstmction. However, with the growth of dighal 

technology and muhimedia, h has become difficuh to defme just what Uteracy is, hi 

either hs functional or critical forms. 

Ahhough outside the mamstream of composhion teaching, Guoux's work-

particularly m Disturbing Pleasures: Learning Popular Culture (l994)-may help 

composhion teachers learn new ways of understanding contemporary students. It is 

particularly helpful m understandmg composhion students and theu everyday cuhural 
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reaUty, ahhough h will not offer much uisight mto how we might change wrhmg 

mstmction to accommodate theu Uteracy needs. 

As Guoux tentatively foUows his students mto the new postmodem landscapes, 

some composhion speciaUsts have abeady entered the emergmg dighal media, both to 

size up the terram and to explore the Umhs of Uteracy. Tuman, Landow, Lanham, 

Faigley, Clifford and Schlib and others m composhion have made some constmctive 

forays mto the dighal postmodem future and brought back some important msights. 

Besides the groundbreakmg work m the pages of the Computers and Composition 

Journal, as well as books such as Hawisher, Moran, LeBlanc and Selfe's Computers and 

the Teaching of Writing in American Higher Education, as weU as the pages of Ĵ Ĉ, the 

Journal of Advanced Composition, has printed a few innovative essays which have 

investigated forms of Uteracy in technology environments. Beginning with an 

mterview/introduction to the work of Donna Haraway (whh an mtroduction by Gary 

Olsen), JAC has also published Gilbert's "Medhations Upon Hypertext: Towards a 

Rhetorethics for Cyborgs." Gilbert's piece is important because of the way h attempts to 

remtroduce ethics into rhetoric which, following Katz's example (see Chapter IE), 

exemplifies the attempt to reconstmct Uteracy m the emerging reahn of postmodem in 

terms of ethical responsibiUties coupled with rhetorical action. Gilbert, throughout her 

piece, warns what can become of hypertext should h be abused or her wamuig unheeded. 

Before Olsen's interview with Haraway, Johndan Johnson-Eilola's work began 

appearmg in JAC, Computers and Composition and elsewhere. Johndan Johnson-Eilola's 
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1993 piece, "Control and the Cyborg: Wrhmg and Being Written m Hypertext" 

mtroduces many of the key themes which are just now bemg addressed m Computers and 

Composition, m Olsen's mterview, as well as in Gilbert's work. JAC\s interested m the 

future of composhion and the future of Uteracy, and so occasionally a technologically 

focused essay will make hs way mto the journal. Perhaps a bh before hs tune m 

composhion studies, Johnson-Eilola has also contributed unportant msights to the field of 

technical communication. In the next section I will address Johnson-Eilola's work m 

greater detaU and the unportant and changing role technical communication studies can 

play m studyuig the nexus of technology, culture, and Uteracy. 

Composhion studies has impacted my thinking about students and the Uteracy 

practices that students come to coUege possessing. Composhion studies as a field of 

mquiry has tried, in the pages of Computers and Composition, to accommodate 

technology. But as Faigley describes, the modemist core of the composhion subject 

challenges the postmodem practices of the postindustrial wrhing student. Some 

strategies are emerging which may or may not prove useful when teaching these students, 

but h is unportant to remember the postmodem nature of these students' Uves and 

experiences. The next section, dealing most specifically whh technical communication 

studies, looks at the world of work and the literacy practices associated whh postmodem 

and postindustrial cuhure in the workplace. 
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Technical Communication, Epistemologv. and the Screen 

Johndan Johnson-Eilola, in his earlier work from J^C (mentioned m previous 

section) to "Wild Technologies" m Stuart Selber's coUection Computers and Technical 

Communication place Johnson-EUola at the nexus of technology and Uteracy issues. His 

book. Nostalgic Angels: Rearticulating Hypertext Writing (1996) explores the 

technological system of hypertext from both informational and Uterary perspectives. 

UntU the release of Nostalgic Angels, hypertext study was divided into two camps-the 

Uterary-minded hypertext fiction group most recognizable m publications produced by 

Eastgate and the workplace-dominated mterests m functional and commercially viable 

hypertext information systems, such as the hypertext studies produced by SIGDOC and 

INRIA. Neither group foresaw the widespread use of TCP/IP networking, and nehher 

was prepared for the quick acceptance of the World Wide Web as the popular definition 

of hypertext, with its associational linking and multi-media dimensions. The later 90s 

have been preoccupied with the possible implications of the World Wide Web for Uteracy 

and chizenship. 

Throughout his work and most clearly m his book, Nostalgic Angels: 

Rearticulating Hypertext Writing (second m the New Directions in Computers and 

Composition Studies series from Ablex Press), Johndan Johnson-EUola triangulates the 

emerging field of hypertext studies within a number of seemingly separate discourses, 

argumg that each needs to mform the other hi order to create crhical theories of 

hypertext. Taking arguments from technical communication, composhion studies, 
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cuhural studies, literary theory, and numerous sub-fields of these emerguig disciplines, 

the author nimbly negotiates a number of sometunes contradictory, sometimes 

complementary discourses, effectively demonstratmg the tendency for many of the 

Utopian claims for hypertext to remain merely clahns. While crhical of enthusiastic 

claims, Johnson-Eilola's text demonstrates possibilities for opening space for genume 

social action and crhical pedagogical space whhin the matrices of cyberspace-and to 

finally realize some of the more optimistic potentials for hypertext writing. 

With references to texts as varied as radical Uteracy studies, Microsoft^^ help 

systems, postmodem theory, and technical communication research from Shannon and 

Weaver through SulUvan and Porter, Johnson-Eilola works to deUver the vast breadth of 

hypertext vision he promises. Technical wrhing and teaching composhion are often 

considered fundamental skills, yet Johnson-EUola remmds us that the technology of 

Uteracy "holds extremely broad unplications" and that, mdeed, how we encounter 

Uteracy technologies shape how we regard both Uteracy and our abiUty to exercise Uterate 

skills m our professional lives and also, perhaps more unportantly, how these values are 

expressed hi our culture(s). For the author, the place of crhical practhioner m the field of 

technical communication and composhion poshions us "ui a valuable middle ground, 

between high theory and everyday practice, but we need to map these extremes agamst 

each other m hypertext writuig and readmg as a way of rearticulatmg technologies and 

societies." Johnson-Eilola demands a critical praxis of Uteracy a«J technology, which is 

the core of the technical wrher's professional and social poshion. It is necessary, says the 
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author, that the technical communicator and the writmg mstmctor recognize the unique, 

valuable, and potentially powerful poshion we mhabh at the crossroads of discourses. 

Near the end of Nostalgic Angels, the author offers the foUowmg as his vision of 

hypertext and the various fields mvolved m his study: 

We need to make more explichly poUtical the work 
of deconstmction and postmodernism, also rethinking our 
relationships to the fundamental activhies of wrhmg, 
especially the ways hi which we and our students leam our 
relationships to the technology. Technical communication 
and functional documentation are too frequently considered 
by composhion (let alone Uterary theorists) as overly 
pragmatic and duU, whereas Uterary theory and cultural 
studies are often seen by technical communicators as 
esoteric and unrelated to day-to-day concerns. We must 
work to articulate the concerns of these subfields to each 
other by highlighting the productive relationships I have 
tried to make here. (Johnson-Eilola 241) 

Nostalgic Angels is a unique book in that h has not left these crhical strategies up to each 

reader to figure out for her or himself, but Johnson-Eilola has mapped possibiUties and, 

drawing on his own experience teaching, reading, and wrhing hypertext, offers an 

experienced analysis of hypertext used in numerous contexts (from pragmatic technical 

documentation to experimental fiction and literary analysis) as weU as crhique of the 

claims made about hypertext (from hypertext modeling human thought processes to the 

often touted egalitarian and democratizing potentials of hypertext). At hs best. Nostalgic 

Angels seeks to bring together various discourses which represent hypertext whh the 

demand that practhioners of technical communication recognize that other discourse 
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communities have taken up the challenge of developmg dighal, muhi-Unear wrhuig often 

referred to by Ted Nelson's term, hypertext. 

Johnson-EUola leaves the reader with a sense that something important is at stake 

hi this tussle over hypertext theory and the possible futures of Uteracy h represents. 

However, while mtroducing many themes and trajectories, the book does not clearly 

study or defme the shape of postmodem Uteracy or the role hypertext may play within h. 

Instead, Johnson-Eilola deftly moves across the aesthetic/functional boundary between 

the aesthetic hypertext development represented by Eastgate publishmg (on the aesthetic 

side) and the functionalist defmhions of hypertext offered by technical groups like 

SIGDOC and NIRIA. However, any focus on the future of Uteracy is lost amid the 

minutia of complicated, short-lived, and uhimately exclusive hypertext systems. 

Technical communication, with hs concentration on particular systems developed by 

particular companies, has a hard tune flunking about Uteracy wrh large. The field's 

attention is drawn to individual cases and shuations and is unwUlmg to make predictions 

about the practice of Uteracy generally. Technical communication has the experience to 

understand the shape and need for a critical dighal Uteracy but does not yet have the 

theoretical bases necessary to articulate the rhetorical need. Most composhion research, 

on the other hand, lacks the experience whh high-technology Uteracy to forecast the 

future of dighal Uteracy and emerging postmodem rhetorics. 

The relationship between technology and rhetoric that has been of most mterest hi 

technical communication studies has been the relationship between a "humanist" rhetoric 
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and an "mstmmental" rhetoric, which elucidates the conflict m the field between 

practhioners and academics. Technical communication, as an emergmg field, is allied 

whh composhion studies, but where composhion studies academic Uteracy and teaches 

academic wrhing, technical communication studies the workplace and educates students 

regardmg the kuids of Uterate practice they will be expected to perform m the workplace. 

This discussion is most clearly visible m the ongomg discussion m the pages of the 

Journal of Business and Technical Writing and Technical Communication Quarterly as 

well as other related publications m technical communication, composhion and rhetoric. 

In 1996 Moore's "Instmmental Discourse is as Humanistic as Rhetoric" (100-118) 

appeared in the Journal of Business and Technical Communication. Designed to show 

how an "mstrumental" (what I am callmg m this project functionalist) rhetoric fits 

MUler's classic technical communication essay, "A Humanistic Rationale for Technical 

Wrhmg" (610-617). Moore's argument situates technical wrhing as a functionalist effort 

that is best when h is invisible, and that gives most when its very nature and production is 

"in service to" the information at hand. This is understood as a fairly tradhional approach 

to technical communication, a way of being a professional who "translates" technical 

material from the context of its production among scientists, engineers and designers to 

the context of hs use and application among users or consumers. In Uteracy study, h can 

be seen as akui to functional Iheracy (hence my use of the v/ord functional rather than 

Moore's instrumental). At hs core, whether one uses functionalist or mstrumental, the 

ideology inherent in this strain of rhetoric is that the communicator adds nothing (or 
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should add nothing) to the transmission of information from the context of production to 

the context of consumption. 

In their initial response to Moore, technical communication scholars Kreth, 

MUler, and Redish (1996) offer a long crhique of mstmmental rhetoric. They argue that 

ahhough mstrumental rhetoric is a valid and existing rhetoric, and that h can indeed be 

seen as humanistic, these authors want to argue that technical communicators should not 

merely be satisfied with a Umhed role of translation. Indeed, technical communication 

research shows to the contrary that rather than merely translatmg between producer and 

consumer, the technical communicator can help both the producer and consumer 

understand both the product and the context of its use better. 

Since the exchange in the pages of JBTC, Technical Communication Quarterly 

published Johndan Johnson-Eilola's mterestuig study of the future of work and 

workplaces, for which new Uteracy and communication strategies need to be developed. 

TCQ also published Nancy Allen's "Ethics and Visual Rhetorics" hi the Whiter of'96 

which describes new rhetorical strategies which will make h necessary to re-envision 

visual displays and graphics as rhetorical devices. Paul Dombrowski's "Post-Modernism 

as the resurgence of Humanism m Technical Communication," published m TCQ m 

1995, duectly addresses the need for creatmg a self-consciously postmodem disciplme of 

technical communication. All these articles offer a more critical rhetorical poshion for 

technical communication studies than mstrumentaVfunctional. And h is a desue for a 

crhical rhetoric m technical communication that connects technical communication to 
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contemporary composhion mquuy. The desue to fmd a "visual rhetoric" and an ethical 

rhetoric that is also a postmodem rhetoric of digital Uteracy makes technical 

communication studies relevant to larger rhetorical mquuy. It sunuhaneously poshions 

techrucal communication studies as an unportant player for the contmued development of 

technorhetorical mquuy. Barton, Hemdl, Herzberg, Johnson-Eilola, Sterner, and SuUivan 

likewise seek a crhical rhetoric for technical wrhmg and mstrumental/functional rhetoric 

is seen as hs anthhesis. Emergmg technical communication studies, and here I am 

thmkmg particularly of Johnson's User-Centered Technology (1998) and Hass' Writing 

Technology (1996), do not want to choose between "practical" workplace wrhmg skills 

and a crhical technorhetorical methodology, but mstead seek to marry theory and 

practice. 

The conflict between practical workplace wrhmg skills and crhical, poUtically 

mformed rhetoric of technology is at the core of technical communication studies. This 

distmction is sometimes referred to as a distmction between the practical and the 

abstract: that while students need practical skUls in the workplace, they are often given 

abstract information that has little appUcabUhy to the workplace. This distinction is also 

sometunes labeled the theory/practice binary. 

Like many contemporary wrhing teachers, I find myself unable to choose either 

theory or practice. One develops a theory from practice, applies the theory, and 

determines how well the theory does or does not apply to the shuation at hand. Or one 

takes a theory, buUds practice for h, and tests the theory. It seems as if there is Uttle 
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opportunity to select ehher practice or theory, but mstead both are part of the same 

process. However, this seems to be a muiority view hi English language studies. One 

can ehher chose to be a theoretician or a practhioner, but never the twam shaU meet. 

This separation of theory from everyday practice and of practice as an mformuig 

pruiciple of theory seems sUly-and potentially dangerous-particularly m light of Berlm's 

msistence on transactional rhetoric that relies upon context and action to work, and his 

more explichly poststmctural formulation of social-epistemic rhetoric. Both forms msist 

on the constmction of value and meaning only through communication-in the form of the 

negotiation of value and meaning. 

For instance, in the workplace, technical communication theorists are confronted 

whh a shuation in which old Uteracy practices-industrial age practices-are challenged by 

the use of postindustrial dighal computers for communication. Email is used is many 

workplaces and memos are distributed electronically-videoconferencing as well as other 

technologies are gaining acceptance in the workplace. The practically mmded might be 

tempted to consider choosing whether to teach technical videoconferencing or teaching 

effective emaU writing. Similarly, the theoretically minded might want to spend the class 

time discussing whether or not videoconferencing or email will replace paper memo 

wrhing or oral presentation. Indeed, sometimes it seems that one has to chose whether to 

teach email and/or web design or cover more tradhional communicative media in a 

technical communication class. I suggest searching for the rhetorical underpinnings of 

these tradhional and dighal forms. Why chose oral presentations or videoconferencing? 
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Pruiciples from one relate to the other. There are more similarhies than there are 

differences. And when a new media challenges our assumptions of one or another media, 

such as the web, we do not necessarily have to chose one or the other. Instead, the task 

must be to meaningfully engage these emerging technologies in order to discover what 

might or might not be possible using the new technologies, comparmg them whh other 

technologies, so that we might learn how to best employ communication technologies to 

support critical literacy practices. 

Johnson-Eilola's reference to Reich and, through Reich, to Bell's postindustrial 

society, challenges technical communication teachers to think beyond the current practice 

hi the workplace and to envision possible futures for Uterate practice hi the workplace 

(1996). This is a unique theoretical exercise: forecasting into the future of the workplace 

for possible models of Uterate activhy. Reich formulates the notion of the unportant role 

for "symboUc-analytic" workers-Uterate workers who take masses of mformation-rich 

data and compUe the data mto usable forms. This, according to Johnson-Eilola, is one 

possible future for techrucal communication workers. What Johnson-EUola does not 

address, however, is how these symbolic-analytic workers might go about transforming 

mformation mto more useable chunks, or how the current practices of technical 

communicators can be re-formed to create workers capable of symbolic analytic work. 

However, Johnson-Eilola's forecastuig is unportant for both practhioner and theoretically 

mmded technical communication teachers. CompUcatmg this shuation is the future of 

work hself Whether skeptical of the future possibiUties like Jeremy Rifkm (1995) and 
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Stanley Aronowitz (1995), or a bh more sangume, like Reich (1991), Gates (1995) or 

Grantham (1999), or poshively gushuig as m the pages of Wired magazme, there is 

nonetheless a feelmg that the nature of work is changmg as we move from uidustrial to 

post-mdustrial economics. Quotuig former Secretary of Labor Richard Reich, Johnson 

Eilola complicates the notion of work by introducuig Reich's concept of the "Symbolic-

Analytic worker" to postmodem conceptions of the job of technical communicators, 

which Reich and Johnson-Eilola take to be the worker of the not-too-distant future. The 

symbolic analytic worker of postindustrial society is distinguished from an industrial 

worker by her/his manipulation of information rather than creatmg finished manufactured 

goods from raw materials as hi an industrial economy. The "new work" will be the 

creation of mformation from raw data-a Uterate skill that the emergmg dighal age 

requues of hs current educated graduates, and a Uterate goal that the majority of wrhing 

classes are not now prepared to achieve. Technical communication is a specialized field, 

and requues an advanced understandmg of symbolic-analytic mterpretation. However, 

there is an expectation that graduates of any wrhmg class from fust-year composhion 

through to advanced rhetoric would have some understandmg of the basic forms of 

dighal Uteracy, at least an mtroduction to agent-mediated Uteracy. 

As I discuss hi the rest of this section, the Uterature of technical communication 

often tries to distmguish the "more unportant" of the buiary between practical and 

theoretical. However, h is especially important to mamtaui both critical and practical 
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strams of discourse so that technical communication mamtams a connection to the very 

social exigency that gave rise to the field of technical communication. 

Technical communication has sprung up between a cuhure of producers, the 

scientists and engmeers who produce, hi the case of the fust, scientific knowledge and, m 

the case of the second, technological artifacts usmg that knowledge. Technical 

communication has spmng up m order to bridge that gap and to make h possible for 

individuals unuutiated m scientific knowledge makuig and technology to use both the 

knowledge and the artifacts. In an effort to communicate from one to another, the 

technical communicator has not made the gap in knowledge between scientific 

knowledge maker and technological consumer. Nor is the technical communicator to be 

held responsible for the habits of ehher. On the other hand, the technical communicator 

is in a unique position. Neither scientist nor layman, the technical communicator is in the 

position of user advocate. 

As user advocates, technical communicators take on both a professional and 

ethical responsibility. Johnson's User-Centered Technology develops this responsibilhy. 

Currently, the engineers expect technical communicators to do little more than translate 

their work for the public (uistmmental or functional) while technical communicators 

want more and more to be the avenue of communication between users and producers. In 

Johnson's model, the distmctions between he two groups are lessened, for users' needs are 

important to the contmued survival of a given product, program, or mformation resource. 

Professionally, the technical communicator has to negotiate the needs of two groups, 
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which are often labeled producer and user. In this shuation, the communicator is 

responsible for getting information from the producer to the user. However, this 

relationship is currently one-way: from producer to consumer, and does not allow for 

feedback from the user back to the producer. This is the inspuation for the ethical 

responsibUity of the techiucal communicator. As a member of a profession that reUes 

upon the participation of both producers and consumers, of technology workers and end-

users, the technical communicator has the unique responsibility of finding users' concerns 

and getting them back to the producer. This responsibilhy has been undertaken under the 

thle of usability testing, user advocates, and feedback specialists. Numerous engmeering 

sub-disciplines such as human factors, ergonomics, and human-computer interface have 

attempted to fill this role, but have not effectively mvolved users themselves hi user-

feedback mechanisms. The rhetorical focus of techiucal communicators makes them 

uniquely able to provide feedback from users, to process the raw data users give them, 

and transform this data mto applicable mformation that designers and engineers can apply 

to theu technological designs. This system of feedback, though uiduect, mcorporate 

users' real concerns rather than allowuig engmeers, designers and computer scientists to 

design systems for people without theu input. 

Producers of scientific and technical knowledge are seldom receptive to the stated 

needs of users. Instead, producers create new producer-centered means of transferruig 

theu knowledge (as can be seen m "user-friendly" software models) which mamtam a 

power differential, which uhunately mamtams the uneven relationship between producers 
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and users of technology. Importantly, though, this relationship is highly inefficient and 

unresponsive. 

Given this state of affairs, technical communicators can chose to retaui the power 

differential between producers and users or they can work to improve communication 

between the groups-or even toward reducing the differential between them. As 

communication specialists, it might seem that technical communicators and teachers of 

technical communicators would work to improve the situation. However, not everyone 

sees the problem as a communication problem. Indeed, Shannon and Weaver's long 

revered model of communication places a premium upon the clarhy of communication, 

and this has been mterpreted to be a one-way street of communication (Shannon and 

Weaver 1949). The sender (the producer) attempts to create the clearest signal so that 

when h is sent the receiver (the user) receives the clearest signal. However, Shannon and 

Weaver were working on a technical model of electrical telecommunications signal-

meanuig for a clear electrical signal to pass through wues with clarhy-and h is not 

duectly applicable to a rhetorical shuation.^ The situation between user and producer of 

science and technological mformation is a rhetorical rather than a technical shuation, and 

the user-mterface is the agora (the arena) upon which the argument is made. 

For action-oriented rhetorical technical communicators, the one-way relationship 

between technical knowledge producers and technical knowledge users is a problem-for 

a communicative shuation to work efficiently, there must be a mutual give and take-an 

exchange-for any valuable work to be done. Although producers worry that this will 
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create a blurrmg of boundaries, blurred boundaries are the consequence not only of more 

equal communicative relationships, but a consequence of postmodem and postmdustrial 

society itself As such, my clear binary between producers and consumers is already a 

fiction, a convenience of my argument, and does not hold up when compared to the 

reaUty of the shuation of technological users, especially when one considers that our 

postmdustrial society is so specialized that, at some point, every producer also consumes 

some kind of technical information. And most consumers are likewise producers at some 

stage as weU. 

Reich's category of the symbolic-analytic worker is an important player m 

postindustrial society. This worker, someone who knowledgeably creates usable 

knowledge from what was not quhe comprehensible, who translates knowledge but also 

constmcts knowledge, can brmg the two sides, producers and consumers, closer together 

so that expert users can mform design, while some users may actually begm to make 

design changes themselves. 

Breaking the monologue of producers is not an easy task. It requues the 

imposhion of one rhetoric upon another. The current rhetoric is one of broadcastmg, of 

the knowledgeable producmg for the unmitiated. Instead, a service orientation, or a 

democratic rhetoric needs to be created where there is currently only an autocratic 

rhetoric. Users' needs are a valuable part not only of the design of the technical artifact 

but as a partner m the design process. This ethical requuement to uiclude the user m the 

design process is a necessary component of democratizmg cuhure and the workplace, 
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openuig up the design process for the mclusion of users' uiput so that technology may be 

better adapted to the local needs of those usmg the technologies. Such mclusion would 

avoid the dehumanizmg aspects of a technology assigned to be used by a technocratic 

eUte. The technical communicator has an opportunity to pry open the binary between 

user and producer. However, this is not a simple change and wUl brmg with h hs own 

problems. However, whh the current distinction between consumers and producers so 

clearly drawn, h makes sense to blur the boundaries a bh. The problems that arise-whh 

mformation management, design change evaluation, and uitellectual property ownership-

are good problems to face in the future, problems which wUl challenge and spur on future 

technical communicators and help make technical communication a growing field with 

an increasingly valuable and sophisticated intellectual content. 

In techiucal communication the argument is set between the instmmentalists and 

the humanists. Both are rhetorically based, or at least both claim a rhetorical foundation. 

This is based in Miller's (1979) "Technical Communication is a Humanistic Disciplme," 

and although definition as a humanist disciplme was an unportant goal through the 80s, 

the postmodem academy has other concerns. Humanism is seen, in some postmodem 

discourses, as an enlightenment principle ready for critique. The postmodem 

constmction of identhy presumes a world buih on an extra-human scale, whereas 

humanism sees the world from a human-scaled perspective. Foucauh's discourse analytic 

techniques consider the world from the posthumanist perspective, placing important 

aspects of Uteracy and cultural identity as well as the forms of insthutions and culture hi 
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extra-human dimensions. Indeed, Foucauh asserts, one of the problems with the 

humanistic universe is its mability to envision anything beyond the individual. The 

challenge postmodem thinking poses to democracy is uivestigated in the next section, but 

for the discussion of technical communication, the challenge of posthumanism is in the 

placement of technical communication in the coUege curriculum. Does technical 

communication, however h comes to be defined, exist in a shrinking realm such as 

humanism or should technical communicators seek to define themselves in posthumanist 

terms? The question then becomes what posthumanism may be. 

The producer/consumer binary plays a part in the constmction of posthuman 

trends. Rather than thinkmg of people acting hi a network of ideas, objects, and 

ideologies, technical communication has created roles for information producers and 

information consumers. Likewise, composhion makes clear distinctions between 

students and teachers. We demarcate roles. Sunuhaneously, postmodernist thought 

erases the agency of each of these actors, creating generic roles for "users," "consumers," 

"teachers," and "students." Failuig to recognize the potential for each actor to uinovate at 

the moment of mteraction with text, we remove the possibiUty for dynamic, living 

uiteractions and replace mteraction whh a mechanistic description that dehumanizes. 

In contrast to postmodem bases of interaction, Bruno Latour proposes an 

ahemative theory for communicative mteraction. Based not on essentialized human 

"bemg," or on a mechanized model of human mteractivhy, Latour's actor-network theory 
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accepts mdividuals, uistitutions, and technological artifacts as expressions of human 

agency-representations of human wUl. 

Interest hi the uiterfece between technology and the user-the place at which a 

Uterate, conscious, uiteUigent uidividual comes m contact with the technological artifact-

has become one current she of technical communication's professional interest. It is at 

this pomt, at the human and machine interface, that the current mterest m technology, 

cuhure and Uteracy focuses. An active rhetoric, dynamic and imbued whh an 

appreciation for human agency, that nonetheless recognizes the current shuation(s) of 

Uterate expression, can help writing teachers and literacy workers understand the 

demands of digital technologies and the literate practices they will enable in the near and 

more distant futures. 

Lheracv. Theorv, and Pragmatism 

Composhion is often linked to Rhetoric, as hi a graduate program of rhetoric and 

composhion. Likewise, technical communication studies at advanced levels often attach 

rhetoric to theu names-at Texas Tech, the PhD is m Technical Communication and 

Rhetoric, Michigan Tech Rhetoric and Technical Communication. But these namhig 

schemes do not offer any clear sense of the field of composhion. 

Bizzell and Herzberg's 1990 Rhetorical Tradition coUects readmgs from ancient 

pre-socratic Greek through Derrida, Gates, and Cixous. It is unportant that I mention 

these three names for the representation of three contemporary rhetorical trends, as well 
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as for the mclusion of Derrida mto the rhetorical tradhion. I wUl discuss these 

contemporary trends hi rhetoric m context of ancient rhetoric hi chapter four: "Rhetoric 

Revished." For now, I wUl acknowledge the canon of rhetoric as represented m the 

Bizzell and Herzberg collection, accept h as a (necessarUy mcomplete but satisfactory) 

history of rhetoric, and reherate their defmhion of the tradhion: 

Rhetoric has a number of overlappmg meanings: the 
practice of oratory; the study of the strategies of effective 
oratory; the use of language, written or spoken, to mform or 
persuade; the study of the persuasive effects of language; 
the study of the relation between language and knowledge; 
the classification and use of tropes and figures; and, of 
course, the use of empty promises and half-tmths as a form 
of propoganda. Nor does this list exhaust the definitions 
that might be given. Rhetoric is a complex discipline with 
a long history: It is less helpful to try to define h once and 
for all than to look at the many definitions h has 
accumulated over the years and to attempt to understand 
how each arose and how each inhabhs and shapes the field. 
(Bizzell and Herzberg 1) 

It is not a deep reading to take the first ten lines of a book intended as an introductory 

text, nor is h fak to accept this first paragraph as a definhive understanding of rhetoric. 

Indeed, if I could claim that this was all there was to rhetoric, hs study, and hs possible 

futures, we could close this text and go on to other things. However, I want to quibble 

with a few assumptions that lie behind this passage. 

Fust, Bizzell and Herzberg offer a historical view of rhetoric. It is a linear 

progression from era to era, represented by a dominant (or a few dominant) voice(s), 

outUnuig each era's unportant developments and addhions to the ever-mcreasmg scope of 

rhetoric, a rhetorical history which defines a "complex disciplme" and "field," However. 
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if rhetoric were such a coherent disciplme, I would not be stmgglmg to explaui to my 

(uiteUigent if impatient) mother just what rhetoric was. I'U try, and fail, to offer her an 

acceptable definhion. But h is also unportant that Bizzell and Herzberg lunit rhetoric to 

Imguistic signs, "language, written or spoken." As efforts to describe "visual" Uteracies, 

"computer" Uteracies, and "cuhural" Uteracies often show, language hi written or spoken 

form is not the limh of human signifymg. 

David Flemuig offers another definhion of Rhetoric m "Rhetoric as a Course of 

Study" (1998), ttacuig two different trajectories: 

While no single definhion is adequate to its many 
uses, a certain shape is nonetheless discernible. Fust, 
contemporary "rhetoric" typically denotes a type or 
dimension of human activhy, that is, a first-order phenom
enon present m the cultural environment and roughly 
coextensive with such words as "language," 
"communication," and "persuasion." A representative gloss 
for this rhetoric" might be "symbolic inducement," a phrase 
associated with the work of Kenneth Burke (see, e.g.. 
Rhetoric 43); for Burke, every human "action" exhibhs 
"rhetoric"-exhibhs, that is, symbol use "for purposes of 
cooperation or competition" ("Rhetoric" 296). EarUer 
definhions of "rhetoric," by contrast typically constmed ix 
as a second-order phenomenon an art of, theory about or 
schooling in language communication or persuasion. But 
in contemporary usage, the word appears to have acquired 
the status of anthropological fact. "Rhetoric" is now a 
"natural social phenomenon." (McGee 38) 

Fleming discusses these two definhions in terms of "big" rhetoric, or the first definhion 

synonymous with language and persuasion, and "smaU" rhetoric, or the second definition 

pertaining to the art of or schools of rhetoric. Indeed, Fleming goes beyond Bizzell and 

Herzberg to make this distmction. Rhetoric, as Fleming pouits out, has been both big and 
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smaU, referrmg both to language in general and the specific arts of persuasion as 

described by a few (mostly classical) philosophers. For this study, the defmhion of 

rhetoric will oscillate between these two extremes, both occasionally referrmg to the 

rhetorical nature of human existence (m a Burkean sense) and referrmg to the tradhion of 

rhetorical theory Bizzell and Herzberg describe. Chapter IV generaUy develops a big 

rhetoric defmhion, while chapters six and seven explichly extend the small rhetoric 

defmhion. Importantly, however, missuig from both Bizzell and Herzberg's and 

Flemuig's defmhions are reference to "visual rhetoric," which grows m importance as the 

visual language of muhimedia expands in both usage and complexhy. 

Especially in the postindustrial age, human representation has moved beyond 

verbal. Composing in images, sounds and emotions is a new art practiced in both 

advertising and in propaganda. Indeed, studies link the two. Communication 

technologies make post-linguistic communication possible. Digital photographic and 

edhing systems put this power in the hands of everyday people, and whh the one-to-one 

and one-to-many publishmg systems of Intemetworking technologies, these visual texts 

can be shared and widely distributed. This post-alphabetic or post-Unguistic (perhaps 

non-Unguistic is a better term?) communication is just beguining to be studied, and 

ahhough h holds much promise I am stiU concerned whh Imguistic communication hi 

this study. However, I wonder if h makes much sense for rhetoricians to exclude post-

Imguistic or non-lmguistic communication from the study of rhetoric. Especially at a 

tune when boundaries between the emotion of a communicative utterance and its content 
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are bemg blurred, I must wonder: what is the value of limhuig rhetorical study to written 

texts? Lherary study lunits hself to written documents for the most part, occasionally 

venturmg mto "popular cuhure" texts, but stUl abandonuig new media to emergmg 

disciplmes like film studies and new media studies. If (as Bertoff states) close readmg is 

the defmuig mission of the English department, then does h follow that EngUsh studies 

should be workmg to develop close readmg strategies for visual, dighal muhunedia? 

Lherary theory has, over the last thuty years, abandoned hs once-tradhional role 

as a close-reading Uterate activhy. The English department's mission was, as Bertoff 

states, "to teach people to read crhically what needs crhical readmg" (1999). However, 

Uterary theory has done an excellent job of sawing the branches out from under hself. 

Abandoning relevance to the Uves of students and pursuing esoteric texts, Uterature study 

has lost hs justification for hs place in the academy, once defmed as teaching American 

culture. Canon debates have eroded the sense of the EngUsh department's role of cultural 

caretaker, and indeed literary theory has done a thorough job of eroding its own self-

justification through deconstmction (hence the image of sawing the branch out from 

under hself). Chizens, or at least administrators concemed whh insthutional economics 

and educational outcomes, rightfully demand some assurance for the effectiveness of 

English departments as Uterature study is seen as more concemed with establishing 

correct ways of thinking rather than developing a connection to the cuhure that supports 

h. As troubling as this lack of mission is to practhioners of Uterary theory, h does re

connect them to the rhetorical bases of literary study. It becomes the responsibilhy of 
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humanists to justify theu existence m the postmdustrial economy, and humanists cannot 

run from this responsibility. A rhetorical basis of teachmg crhical Uteracy skills, and 

luikuig them to the tradhion and values placed on democracy and the abiUty to effectively 

participate m poUtics and culture seems more promisuig in a postmodem age than 

providmg another mterpretation of Moby Dick. This is an assertion of the value of 

rhetorical mquuy to re-orient the humanhies, m contrast to Readmgs' The University in 

Ruins. Ahhough Uterary theorists would blanch at the idea that they are practhioners of 

anythmg, they are practitioners m the sense that Uterary theory is a great example of 

Ahhusser's defmhion of an Ideological (State) Apparatus, with the practical purpose of 

re-producmg the condhions of (Uterary-theoretical) production."* Lherary theory, m the 

sense of "high" or ludic postmodem theory, m losuig hs foundation m the text and m 

close reading, has given up hs place as the center of Uteracy education m the postmodem 

academy. 

In this troubled and troubling definhion of the postmodem academy, what 

definhion can rhetoric accept for itself that wiU not leave h equaUy groundless? And 

here I want to make a distinction between non-foundational and groundless. Similarly, 

this will lead me to a discussion of the interests of rhetoric-for rhetoric is certainly not 

apoUtical. Rhetoric has numerous interests, not the least of which is the self-interested 

pursuh of reproduction of the conditions of production (Ahhusser 167). However, 

rhetoric is also much more poUtically and culturally astute m recognizmg that survival 

hself is not a value democratic cuhure is willing to support. Democracy is suspicious of 
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tradhion hself, and if anything, mamtauung humanistic study because humanism asserts 

hs value as self-evident and mtrinsic is all the more reason for a democracy to be wary, 

Lherary theory, or "theory" as h is simply and unfortunately called, revels m 

difficuhy, m obscure references, and esoteric values. The contrarian voice is certamly 

celebrated m Uterary study, and generally regarded as a proof of pseudo-romantic belief 

m the mdividual, the suffermg artist, and writer hi the garret. What is lost m the agauist-

the-grain readmgs of Uterary theory, and which democratic culture is mled by, is the 

trend and the mle of many by many. 

I come back to Bertoff s defmhion of the "mission" of the EngUsh department, 

and hs connection to close readmg: "Close readmg is closely luiked to literacy, thought 

of as what we want to assure in our students, namely, the capachy to constmct and 

constme, to apprehend, develop, and control meanings" (Bertoff 672). In both definhions 

of literacy workers' missions, there is a sense of ought, of the obligation students have to 

democratic culture, of what teachers in a democracy should want to instill in students 

preparing to become the new generation of citizens. Texts, from declarations to 

constitutions, to bills of many kinds, to stories and maps, aU these texts defme the 

mdividual's relationship to the democratic state. And as chizens m a democracy, students 

wUl be called upon to act on theu understanding of these texts, to write addhions to old 

texts, create new texts for new shuations, and interpret theu identhies in contrast and 

comparison to the contents of these texts. Because these texts are part to the cuhure hi 

which these students fmd themselves, whh tradrtions of textual mterpretation, k is not 
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easy to sunply dismiss meaning or interpretation as unfortunate constmcts of 

modem/poshivist thought. Freedom of interpretation carries with h responsibiUty for 

historical accuracy, to which ludic postmodernism apparently feels no affinity. 

A fau amount of postmodem thought might be referred to as rhetoric whhout 

audience. So much of post-Derridean thought shares concerns with rhetoric: with muhi-

ple uiterpretations of texts, concem with potentially untmstworthy narration, whh moving 

beyond close reading. Stanley Fish (1982, 1990, 1999) concerns himself specifically 

with rhetoric. And Terry Eagleton, in Uterary studies, concluded in Literary Theory, that, 

indeed, rhetoric is the parent disciplme of Uterary studies. However, Uterary theory fails 

precisely where rhetoric triumphs, that is, in action. Eagleton admits that pro

fessionalized Uterary study is a recent invention, product of the eighteenth century and 

only popularized m the post-romantic modem period-where the study of Uterature 

replaced reUgious fahh in an expandingly secular world, as numerous critiques of 

Matthew Arnold's "Dover Beach" demonstrate. Rhetoric, equally fabricated, has a 

sUghtly longer history, gomg back two millennia and, m Kinneavy's description (1986, 

1994), encompasses a number of Uterate activhies of which the study of Uterature is one 

small part. Eagleton certamly did not expect rhetoricians to exploh his guihy admission 

as I am here, but Eagleton presents rhetoric whh an opportunity m his admission. 

Rhetoric is the basis for Uterary study. Lherary theory is a sub-genre of rhetoric. The 

reader should not be surprised to leam that m English departments where Uterature is 

given precedence over wrhuig (theory over action) that Eagleton's observation 
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(Kinneavy's assertion) is forgotten, eUded, or hidden from composhion faculty who are 

often over worked (comparatively), underpaid, and mcreasmgly relevant and action-

oriented while the humanities are increasingly marginalized and starved of funduig. Is 

the crisis in the humanities and the concurrent shruik of close-readmg Uterature curricula 

really an unfortunate loss or a recognition of the action, and therefore Uteracy-oriented, 

rhetorical curriculum? Sharon Crowley's Methodical Memory (1990) and more duect 

Composition in the University (1998) and Susan Miller's Textual Carnivals (1993) and 

Assuming the Positions (1996) are sttong and timely accounts of the relationship among 

competmg subfields of English, particularly the relationship between composhion and 

wrhuig mstmction and Uterature and Uterary theory. Rhetorical inquuy is an action-

based crhical method. This method echoes Burke's empuical studies of rhetoric hi 

action, and maintains an mterest hi and connection to developments hi mass cuhure, such 

as the emergence of dighal cuhure, mediated by computers and theu display screens. 

The uiterface is an emerging text ripe for rhetorical crhicism. Some, such as Selfe 

and Selfe's "The PoUtics of the Interface: Power and Its Exercise m Electronic Contact 

Zones," (1994) have taken a critical look at the computer uiterface for hs poUtical, 

cuhural, and social values, values embedded m metaphors and ergonomics (and lack of 

ergonomics) of design. Not surprismgly, the values embedded m the uiterface reproduce 

those ah-eady present ui culture, from middle class hegemony of a workspace "desktop" 

to masculmist hegemony m the hierarchical stmcture of duectory trees. Selfe's mquuy 

starts with the white-gloved Microsoft pouiter hand as a symbolic class and race 
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reference, assertmg the "white gloved" identity of elegant leisure but also of the exclusion 

of brown, black, red, and yellow hands in this vutual realm. She also clahns that the use 

of a "desktop" metaphor in the Windows operatmg system envuonment unpUes a middle-

class corporate workspace of paper-based information in a bureaucratic organization. In 

her analysis, even the hierarchical stmctures of file folders and file organizations are 

devices for reinscribing middle class and masculinist values. These analyses may reveal 

some pervasive assumptions made by dominant culture, and are reinscribed on the 

technologies produced, and reproduce unequal real-life relationships in the virtual. But 

the interface, not cursor colors or file duectory stmctures, more richly reflects 

unexamined cuhural ideologies that are not revealed in Selfe's analysis. 

We use designs provided to us by experts, rarely thinkmg about the values 

embedded in the technologies we use. Selfe's analysis pouits towards a more active role 

users can play m the creation and design of dighal technologies, but her analysis remams 

reactive, offered long after the opportunity for constmctive engagement has passed. Pro

active engagement requues that rhetoricaVcultural crhique become part of the design 

process. Technical communication produces msightful crhiques of the design of 

mterfaces the metaphors used to create them, as Selber (1995) suggests hi his analysis of 

hypertext metaphors, revealmg powerful reuiscriptions of the producer/consumer 

dichotomy of the expert producer and ignorant and passive user. Two authors m 

particular, Johnson (1998) and Norman (1990, 1994), offer pro-active strategies for 

uicluduig users as valuable members of the design process, Includuig users early hi the 
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development process necesshates better and more mclusive design, perhaps leaduig 

towards less reliance on mass production and openuig opportunities for smaller-scale and 

more participatory technological development. 

Rhetoric allows for coverage of varieties of texts, mcludmg the uiterface, but also 

borrows from cultural studies, crhical science studies, and sociology of science, Uterary 

theory, pragmatic philosophy, and Imguistics. The mother-disciplme can poach the 

fmdings of the offspruig. The uiterface is one example, albeh a modest one, of the post-

linguistic rhetorical shuation I am referring to. The uiterface is buih upon metaphor, on 

middle-class images of the white-collar office-worker's workaday shuation. It is not a 

stated set of requirements, nor is h a declaration, consthution, or bUl. It does, however, 

create the Ufeworld of the worker using that dighal system. It depends upon some to 

accept and expand the efficacy of the metaphor. It depends upon others to accept, without 

thinking, the power relationships embedded whhin the metaphors. It asks the users to 

dispense whh their crhically Uterate college educated Uteracies and mstead accept the 

wUl of the machine. I am certainly not referrmg to a techno-deterministic view of the 

uiterface, but mstead to an accustomed acceptance of the machuie as created through the 

spUt of the scientific and literary worlds. This spUt goes back before Huxley's bifurcation 

of Lherature and Science mto the "Two Cultures" (1963), back to C.P. Snow and even 

further back m tune, to Bacon and the desue for "transparent language" m the Royal 

Academy of Sciences. The separation of Lherature and Science is just a more recent 
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example of the changuig nature of the regard for rhetorical inquiry, as science, 

psychoanalysis, and medicme spUt off from philosophy m the 19* century. 

Sttetching back further than the spUt between letters and science, before the spUt 

uito modem and postmodern, and indeed even before modernism per se, the ttadition of 

Rhetoric allows us to envision a shuation in which the worlds of science and letters are 

not spUt. The best label for this today might be pragmatism: a recogiution of the real-

world finduigs of hard scientists wdth the balancing knowledge that the meaning science 

and scientific knowledge attains outside the laboratory is a cultural constmction. And 

more strongly that, mdeed, technology as a realization of scientific knowledge m culture 

can only be cuhurally defined and cuhuraUy, that is to say subjectively, valued. But this 

epistemological pragmatism does not only aher our understandmg of scientific 

knowledge. 

A pragmatic rhetorical understandmg of text, mterpretation, and meanmg aUows 

for a re-mtegration of ethics mto "practical" arts. If science is not free of responsibiUty 

and labs are seen as located within the world mterpretation is sunilarly given restramt. 

Haraway redefmes objectivhy for the postmodem age, mcludmg the scientist as a player 

m the lab along with the corporate funduig and cuhural support for scientific research 

{Simians, Cyborgs and Women 183-201). Derrida himself faUs far short of givuig free 

reign over mterpretation. In creatmg Glas, Derrida (1990) offers a radical text, a proto-

hypertext (Landow 14), which offers varieties and ahematives for mterpretation, always 

adduig addhional, ahemative, and more opportunities for mterpretation. Interpretation is 
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never exhausted, but neither is mterpretation free of all restraint. There is a limit to what 

one can assert Glas is or means. There is, no matter how one slices and dices, a 

responsibUhy, an ethical component, and a history to the Uterate act of mterpretation. 

Katz reminds an audience of technical communicators about this ethical 

responsibUhy, remmds rhetoricians that not "anything" goes. Indeed, one does not reach 

a pomt at which interpretation is done-and this is one founding doctrine of democracy 

with hs contuiual and exhausting remterpretation of "foundational" texts. But while one 

may always create new interpretations, those interpretations themselves must be 

evaluated. The evaluatmg process is the "critical" portion of "crhical" Uteracy, the part of 

thmking Berthoff is right to defend, and the portion of the ludic beUef in endless varieties 

that postmodernism is wrong to assert has no ethical responsibilities. 

Even in post- or anti-foundational theory, h is imperative to create a critical 

assessment of that which is at hand. Levinas, m his devotion to nonfoundational ethical 

pruiciples, sees the end of ethics m the responsibilhy to the other. ResponsibiUty to the 

other represents a major break whh the history of ethics up to and mcludmg modernism, 

m which (as m capitaUsm) the best one could hope for was "enlightened self mterest" as 

an ethical pruiciple. Levuias (1969, 1985) constmcts a nonfoundational ethics, as 

Bakhtm (1986) who is much more popular m contemporary rhetorical crhicism and 

thought though much less clear on this pomt, hi responsibiUty towards the other. We 

constmct our selves hi relation to the other. For Bakhtm and Levuias, the foundation of 

this self is hi Imguistic comprehension of self and that which is other, the world, other 
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people, other bemgs. It is this self the expressionists strive to buUd m new wrhers and, 

interestingly enough, this self is challenged m the postmodem world. Rhetoric, with hs 

pragmatic acceptance that mdeed the world exists and that the individual is whhin this 

world and can act in the world, can entertain the possibUhy of mterpretive and linguistic 

freedom. Yet rhetorical pragmatism reminds the thinker to remember that anti-

foundational thoughts are made within a biological brain encased in bone undemeath 

skm, and that skui must move the body to acquue nourishment soon or h will no longer 

be able to think such fantastic thoughts inside hs biological bram. 

Rhetoric allows for re-mtegration of action-orientation. Burke's thle Language as 

Symbolic Action (1966) goes a long way towards thinkmg about mterpretive and logical 

loops (loopholes) explohed m ludic postmodernism as what they may uhimately be: ends 

of a system derived by biological bemgs with real communicative needs. These needs, 

for food, sheher, and, later, organizations and institutions to create and mamtaui "order" 

offer an opportunity to develop language, to use language, to msthute meanmg. But still 

to be remembered is the power hi the observation most nakedly detemuned by 

postmodem trends m thought. Ultunately we do not know. All we have are our words, 

our thoughts, and our unages. This is the uispuation for the debate between conservative 

postmodemist thmkers such as Baudrilliard and Habermas, on the one hand, who want to 

cluig to whatever order aiumalistic and prunitive humanity has been able to cluig to 

while, on the other hand, more Uberal postmodem thmkers lUce Lyotard seek to build new 

opportunities for humans to expand theu reahn of uifluence, Habermas, especially, is 
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concemed whh retauung older ways of knowmg and retamuig values that took millennia 

to develop, 

Lherary Theory has been askmg much bigger questions than about the "future of 

the novel." Instead, h has found hself askmg about the future of Uteracy. And askmg 

about the "future of literacy" must, of necessity, retum to ancient questions-questions 

older than Uteracy study hself, older than contemporary Uterary theory and postmodem 

thought. So Uterary theory and other offspring disciplines retum to Rhetoric m order to 

find answers. The academy is stUl stmctured to privilege Uterary study over rhetoric, and 

divides practical and theoretical concerns mto sub-disciplines (Uterature and composhion 

most obviously, but also mto cultural studies, muhicultural and ethnic Uteratures, media 

studies, feminist discourses, etc.). The English department continues to privilege high 

cultural production (literature, novels, poems), when these items are least prepared to 

offer contemporary insight to Uteracy questions. Why study poetry when the dominant 

cuhural formation seems to be video games and film? 

Why worry over the most widespread forms of cuhural production? Why be 

mterested m what people are actually douig? This seems to be a ridiculous question-for 

the rhetorically minded. Lherary minded academics gravhate towards the study of 

hypertext fiction. Few people read hypertext fiction for enjoyment, and this is not 

surprismg. Hypertext fiction is, by and large, difficuh to read. There isn't a clearly 

defined readership for hypertext fiction. Instead, hypertext inquuy is divided mto useftil 

hypertext (SIGDOC, INRIA) and Lherary hypertext (Eastgate, Mouthrop, Michael Joyce) 
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which replicates the science/literary worlds mindset. Instead, rhetorical inquuy of 

hypertext seeks to understand both m order to gain an understandmg of hypertext as 

formations of techno-cultural artifacts, as weU as for the possibiUties generated for 

understanding Uteracy. Thus, this study is severely limhed into mquuing only about the 

productive uses and applications of technology in Iheracy. But because of this narrow 

limh m scope, h can ask questions about larger issues about the current nature and uses of 

Uteracy, as well as forecast possibiUties for the future of vridespread literate practice in 

the postmodem mformation age. 

The "fragmentation" Faigley writes about in Fragments of Rationality (1992) 

reflects the postmodem critique of Cartesian rationaUty and the enlightenment project. 

Ahhough some seek to re-mvigorate or save the enlightenment project of rationalism 

(which gave rise to scientific thought and constitutional democracy) others seek to live 

without the grand narratives of rationalism (i.e., the totalizmg Utopian visions of complete 

knowledge of the universe or of eternal Tmth). These smaller, localized knowledges 

(called by Lyotard the petit recits, or small stories) do not depend upon a Utopian vision 

or total system-a utopia-m order to create progressive change. In other words, 

"fragmentation" has quaUties that are helpful. Rather than, as m vulgar Marxism, 

necesshatmg a worldwide revolution in order to realize the mle of the worker, a 

postmodem (or fragmented) Marxist-mspued crhique can look for limhed, local change 

and slow movement toward better (rather than mevitable) situations. 
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As I mention above, the postmodem movement generally embraces the notion of 

fragmentation. Lead by Lyotard, such notions crop up hi thmkers lUce DeCerteau who, m 

The Practice of Everyday Life (1984), draws a distmction between regular action and 

"strategic" action. Strategies are grounded m the condhions of the tune and place of the 

agent (the uidividual). The strategies requue a crhical knowledge of the situation, the 

scene, and the history of action, which differs from uncrhical action. Clifford Geertz 

(1983, 1973) writes about this kuid of situated knowledge as does Antonio Gramsci 

(1971). Gramsci developed, in the early part of the 20* century, a theory of praxis that 

he defined as a radically self-conscious placing of one's self hi history. Gramsci's praxis 

insists on a radical self awareness of the self in the flow of history and a self-critical 

knowledge of what one can accomplish at that moment, rather than removing the acting 

self from history, as does classical Marxism, Utopian socialism, or laissez faue 

caphaUsm. The idea that one has no effect on the scene-like Ahhusser's reUance on the 

Ideological State Apparatus that does nothing but "reproduce the condhions of 

production"-is resisted. Although there may be no grand narrative to rely on for 

guidance, one must nevertheless act ethically and responsibly. Historical knowledge 

coupled whh an awareness of one's relationship to and with others duects the definhion 

of "right" and "wrong" action, a relativhy that drives modernists and poshivists mad but 

that nevertheless defines postmodem ethics. 

The responsibiUty to act both ethically and responsibly hi deference not to some 

ideological stance or some future condhion-the rejection of ontology and eschatology-is 
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the resuh of such antifoundational thinking. This is the dUemma of postmodernism. 

Most critics, usually chuig ludic postmodem thought, conclude that the fragmentation 

postmodem writers account for leads to an absence of values and of ethics. Instead, I 

argue among a number of others, that antifoundational thought (fragmented, postmodem 

thought) is not amoral. Rather, aU measure of the ethical and the responsible is local-

value-judgement based not on grand theories of moraUty and goodness, but on local 

conditions of relation of groups of individuals. For mstance, the ethicist and philosopher 

Emmanuel Levinas works towards an ethical standard that does not rely on fahh in some 

god and ensuuig punishments if not followed, but instead on the responsibUhies one 

human bemg has for others. The responsibilhy is akin to that Bakhtm places on people, 

to engage in dialogue with each other, and is localized to the interaction between people 

rather than related to a grand narrative of human Utopian salvation. 

A number of philosophers and crhics take different places whhin the postmodem 

debate. I want to tum specifically to the eflfects postmodem thought have had on the 

study of wrhmg and Uteracy and then move back to a more philosophical discussion of 

the issues. JeffNealon had an essay published hi College English m 1997 thled "Ethics 

and Dialogue: Bakhtm and Levuias." After a decade of mterest m Bakhtm and Vygotsky, 

Nealon's article helped me to understand the unportance of dialogue m a socially 

constmcted, rhetorical world. If, as postmodem thought proposes, there is no Tmth (that 

is, there is no eternal meanmg, there is no always-right action, there is no essence hi the 

universe) and mstead there are only small tmths (localized, ungeneralizable, temporary 
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moments of clarhy), there is also no necesshy for panic. Rather, we have come to 

recognize the rhetorical and constmcted nature of human inter-relation. The unportance 

of Bakhtin and Levinas m this world, a world without foundation, cannot be over-stated. 

In order to contuiue to Uve whh any consistency, securhy, and safety, mdividuals (and 

the groups that represent individuals on the national and world stage) must remain m 

communication. The dialogue between individuals, then among members of groups, and 

among the groups themselves, must be maintauied in order to retaui the abUhy to 

communicate across the boundary that separates individuals and groups. This 

relationship of individuals to each other and of individuals to groups, as weU as that 

between groups, is often discussed as local and global communication. 

Leitch's book Postmodernism: Local Effects, Global Flows (1996) attempts to 

map out many of the distmctions between postmodem thinkers. Lehch returns agaui and 

agaui to the distmction between the ludic postmodem thuikmg of BaudrUliard (1994) and 

Derrida and the discourse-based mquuy of Foucault (1972, 1970), Barthes (1974), 

Lyotard, and others. In composhion studies, four recent texts demonstrate this mterest m 

the local and the global, particularly m the way that the latter discourse-based thmkers 

stmcture theu arguments. Cuhure and values are constmcted around us, but then these 

constmctions build and support the creation of mdividuals withm systems. And one 

mdividual cannot sunply refuse the constmctions of the group ad hoc. Instead, 

mdividuals act whhui theu communities through action and worlds. And for rhetoric (as 

Burke argues) language is symbolic action (one of Burke's books is, of course, thled 
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Language as Symbolic Action). Besides Faigley's Fragments of Rationality, composhion 

studies has produced four books which stmggle to understand and mterpret the 

postmodem fragmentation of knowledge. 

These four books are Miller's Textual Carnivals, Haas' Writing Technologies, 

SuUivan and Porter's Opening Spaces, and Berlin's last book. Rhetorics, Poetics, and 

Cultures. Each uses postmodem fragmentation to offer possibiUties and open potentials 

to writing instmction. Each is an opportunity to re-unagine the constmction of Uteracy. 

Two of these texts (Haas, SulUvan and Porter) are most convincuigly described as part of 

the growing interest hi technical communication, but I offer them under Johnson-Eilola's 

expanded definhion of what consthutes composhion studies. All are rhetoricaUy-based 

studies that depend upon a postmodem understanding of situated non-foundational 

knowledge. 

The first book hi the category of a postmodem mvestigation of wrhmg is Miller's 

Textual Carnivals. Her book ably mtroduces and applies postmodem concepts to the 

development of late 20th century rhetoric and wrhmg and seeks to move beyond a 

postmodem language game. Instead, readers are offered a pouited crhique of the history 

of wrhuig mstmction from an antifoundational perspective, Movmg beyond a modemist 

concem vdth locatmg (disco vermg) the "proper" place of wrhuig mstmction. Miller 

mstead embarks on a critical historical mquuy akui to Gramsci's radical historicizmg act 

he labels praxis. Through this self-conscious historical mvestigation. Miller enables 

herself to move beyond a re-tellmg of the history of wrhmg mstmction (which Kitzhaber 
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and Berlui do so weU m theu histories) and moves us towards a re-articulation of the 

possibilities for wrhmg mstmction. That is, by takuig the historical and material 

condhions of the teachmg of wrhmg and lookuig not for the essence of wrhmg or Uteracy 

and mstead contextualizuig composhion withm the history of higher education hi the 

United States, the reader is offered a new understandmg of composhion. MUler offers a 

vision of composhion that no longer sees wrhmg mstmction as a necessary duty 

performed by EngUsh departments. Rather, h is a crhical component of Uteracy 

mstmction m a democracy and a unique emergmg field m the late 20th century that is re-

acquaintmg hself whh rhetorical concepts. 

The next example of postmodem composhion studies is Christma Haas' Writing 

Technologies. The book offers a new language whh which to describe the study of 

Uteracy as h also offers a number of situated methodological practices which, coupled 

whh SuUivan and Porter's book, offer a way to use the fragmentation of The Postmodem 

Condition (Jameson, 1991) in order to constmct knowledge. One of the interesting thuigs 

Haas offers in this book is a new definhion of research. The goal is not to find some 

essence-what I have been referring to hi this answer as Truth-that is infinitely 

generalizable. Instead, Haas aims to contextualize and situationalize her research 

activhies so that readers understand the Umhs and boundaries of the knowledge being 

produced. The subthle of the book. The Materiality of Literacy, extends the postmodem 

theme that runs throughout Haas' study: there is nothmg about Uteracy that exists outside 

of hs medium of production and dissemmation as well as our own embodied relation to 
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that text. And so researchers and practhioners of composhion need not see 

postmodernism as a problem to be solved but as a necessary lunit to human 

understandmg that may or may not disappear as we contuiue to research human rhetorical 

action. 

SuUivan and Porter's Opening Spaces is an unportant text hi postmodem 

development of composhion studies because h offers methodologies whhout shyuig away 

from postmodem difficuhies. The historical relation between science and method (and 

the ahnost ubiquhous use of "The Scientific Method" as the only measure of useful 

mquuy) makes non-scientific mquuy a shaky prospect. However, Sullivan and Porter 

effectively explaui the importance of rigorous methodology in postmodem research. 

Rather than discovering Tmth, Sullivan and Porter suggest that we build knowledge. 

Because this is a constmctive activhy done over tune, it becomes imperative that the 

researcher locate her- or himself whhin the research apparatus they are reportuig. This 

demand on the researcher is similar to Donna Haraway's crhique of scientific 

objectivism. Rather than build the Ulusion that the scientist is objective, Haraway 

suggests that scientists objectify themselves by placing themselves m their own research, 

Ahhough not mterested m conductmg scientific research, SuUivan and Porter offer a very 

sunilar revealmg of the researcher's own poshion-the researcher's subjectivhy. Important 

to Opening Spaces is the necesshy to contuiue asking why. Why does the field ask the 

questions h does? Why do we use sample populations as we do? Why do certain ethical 

dUemmas mterest us whUe others are left unspoken? Askmg why we perform research 
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the way we do, coupled whh the contuiuous self-reflection of the researcher hi the 

material condhions of Uteracy research, offers us a wealth of postmodem research 

methodologies which seek not to discover tmth but to buUd knowledge we accept is 

limhed and contextual. 

Fuially, I want to add Jim Berlin's last book to this list of postmodem composhion 

texts. Rhetorics, Poetics, and Cultures attests to the contribution Berlin could continue to 

make to Uteracy study if he had lived longer. Offermg a more concrete vision than Miller 

allows herself in Textual Carnivals, Berlin discusses the assets inherent hi participating in 

the constmction of limited local knowledges. Wedding rhetorical study with critical 

cultural studies seems an impossibility in the American academy (as University in Ruins 

author Reddings asserts), but in Berlin's last book h becomes not only a possibilhy but an 

imperative. The division between rhetoric and culture is an illusion, Berlin argues 

throughout the book, and this nexus is one promising field of study for a postmodem 

English department. Like the other authors here, Berlui does not seek to re-vhalize a lost 

enlightenment rationaUty, but instead offers options for study m a fragmented 

postmodem world. 

I have mentioned a number of thinkers hi quick succession and want to draw 

some distmctions at this pomt. It is unportant to recall the distmction I made between 

postmodem theorists and postmodem composhion researchers. The postmodem thmkers 

I am most mfluenced by (Foucauh, Lyotard, DeCerteau, Deleuze and Guattari) are not 

specifically concerned whh Uteracy and wrhmg mstmction. And as Faigley wrhes hi 
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Fragments, if this were the playground only of the French uiteUectual elhe, 

postmodernism would have no mterest for me. Rather, I see h as a necessary condhion 

for researchers to face the postmodem decluie of the grand narrative and accept the 

limhed appUcation of knowledge m smaUer, contextuaUzed petit recits. The sttongest 

textual luik between postmodem theory and composhion study is George Landow's 1992 

Hypertext: the convergence of postmodern theory and technology which demonstrates 

how rationalistic ideas such as authorship and linearhy are challenged by both 

postmodem thought and emerguig dighal technologies. As my dissertation will hivolve 

both technology and theory, and as my argument is interested m Uteracy, postmodemity 

and rhetoric, it is imperative that I develop a postmodem epistemology that my wrhing 

here reflects. 

If rationality and great 'chains' of reasoning have been shown to be very limhed 

ways of understanduig, what kuids of knowledge are buih from the fragments we have 

left? As I have shown throughout this chapter, I am inclined to assert that the 

postmodem condition is not a crisis but an opportunity. And we do not need to ignore 

previous ways of knowing. Rather, rationaUstic and modemist ways of knowuig can no 

longer be seen as the only, or the pre-eminent form of human understandmg, Contmgent, 

situated, non-foundational knowledge is necessary to counterbalance older forms of 

knowing, and are especially important hi complicated socially-based fields of mquuy 

such as composhion studies where the judge of the knowledge's worth is never more than 

further shuated interpretation, 
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Knowledge buih from fragments is often labeled shaUow. However, a fiinhouse 

muror-room shows hself to produce depth through the mterplay and mteraction of 

surfaces. The Umhs of modem rationality have produced a certaui kmd of depth. This 

depth can and should contuiue to be valued. However, there other ways of knowuig-

muhi-dunensional, situated, fragmented, and partial though they are-which answer 

questions we have just begun to ask. And so uhunately I assert that h is not the goal to 

prove that thousands of fragments brought together are as good as rational thought, but 

mstead to seek to answer the questions that we share about Uteracy. Modem rationaUty 

and enlightenment thinkmg cannot (and will not) sunply be discarded. Rather, as we 

continue askmg good, hard, new questions about Uterate practice and remember to shuate 

our selves and oiu studies, we continue to see the Umits of functional rationalistic 

meaning buUt on strong chains of logic. 

Technical communication, tradhionally labeled as "science wrhing" or "business 

writmg," has based much of hs authority on what Crowley calls "CBS" wrhmg, or 

"clarhy, brevhy, specifichy," which she soundly criticizes. Have technical 

communicators taken us far from CBS wrhmg? What are they proposmg mstead, and 

how do they justify theu efforts as "technical communication"? Should we tear away the 

old labels of "science wrhuig" and "busmess wrhmg" and gracefully admit technical 

communicators mto the vague hall of abstractions that scholars have tradhionaUy resided 

m? 
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Let me fust offer my defmition of technical communication and how h fits into 

the wider field of rhetorical studies. Johndan Johnson-EUola's 1997 Nostalgic Angels: 

Rearticulation of Hypertext Writing offers a valuable expanded definition of composhion 

studies that is necessary for me to answer the question posed here. Johnson-EUola 

defines composition studies broadly as containing rhetoric and rhetorical theory, as weU 

as sharing much of the mterest m crhical cuhural studies. Technical communication, 

with its rhetorical lineage, as well as a keen mterest in Uteracy and technology, can be 

seen as a specialization within con^oshion studies. I argue that most technical 

communicators would be effective teachers of wrhuig in a variety of envuonments, yet 

few composhionists would make effective technical communicators whhout the 

necessary trauiing. 

CBS wrhmg, by which I take Crowley to refer to the reduction of wrhmg to 

surface level error and a minimized style, is far from any ideal form. CBS eUminates the 

need to address the uitended audience, removes aU ethical considerations, and makes a 

universal out of one type of wrhmg. The CBS ideology reduces the rhetorical complexity 

of the wrhuig situation and takes responsibiUty away from the author m detemunmg the 

course of communicative action to take. 

Technical wrhmg associated with uitroductory techiucal wrhmg classrooms, 

particularly the more common forms of professional, busmess, and scientific wrhmg, 

have a different goal than much first year wrhmg. This distmction is sunilar to that made 

between first year wrhmg courses and advanced composhion courses. Few professional 
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wrhuig mstmctors confuse theu responsibiUties m fust-year classes with the demands of 

classes offered to advanced undergraduates, majors, and graduate students. And CBS, an 

older abbreviation uitended to be understood as a remmder, has been misappUed and 

generalized to the pomt where h is no longer a meaningful or helpful concept. As 

technical communication has grown and moved from a functional adjunct of an EngUsh 

degree and become a speciahy of hs own, the sunplification of CBS becomes more 

harmful to students and teachers bemg mtroduced to technical wrhmg. 

In the expanded definition of technical communication Johndan Johnson-EUola 

offers, he study of technical communication is more than creatmg resumes, busmess 

letters, and laboratory reports. Instead, technical communication becomes a field of 

inquuy m which h becomes increasingly important to recognize the rhetorical and 

cuhural aspects of technical communication. 

Beguining m 1979 when Carolyn Miller claimed that technical communication is 

a humanistic disciplme and through the development and expansion of the field through 

the 80s, technical communication specialists recognized the unportance of articulating 

the humanistic and rhetorical bases of the emergmg study of technical communication. 

The paraUel development of wrhmg technologies (Haas' term) has put pressure on this 

emergmg speciahy of Technical Communication to move beyond functional Uteracy hi 

the workplace. Recent articles m TCQ have pitted fimctional wrhmg agauist rhetorical 

wrhmg, for example Moore's article (1996) "Instrumental Discourse is as Humanistic as 

Rhetoric" that argues that fimctional (mstmmental) wrhmg should be a valued part of 
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technical communication. However, the functionalists have not recognized the expanded 

role technical communication specialists are expected to play m a highly technologized 

culttue Uke the postmdustrial or mformation society Bell (1973), Zubofif (1984), and 

others have forecast. Recent studies like Johnson-EUola's (1996) Nostalgic Angels, Haas' 

(1996) Writing Technology, Selber's edited collection (1997) unituig computers and 

wrhmg research whh technical communication: all mdicate that technical communication 

is grovsong well beyond hs beginnings as functional courses m busmess and science 

wrhuig. Instead, as our culture grows more dependent upon machines for communication 

and as we recognize the technologization of Uteracy hself (Ong 1982 and Eisenstem 

1980) opportimities develop for the critical study of technologized communication-which 

is an unportant part of emerging models of technical communication. 

Coupled with this recognition of Uteracy hself as a she of technology is the 

recognition of the contexts-the workplaces and laboratories where business and science 

writing first emerged as necessary skills. The Uterature of technical communication, 

from Odell and Gaswami's (1985) coUection to Rachel SpiUca's more recent collection 

(1993) of workplace wrhmg, demonstrates the field's understandmg that technical 

communicators do not merely teach mles for communication to students. Technical 

communicators observe trends outside academe as well as participate m creatmg 

communication standards on the job and m larger cultural areas. CBS caUs for a suigle, 

uncomplicated, universal standard, and the complex muhi-faceted demands put upon 
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workplace and laboratory wrhers demonstrate the need to move beyond prescriptive 

teaching. 

Re-articulation of technical wrhmg and communication as a valuable sub-field of 

composhion also reveals the emergence of uifluence from crhical cultural studies on 

technical wrhing research. No longer Umited to teaching estabUshed wrhing 

conventions, technical communication can effectively participate m the constmction of 

critical studies of technology. Of growing interest and concem in our highly 

technologized culture, technical communication specialists realize the unportant role they 

have to play m culture. The work of Carl Hemdl (1996, 1993) is particularly unportant 

here as techiucal communication practhioners begin to see themselves as part of the 

technology creation process as weU as participants hi the cuhural discourses of 

technology. The development of usability studies and user advocacy practices beyond 

early functional studies are part of this as well. And research mto cultural values 

embedded m rhetoric, such as Steven Katz' (1993, 1992) explorations of the holocaust 

and Nazi rhetoric as well as Walzer and Gross' crhical study of the Challenger disaster 

(1994), OrbeU's crhique of the TaiUiook scandal (1995), Herrmgton's analysis of David 

Koresh and the FBI (1995), MUler's analysis of the documents produced after the 

Philadelphia firebombmg of MOVE headquarters (1992), as well as Cargile-Cook's 

recent mvestigation of GAO reports (2000)-these crhical cuhural studies move far 

beyond CBS wrhuig. Each mvestigation takes on a specific cultural event and analyzes 

documentation created to mform chizens duectly or mduectly mfluenced by the events. 
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Rhetorical m nature, this scholarly genre of technorhetorical analysis will grow better 

mformed as technical communicators work with cuhural studies and other subfields of 

EngUsh and Uteracy study. And each demonstrates ethical and cuhural demands made of 

the technical wrher which sunply aren't accounted for m the CBS strategy. 

As technical communication research changes in a culture which is rapidly 

utilizmg advancmg technology (dighal and other technologies such as bioengmeering, 

cloning, warfare technology, and transportation technology to name just a few) the 

technical communicator has emerging responsibiUties to become a technology crhic and 

advocate. As the mam communicative mechanism between technology producers and 

consumers, the technical communicator must communicate from the producer to the 

consumer (this is the older role) but must also work to communicate the consumer's 

perspective to the producer. At this point in history h is especially important to enable 

the flow of information from the consumer to the producer because of the disparity of 

cuhural power between these two extremes which may be lessened in time. For this 

reason, technical communicators must be admitted into the ranks of scholars-ahhough the 

role scholars generally play in cuhure is changing dramatically as weU. 

The next chapter mvestigates a technological artifact, the Wexner Learnuig 

Center Database of Whness Narratives m the National Holocaust Memorial Museum m 

Washmgton DC, and asks questions about the Uteracy skills necessary to effectively 

understand and decode the texts h presents. Facuig the unspeakabiUty of the horrors of 

the holocaust, the museum curators and technological experts designed a hypermedia 
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system to store, rettieve, and understand narratives as never before. They attempted to 

overcome what Lyotard caUs a differend; an inability to speak, a Umh of language. In so 

douig, they have created a new rhetorical space that brings whh h opportunities for the 

further development of rhetoric. These new rhetorical opportunities present Uteracy whh 

a challenge, particularly m this postmodem age m which the foundations of identhy, 

knowledge and communication are challenged. What is possible is not yet known; 

however, there is a shared sense that what we once assumed was tme may no longer be. 
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Notes 

See Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern, for and extended discussion 
along these luies; Latour's crhical mterpretation of modernism, postmodernism, and the 
space where art and science meet has contributed greatly to my thinkmg on these matters. 

See Donald Norman's critique of "user-friendly" interfaces in the Design of 
Everyday Things (1988). "User-friendly" all too often means stripped down and 
weakened: users do not need simpler machines capable of less sophisticated manipulation 
of data or less compUcated communication. Instead, users need better mterfaces so that 
they more readily access the sophisticated capabilities of dighal devices. This basic 
confusion of user-friendly with dumbed-down is a target of Norman, and reveals an 
unfortunate under-estimation of both the technological capabUity and needs of the 
American populous. 

^ Johnson-EUola's Nostalgic Angels contains a substantial and lengthy explanation 
of the Shannon and Weaver model of communication. See Nostalgic Angels, pages 64-
77. Incredibly powerful for telecommunications and broadcasting, theu technical model 
is often wrongly applied to human mteraction. Michel Serres, ui Hermes (1982), has a 
strong argument for valuing noise in communication feedback. Like Jimi Hendrix's 
guhar playing, sometunes the feedback is what is worth retaming. Sometunes the noise 
becomes the content. See the conclusion for more development of this theme. 

* Here, BerUn's Rhetorics, Poetics and Cultures (1996) is particularly eloquent on 
the subject of the relative roles of the study of rhetoric and Uterature, as weU as a 
redefined cuhural studies that places crhical reading and wrhmg at the center of the 
postmodem English department. See also Crowley (1998, 1990) and MUler (1997, 
1993). 
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CHAPTER IE 

TRAUMA, NARRATION, TECFINOLOGY: 

USER-ORDERED REPRESENTATION 

AND THE HOLOCAUST 

The Differend is the unstable state and instant of language 
wherein something which must be able to be put mto 
phrases cannot yet be This state is signaled by what 
one ordmarily caUs a feeluig: "One cannot fmd the words," 
etc. 

-Lyotard, The Differend 

The builduig is a target. From the outside, iX is clear that the Holocaust Memorial 

Museum just off the Mall m Washmgton, DC is a target for anti-Israeli terrorism. Its 

location hi America's capital, aligned whh the White House, the Caphol Builduig, 

Washington Monument, National Gallery, the Smithsonian, places hs monument among 

others. Yet among all these symbols the Holocaust Memorial Museum is the target. The 

existence of the building is a political statement, and its placement along the great Mall of 

American icons makes a statement that shouts remembrance and demands recognition. 

But this essay is not about the building. Instead, I wrhe about a (seemingly) minor 

feature of the Holocaust Memorial Museum to which I wish to draw attention. The 

museum building houses a database of witness narratives. The Wexner Learning Center, 

and ix is on this database this chapter is focused. For a description of the physical 

museum, 1 suggest Keman's "A New Monument to Remembermg - Whh a Mission" hi 

the April 1993 Smithsonian, 
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The Wexner Learning Center acts as a representative anecdote (Burke 1962 GM 

59-62) m this rhetorical study, existmg at the confluence of technological, cultural, and 

Uterate action. In Burke's formulation, such a concrete example grounds the rhetorical 

study, allowuig a reference point around which to build a vocabulary and method. As a 

representative anecdote, the database is the pomt of articulation. This chapter describes 

the cultural and technological contexts of a specific deployment of hypermediated 

technology, as well as describing one users' experience with the database. It articuhates 

cuhural-technological aspects of Uteracy that could not be described whhout such an 

example. This study builds a rhetorical inquiry into the nature of Uteracy m the 

mformation age around the Wexner Learning Center database precisely because the 

database is a imique constmction. It is a technological artifact with rhetorical properties 

and a pedagogical purpose. Lheracy, technology and cuhure meeet m the Wexner 

Learning Center database, re-negotiating the relationship among such varied mterests as 

the media of historical record-keepmg, methods of Uterate interaction, as weU as the 

mode of information deUvery. 

The hypertext database of whness narratives has the potential to change the way 

we wrhe and stmcture narrative. This is unportant on many levels, not the least of which 

is that ix changes the way history is recorded. This is not a toy or a game, but a serious 

(deadly serious) means of remembermg. It is memory for mass culture, for the tune 

when one voice wUl not suffice. It realizes many of the features of the Holocaust-hs 

mcredible scale and hs unbelievable violence-ui many ways that overcome what once 
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made iX appear unspeakable. At the same tune, the database of whness narratives is not 

melodramatic or Hollywood schlock. This is not Schindler's List, for as much as I 

recognize the achievement of the Speilberg film, h made me uncomfortable hi hs 

emotional and aU too cinemagraphic presentation. In the database of whness narratives, 

inexhaustibiUty is presented much more starkly and directly than can ever be achieved 

with the pUes of shoes or the bundles of hair or the reels of film shot by both sides in 

World War E. 

An unsettling and continuing problem exists in the usual representation of the 

Holocaust. There is an unspeakabiUty and consequent failure of comprehension of the 

scale, scope, and meaning of historical events. Representation fails. There is no means 

to speak of the events, and this unspeakabUhy results m what Jean Fran9ois Lyotard calls 

a Differend. Phrase #23 m Lyotard's longer book-length treatment of the concept of the 

differend is as close as readers get to a defmhion: 

In the differend, something "asks" to be put mto 
phrases, and suffers from the wrong of not bemg able to be 
put into phrases right away. This is when the human bemgs 
who thought they could use language as an uistrument of 
communication leam through the paui which accompanies 
silence ... that they are summoned by language.. .and that 
they must be aUowed to msthute idioms which do not yet 
exist. (13) 

There is need for representation, but no language and no rhetorical strategy seems able to 

speak the horror. It is common m pruit and film based collections of Holocaust whness 

narratives to get this sense of the mcompleteness or the madequacy of the mdividual 

narrative; what this one says cannot speak for all who were there, particularly for the ones 
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who can no longer speak (for they are dead). In this sense, then, luiear narration and the 

pruited book are madequate idioms for representations of the Holocaust. They faU to 

provide a sense of the scope and overall vastness of the atrochies of the Shoah. I cannot 

claim that the Holocaust witness narrative database is this new idiom; however, I can 

claim that I comprehended something different about the scale of the holocaust and 

understood better why one narrative or one story, or one coUection of survivors' tales are 

msufficient to represent the Holocaust. 

Already (m late 1998 and early 1999) Speilberg's Shoah Foundation is 

distributing CD-ROMs with thousands of whness narratives to schools in the hopes of 

sharmg this new idiom of remembrance. And although this mass distribution through CD 

and web is aimed at increasing (exponentially) access to both the technology and the 

narratives it contains, there are as many limits to access as there are access points. It is 

beyond the scope of this essay to address issues of universal access to the technology. 

However, iX is unportant to mention that the Shoah Foundation is freely distributmg 

thousands of narratives on CD-ROM hi a format sunilar to that found at the United States 

Holocaust Memorial Museum m Washmgton, DC, contributmg to wider accessibiUty to 

both the database and the emergmg dighal rhetoric that I describe hi part one of the 

chapter. 

It is a dauntmg task for me to describe the digital coUection of survivor's stories hi 

the Holocaust museum as an example of a new rhetoric whhout mmimizuig horrors of the 

events described. It is sunilarly difficuh (yet the differences are not to be dismissed) to 
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share the experience whh the technology described-if you have not used the dighized 

database of whness narratives, I cannot replace the overwhelmmg quaUty of searchuig 

the database of witness narratives. This dissertation and the prmt technology iX uses, 

coupled whh my own inadequate writing abiUties, make this a poor shadow of the 

experience of usmg the whness database and encountering all the voices, aU the names, 

all the stories it contains. It is in the massive scale of the murder committed by Nazis that 

makes the events unspeakable by conventional means and that necessitates the creation of 

the dighal archive m Washington. And stUl this essay can only gesture towards the 

database as a technology whh the potential to overcome this differend. Only through 

coming to some understandmg of the enormity of the events wUl the necesshy for the 

archive become realizable. As Dominick LaCapra admits m his book Representations of 

the Holocaust (1994), iX is necessary to objectify events long enough to discuss them, to 

represent them, yet iX is a frightful balancuig act. One must be careful not to denude 

events of theu gravity and horror lest we repress memory only to have iX retum: the retum 

of the repressed. 

Representation carries values as iX defmes possible rhetoric(s). We tend to notice 

rhetorics of design only when confronted by new or unusual representational strategies-

they challenge our habitual rhetorical frames. Anne F. Wysoki (1998) offers an 

important pau of heuristic questions to consider when confronted with unaccustomed 

design practices. She requests that we ask ourselves two questions: "what order is 

remforced by a design, and what designs give us chances to re-order?" When considering 
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the database of Holocaust whness narratives, the reader is asked to play an umovative. 

and perhaps uncomfortable, role m the constmction of textual coherence. The database 

system asks readers to order theu experience whh the database hself The uiterface of the 

database is designed to allow readers to stmcture theu experiences whh the narratives, 

images, and mformation the database contams. For this chapter, I wUl refer to this 

reader-stmctured interface as user-ordered representation. 

User-ordered representation is an emerguig quaUty of hypertext stmcture, 

representative of a new kmd of readmg. Hypertext is not luiear but, mstead, muhiluiear. 

It is the one common atttibute of hypertext systems: closed, technical, Uterary, 

experimental, hypertext systems are, by definhion, muhilinear (Landow, Joyce, Johnson-

Eilola). However, this multilinearity is just the beguuiing of a new way of reading I am 

writing about in this dissertation. User-ordered representation offers more freedom and 

more choice to readers, but uhimately this form of muhUmearhy mamtams a distinction 

between the hypertext author and hs reader, or m other words, iX mamtams the distmction 

between the producer of the text and the consumer of the text. As powerful as the 

hypertextual stmcture of the Holocaust Memorial Museum database of whness narratives 

is for the representation of mass trauma, iX only goes so far. Yet even withm these Umhs, 

the Wexner Learnuig Center's Database of Whness Narratives offers an ahemative and a 

new way of representing mass experience. 

My hypothesis is that the dighal database of Holocaust whness narratives-both 

that started by the Holocaust Memorial Museum and Speilberg's Shoah foundation-knhs 
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fragmented, subjective narrative mto a possibiUty for a dighal rhetoric which overcomes 

lunhations uiherent m classical rhetoric to represent mass experience. The abiUty to 

speak of and represent what had been unspeakable represents an overcommg of Lyotard's 

differend (an unspeakabiUty of mass trauma) and beguis to give voice to the horrors of 

mass destmction. Lyotard's major touchstone for his project is the Holocaust. It is this 

historical moment around which my study is developed, and whhout which the new 

dighal rhetoric would not seem as significant. 

I suggest that the whness database is one she which employs numerous ideologies 

of technology, uicluduig other (conttadictoiy) narratives and ideologies of technology 

such as efficiency and technocracy, but which - in all hs contradictions - make possible a 

communicative act never before possible. I highlight the use of the whness database as 

an indication of what is possible while also sounding a warning of how my project may 

be co-opted. For instance, a technologically determined perspective would assign the 

rhetorical possibiUties to the database and the technologies that create h, as if somehow 

the database suddenly appeared, in toto. Not so - ui fact, the database is (rather than the 

source of the rhetoric I describe) the realization of ideological, cultural, and technological 

efforts of programmers, designers, and curators that contahi the values of Xhese people m 

the stmctures of the database. While technological determinism would represent the 

database as the source of cuhural power, my study aims to show the database as the resuh 

of human labor-of design, of programmuig, of humanistic mquuy, of pedagogical design. 

At the same tune, the database can be seen as an actor m a system of discourse, but only 
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uisofar as iX represents the efforts of people to realize renewed representation of the 

holocaust. Sunilarly, my project could be easily misconstmed (and misrepresented) as an 

attempt to reduce the database to an example of functional computer Uteracy, or as a 

representation of what technology necessarUy demands of users. To the contrary, the 

database offers the opportunity to see the problems of representation m a new way, not 

because the technology is so wonderful in hself, but because people organized and 

developed technologies in order to do something new, constmctive, and potentially 

?«stmctive, that I wrhe about this hypertext system. 

I have broken my argument down into four major components: the first three 

sections discuss the database m terms of hypermedia, technology, rhetoric, and theoretic 

contexts while the last section presents my first-person narrative account of the whness 

testimony database. The first section discusses hypertext and hypermedia and moves 

toward definmg dighal rhetoric m the sense I apply to the Holocaust witness database. In 

the second section, usmg Dominick LaCapra's Representing the Holocaust: History, 

Theory, Trauma (1994), I briefly describe the problem of historically representmg and 

situatmg the Holocaust. From an analysis of LaCapra, I next discuss the connections 

made by Steven Katz (1991 and 1993) connectmg the ethic of "efficacy" from Aristotle to 

rhetoric found m memos of SS officers regardmg unprovements that can be made to Nazi 

kUluig machuies. Also unportant to this section is Burke's 1939 crhique of Nazi rhetoric. 

This section mvestigates the Umhations of classical rhetoric m representmg mass 

experience and muhi-vocal narrative. FoUowmg the mvestigation of Katz and Burke, 
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analysis moves to Lyotard's differend. In the thud section of this essay, Lyotard's work 

uiforms the discussion of emergmg representational strategies. Fourth and finally, the 

section thled "Hypertext as Witness" describes those aspects of the witness database that 

consthute a possibiUty for digital rhetoric. This rhetoric is potentiaUy capable of 

representuig mass experience in the events of the Holocaust such that we do not risk the 

suppression of whness narratives, the loss of an important historical period, or the 

devastation h wrought upon European Jewry. This is not an assertion for hypermedia 

generally (that somehow aU hypertext technology contains digital rhetoric, or can 

represent mass experience better than linear prmt technology) but an assertion that the 

values engineered and programmed into the system characterize an emergmg rhetorical 

strategy. My argument is made regarding one heration of one technological system-at 

the nexus of technology, representation, history, and postmodem cuhure-this database 

attempts a representation that reveals the rhetorical web at that nexus, and whether some 

recuperation or representation of an idiom of mass experience is introduced. 

It is my hope that I can elucidate the rhetoric I see developuig hi the use of dighal 

technology to represent survivors' tales. AddhionaUy, I hope to uispue readers to 

experience the database hi the Wexner Leammg Center for themselves, whh a renewed 

understandmg of what is at stake. Indeed, the database of whness narratives is a 

breakthrough m the representation of the Holocaust and, by extension, a new way of 

representmg mass experience. The database becomes a she of a new postmodem 
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rhetoric, which is characterized by muhimedia-fihn, voice, and text-utilizuig digital 

technology for representation of a previously uncomprehendable trauma. 

Hypertext and Hvpermedia: Toward Digital Rhetorics 

The proliferation of texts describmg hypertext and hypermedia' generally divide 

mto two areas of interest: those discussuig "Uterary" or "creative" hypertext and those 

describing and studymg "uiformational" or "functional" hypertext. The former, Uterary 

hypertext, has been most often been associated with the Eastgate Systems Company, 

distributor of the Macintosh-based Storyspace system as well as authors Michael Joyce, 

Stuart Mouthrop, and Nancy Kaplan, with Mark Bemstem theu most consistent defender. 

The other camp, the informationalists, is most often associated with the emerging field of 

technical communication (of which I am part) and the professional groups SIGDOC and 

ESIRIA. 

Perhaps the clearest line between these definhions of hypertext exists along the 

aesthetics and uiformational continuum. For Uterary hypertext users, the aesthetic 

experience of building a story in hyperspace supercedes the need for clarhy, preferrmg 

(James) Joycean associations and flows whereas uiformational users prefer ordered 

hierarchies to establish a rationale for linking. Each envisions different audiences for 

theu hypertextual databases. While the aesthetically-oriented group mvokes a 

hypothetical audience of postmodem Uteracy crhics (and expects this audience to 

shoulder much of the responsibiUty for makuig sense of hypertext), uiformational 
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hypertext addresses an audience of technical and managerial readers who requue 

different levels of detaU and specifichy (for which the hierarchical design of hypertextual 

mformation is weU suhed). One text bridgmg these mterests is Johndan Johnson-EUola's 

(1997) Nostalgic Angels: Rearticulating Hypertext Writing, yet the separation is evident 

in most earUer texts. 

The distmction between audience invoked and audience addressed is very 

important when considermg hypertext. The modemist model of communication, of clear 

transfer from sender to receiver, does not apply for hypertext m the same way that 

Landow explams (1992), For Landow, the text would be fragmented beyond Imear 

recognition. However, this invokes an audience that does not-perhaps cannot-yet exist. 

When Johnson-Eilola complicates his study of hypertext {rearticulation of hypertext) on 

both functional uiformational texts and Uterary hypertexts, iX exposes a failure of the 

hivoked audience of hypertext fiction (Johnson-Eilola 64-76), In this way, the disjomted 

narrative of hypertext fiction mvokes an audience that does not yet exist, or at least 

addresses an audience unmterested m the potentials of hypertext narrative. 

The problems of hypertext are not failures of authorship, but of audience. 

Lherary hypertexts are too good at movmg mto the postmodern, fragmented world of 

surfaces and sliduig meanmg. Hypertext authors have not uivoked a popular audience 

that is capable of discernuig the potentials for hypertext narrative, and h is precisely what 

is fiiastratuig about readmg reviews of hypertext that only consider Xhe popular, 

commercial audience of a medium lUce hypertext fiction, or even postmodem Uterary 
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theory. And much the same is said regarduig both hypertext fiction and post-stmctural 

Uterary theory m popular reviews. However, there is one significant difference that 

changes the experience for each reader/viewer of the whness database. Each viewer 

chooses which link to follow, each luik in tum re-contextualizes the experience of the 

viewer. As I select different names, places and dates, I choose how I constmct my 

experience whh the database and these selections aher the context of my reading affects 

my selection strategy. But at its core, one does not alter the meaning or stmcture of the 

tale. I am able to uifluence the overaU feel of my reading/Ustenmg session, as weU as the 

contextual details that make h an uidividual experience with the database, but the 

narration hself is not fragmented. The whness database is successful precisely because h 

offers some of the potential of hypertext without completely abandoning the audience's 

expectations for narrative. 

Look at the recent argument m the New York Times Book Review, 

"www.claptrap.com," m which the reviewer accuses hypertext authors of missuig the 

needs of theu audience (MiUer). Folks do not seem to want to read that and besides, the 

author argues, hypertext fiction simply demonstrates "how alienated academic Uterary 

crhicism is from actual readers and theu desues." But I do not thuik the problem is that 

there is not an audience for hyperfiction. Rather, the audience for hyperfiction is not the 

same as either the mass market for fiction nor the more specific audience of readers of the 

New York Times Book Review. Perhaps more unportantly, the experience one is 

accustomed to havmg whh a novel, be h high Uterary achievement or pulp fiction, the 
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relationship a reader expects to have whh the text is well understood. Mass-market 

fiction has constmcted and addressed, and now routuiely mvokes, a weU-established 

readership. Hypertext does not yet uivoke a mass audience, and I v^ll not speculate here 

when or even if hypertext fiction might fmd/constmct that audience effectively, but only 

note that many specific and expert readerships proUferate without ever appealing to a 

mass audience. 

But then how does the hypertext witness database succeed at constmctmg a mass 

audience, using hypermedia to address this audience? I argue that h is m the combination 

of accustomed stmctures and strategic employment of new forms that the witness 

database is successful, while hypertext fiction asks too much for a vrider readership. 

Hypertext fiction invokes an audience able to piece together fragments of narrative, make 

sense of stream-of-consciousness, select pertinent Unks, while maintaining a sense of the 

story bemg told as well as follow the constmction of characters, settuig, themes-and iX is 

exhausting. What is invoked m the reader's experience of expectations that make h easier 

to "read" or Usten to the narratives of Holocaust whnesses than to read Afternoon, A 

Story? The whness narratives, self-contamed and told by one narrator, are presented to 

the audience m one linear experience. The witness' stories (however emotional) conform 

to the viewers' expectations. It is precisely because the whness database does not 

confound the viewer with difficuh and unexpected choices that the database is successful 

on a wider scale than hypertext fiction. It is a new model of tale-telluig, of history, one m 

which the reader/viewer selects portions of narrative appropriate to that reader/viewer's 
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context, but whhout askmg that this reader/viewer develop a whoUy new sense of 

narration. 

In describmg dighal rhetoric at the pomt of contact whh the database of witness 

narratives, I wish to caU attention to the different Uteracy practices engmeered mto the 

database system as well as holdovers from past Uteracy practice. Even as we seem to 

retum mto an age of secondary oraUty (Ong Orality and Literacy), we carry whh us 

vestiges of our Uterate past, but Ong makes clear that this Uteracy is not without hs own 

contingent oral stmctures. Most unportantly, I ask the reader to remember that this essay 

describes a suigle instantiation of hypertext presented by the database at the Wexner 

Learning Center, a single example of user-ordered representation. This hypermediated 

collection allows active readers the freedom to stmcture the deUvery of the narratives 

according to theu growing understanding rather than relying on an editorial voice that 

duects readers' attention. 

The Problem of Representation 

Locatmg the crhic in the field of crhicism is a necessary component of critical 

methodology and is not unusual m composhion methodology, see especially Sullivan and 

Porter's Opening Spaces: Writing Technologies and Critical Research Practices (1997). 

Of course, describmg one's identhy is hself fraught with difficuhies, unspeakabiUties and 

necessary oversights, whether conscious or not, that are also part of an author/historian's 

subject poshion. LaCapra wrhes thus: 
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The Holocaust presents the historian whh 
transference hi the most traumatic form conceivable, but hi 
a form with the difference in subject-poshion of the analyst. 
Whether the historian or analyst is a survivor, a relative of 
survivors, a former Nazi, a former coUaborator, a relative 
of former Nazis or collaborators, a younger Jew or German 
distanced from more immediate contact with survival, 
participation, or collaboration, or a relative "outsider" to 
these problems will make a difference, even in the meaning 
of statements that may be formally identical. Certaui 
statements or even entue orientations may seem 
appropriate for someone m a given subject-position but not 
in others. (LaCapra 46) 

LaCapra goes on to claim "outsider" status for himself, and yet there is a silent web of 

implication: he associates his work with that of Paul DeMan (a collaborator) and uses 

Heidegger (a former Nazi) m his theoretical underpinnings, both relationships which 

implicate and complicate LaCapra's own self-described poshions. I agree that the 

utterance might be the same, yet not only the source also but the potential target(s) of the 

narratives need to be considered. This is one potential route of mterpretation: reject 

apriori LaCapra because of DeMan. But there is more here-LaCapra is not (was not) m 

any way implicated by DeMan, nor is h necessary to reject Heidegger because of fascism. 

Yet there is an uneasmess, a dark murmur beyond conscious thought, that makes one 

wonder if rejection isn't a safer response, Impurhies abound, so reject iX aU, 

The shuation LaCapra faces is perhaps the most mterestuig part of the shuation 

described here. LaCapra unpUcates himself and his work-his stance hi this enterprise-

and then at the end of his self searchuig declares (rather than carryuig the multiplichy of 
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his identhies with theu hiner difficuhies and potential contradictions) that he is an 

outsider and somehow other to the history of the holocaust. 

I wonder about LaCapra's claim to be an outsider. I am an outsider to the 

immediate arguments over Holocaust representation. I am nehher Jew nor German, and 

am not unmediately unpUcated m the narratives. And yet I become part of the debate, 

both as an mdividual and as a scholar. Fust, I become unpUcated as the audience 

addressed by the Holocaust narrative database. Then, as a scholar, I am implicated first 

by LaCapra's book and Lyotard's, and so on. The distinction between private and public 

self dissolves, as do the distinctions between insider and outsider. LaCapra is an outsider 

to the immediate situation of the differend of representation, but then inserts himself into 

the debate-and rather than becoming an insider himself reveals a Umit to the labeluig of 

insider/outsider. I claim a profound skepticism of both DeMan's and Heidegger's 

problematic relation to LaCapra's professional identity. See especially Lyotard's 

Heidegger and the Jews and the openly hostile Signs of the Times by David Lehman, the 

former havmg much more value as an uitellectual account with Lehman's account 

perhaps most generously described as emotional resistance and, as such, a mystifyuig 

repression of the sort LaCapra warns agauist. And so I argue not that I am an outsider, 

but on what grounds can I claim to be uiside this discourse? My own interests hi 

pursuuig this topic have grown from the uitensely emotional response I have had to 

Holocaust representations, beguinmg whh Weisel' s Night (1960), and many narratives of 

whness experience which have left me feelmg that something had been missing, 1 am 
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pursuuig my own sense of the madequacy of witness narrations and fmd myself drawn to 

the database of witness narratives. Indeed, untU experiencmg the whness database hi 

Washington myself, I could never feel the unmediate reaUty and enormity of the 

Holocaust. Speigelman's Maus (1992, 1986) perhaps came closest with The Diary of 

Anne Frank (1991) sunilarly moving me. Yet each of these textual and pictorial 

representations leave me unsatisfied. My dissatisfaction with Holocaust witness 

Uterature cuhninating with first the book and then the movie Schindler 's List (1992) 

which first helped me realize my dissatisfaction with the near-colonizing tendency of text 

to objectify the historical events in much the same way Prospero co-opts CaUban's 

experience in Shakespeare's Tempest. I am left wondering why we are left whh the texts 

we have-why are these narratives our cultural record of the Holocaust? 

The dighized collection of whness narrations broke my dissatisfaction whh 

representations because, for the fust tune, I feh unpUcated as a part of the historical 

record. I was able to locate narratives created by Lhhuanian Jews and Lhhuanian 

resistance fighters. Here, my own Lhhuanian herhage (from which I am quhe far 

removed) provided me whh the personal connection necessary to feel myself not part of, 

but at least share a sense of context with these whnesses. The database stmcture allowed 

me to fmd myself a means to burrow mto the historical representation. I became an 

uisider, rather than held back, assigned the role of msider, I was uivhed m, uivited to 

fmd my own way through the maze, through a locked door to which only 1 had the key. 

My experience brought words and unages unmediately home to me hi a way that I feh, 
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for the fu-st tune, that the events m mid-century Europe were real, mvolvuig real people 

on a human scale while also takuig place on a massive scale, I was connected to people 

and mdividual histories rather than to the policies and artifacts of a long-gone era. For 

me, a young scholar stmgglmg to fmd a gUmmer of human scale m the Holocaust, I 

found connections whh people I could hnaguie havuig some relationship to me. someone 

bom duruig the Vietnam era m the United States, This identification whh history, absent 

to me in linear textual and cmemagraphic representations, placed my experience whh the 

hypermedia database of witness narratives apart, 

Theodor Adomo wrhes about the importance of identification and places h as an 

important pedagogical goal. After the Holocaust, youth should be taught to identify whh 

the Holocaust survivors for this is the hope of humamty. Adomo wrhes, "The inabiUty to 

identify whh others was unquestionably the most unportant psychological condhion for 

the fact that something lUce Auschwhz could have occurred in the midst of more or less 

mnocent and civilized people" (Adomo 201). 

But this is a radically subjective understanduig of historical events. Is there no 

room for understandmg thuigs objectively? It is a valuable question, and I will offer 

LaCapra's answer hi a moment. But for me, I have an understandmg of many of the 

"objective" historical surveys, I know of Hhler, of Mengele, of Kristalhiacht, of 

Auschwitz and Berkmow-and had know these thuigs as I know of King Arthur, Beowulf, 

and Caliban. I knew of them as characters, characters whh Uttle or no relationship to me. 
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wrher and researcher, and reader of texts. Yet I had not yet confronted the texts of 

whnesses as people, not characters, spoke them: 

Nowhere more than in discussions of the Holocaust 
do poshivism and standard techniques of narrowly 
empirical-analytic mquuy seem wantuig. How the historian 
should use language with reference to the subject-positions 
that he or she occupies and is attempting to forge is a 
pressing issue with no prefabricated or pat solutions; the 
issue cannot be obviated through a reversion to type. To 
make this point is not to deny an important role for 
objectivhy. Objectivity does, however, become a more 
difficuh and problematic undertaking redefmed in terms of 
the attempt to counteract modes of projection, self-
mdulgence, and narrow partisanship in an exchange whh 
the past. (LaCapra 47) 

And so I must reveal that I have mterests in promoting dighal rhetorics, m building 

connections between theory and technology, along the interests George Landow reveals 

in Hypertext: The Convergence of Technology and Contemporary Critical Theory (1992). 

Interestmgly, Uterary crhics crhicize Landow's text for sunplifying theory, while 

simultaneously unsettling technology specialists for simplifying technological details. It 

is hself between idioms, unable to make hs technological points with digerati nor make 

hself comprehensible to Uterary critics nor satisfy either that iX is sufficiently rigorous to 

be central to either field. It suffers hs ovm differend. My own work as a wrher of 

hypertext and (former) edhor of a hypertext journal implicates my complicity in the move 

to techno logize rhetoric. In many of the ways Richard Lanham discusses in The 

Electronic Word: Democracy, Technology, and the Arts (1993), we risk missuig the 

complexhy of the issues if we only look at hypermedia as an artifact .,. but 
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sunuhaneously risk technological determinism if we only look through hypermedia as a 

Burkean frame. 

For Lanham (as for Haas), we need a "bistable" perspective-as crhics and users of 

hypermedia, we need to look both at and through technologies. As Haas' (1997) study 

uidicates, technology creates a material context for writuig that both contams and enables 

a rhetorical readmg. For a crhical reader/viewer to operate withm and alongside wrhmg 

technologies, this "bistable" abiUty to look both at and through allows the mamtenance of 

muhiple perspectives as well as muhiple voices. 

Fascism and Aristotle 

Steven Katz, m two articles, explores the relationship between the Holocaust and 

classical rhetoric, and m particular the place of Plato and Aristotle's separation of the 

rhetorical from the ethical. Katz opens his more oft-ched article "The Ethic of 

Expediency: Classical Rhetoric, Technology, and the Holocaust" (1992) with a memo 

written by an SS officer which, iX appears, is intended to suggest improvements for the 

tmcks used to murder men and women whh concentrated carbon monoxide. The memo 

from the officer refers to victims of this mass murder campaign as "pieces" and "the 

load," employing passive voice to avoid naming the source of "screaming" which "always 

occurs when the doors are closed." The memo concludes simply whh reference to the 

"aforementioned technical changes" (Katz, "Ethic of Expediency" 256). 
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Katz uses this memo to mform his crhique of AristoteUan and Platonic severuig 

of ethics from rhetoric, what Katz caUs the "ethic of expediency," m which the ends 

justifies the means and m which fast and efficient are the only measures of value. Gone 

are human beings, gone are mdividuals. What readers are left with are "pieces" needing 

to be "processed" and these pieces are not even the clear source of the screams emanating 

from the highly efficient tmck (as uistrument of mass murder). "Indeed, this brief 

analysis reflects the rhetorical problem with [the Nazi] memo: it is based purely on an 

ethic of expediency" (Katz 258). Katz contmues his crhique: "...and that this ethic, which 

is so predominant in Westem cuhure, was at least partially responsible for the Holocaust" 

(Katz 258). Katz draws his crhique of the rhetoric of efficiency to implicate rhetoric 

itself as a source of the Holocaust, a move that may at first seem too strong. However, if 

one views rhetoric itself as a technology, as Ong views Uteracy in Orality and Literacy: 

The Technologizing of the Word, the unplication is clearer. In elevatmg efficiency above 

aU else, even the technology of language was stripped of hs abiUty to resist the regune. 

A culture's values are reflected m hs technologies, and rhetoric is no less a technology. 

Discourse, too, will bear whness. 

I want to reherate here that efficiency hself need not be vilified. Instead, h is the 

pursuh of efficiency at the cost of aU else (which often displaces discourse) that 1, and 1 

believe Katz, critiques. Langdon Wmner {The Whale and the Reactor 1986) is a pioneer 

m trymg to make this distmction, but iX is Andrew Feenberg, m Alternative Modernity: 

The Technological Turn in Philosophy and Social Theory (1995) who provides a succmct 
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description of the problem of technological determinism. Feenberg summarizes this 

critique of efficiency in a useful and effective way: "Our tools have become a life 

environment; increasingly we are mcorporated into the apparatus we have created and 

subordinated to hs rhythms and demands" (25). As such, the system demands silencmg 

of ahematives, and often alternatives are silenced m the name of efficiency. Efficiency is 

not a technological problem, but a rhetorical one. Too often efficiency replaces 

dialogue, and rather than engage possibilities for ahematives, the dialogue necessary for 

change is subverted and we contuiue down the most efficient path to a technological goal 

without questioning the goal hself We follow this path of efficiency at the price of 

dialogue-subverting ethics and democratic values-in order to achieve a technological 

goal in the most efficient way possible, a goal with cultural and societal effects we leave 

unexplored, 

Katz' essay clearly links the Platonic and Aristotelian spUt between ethics and 

rhetoric whh a deformed sense of the human condhion and makes possible a profoundly 

frightening accusation agauist European/American-Judeo/Christian society, Westem 

thinking in general, which leads to: 

The resuh: Just's memo. Mass extermination. 
Horrible biological and technological experiments on those 
considered sub-human. A cold-blooded methodology the 
standard for dealuig whh the Jews, as well as whh the 
conquered. A cold blooded method the ethos of an entue 
country. Gas chamber replacing vans, systematically 
"processing" hundreds of thousands of "pieces" a day. New 
and unproved methods for administermg pain and 
eliminatmg people. The whole society organized mto a 
death machine for the efficient extupation of millions, 
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lauded by the Nazis as a hallmark of organization, 
elegance, efficiency, speed, aU of which became ends m 
themselves for those planning and those executing the 
procedures. (Katz 265) 

Efficiency becomes an end m hself, a limh of technology, and something (h is hoped) to 

be avoided. And yet iX is not an mdictment of technology hself, but of the search for the 

most efficient uses of technology that becomes problematic-not the best way but the 

most efficient way. It is all too easy to hold science and mechanization hself responsible. 

But ix is the techno logization of experience mn amok which is horrible, not the process of 

industrialization hself: 

In Just's memo to the SS we clearly see the view of 
human beings that can resuh when technology becomes an 
ethos, when a polls embraces a "pure" ethic of expediency 
as hs telos. To understand the holocaust from a rhetorical 
point of view is to understand the extreme limits and 
inherent dangers of the prevailmg ethic of expediency as 
ideology in a highly scientific and technological society, 
and how deliberative rhetoric can be made to serve h. (Katz 
269) 

Whhout Katz' crhical reflective rhetorical analysis, the Holocaust remams an apparently 

mad moment of cuhural hysteria, led by a madman and the rhetoric of madness, Katz 

does not aUow us this easy answer. Hhler's disease was an extreme form of our own. Or 

at least, we all carry the vuus that empted m Germany after the fall of the Weimar 

RepubUc: 

We no longer have the luxury of considermg ethics 
outside the reahn of rhetoric, as m the Platonic model of 
knowledge, for the holocaust casts serious doubt on this 
model. And Aristotle's division of ethics m rhetoric 
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accorduig to audience and function .,, is appealingly useful 
but problematic and uhimately limited. (Katz 272) 

Perhaps most disturbmg of all is that this ethic is "not an anomaly" (Katz 258) m westem 

thought at all, but descriptive of the problem of searching for one single answer to each 

question and to encouraging conformity and efficiency over self-constmcted solutions 

according to local conditions. Plato and Aristotle both are products of a time when 

humankind was just beguining to come together, to centralize, to organize into Uterate 

culture. And Nazism is one extreme of centralization. Perhaps coming to terms whh the 

historical, social, and cuhural changes which have taken place between Plato's Athenian 

Democracy-a slave-owning state which regarded all hs neighbors as barbarians-and the 

postindustrial, postmodem contemporary reaUty for which we depend upon our 

technologies to maintain oiu populations and economies. Our technologies have both the 

capachy to help us become more humane and more aware of our historical poshioning 

and our subject poshioning as well as realize the darker potentials which strive to serve 

the baser mstincts of domination and murder. 

We will not escape our technologies, but need to develop new rhetorics m order to 

discuss our own capachies to uiflict suffering and destmction on both people and 

envuonments. The database m the Holocaust museum does just that, and does so by 

foregroundmg the muhipUchy and pluraUty of voices, the sheer numbers of mdividuals 

which together create an historical situation. Fascism, on the other side of the contuiuum, 

seeks one voice that silences aU others. It is not so much an attempt to become masters 

of the technologies "we" have created. Instead, we can look at technologies, both 
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constmctive and destmctive, potentially empoweruig and overwhelmingly enslaving, and 

look not for theu uiherent, technological power but mstead for the cuhural, human power 

derived not from the technology hself but from the human values and ideologies which 

constmct them. There is no machina ex machina. The technology itself is not ever just 

the technology, but a web of human interrelations that create the machuie. And the 

machine created to maintain the one correct voice of the programmer, designer, or 

institution is fulfilling to potential of that programmer, designer, or insthution and not the 

wUl of the technology. 

Burke (1939) explores the implication of the single voice of totalitarianism m 

"The Rhetoric of Hhler's Battle." The Holocaust was an atten^t to cmsh one entue 

community of voices for once and for aU. The "Jewish" voice, vilified and caricatured hi 

Nazi rhetoric, mis-represents these many voices and create an argument which we 

recognize as anti-Semitism, that characterizes muhipUchy and variety as problematic 

rather than as necessary and important to the maintenance of a heahhy human 

community: 

The efficiency of Hhlerism is the efficiency of one 
voice, unplemented throughout a total organization. The 
trmity of government which he finally offers is: popularity 
of the leader, force to back up the popularhy, and 
popularhy and force mamtamed together long enough to 
become backed by tradhion. Is such thinkmg spontaneous 
or deliberate-or is iX not rather both? (Burke 213) 

In Hhler's Germany, the deliberate constmction of a scapegoat hi the Jewish people, 

coupled whh a rhetoric of efficiency, produced many thousands of seemmgly 
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spontaneous actions. It is this collection of seemingly spontaneous collection of actions 

which deniers of the holocaust use to dismiss the historical evidence as "isolated 

incidents." And these seemingly spontaneous actions are missing from standard historical 

accounts of the Holocaust, for there is no method of logically connecting individual 

actions and mass movements, except through juxtaposhion. In text, as m legal rhetoric, iX 

is an easier task to weaken the luik between individual cases taken one at a time. 

However, presented together, a cacophony of voices (however weakly Imked) 

overwhelms its opposition, and it is this web of narrative that the witness database makes 

possible for the first time. 

Whereas the witness database is constmcted precisely to offer many voices, iX is a 

polyvocal technology assertuig a muhipUchous babble. History, m the model offered by 

the Wexner Learning Center, is a babble of many voices, a coUection of contradictory 

stories which, through theu various perspectives and possibilhies nevertheless offer a 

trajectory of history that is not possible to constmct whh the unposhion of a suigle voice. 

The values of the system's designers-polyvocaUty, muhipUchy, dialogic mteraction, and 

reader-centeredness-come through the technology. The technology is not dialogic. The 

uses to which these technologies are put are dialogic. Not machina ex machina, but 

machina ex populi. The machuie doesn't come from the machuie, but from those who 

create h, the community of designers and programmers and consuhants and museum 

curators from which h emerged as a working technological system. 
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Hypertext is not the only technology which can address this concern-I do not 

believe hypermedia is capable of anything more than any other Uteracy media whh one 

important exception. This exception allows a different mformation retrieval: mformation 

can be accessed m a user-determined context, allowuig associative and informative links, 

which allows the viewer to shape the experience with the database. This changes the 

experience with the information, and foregrounds the vastness of the database hself, and 

allows me to create an experience for myself out of a cacophony of voices available 

through the database, FUm alone does not allow access to thousands of voices, nor does 

print. But by bringmg them together in a hypermedia database, the experience is 

different, more massive, more overwhehning. My desue (as viewer) and the contents of 

the database (with aU hs muhitude of voices) are available to me, and I chose which 

voices to hear. It allows dialogue, muhipUchy, and difference to be foregrounded. 

Rather than creating an overarchhig stmcture vrithin which the whness narratives are to 

be understood, each reader/viewer has an opportunity to constmct theu own meaning. 

The Spielberg mterpretation of the Shoah is not forced on me, nor is the unportance of 

one or more historical figures (such as Oskar Schmdler), but uistead the massive and 

diverse database says, m no uncertam terms, that mdeed the Holocaust did exist. This 

darkest of human histories was possible not only through the machuiations of Hhler or 

Nazism as is commonly portrayed and vilified, but through the everyday actions of a 

people agauist oXher people on a massive scale as dialogue was replaced whh a suigle, 

unified, horrific voice, 
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This mass presentation of material has not previously been possible without the 

use of statistics, but statistics themselves are dehumanizing. Statistics reduce faces and 

names, lists miming mUes long, to numbers and plathudes-" sbc mUlion Jews" is no more 

real a phrase to some than "knights of the round table." They are representations that 

have little meanuig m textual form. And yet, there is now a different way to present both 

the mass m a cacophony and present formal statistical mformation through dighal 

networks. We need no longer lose the mass of undifferentiated voices, but can uiclude 

them in digital rhetorical spaces. User-ordered representation allows one to constmct an 

mdividualized experience with the database, potentially displacing the authorial voice of 

luiear presentation. 

Lyotard's Differend 

Jean-Fran9ois Lyotard names a specific situation m which one side of a dispute 

becomes a victun of logic, and uses the image of a Holocaust survivor as just such a 

victun, which Lyotard calls a differend. I have, earlier hi the paper, expressed my own 

dismay whh the objectification of whness narratives m this way, the label of 

victunization given to survivors. This label removed the survivor status and the continued 

experience of the survivor, lessening the whness' s subject poshion to helpless victun. 

Elie Weisel, after his own survivmg of the horrors of Bukenwald and Auschwitz, 

imposed a ten-year silence on hunself, wrhmg Night only after this tune of reflection-but 

for what reason should he wah? There is a history of survivor's guih, as well as a large 
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number of suicides among survivors. Art Speigelman, wrhmg about his father's own 

tales, records m Maus (volumes I and II) the guih of the survivor. "Why me?" asks the 

survivor m guih, wondermg not why this one was spared but rather why was this one not 

killed as well? 

Why was this one spared? This is not an msignificant question, and is partially 

based on the Nazi' s use of heahhy captives as slave labor, some assigned to mamtaui the 

death machines and remove the bodies of slain victims from the death chambers or load 

them mto the crematoriums. The horror is unspeakable, and guih is a wholly 

understandable reaction to which silence seems a reasonable answer. Not every whness 

can stand the paui, as Weisel has, of an endlessly breakuig heart, "Better that one heart be 

broken a thousand times in the retelling ... if h means that a thousand others hearts need 

not be broken at aU" (Weisel Night). One mterpretation of this statement is that Weisel 

has chosen for himself the role of spokesperson, and gives himself the voice of many who 

then are allowed to remaui silent. It also signifies the hope that the horror of genocide 

may be avoided hi the future by retaming the whness tale. Yet the problem is m the role 

of the spokesperson, one voice speaking for many, which leaves us with one story as an 

example of others, I wUl retum to this argument m the fmal section of this chapter. 

Lyotard is not argumg on the side of deniers of the Holocaust, but is uistead m 

consonance whh Katz, The Holocaust was a madness of a cuhure based in an ethic of 

expediency and efficacy blown out of proportion, where murder was rewarded when 

carried out efficiently. This was a place where reason was not used to fmd humane 
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answers, but the best and fastest way to reach the horrors of the Fmal Solution. And so h 

is impossible to offer logical, reasoned, rhetorical argument agamst a shuation m which 

logic and reason supported and made possible the msane murder of millions: 

A case of Differend between the two parties takes 
place when the "regulation" of the conflict which opposes 
them is done hi the idiom of one the parties while the 
injustice of the suffered by the other is not signified m that 
idiom." (Lyotard, Differend 5) 

Recall LaCapra's statement quoted hi the fust section of this chapter: 

Nowhere more than hi discussions of the Holocaust 
do poshivism and standard techniques of narrowly 
empirical-analytic inquiry seem wanting. (LaCapra 47) 

Together, LaCapra and Lyotard demonstrate the utter foolishness of arguuig logically and 

formally, for these forms of tmth-making are themselves implicated in genocide. Katz is 

a useful reminder here, for the ethic of expediency depends upon blind tmst in logical 

forms, logos over ethos and pathos. Arguing by finduig fauh whh logic is an important 

exercise, but ultimately such a strategy gives too much credence to the denier's 

compounded insanity (in which they deny the existence of a cuhural insanhy to mauitain 

a system which may give rise to such madness again) and mamtains the over-developed 

rhetoric of logos (Derrida's logocentrism). 

Arguing logically hi response to logical denials has the effect of leghimizing the 

act of denyuig the Holocaust. Rather than finduig the fauhs ui the logical arguments, 

Lyotard suggests optmg out of logical response. Instead or responding whh logic, as 

Liu's experimental hypertext (L'm Auto-Differend) demonstrates, an effective response is 
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to pile evident upon evidence, or to sidestep the question by questioning the abiUty of 

logic to settle such a question. Such is the shuation confronting Deborah Lipstadt in her 

battle against historian David Irving (Guttenplan 2000). Lipstadt, accused of libel m 

England for calluig Irving a holocaust denier must, under English Law, prove that she did 

not libel Irving. In the US, Irving would have the task of proving her libelous. In 

essence, Irvuig has tumed the tables of proof against Lipstadt, requuing that she prove 

beyond reasonable refutation that the Holocaust did indeed happen as historians describe. 

In a differend, logic creates problems of its own -making victuns of the murdered and 

survivors alike, leaving the living witnesses mute and whhout an idiom to speak theu 

experience. If Irvuig wins his case, logic will be on the side of holocaust deniers, further 

silencing witnesses, 

Lyotard' s argument of the differend reUes upon the use of analytic mquuy for the 

very definhion of this "unspeakabiUty:" 

To have "really seen whh his own eyes" a gas 
chamber would be the condhion which gives one the 
authority to say that h exists and to persuade the 
unbeliever. Yet iX is still necessary to prove that the gas 
chamber was kiUmg at the moment h was seen. The only 
acceptable proof that iX was killuig is that one died from h. 
But if one is dead, one cannot testify that iX is because of 
the gas chamber. The plauitiff complauis that he has been 
fooled about the existence of gas chambers, fooled that is, 
about the so-called Fmal Solution. His argument is that to 
identify that a place is a gas chamber, I wUl accept as an 
eyewhness only a victun of this gas chamber; now, 
accorduig to my opponent, there can only be dead victuns, 
otherwise this gas chamber would not be what he claims h 
to be. Therefore, there is no gas chamber, (Lyotard 4) 
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There is a differend at each moment poised between any whness of the Holocaust and 

any mterested Ustener, The listener cannot logically accept, accorduig to Lyotard, that h 

is possible to whness a death chamber for to witness is to have perished. Yet there must 

be an extra-logical means of coming to this understanduig. I have not seen a gas chamber. 

I do not know of one beyond a reasonable doubt. Yet I accept the horrible reaUty of theu 

existence at some time past, and know that there are witnesses who have spoken of their 

experiences working and suffering in and around death chambers and the camps that 

housed them-stories of the putrid smoke, the screammg, the bodies to be cleared after 

Zyclon-B had dissipated. AU these thuigs are, to my mind, beyond refutation. And yet I 

know that I have not come to this belief logically. 

I believe somethmg about history; at a certaui pomt iX cannot be logically proven. 

The differend exists between those who have been and those who can never be whnesses. 

In this confoundmg communicative situation, there is a need for a new rhetorical strategy. 

The Wexner Leammg Center's database enacts a dighal rhetorical design which 

reinforces the experience of the mdividual while simuhaneously gesturmg towards the 

historical unmenshy of which each narrative is part, potentially narrowmg the gap 

between subjective and objective representation. The Shoah defies understanduig while 

defeatuig communication, and so the database seeks the possibiUty of a new more 

effective communicative strategy. The many narratives are presented as the whnesses 

delivered them to the camera, yet the critical reader/viewer can stmcture the experience 
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with the database through user-ordered representation. It is certamly not an efficient 

narrative technology, but for this shuation, h presents an option for representation. 

Hvpertext as Witness: The Database and Its Sttategv 

Perhaps this portion of the chapter should come first. Yet there is good reason for 

placing this portion of the argument last. It depends on all that has been developed before 

to make sense of these assertions that I am making. So far, this paper has made three 

major movements, beguining with a study of the problem of historical representation of 

the Holocaust, usmg LaCapra as an informative text. This was followed by a look at the 

linkages made by Steven Katz between classical rhetoric and Fascism and how both 

separate ethics from rhetoric, leaving an ethic of expediency and efficiency which 

dehumanizes and distorts. An analysis of Lyotard's differend leads to the thud part m 

which logic can no longer be the sole measure of an idea's value. In order to reach a 

(un)possible conclusion, this final section must describe what I have promised, a new 

aspect of rhetoric that has not yet been present that offers both a space for ethical content 

as weU as an extra-logical rhetorical device that accounts for belief, or at least beguis to 

explain how we come to believe that certain things are and others are not. 

I begm the final stage of this mvestigation with a woefully madequate description 

of the database entries I have many tunes mentioned but until now have left undisclosed. 

I am uneasy at the prospect of describmg, hi words, what is only effectively presented hi 

the experience of the database. I can tell the tale, but h is madequate to the experience, 
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and I hope I have my readers' indulgence at this point. The problem arises because my 

argument depends upon an experience of muhi-Unear narrative, yet m this essay I am 

confmed to linear narrative. 

I am waUcuig mto the foyer of a great stone and brick builduig. Things seem 

normal at fust glance, but upon closer inspection, I notice that everything around me is 

distorted. The ceiluig, which reaches a pumacle, is not straight. Instead, the entue roof 

leans and shifts, spUt diagonally and running from the right side of one wall to the left of 

the other. The main staircase, seemingly normal at first glance, now gives up a secret. 

The illusion of its enormity created by the significant narrowing at the top, using 

perspective to make a four-story climb look like miles of stairs. And I have just entered 

the building. Go through one set of doors and end up in the museum proper; however, 

today the destination is the Ubrary. So I climb those hypnotically disturbmg staus, and 

enter the foyer of the library. 

Had I been expectuig rows of books on dusty shelves, I would have been 

surprised, for lining both walls are computer terminals, arranged in private carrels whh 

headphones. Ahhough there are many people here, I am alone m the walkway between 

carrels. This is a somber place: men, women and children are hunched over theu screens 

but I cannot tell what they are seeing. I suspect that many of the patrons are Jewish, but 

what difference does such information make? This group may be, or perhaps not. 1 am 

not, while others are or are not; h makes no difference. I do notice, however, that some 

people are obviously overwhelmed by what they see. Tears, sobs, bleary-eyed people. 
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Pauied and tear stained faces are not uncommon as I look for an empty carrel that will 

provide some privacy. 

When I entered the library, I found a carrel whh an empty computer fauly 

quickly. When I sat down, the fust entries I made were of my family's surnames as far as 

I could remember back: my father's name, mother's maiden name, grandmothers' maiden 

names, great grandmothers' maiden names, great-grandfather' s names. I received a few 

unimportant detaUs. Then I entered the chy name "Vilnus," Lhhuania's caphal chy and 

site of a bitter anti-Nazi resistance movement, as weU as a pauiful reminder of the 

catholic population's complicity in deportment of gypsies and Jews. But I did not know 

that before I began my journey. As you may see, I was already building a more personal 

understanding of the Holocaust. Having come with some understanding of the major 

historical events, themes, and names, I was searchuig for more personally significant 

mformation, some subjective knowledge, from which I could begin to understand events 

in my own way. I was trying to escape authorized narration. Havmg given up my reliance 

on grand narratives, I was mstead searching for my own smaller bhs of knowledge. 

Then I found them. I found a name, listed under "see also" when lookuig at 

examples of songs created and sung by prisoners m slave labor camps. I believe h was a 

secondary camp m Poland I was lookuig at, but I do not now remember the name, I 

pressed the name and onto my screen came a man's face, aged about 701 would guess, 

tellmg a story as my grandfather would, I could see that his eyes were red and that he was 

rockuig back and forth sUghtly, as if trymg to hold back his tears. He was tellmg a tale of 
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a potato and of his friend who stole it, and how this young man died for his actions. The 

man swore h was a story about a potato, but h was about so much more. 

Sound, video and text were aU available to me. I could see maps, newsreels, 

contemporary commentary, but for the better part of the day I pressed "next" to see the 

next narrative. It was over an hour later that I realized that after seemingly dozens of 

narratives, I was stiU listening to tales told by people whh the same last name. And so 

after the narrative of an American soldier who was one of the first to liberate 

Buchenwald, I pressed the button to "Ust" aU the narratives. Going to the beginning of the 

narratives, the Aarons and Aaronsons filled the entire screen. LheraUy thousands of 

narratives had been compiled in this way. Thousands more are to be added when the 

Shoah foundation adds hs 26,000 narratives to the 3,000 that the National Holocaust 

Museum has collected. 

Jay David Boher, m Writing Spaces (1991), proposes that hypertext creates a 

three- dunensional wrhuig envuonment, where tradhional print aUows only two 

dunensions. It is m this two-dunensional space that plot prospers with the linear 

begummg-middle-end stmcture smce Aristotle proposed such as the necessary for of an 

effective oratory. Three-dunensional, reader-duected hypertext allows a different way of 

readmg. These ideas are pursued m Bolter's work as weU as that of Nancy Kaplan 

(1994), Michael Joyce (1995), Stuart Mouthrop (1994), and most recently Johndan 

Johnson-Eilola (1997) who deftly develops the ethical and poUtical implications of 

hypertext (see section one: Hypertext and Hypermedia: Toward Dighal Rhetorics), 
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Luiear wrhuig on paper depends upon a smgular author's voice, whh some 

exceptions for collaborative wrhmg, dialogic stmctures, and drama. However, the pruited 

page gives the stmcture unity and wholeness that is displaced m hypertext. Indeed, Boher 

and other theorists and practhioners of hypertext propose that one can have a rigorous 

uitellectual experience readuig only part of the text avaUable, It is this selection that 

produces the mdividual reader's experience whh the text. There is no suggestion of a 

"proper" or "complete" readmg sequence, as any luiear text unplies. The database of 

whness narratives is linked through the library's hypertext stmcture-I enjoyed a rigorous 

readuig experience because the witness narratives attracted and held my attention until I 

felt finished although I had experienced less than one percent of the texts available to me. 

Yet this self-stmctiued readmg was only part of the experience. 

Another significant aspect of my experience in the witness database stems from 

the muhivocaUty of the texts. There is no edhorial or authorial intent other than the open 

hypertextual stmcture. I am not told what or how to thuik about the narratives I see-and it 

is this very thing that characterizes my account of my experience of the hypertext 

database. My audience for this essay depends upon my authorhative voice to mterpret 

the experience. I give h stmcture and make a certaui sense of what I have experienced 

and provide closure, reach conclusions, thereby providmg my perspective of the events 

described. The database does no such thhig and gives rise to another rhetorical possibility 

other than author's uitent: h allows a muhipUchy of voices, contradictory, consonant, 
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harmonious, etc., aU m one package, the lunhs of which are set m each reader's 

experience whh the text. 

Readers stmcture theu own readmg/viewmg experience while the database 

mamtams the muhivocaUty of the witnesses' narratives. I caU this dual nature of the texts 

user-ordered representation because h is unportant to remember that the users described 

here are themselves muhiple. The crhical reader/viewer chooses the luiks and stmctures 

the experience whh the texts. But the programmers and uiterface designers also seek the 

ability to share the narratives as duectly as possible-this is a value embedded m the 

design of the uiterface. And the whnesses, the people telling theu tales, they are also 

users of the system who have sought to convey their own experiences so that Shoah does 

not happen again. All these users are separated by a differend, an inability to 

communicate. The situation requires a new rhetoric, a new communicative strategy, one 

which contams whhin hself a response to the horrors of totaUtarianism: a way to maintain 

the Ulusion of a connection between many individual narrators and many individual 

viewers whhout resorting to the habitual print-technology device of the unifymg edhorial 

voice. 

Burke, as quoted earlier, states that iX is the smgularity of voice that fascism 

depends upon for authority. Katz stated that the separation of ethics from rhetoric does 

not elimuiate ethics from rhetoric at aU but replaces a conscious and considered attention 

to the ethical dimension whh an ethic of efficient expediency. It is this singularhy of 

voice and mystified purpose through which totaUtarianism gains power. It is not the use 
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of technology, but the employment of technology for the smgular end of expedient 

fulfillment of the leader' s will that gives rise to horrors, and the necessary condhions that 

may result in genocide. Perhaps there is an uony in the relationship between the Nazi 

regime that employed technology m the fulfillment of the ghastly Final Solution that 

seems to taint technology, and my argument for a possible overcoming of the Holocaust's 

differend usmg another technology: hypermedia. But this uony ignores the shuation of 

technology within the cuhure(s) producing them, ignores the dangers of techno-

determmism, and wishes to pauit all technologies whh the bmsh of dehumanization. 

And so ix is the logocentric, ethically vacant appeal to reason at the expense of 

ethics and variation that makes totaUtarianism so dangerous. As Katz says, h is the 

extreme case. However, h also pouits out the violence uiherent m a rhetorical system 

gomg back to Plato and Aristotle that separates rhetoric from ethics. It has been my 

argument that the dighal technologies available today (which have made possible the 

creation of the Holocaust museum's database) aki m the creation of a post-mdustrial, 

post-modem rhetoric m which ethical appeals are unperative and m which the subjective 

becomes mcreasmgly important. Pathos is not held m check, either. In contrast with an 

uitellectual modernism, which LaCapra characterizes as "poshivism and standard 

techniques of narrowly empuical-analytic mquuy" which, with a lunhed Rhetoric, can 

address some pouits but not others, leaves us with a very limited means of response. It 

dehumanizes, or m Lyotard's terms makes aU whnesses (quick and dead alUce) into 

victuns rather than thuikmg, actuig, viable subjects. It is my assertion that highly 
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subjective, lunhed accounts of an event, such as those contamed m the museum's 

database, coUected mto databases of mass experience create something that is greater 

than the sum of hs parts. Indeed, due to hs massive scale, iX far surpasses what any edhed 

collection can do because the reader can pursue mformation as she/he sees fit whhout 

being Umited by editorial decisions imposed by the lunhs of pruit's necessary scarcity. 

Looking at one screen full of names of whnesses, each of which is linked to a 

hypermedia archive, and knowmg that there are dozens more of these screens of names 

(eventuaUy there will be thousands of screens of names), has an effect on a reader akin to 

that of seeing a good research Ubrary's stacks for the fust time. All those texts! Only, m 

the hypermedia database, the reader has the knowledge that each narration would have to 

be refuted by the logic that created the differend between whness and culture. It is 

difficuh to imagine even the most ardent skeptic maintaining theu denial in the face of 

thousands upon thousands of narrations that hold, at theu center, that the Holocaust was 

real, horrible, but was survived. Uhimately, the final solution failed and iX was Nazism 

that was vanquished and not the world's Jewry. 

Whh such a rhetorical device avaUable to us, many contested arguments m our 

society can be re-cast and re-presented that share this condhion Lyotard calls a differend. 

Women who have survived psychosexual assauh have to fight not only to prove their 

case, but to overcome the cuhural silencing of sexual violence and the society's tendency 

to disbelieve women's narrative of violence endured. Imaguie a new AIDS quih woven 

from the cloth of narratives told by people livuig whh AIDS as well as those who have 
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died of the disease. Ponder the power uiherent in creatmg neighborhood and immigration 

histories-new opportimities for narrative and ethnography seem to muhiply. Oral 

histories of uidigenous populations, narratives of participants in the Negro baseball 

leagues of the early twentieth century, family histories and mythical story sets. AU these 

forms of human knowmg can be recorded whhout translation into print. More 

importantly, aU these means of recording human experience can be recorded whhout 

edhorial aheration: the texts do not need deconstmction to yield theu contradictions 

because there is no imposhion of a unified voice, poshing a possible "post-

deconstmctive" poshion (LaCapra 47). Perhaps compiled into survivor's database, this 

new rhetoric of mass experience, which differs significantly from other mass media hi hs 

muhipUchy of voice and heterogeneity of presentation, can re-present many arguments 

that have not been heard because of theu unrecognizabiUty. Arguments based on class, 

ethnic, social, and religious differences can also benefit from this new rhetoric ... but 

only if and when the databases are constmcted with similar ethical and poUtical goals like 

the Holocaust Whness database. However, the new rhetoric I have described is stymied 

by the predommant control of dighal technologies by the rhetoric of efficiency. For the 

most part, as evuiced by the majorhy of content on the World Wide Web today, our 

newest technologies are repUcatuig what is aheady our domuiant cuhure, characterized 

by an ethic of expedience. Ahemative ethics can and should be developed, as the use by 

the Holocaust museum demonstrates a new means of overcoming one kmd of 

unspeakabiUty. Whnesses accepted the paui of narratmg theu experience yet theu 
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sacrifice seems heroic if the database is seen as somethmg beyond the sum of hs 

constituent parts. I see a gUmmer of an opportunity to develop a new dighal rhetoric that 

is capable of movmg beyond classical rhetoric's appeal to logos over ethos and pathos, 

through which we can overcome silence unposed by homogenehy of expression and the 

dominant expression of a unified, smgular luiear narrative voice. I seek not Tmth or the 

fmal narration of the singular story, but a muhipUchous babble of many voices whose 

differences help me chose my ovm way through complex issues. Uhunately there are no 

clear right or wrong answers, but ways of understanding condhioned by who and what 

each listener is at any given moment of interaction with a collection of texts. 

Ours is a late print culture, unagining an age of information in which h is possible 

that reader-centered, hypermedia technologies may offer new possibilities for expression. 

Or, technology may represent an end to old ways. To be optimistic means seeing 

possibilities in these technologies. At the davm of Uterate cuhure, Plato seems to fear the 

written word-or at least his character Socrates fears Theuth's memory device (Phadms). 

Many similar pessunistic poshions are articulated by contemporary crhics who write with 

fear, or at least dismissal, of the electronic word. Lheracy workers are just begmnmg to 

engage the possibiUties of these technologies. Perhaps we can create opportimhies for 

the better realizations of Iherate technologies, such as the Wexner Learnuig Center's 

database of whness narratives, to become the technologies we use to make Uteracy more 

pertinent and more powerful m the dawnuig age of mformation. Central to my study of 

the Wexner Learnuig Center is the role of uidividual agents as active participants at the 
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nexus of Uteracy, technology and culture. Books will not disappear, narrative wUl not 

disappear-but we may fmd that we do different thuigs whh our books and that our 

libraries do mdeed look different. And so Uteracy work m the age of mformation shifts to 

fmduig ways for Uterate study to continue to participate m the conversation of American 

democracy in the emerging age of information. 

The Wexner Learning Center, actuig as a representative anecdote (Burke 1962 

GM 59-61), has been produced, created and deployed m culture for the purpose of 

educating Americans about the Holocaust. It is an example of a quasi-object. The next 

chapter develops the idea of the quasi-object vis-a-vis the database, seeuig it as an 

example of a cultural-technological artifact. Quasi-objects like the Wexner Learning 

Center database do not just appear in cuhure but are the result of human labor. Cuhural-

technological objects brmg whh them complex developmental and deployment histories, 

histories that users must know in order to use these artifacts m constmctive, crhical ways. 
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Notes 

The distinction between hypertext and hypermedia is not insignificant. However 
for this chapter, as I vrill be talkuig about dighized film, the database is best described as 
hypermedia. However, there is an overarching hypertextual stmcture given to the 
database as one navigates through the web of narratives usuig hypertext links and text-
based searches. Hypermedia is generally the broader term (Landow 1991, Johnson-
Eilola 1997) and for this chapter I am concerned whh the integration of multiple media 
mto a hypermedia database. 

See Lunsford and Ede's landmark essay, "Audience Addressed/Audience 
Invoked: The Role of Audience hi Composhion Theory and Pedagogy" CCC 35: (1984): 
155-71, While Lunsford and Ede's essay is written before the advent of the WWW and 
even of most hypertext, the pouits made concerning audience are important. As tradhion 
to which I am referrmg m this text to as "the Eastgate School," Lherary hypertext has 
constmcted an effete readership of specialists and theoreticians mterested in possibiUties 
of muhi-lmear narrative. My concern throughout this study is whh mass Uteracy, whh 
the kmd of approachable and populist systems represented by the Wexner Database hi the 
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FROM SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION TO 

AGENT MEDIATION: 

LATOUR, HARAWAY AND FEENBERG 

Chapter III discusses the Wexner Learnuig Center database as an example of a 

quasi-object that, for this study, acts as a technological product at the nexus of 

technology, culture, and Uteracy. To see technological artifacts as evidence of the history 

of discourse, the development of these artifacts must be seen as part of cuhure. 

Technological artifacts are not separate from cuhure, yet at the same time technology 

does not drive culture. This chapter develops the complex relationship between 

technology and culture, paticularly at the dawn of the age of mformation, which offers 

such chaUenging constructions as techno-culture and similar boundary-crossuig hybrids. 

This chapter offers a method of inquiry that is not technologically determined, yet does 

not erase the human agency necessary to invent and deploy technological artifacts m 

culture. Chapter IV traces some of the fractures evident in social-constmctionist theories 

hi a postmodem age of mformation, and closes whh a definhion of agent mediation. 

History and technology have an uneasy relationship. Chapter IE, as \X articulates 

the overlap between the technology of the holocaust whness database and the varieties of 

cultural significance that can be assigned to the database, reveals this uneasmess. 

Histories of technologies are often accused of bemg technologically determined, a term 

generally used as a crhique. Historiographies accused of technological determinism 
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remove agency from human actors and give technologies the abiUty to act m human 

history. What is needed, critically mmded authors assert, is a method of inquuy that 

mamtams focus not on the technological artifacts themselves, but on the cultural 

formations which made them possible. However, this humanist perspective distorts the 

phenomenon being studied as well. On the one hand, technologically deterministic 

historical narrative reUes far too much on the chronology of technological development 

and the artifacts of that history rather than on the people who made the technologies 

possible. On the other hand, humanist history ignores the important role the technological 

artifacts themselves play hi cuhural development. The question, therefore, is: can a 

technological history be wrhten such that uidividual human agency is not erased while 

sunuhaneously recognizuig the unportant role technological artifacts play in the 

mteraction between humans and theu mventions? And what would such a methodology 

or epistemology privilege? 

Both the historical and cuhural contexts are unportant, yet the label 

"technological determuiism" to any study that looks beyond uidividual human agency (to 

the agency expressed through technological artifacts) is misleadmg. This study, lookuig 

as ix does at the nexus of technology, culture, and Uteracy, is lUcely to be labeled 

technologically detemuned. However, while this study is mterested m agency expressed 

through technology, h is not assignuig agency to the technological artifacts. The self 

consciously non-determuiistic arguments of Latour, Feenberg, and Haraway develop a 

crhical methodology for rhetorical mquuy that represents technology hi cuhure as 
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expression of human and uistitutional agency. In effect, technologies are the residue of 

human will m artifacts, and the artifacts sunuhaneously assert and bear whness to the 

values and desues that uispire and drive theu creators. In the case of the Holocaust 

Memorial Museum, the ethic of remembrance and of inclusion drove constmction of the 

technology, while other artifacts wUl not reveal a similar poshive set of values, desues, 

and goals. 

Beyond the unportance to this study, this crhical knowledge and understanding of 

technology, this crhical Uteracy of technology, is an important aspect of postmodem 

Uteracy. Feenberg, with his "crhical theory of technology," lays the groundwork for 

analysis of the nexus of culture and technology. Haraway's analysis of scientific process 

yields an unportant update to "objectivity," while Latour's actor-network theory serves as 

an uispuation to agent-mediation theory. 

Lyotard and Latour: Toward Amodemitv 

Bruno Latour has made a career of bemg unpredictable and of resistmg 

classification. He is a sociologist of science, yet he resists the label "sociologist," He is 

considered part of the current crhique of science, yet he strives to reach an uncrhical 

stance ui his newest work. He is a Uterary theorist, yet the texts he "reads" are what he 

calls quasi-objects. Quasi-objects are neither novels, nor books, or even "texts" m the 

tradhion of cuhural studies, Latour studies cuhural-technological formations around a 

network of human and non-human actors. For this study, the quasi-object is the nexus of 

Uteracy and technology and cuhure. 
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EUduig accustomed distmction between academic fields, Latour's method informs 

the rhetorical method of this document. The rhetorical apparatus enables articulation of 

cultural and technological effects on Uteracy. Rhetorical methods differ from 

anthropologicaVhistorical ones m theu placement m tune. While history and 

anthropology look back in time, rhetoric is concemed whh now and with enabling 

participation. Although there are clear distinctions between cuhure, technology and 

Uteracy, by imploding these categories, Latour allows technocultural formations for 

mquiry, unavailable hi any other methodology. 

For Latour, the quasi-object can be the scientific laboratory as m Pasteurization 

of France (1988) or a faUed mass transh system as in Aramis, or the Love of Technology 

(1996). Whatever Latour's focus, the goal is to uivestigate the mter-related workuigs of 

people, machuies, and msthutions whhout highlightmg or emphasizuig the distmctions 

between different actors, between people, machuies, or msthutions: for Latour, they are 

all agents. The Latourian tvrist is to study the network of Uvuig mdividuals, theu tools, 

envuonments, and practices, as well as the msthutions and relationships that surround 

and permeate this network of human and non-human actors. At one tune, Latour called 

this relationship actor-network theory (ANT) but has smce abandoned this moniker 

whhout replacmg h with another system. The theoretical support of ANT, Latour assures 

us, remams solid but iX is the application of ANT that is suspect. And smce I am applying 

Latour's work, I must be vigilant to heed Latour's wamuigs. 
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Latour's inquiry is an anthropological inquuy. Latour looks back into the 

developmental histories of technological artifacts m order to understand the values that 

were placed mto theu design. It is an historical inquuy, and while h yields important 

uisight mto the developmental histories of technologies, h does not offer a means of 

uitervening ui the ongomg development of technologies that are stUl bemg developed. 

The goal for this study is to develop a rhetorical methodology for critical technological 

and cuhural Uteracy, a literacy that will enable mdividuals to participate hi the 

constmction of technologies. However, before that process can begin, an understanding 

of effective anthropological/historical methods must be developed, hence the attention 

paid to Latour, Feenberg, and Haraway in this chapter. 

Latour, m an address to the EngUsh Sociological Society (1997), tries to offer a 

crhique of the theory attributed to him. He seeks to move beyond ANT, but leaves his 

audience without an ahemative: 

ANT should really be called 'actant-rhyzome 
ontology' but who would have cared for such a horrible 
mouthful of words, not to mention the acronym ARO? 
(Crawford 247-268) 

Jokuig tone of Latour's comment aside, Latour has recognized problems m the way ANT 

has been applied. Most unportantly, Latour pouits to the "modemist predicament" which 

is very much a part of postmodem thuikmg. For Latour, modernism is defmed by the 

"settuig apart" of hself from the rest of nature, cuhure and society. Modemism and 

moderns claim for themselves a special category that makes auto-anthropology 

impossible. The modem world is distmct from tribal cuhures, tradhional cuhures, and 
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other "natural" formations (or so the modems msist) and so anthropology, sociology and 

other modemist methodologies cannot investigate modem cuhure. Whereas the 

postmodem scholar would celebrate this mner contradiction and declare the "end" of 

modemism m postmodernism, Latour asserts a different pomt. 

Rather than declarmg the emergence of a new postmodem era, Latour asserts that 

actor-network theory is amodern, or simply non-modem. AU cuhural, technological, 

scientific, literate and other formations are as subject to anthropological inquuy as all 

objects the social sciences tradhionally uivestigate. For Latour, the postmodem is to be 

avoided because of hs rampant urge to criticize. Crhicism, which Latour asserts must 

necessarily take the form of disdain, is an unfortunate contmuation of a modem trend mto 

postmodemity. Actor-network theory seeks to be, ui Latour's constmction, amodem m 

hs avoidance of disdaui. 

It is the appUcation of actor-network theory that worries Latour, and the process 

of application sometimes resuhs m an over-reliance on the Actor, the Network, or "the 

hyphen" m actor-network theory. Ahhough ANT is potentially clumsy, Latour's hope for 

somethmg "light and beautiful" to replace h is not yet realizable. In the meantune, we'll 

work whh Latour's Amodem ANT-whh Latour's wamuigs regardmg application as well 

as hs potential problems in muid. 

Another significant problem Latour locates m actor-network theory is the crhique 

of the term network. Makuig a distmction between uses of the word network before and 

after the emergence of the Intemet, and more particularly the World Wide Web, Latour 
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states m the same conference address that network is not the "network" of Intemet 

parlance: 

What is the difference between the older and the 
new usage? Network at the tune clearly meant a series of 
transformations -translations, ttansductions-; now, on the 
contrary, h clearly means a transport without deformation, 
an mstantaneous, unmediated access to every piece of 
mformation. That is exactly the opposhe of what we meant. 
The double click has killed the last bh of crhical edge left 
hi the notion of network. I do not think we should use iX 
anymore. (Crawford 257) 

This distmction between older and newer understandings of network is crhical for my 

inquuy into the Uteracy at the nexus of technology and cuhure, and reveals an unportant 

aspect of postmodem hyper-Uteracy. Buih on the Shannon and Weaver model (Shannon 

and Weaver 1949) of communication that sees aU interference as "noise" to be reduced, a 

modern sense of communication leaves the content of the message unaffected by its 

exchange and, lUce a packet of mformation whirling around a computer network, 

unchanged by hs transference from node to node. See Johndan Johnson-Eilola's 

Nostalgic Angels (64-76) for an extended crhique of Shannon and Weaver on this pomt. 

Latour's earlier conception of network would, however, have allowed for each node to 

participate m the creation of the packet of uiformation hself, changuig content (almost 

imperceptibly, but lUce m a game of telephone, cumulatively) whh the addhion of noise. 

Noise hi the exchange of information constmcts new meaning, adds vagueness, creates 

opportunities for ahemative uiterpretations. 
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The mechanism of the Intemet keeps noise from entering the system, Whh the 

rise of Intemetworking technologies, calls for network Uteracy have grown. However, as 

Latour states, these definhions of network literacy have the exact opposhe meaning from 

what I mean by a networked Uteracy, Rather than actuig as a sunple repeater as hi 

Intemetworking technology, the node in actor-network theory interprets, repackages, and 

rearticulates the content, making each node an active she of articulation and 

mterpretation. This is also the she of the critical dunension of literacy, which I will 

discuss later hi this chapter and the next. 

Returning to Latour's crhique of modernity, and by extension postmodemity, 

bruigs us back to questioning the modem habh of settuig hself apart from the world and 

apart from nature. In effect, the modems attempted to msulate themselves from crhique. 

Modemism claims that anthropology, sociology, and crhique hself are products of 

modermty; therefore, modem bemgs and modem cuhures are beyond the reach of these 

fields of mquuy. Postmodemity, mterestmgly, contradicts the assertion that modernity is 

somehow separate from the rest of history. Postmodemity challenges the basis of 

modernism's self-asserted special status and, for Latour, leads back to the assertion that 

there can be no serious uitellectual postmodemity precisely because modernity was never 

fully realized. 

So then the question is can we play another game? 
Can we redefme the task of the uitellectual so that h is no 
longer denouncmg from one of two poles? That is what 1 
call "nonmodernism" (the name is terrible and h should 
disappear soon). (Crawford 258-259) 
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Latour's caU for an amodem (here, non-modem) poshion is buih to reduce the amount of 

"denouncement" so prevalent m both modemist and postmodemist crhique. His crhique 

seeks to place aU agents within the world and, lUce Haraway, to question the possibiUty of 

objectivhy. Standuig on the sidelines and cheering is as much a form of participation as 

being in the game, to use a sports metaphor. Critics have sought to remain outside of 

culture m modernism, a residue that follows academics into postmodem theory. Latour 

observes that, contrary to what modem theory asserts, critics do participate. They just 

play passive, observational roles and theu part is limhed to passuig judgement on what 

they observe; usually, theu judgement is harsh. Latour offers an amodern ahemative to 

this denouncement: 

The nonmodemist argument is the realization that 
we have never been modem in the fust place, so iX is not a 
new revolution, like postmodernism coining after 
modernism. Suddenly we realize that a supermarket, a 
laboratory, and a machine are not made from mgredients 
radically different from the past; they only have slight 
differences [that] have to be empuically recovered. 
(Crawford 258-259) 

Latour asserts that shes of cuhural mteraction, lUce shoppuig malls and banks and 

corporate offices, are not entuely distmct from the "natural" surrounduigs of 

anthropological and sociological mquuy. Modems and postmodems are as subject to the 

msights of crhical modem methodologies as much as tradhional culttues are. Dallas 

Texas and New York Chy are as valuable as shes of mquuy as Papua New Guniea, Sao 

Paolo BrazU or Gumea-Bissau. A corporate laboratory, state motor-vehicle office, or a 
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graduate semuiar is each as valuable to study as is a tribal gathermg, a buffalo hunt, or a 

burial ceremony: 

Of course, when viewed from a postmodemist pomt 
this is totaUy reactionary, but iX is not antunodem. It is 
simply not modem ... (259) 

Latour wUlmgly abandons not only the thle but the foundation and perspective of modem 

cuhure, that there is somehow a distmction between those who "are" modem and those 

who are not. But he does not end his boundary blurrmg between different cuhures and 

classes of people. Latour seeks to blur the distinction between people, the cuhures they 

inhabh and the technologies those cuhures have developed, and which sustain them. 

Latour seeks to lessen (even elimuiate) the distinction between mdividuals and cultures of 

which they are part: 

It is simply not modem (in the sense I have given) 
because iX does not make the distinction between the 
representation of humans and the representation of 
nonhumans-hence hs similarhy and fraternity whh the so-
called premodems, the famous Others to whom We were 
supposed to be radically opposed. Now we know that there 
is no such thing as the representation of the human and the 
representation of the nonhuman; they are mixed in 
whichever subject you take. (Crawford 258-259) 

The distmction between the relative values of the terms modernity, postmodemity. and 

amodemity are not the issue for this study. However, Latour's work is particularly 

valuable precisely because iX calls mto question the labels while leavmg the observations 

made m each discourse more or less uitact. As explamed hi chapter one of this study, 1 

do not want to assert the unportance of the term postmodemity. but want to enable the 
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reader to follow this discussion of Uteracy. However, my discussion of literacy is of 

Iheracy understood in Latour's sense of the quasi-object. I offer a defmhion of Uteracy 

not as a thing m itself, but as literacy inseparable from technology, from cuhure, from 

institutions, from business and commercial interests, and also mdistinct from the 

mdividuals who practice Uteracy and the uisthutions supporting Uterate activhy. 

For Latour, actor-network theory discusses quasi-objects and not some 

combmation of the actors and the network. Rather, actor-network is another name for 

quasi-object. The difficuhy Latour has with termuiology is precisely the issue here; we 

have no way of communicatuig the issues at hand because there is no language, no idiom, 

for the distmctions Latour is drawuig. This echoes Lyotard's use of the differend-there is 

an mabiUty to communicate between myself and those who I hnaguie readmg this text, an 

unbridgeable gap between what I see as the necessary field of meanuig of "Uteracy" and 

hs fauly closely enforced cuhural meanuig as a functional skill one learns. Instead, 

seeuig Uteracy as a quasi-object, the potential scope of mquuy muhiplies meanuig, 

becomuig a rhizomatic radical capable of assertmg hself mto any number of discourses. 

Latour repeats his constmction of the quasi-object lUce a mantra, uisistmg that 

actor-network theory is nehher about the network (m the old sense, see above) nor the 

actor. Instead, the actors and network come together to form somethmg new, the quasi-

object: 

So these hybrids (quasi-objects) start resembling 
what our world is made of It is not that there are a few 
hybrids; h is that there are only hybrids. And the 
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endpouits-the purely social relation, which wiU be used for 
the social constmctivist argument, and the purely natural 
constmction, which will be 
used for the naturalist argument-do not exist. They might 
exist, but only as belated end products. They appear or are 
called upon once aU the arguments have akeady been 
settled. (Crawford 259) 

For Latour, then, one cannot study culture m isolation as hi cuhural studies, nor can the 

study of discourse be removed from cuhure and technology and hope to reach any 

insight. The distmctions made between the natural and the technological are modemist 

distinctions. The distinctions made between technologies and cultures are modemist. 

Similarly, distinctions made between culture and hs technological artifacts are 

misleadmg, at least m Latour's formulation of the problem. The quasi-object is not the 

network alone, not the actor alone, or the hyphenated dual self In the case of this study, 

the quasi-object under consideration is Uteracy. But Uteracy is not separate from cuhure, 

from those enactmg Uterate practice. Nor is the defmhion of Uteracy free from the 

technologies used duruig Uterate acts. AU these technological, cuhural and human actors 

are the network of Uteracy. No one part of the equation can be said to contaui Uteracy 

and this is the failure of cognitive science that seeks to contain Uteracy in the head of the 

mdividual human performuig the literate act. The failure of Uterature studies has been hi 

takuig the text hself whhout context. And the failure of Uteracy studies has been to 

concentrate on culture to the exclusion of mdividual agency. Sunuhaneously, the 

cuhural, the techno-scientific, and the cognitive merge together hi the performance of a 

Uterate act, the (Foucaudian) network of mdividuals and msthutions together ui discourse 
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with the nonhuman (Latourian) actors of tools, theories, and technologies becomuig the 

Uterate action. 

Latour offers a strong critique of postmodernism, then backs off this critique m 

the case of Lyotard and the differend. Important to the thud chapter of this study, I am 

now forced to consider the significance of Latour's challenge to postmodem thought. 

Latoiu offers the foUowuig critique of Lyotard: 

ActuaUy I Uke 77?̂  Differend. I will pass poUtely 
over his radical past; he wrote a whole series of absolutely 
awful books, but then he did some quite mteresting work 
when he examined the origin and distinction between right 
and might in his argument on sophistics. (Crawford 259) 

Latour's critique is limited to Postmodern Condition and earlier texts, not includuig the 

later Differend, an investigation which Latour asserts h is "mteresting," and valuable in 

hs study of power versus ethics. In the argument developed in chapter three, I use the 

differend to establish a relationship between polyvocal and monological rhetorics. Along 

with American scholars such as Vitanza (1996), Jarrat (1991), and others, the 

deconstmctive/postmodemist tendency to elevate sophists and sophistic rhetoric is not the 

object of this or Latour's crhique of postmodernism. Indeed, postmodem thought is 

characterized by its interest in sophistics. 

That work rehabiUtated sophistics agamst the coup 
de force of Plato. I fmd that book uifluential, and his Great 
Narrative stuff is also useful. But the problem whh Lyotard 
is The Postmodern Condition. It is strange to say, but I 
think much of postmodernism is scientistic. (Crawford 
254) 
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What does Latour mean that postmodernism is scientistic? Mamly that the postmodem 

retauis the distmction between the scientific and the Uterary world, between humanistic 

study and scientific study. Latour's method removes the distmction between science and 

Uterature, between technology and cuhure. Lyotard and postmodem thmkers generally 

are satisfied whh a classical humanist worldview uisofar as iX is separate from scientific 

mquuy. Science is other, and postmodernists are satisfied creatmg a post-humanist 

trajectory of study so long as h retauis the accustomed separation between the scientist's 

and the humanist's fields of inquuy and cucles of uifluence. 

Of course they no longer beUeve in the promises of 
science-they leave that to the modems-but they do 
something worse: they believe in the ahuman character of 
science, and still more of technology. (258) 

By adopting an "ahuman" sense of science, the postmodems are happy to remove 

technological development from the webs of discourse that comprise cuhure. Cuhural 

studies remams distinct from technological studies, and theories of discourse can retain a 

deterministic, scientistic view of technological development. Latour does not address 

this point directly, but given work such as Foucauh's in "Technologies of the Self 

(1988), what is the value of puttuig technology and science outside the reahn of cuhure? 

For them, technology is completely out of the old 
humanity; and as for science, iX is almost extraterresttial. Of 
course, they do not see that state of affaus as bad. They are 
not indignant at the ahuman dimension of technology-
again they leave indignation to the modems-no, they lUce 
ix. They relish hs completely naked, sleek, ahuman aspect. 
(Crawford 254) 
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Retauung a "sleek" unage of technology keeps iX out of the muddle of human affaus. 

Retaining scientistic, detemunistic theories of technological development, postmodem 

humanists allow agency and activhy to be drained from the nodes of the network, 

Drauiing agency from individuals and assigning h to technologies-to things-reduces the 

network of uidividuals, insthutions, and technologies to "dumb" nodes and repeaters on 

the network. There is no role for activhy, for mterpretation, for change (for noise) to 

enter the network. This is Latour's distmction between old and new definhions of the 

"network" and the means to understanding the distmction between agent-mediated 

Uteracy (a crhical activhy at the nexus of technology, culture, and Uteracy) and functional 

Uteracy, or mere computer Uteracy. The old, active defmhion of Uteracy demands 

constant mterpretation and rearticulation at all nodes of the network, Latour chastises the 

new defmition of network for replacmg active articulation with passive repethion. 

In other words, they accept the disenchantment 
argument, but they just take h as a poshive feature uistead 
of a negative one. (255) 

Latour's mterest m science studies and the sociology of science leave hun particularly 

well suhed to offer a crhique of Lyotard and Baudrilliard's scientism. Latour's work is 

about pryuig open what Latour calls the "black boxes" of techno-scientific cuhure. In 

Aramis (1996), Latour looks mto the mner workmg and uhunate failure of an 

experimental Parisian rapid transh system, and m so douig looked not only at the 

technical aspects but also at the cuhural, poUtical, uistitutional contexts of the system's 

demise. He has, for example hi Pasteurization of France (1988), examined the 
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laboratory hself as a nexus not only of scientific, technical and commercial mterests but 

as the nexus of cuhure, rhetoric, and knowledge. In these studies, Latour has 

appropriated many of the methodological resources of cuhural studies hi order to 

uivestigate the techno-scientific as cuhure. The critique Latour received had to do with 

the efficacy of studymg science-the modemist church of knowledge production-as 

merely another cuhural sphere. This willingness to see the laboratory and scientists 

themselves as simply other members of the same cultural web as non-scientific chizens, 

msthutions, and discourses has presented problems for modemist and postmodernist 

critics alike, and results ui Latour's accusations regarding postmodem scientism. 

Scientism, for Latour, is perhaps the greatest uitellectual sin. By lookuig 

scientistically, one is unable to see the constmcted nature of the scientific/technological 

artifact. By looking scientistically, one cannot help but look detemunistically at 

technological and scientific development. The crhique of scientism is unportant to this 

project precisely because such a critique offers an ahemative to technological 

determuiism and offers an ahemative precisely at the pomt of agency. Latour does not 

seek to theorize agency, nor to erase or problemetize agency, m a Imguistic philosophical 

exegesis as m postmodemist studies. Instead, accepting agency as a phenomenon, he 

accepts that humans and theu technological, uisthutional, and rhetorical non-human 

partners, act m order to brmg about change hi the network. As one might expect of a 

theorist who developed actor-network theory, Latour can be expected to respond to any 
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work that erases the expression of agency, whether expressed by human or non-human 

actors: 

I think that this is deeply reactionary because m the 
end, you push forward the idea that science and technology 
are something extraordmary, completely foreign to human 
history and to anthropology, I showed this in one of the 
Irreduction mterludes [m The Pasteurization of France]. 
Those who agree that capkaUsm is really deterritorialized, 
technology reaUy sleek, discourse really empty, society a 
real simulacmm, and science totaUy and fully unhuman, 
abandon the field without having fought. They leave to the 
enemy a terrhory much larger than the one they had. It is a 
sort of inteUectual Munich. I might be too severe; I might 
be biased by our recent French political history. 
Postmodem theorists are useful, like salt added to the 
academy. A pinch of Lyotard, a pinch of Baudrillard might 
be good, but a whole meal of sah? (Crawford 254) 

This rather lengthy articulation of Latour's theories might seem to be misplaced m this 

study of the nexus of technology, culture, and Uteracy. However, h is vhal to the 

narration of the project precisely because Latour is mterested m the kmd of muhi-layered, 

nuanced, agent-rich exammation of technology and culture that this study produces. As 

rhetoricians are wont to say, language is symbolic action (Burke 1966). However, as 

Burke demonstrates, language is symbolic action. Technology is an enactment of 

language's symbolic representation. Cuhure is the reahn of physical action, where 

rhetoric and technology are combmed. Combmed techno-cuhural action is, m turn, 

mterpreted by human and non-human actors, resuhmg m further and contmued physical 

and symbolic action. Latour is unportant precisely because, although rhetoric is 
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necessary for aU human action and mterpretation, h is also msufficient to be the cause of 

physical, cultural action. That is the reahn of technology. 

Rhetoric is necessary but msufficient. Phenomena, such as people takuig action, 

uistitutions assertmg power, and technology aU exert uifluence on culture. These actors, 

as Latour argues, are not just human agents. As a resuh, social constmctionist theory 

must be ahered in order to account for the influence of non-human actors. Social 

constmction is an unportant historical development, and iX runs counter to the prevailmg 

ideology at the time of its development: modemist/romantic expressivism. The history of 

composhion studies demonstrates this shift, particularly whh Bmffee's "Collaborative 

Learning and the 'Conversation of Mankind'" (1984). Bmffee's article is an important 

shift in composition history because h reflects a change in the dominant mode of 

composhion instmction from current-ttadhional to process. It also reflects the emergence 

of theory in composition as well as a new role for composhion teachers-as scholars and 

researchers. It exemplifies the battle of the late 20* century between a strong current-

tradhional rhetoric and an emergmg socially constmcted one in Uteracy, wrhmg, and 

composing. 

Remember that Bmffee's work, foUowmg closely after Hauston's "The Wuids of 

Change" (1982), was considered a radical development at the tune of hs publication. 

Social constmction provided a way for composhion instmction to move beyond 

tradhional pedagogies and for the development of more participation by students. It 

resuhed m a new relationship between teachers and students, and between students and 
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the texts they were creating. Now, by incorporating technologies whh social-

constmction theory and incorporating non-human actors whh human actors, we are 

building hybrid categories that more accurately represent the world(s) our students are 

writing in. Increasing the accuracy of the model of the context of Uterate activhy 

provides a better start for asserting Uteracy needs and goals: technocultural understanding 

is necessary for Uteracy mstmction in the mformation age. Culture, technology and 

Uteracy never exist alone or separate hi the world. Rather, as m Latour's methodology, 

they exist as hybrids: 

So these hybrids (quasi-objects) start resemblmg 
what our world is made of It is not that there are a few 
hybrids; h is that there are only hybrids. And the 
endpomts-the purely social relation, which wiU be used for 
the social constmctivist argument, and the purely natural 
constmction, which will be 
used for the naturalist argument-do not exist. They might 
exist, but only as belated end products. They appear or are 
called upon once all the arguments have akeady been 
settled. (Crawford 261) 

On the one hand, the role of the social cannot be underesthnated. However, one must 

also account for the mcredible power of the technological artifacts whh which we 

uiteract. FoUowmg Latour's actor-network theory allows technological artifacts to be 

seen, not as agents m themselves, but as representatives of the people who designed 

them. Networks of commercial mterests, technological tradhions, and developmental 

histories signify the thousands of absent human mdividuals who gave these technological 

artifacts theu existence. 
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For the computer-based classroom, Latour's actor-network theory provides a basis 

for understandmg how dighal wrhuig devices aid Uteracy mstmction. The computer m 

the wrhmg classroom, at any level, is not sunply the monitor, keyboard, and CPU, 

Instead, computers m the classroom carries all the history, design, and cuhural 

significance given both to "the computer" and the "the classroonL" The computer is a 

techno-cultural artifact, a quasi-object, beyond the ahnond-colored box sittuig on the 

desk, Sunilarly, the classroom is not just the rectangular room filled whh tables, chaus 

and students. Rather, computers signify all the ideas and aU the design histories behind 

all the ahnond boxes that make Intemetworking communication possible, just as 

classrooms signify all the cultural significance layered on Uteracy mstmction and hs 

practice in a democratic culture. Together, they represent an effective envuonment for 

the postmodem hyperliteracy instmction. 

Social critique is central to the estabUshment of composhion studies as an 

mdependent discipline. Social-epistemic rhetoric, offered by James Berlui as groundmg 

rhetoric as epistemology, is buih on the social constmctivist and Imguistic arguments 

made by Rorty (1989, 1979) as weU as Fish (1990, 1982). To claim that social 

constmction does not exist is nearly to claim that composhion studies do not exist. 

However, when we examuie the history of composhion research and pedagogy, the 

"pure" social constmction Latour critiques is hardly the social constmction of 

composhion. 
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The notion that "rhetoric holds up auplanes" is a rhetorical trope, designed to 

shock and upset an audience of poshivists. Rhetoric-words-do not hold up auplanes. 

On the contrary, the aufoU wmg mcreases au velochy on the upper part of the wmg that 

decreases pressure. When enough pressure is displaced from the top side of the wmg, Uft 

is achieved. Lift, from the decreased au pressure running over the wmg, m tum allows 

the auplane to rise from the ground and produces the basic gravhy-defymg achievement 

we call flight. So from this perspective-a mechanistic, scientific perspective-flight has 

absolutely nothing to do with social interaction and an aerospace engineer would do weU 

to steer clear of rhetoric, no matter the cucumstances. 

However, there is another way to imagine this shuation. If, rather than 

mechanistically describing the physics of flight, we were instead considering the cultural 

phenomenon of mass au travel, it becomes much less certain that rhetoric has no place in 

keeping auplanes in the air. Fust of aU, schedules have to be made. Schedules keep a 

reasonable number of flights traveling into and away from individual airports. If there 

were serious miscommunication, enough auspace might not be available for hicoming 

flights, resuhmg m disaster. Sunilarly, whhout clear communication and effective use of 

rhetoric, the driver of a jet-fuel tmck might mistake her orders to deliver fuel to a given 

plane. Everythuig depends on effective and efficient communication between different 

agents hi the web of mter-relation when h comes to flyuig commercially. The consumers 

wahuig to board the plane rely on the handlers checkmg m baggage and assignuig seats. 

Baggage handlers depend on uiformation to get the right bags on the right plane headed 
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to the right chy. And hangar mamtenance personnel rely on accurate, clear uiformation 

m manuals to enable them to complete routuie mauitenance. Each of these uiteractions is 

more or less duectly related to keepuig the plane m the au, and duectly related to 

effective communication and hence on effective rhetorical mteraction. These are socially 

constmcted relations dependent upon language that do keep planes hi the au. 

In technical communication studies, the management stmctures of the National 

Aeronautical and Space Admmistration received much of the crhicism for the Space 

Shuttle Challenger disaster (Walzer and Gross 1994). Had the managerial stmcture paid 

more attention to technically trahied engmeers rather than poUticians and managers, the 

uiformation that the "O" rings would fail in cold weather may have been more effectively 

communicated and could have safely hahed the launch sequence. Much has been made 

of this situation in the literature of technical communication, so much so that this "human 

error" has been accepted as the tme "cause" of the shuttle explosion. In hs own way, 

NASA has acknowledged that rhetoric holds up the space shuttle because iX restmctured 

the command and control stmcture so that uiformation pertaming to "O" ring 

performance, or other technical data, would be prioritized over poUtical desue to launch. 

The reality of social constmction does not lessen the unportance of scientific 

knowledge, nor does iX excuse sloppiness in social-constmctionist criticism. Based in 

philosophical and Imguistic studies, social constmction has a symbolic reaUty that, on 

symbol usmg creatures, has tremendous force. And whUe our understandmg of natural 

forces has little effect on the performance of these forces, understanduig the forces of the 
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universe can greatly effect the human capachy of explohmg these forces. Understandmg 

lift has never effected the physics of flight. Understandmg lift has, however, made h 

possible for humans to achieve flight. But rhetoric m an mdustrialized (and post

mdustrial) cuhure whh widespread weahh has allowed an efficient commercial aulme 

mdustry to exist, vrith an unpressive safety record. 

Understandmg the softer constmctionist perspective of rhetorical studies m 

composhion and technical communication specifically and contrastmg iX whh the extreme 

constmctivist stance Latour describes makes h possible for even a scientist to accept 

social constmction. Social constmction cannot buUd knowledge of quarks, or quasars, 

nor can rhetoric determine the boiling pomt of lead or the temperature of our sun. Yet at 

the same tune, science cannot assert ethical or social meaning. 

The history of the reemergence of rhetoric in composhion and technical 

communication studies is of value here. At the time Rorty's "linguistic tum" was mffluig 

philosophers' epistemological feathers, composhion was pedagogically in the throes of 

what Lefevre has called current-ttadhional rhetoric, Current-tradhionaUsm stUl is 

common, if no longer preeminent, and is characterized by an influence from efficiency 

studies and Fordist manufacturuig systems from the early 20* century, Paolo Freue is 

perhaps the most famous author crhiqumg this system. Freue crhiques what he calls the 

"bankuig concept" of education. Information, poured mto the empty vessel of the 

student, fills the student vAxh facts and figures. This uiformation mysteriously becomes 

knowledge whh which a student can begm a Uterate life. It is the misapplication of a 
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scientific pruiciple to leammg. One does not, as with ketchup bottles, fill them up, box 

them, and ship them out. To the contrary, leamuig is a very rhetorical and highly 

mefficient thing-and as much as one cannot rely on mechanistic means to teach, one 

must also try to teach, rather than pretend to teach by fillmg everyone whh the proper 

facts. I retum to ahematives to the bankuig model of education later in this study. 

Current-tradhional rhetoric remains part of education today, enforcing an odd 

mechanistic Fordist-factory model approach to leammg. Interestingly, tied to this 

mechanistic approach is the romantic strain of idealism which culminated in the 

expressivists m composhion studies through the 70s and a good part of the 80s. 

Expressivist rhetoric, as practiced by Murray (1968), Coles (1978), MUler and Judy 

(1978), is concemed with the inner tme voice of the wrher, enforcmg an uidividualist 

ideology and an mdividual wrhuig process on all wrhers. The unage of the uidividual 

genius writer alone m the attic is the stuff of romanticism 

Seen m this history, the emergence of a contextualized social-constmctionist 

stance mto wrhmg studies makes sense, Bmffee's "Collaborative leammg and the 

'Conversation of Mankuid"' (1984) followed by Lefevre's Invention as a Social Act 

(1987), and the correctives to Bmffee's optunism such as Trunbur's "Consensus and 

Difference ui Collaborative Leammg" (1989) taken together offer a space to mcorporate 

constmctivist rhetorical research sttategies. Rhetorical constmctivism requues that 

students play an active role m the constmction of meanmg, such as m Rorty, but also 

contam the unperative to mamtaui dialogue and discussions, as hi Bakhtm and Burke. 
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These ethical considerations are also welcomed into contemporary wrhuig classrooms. 

Social constmction also offers a field like technical communication an opportunity to 

mtroduce workplace issues like workgroup writing practices mto the classroom. These 

rhetorical opportunities and issues are followed in greater detaU and depth hi the 

following chapter. 

Latour allows wrhing teachers an ahemative way to see computers hi the 

classroom. Chapter three is about a concrete example of one appUcation of network 

technology that allowed the history of the holocaust to be told in a different and quhe 

powerful way. This chapter argues for a new conception of Uteracy. This literacy is not 

functional literacy, but also differs from crhical Uteracy. There are definitions for 

"computer" Uteracy, "network" Uteracy, and even "electracy" (Uhner 1994). However, 

aU these proposals for the future of Uteracy fail to account for Latour's conception of the 

actor-network, in which the very concept of Uteracy is reworked in each moment 

mformation is exchanged across that network. AU of these postmodem theories, based as 

they are in Uteracy studies in English, rhetoric, and media studies, foUow Lyotard m 

bemg scientistic. Although many have tried to self-consciously resist technological 

determuiism, h is difficuh to fight that battle while retauung a sense of the con^uter as a 

mysterious black box, an artifact of technological cuhure distmct and different from 

another cuhural text. And so the computer hself becomes a text for mquuy. 

It is important for this study that the computer is understood as node m the 

network of discourse, uistitutions, people, and history-as a quasi-object. The computer is 
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a constmcted artifact carrying values and insisting on hs own presence and the presence 

of hs designers, programmers, and manufacturers. The computer as quasi-object ahers 

rhetorical investigation because h articulates the con^uter m Uteracy, in cuhure, in the 

classroom, and in scholarship. To this point, debates about computers hi composhion and 

pedagogy have revolved around institutional and accommodation questions and have not 

sufficiently addressed issues of discourse, rhetoric, methodology, and ahematives for 

human understanding. The field of computers and composition has wondered what 

computers do to composhion and the processes of wrhuig and has worried about the 

machuies' effects on students and on professional development. The field has been 

unable to discuss the network of human and non-human actors, what h may become, and 

what possibiUties this constmction may hold for the fiiture of Uteracy and knowledge. It 

has not faced these possibiUties precisely because iX has not seen the machine as anything 

other than a machine. Computers and composhion studies must see these machuies 

within a complex postmodem technological/historical/cultural context. Indeed, as Selfe 

and Selfe have argued, there is much m the "PoUtics of the Interface" to discuss. 

However, the conversation does not end whh the surface of the graphical user interface. 

The mvestigation goes much deeper, mto the unplications ahnost uistant communication 

bruigs, and as I explored m chapter three, the unplications of new modes of rhetoric, new 

relationships between tale, teller, and audience, as weU as new modes of tellmg history. 

Certamly, the computer does not make these new modes possible. However, the 

computer embodies new relationships between author, reader and story. Throughout the 
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rest of this chapter, I offer a defmhion of this new postmodem Uteracy, and m the next 

chapter offer a rhetorical analysis of the emerguig Iheracy and hs unplications for 

rhetoric. 

Latour's crhique of postmodemist thought reveals a vutual elimmation of human 

agency. Postmodernism, hi Latour's analysis, reduces human action to the reproduction 

of already existmg codes of conduct and of ideologies. It is the extension of Foucauh's 

theoretical exammation of discourse discourses actuig on bodies, abstracted and removed 

from theu human Ufeworlds, people reduced to mechanisms. But Latour asserts that this 

fauh of postmodernism reveals precisely why there is no role for agency: agency makes 

postmodemism's assertions problematic. Observation of people acting in the word by 

inventing ahematives of thought, interpretation and action contradict the postmodem 

impasse. 

Foucauh (1970) and Jameson (1991) hnply that humans merely reproduce 

discourse, as in the modemist constmction of the Shannon and Weaver model of 

communication (1949). Latour, on the other hand, asserts that the web of discourse is not 

mechanistic. Instead, the matrix of people, uisthutions, and technologies that create the 

webs of discourse is comprised of active, thinkuig, and mventmg bemgs. These agents 

shape, aher, change, add, and omit bhs of communication as Imguistic signals are sent. 

Rather than conforming to technological communications specifications (which the 

Shannon and Weaver model is) the cultural matrbc is made up of less certaui conduhs of 

mformation. The rhetorical web of people, uisthutions, and machuies is less assured of 
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clarhy of communication, and more apt to uiclude noise - noise m the form of mistakes, 

uiterpretations (there are no mismterpretations), and newly mvented addhions. Each 

node on the web is an active participant m the creation of meanmg, and no one node 

controls mterpretation or the spread of communication. It is a thoroughly rhetorical web. 

Rhetoric Reclaimed m the Postmodem Age of Monsters 

Monsters are an uicreasmg presence m the late age of caphaUsm. We cross-breed 

tomatoes with flounders, patent mice, and dream of self-aware, conscious artificial-

mtelligence systems. In creatuig tomatoes that resist rot, mice that are ahnost guaranteed 

to develop breast cancer, and hnaguie the voice of Paris' ARTEMIS (LaXour Artemis) and 

of conscious bram-network models (Powers Galatea) we create, Uve among, and fall m 

love with monsters. 

The work of Donna Haraway (1997, 1991) expUchly confronts this monstrous 

presence in Jameson's late age of capitalism, or the end of the second Christian 

millennium as Haraway calls it. In this monstrous time of genetic engineering, cloning, 

transgenic patented organisms, postmodem theory, and "new world order," Haraway 

proposes a new relationship between human kind and hs mventions-its technologies. 

Other cultural workers in technoscience concem themselves whh this relationship as 

weU, particularly Bmno Latour, Michel Serres, and Richard Powers (a sociologist, a 

philosopher of science, a noveUst). The emerguig relationship is characterized by 

demythologizmg science and escapmg scientism while embracuig the technologies we 
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are ourselves implicated m mventmg and developmg. We have to care for, we must 

nurture, our mediated existence and uivolve ourselves whh our technologies. And hi so 

douig, we build stories for understanduig our technologies and usmg them m better, more 

ethical, and more responsible ways. Haraway, Latour, Serres, and Powers aU approach 

these responsibiUties differently yet all msist on mcreasing the care and concem we 

express for our mventions. We have Xofall in love with our creations. FaUmg m love 

with technology does not mean that we let ourselves become uncrhical, but instead that 

we live whh and among our technologies so that we might come to understand what h 

means to live a technologically mediated existence. 

In the postmodem age, or rather, hi response to postmodem theorizing, 

technoscientific inquuy offers an ahemative to mystifying scientism. Responding to the 

erasure of possible foundations, technoscientific mquiry questions the abiUty to move 

beyond the modem when, as Latour asserts most concisely. We Have Never Been Modern 

(1993). Rather than lament or celebrate the loss of human agency to transnational 

military/mdustrial/technoscientific biouiformatics, the human agent has a possible 

existence m the embrace of the technological other, a Cyborg other, neither wholly 

human nor whoUy machine. 

Throughout Donna Haraway's work, from Simians, Cyborgs, and Women (1991) 

where she fust shared the idea of cyborg consciousness, to an essay thled "The Promises 

of Monsters: A Regenerative PoUtics for Inappropriate/d Others" (Grossberg) m which 

she meditates on the category of "monster," and hi 
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Modest_Witness@Second_MiUennium. FemaleMan© Meets OncoMouse"^^ m which 

Haraway mvestigates many of the monstrous forms created at the end of the second 

Christian millennium, Haraway develops a technoscientific category for an active agent 

m postmodem society: a cyborg monster. For Haraway, monsters are many thuigs. But 

most particularly, monsters are the offspruig of "this monsttous tune," the tune of the late 

age of capitaUsm. Monsters are those beings at the edges of "miUtary-industrial-

technoscience" definhion-and these include human bemgs who are not easily categorized 

within Euro-american classification, such as those of nonstandard gender and sexuality 

(female, gay, lesbian), non-white race, outside the middle class, etcetera. But monsters 

need not be human. As gene manipulation experiments demonstrate (Haraway refers to a 

flounder/tomato hybrid that produces tomatoes that stay ripe whhout rottuig) pouits out, 

our monsters can be apparently vegetable or, like OncoMouse'^'^ (the first trademarked 

organism, produced for scientific research), animal. These monsters are produced 

through acts of human will. 

Human bemgs are responsible for spUcuig the genes together, for suturing up the 

bhs and pieces of fragmented others, and so are responsible for creatuig much of the 

context hi which we live. In turn, we buUd more (give buth to more) creatures hi 

mteraction whh creatures we have created earlier. We uiteract, Haraway says, not just 

with nature because nature is hself a category we have created and tamed and which we 

have denuded of all but the controUable creatures.^ We uiteract with other humans and 

whh the technologies we have created. We uiteract. that is, whh human and non-human 
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agents. These non-human agents are monsters because they do not fit classical 

categories: they are not anunal, vegetable, or nuneral. They are cyborgs. They are 

monsters. And they are part of us. 

Haraway argues that aU our offspruig are monstrous m one way or another. After 

all, we live m monstrous times. The old categories are themselves sUppuig, and monsters 

themselves become less monstrous dependuig on the perspective they are viewed from. 

We produce lovable monsters, too. We must leam to love our offspruig and, perhaps 

even more important than affection, we much leam to be responsible for our creations 

and learn to Uve with and among our monstrous selves. Two such monstrous cyborg 

creatures are Latour's ARAMIS, a faUed Personal Rapid Transport System (PRT) 

developed for Paris and eulogized m Latour's ARAMIS, or the Love of Technology 

(1996), and Power's Helen, a fictional experiment m the modeling of (artificial) 

mtelUgence that develops cognizance and self-awareness in Galatea 2.2 (1995). Both 

monsters, Aramis and Helen, are in need of human interaction and affection. Both perish, 

apparently, from lack of human attention. 

Technoscientific moraUty tales reconfigure human responsibUhy along lines of 

cyborg consciousness, an emergmg monstrous responsibiUty, m which we must engage 

whh and take responsibility for our creations (and other emergent configurations no one 

is duectly responsible for designing and/or building, as such)-no matter how apparently 

monstrous or problematic. These tales mform our uiteractions whh technology, 

becomuig technoscientific allegory, and propose future action. For Haraway, these tales 
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are the only possibiUty for redemptionh-we have to learn to get along whh and make 

better the condhion of cyborgs if we are to make our own situations better. We are 

cyborgs; we are monsters. 

We are part of the technologies we create. Denyuig the symbiotic relationship 

gives rise to the monstroshies that consume our energies, for mdeed, there is no clear 

demarcation between human and machine, animal and machine, or human and 

technology. Technoscientific allegory demands we embrace our monstrous selves. This 

section on Monsters investigates Haraway's category of monsters and the varieties of 

responsibUhies and relationships human bemgs have with our new technological partners. 

It mvestigates the emerging responsibiUties of Uterate action hi an age of technological 

monstroshies-what responsibiUties do human bemgs have m the new technoscientific 

world of monsters and cyborgs? What do these techno-cultural discourses add to (or ui 

what ways do they differ from) discourses of postmodemity, specifically in Latour's 

crhique of postmodemism as a scientistic discourse? The end of the section addresses 

issues raised concerning Haraway's conception of human responsibilhy and agency, 

poses questions to the "monsters" we live among, hi an effort to offer some beginnings of 

answers which are riddled with issues of bio informatics. Of particular concern is how the 

discourse of monsters and of postmodemity relate to possible configurations of the 

agency of cyborg subjects and the amorous affaus we aheeidy have whh them. 

Since the release of Haraway's "Cyborg Manifesto" there have been numerous 

accounts of the "cyborg subject" and of "monstrous bodies." The Voice of the Shuttle, 
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an onlme research search engme for the humanhies, lists nearly two dozen Haraway and 

cyborg references. There are even more references hi prmt sources, Haraway has been 

taken on as the theorist of human/machine border crossmg. In composhion studies, JAC 

published an interview whh Haraway (Olsen) that outUned the potential unportance such 

cyborg uiquuies have for the future of composhion theory and practice, Gary Olson, 

conducting the interview and adding an introduction, describes Haraway's wrhuig in 

terms parallel to postmodem crhical Uterate practice, labeled agent-mediation Uteracy m 

this study. Olsen describes Haraway's work: 

Haraway calls for a conception of wrhing ("cyborg 
wrhuig" hi her terms) that resists authoritative, 
phallogocentric writing practices, that foregrounds the 
wrher's own shuatedness in history and in his or her writing 
practice, and that makes visible the very "apparatus of the 
production of authority" that all writers tend to submerge in 
their discourse. (Olson 1) 

Echoing the critical postmodem praxis described by Sullivan and Porter ui chapter two, 

Haraway's "cyborg writing" is a context-senshive, self-conscious mode of wrhing that 

maintains attention on the production and discourse of authority. It is a necessary 

component of maintainmg crhical Uteracy m a postmodem age, particularly one inhabhed 

by cyborgs, as Haraway refers to them, but they are just as clearly quasi-objects in 

Latour's lexicon. These human-machine creatures are not Umited to sci-fi movies-

perhaps most popularly and Uterally brought to life m Star Trek's Next Generation series-

but can also describe our insthutions and social stmctures. Cyborgs are the uisthutions 
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we live among, the builduigs people uihabh as workers and residents, the cubicles 

mhabhed by corporate bureaucrats-the Borg cubes mhabhed by drones. 

"Cyborg Manifesto" (1991) laid the groundwork that Haraway develops hi later 

work. For the purposes of this essay, I wUl only briefly recap the defmhion of the cyborg 

developed m "Cyborg Manifesto" and then move on to the essay contamed m Grossberg's 

Cultural Studies Reader (1992), "The Promises of Monsters" and 

Modest_Witness(^econd_Millennium.FemaleMan© Meets OncoMouse'^ {1997), 

Haraway locates the Cyborg at the she of boundary crossmg, "The cyborg appears 

m myth precisely where the boundary between human and anunal is transgressed" 

(Haraway 1, 152). This creature is "a cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine and 

organism, a creature of social reaUty as well as a creature of fiction" (149). Interestmgly, 

Haraway does not leave the cyborg hi the reahn of myth, but makes iX also a creature of 

"social reaUty." We live, in our computer-mediated communication and in our cyber

space as well as in our cars and vehicles, as cybemetic organisms. Every day, in our 

activities, we break boundaries of our biological bodies and transgress into the border-

realm of cyborgs. When we pick up the phone, we are engaged in a communicative form 

impossible whhout the mediation of an ultra-complex technological web of 

telecommunications technology. When watching television or sending a fax, we 

transgress our body's boundaries. These are aU current, common activhies now and at the 

tune of publication of Simians, Cyborgs, and Women (1991). 
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The emergence of the cyborg as a social and poUtical entity emerges hi the late 

twentieth century as the border between organism and machuie is breached. This is more 

fiiUy developed hi Modest Witness but the pomt is raised here m "Cyborg Manifesto": 

The cyborg is resolutely committed to partiaUty, 
uony, mtunacy, and pervershy. It is opposhional, Utopian, 
and completely whhout umocence. No longer stmctured 
by the polarity of public and private, the cyborg defmes a 
technological poUs based partly on a revolution of social 
relations in the oikos, the household. Nature and cuhure 
are reworked ..." (Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs and Women 
151) 

Reworking the relationship between nature and cuhure is the theme of Haraway's essay hi 

the cuhural studies text as well (Grossberg). At this point, I mtroduce h as a she of 

contestation that concemed Haraway from the earUest interrogations of the terrain of the 

cyborg, "where the boundary between human and animal is transgressed." All subjects of 

the late twentieth century, at least aU those of first world nations, are cyborgs. Indeed, 

members of outcast "other" groups are also affected by cyborg poUtics for Haraway 

claims that even "back to nature" green luddhes are reactionary against cyborg 

consciousness. 

It is after this groundwork is laid that Haraway bruigs up another category, that of 

monsters. Monsters are not thoroughly developed m "Cyborg Manifesto," fuiduig theu 

clearest expression hi "The Promises of Monsters." In the earlier text, Haraway alludes 

to different monsters Uke Frankensteui and the Golem, separatmg theu creation context 

from the current dighal, thoroughly uiformated society: 
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But basicaUy machines were not self-movmg, self-
designing, autonomous. They could not achieve man's 
dream, only mock iX. They were not man, an author to 
himself, but only a caricature of that masculmist 
reproductive dream. To think they were otherwise is 
paranoid. (Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs and Women 152) 

Frankenstein and the Golem, and the ghost m the machine image of War Games 

and Terminator, as well as Tron and Bladerunner, aU operate on this principle: 

the consciousness of these machines is fictional and a reflection of the creator of 

the machine itself, or the creator of the fictional representation. This vision sees 

these machines as caricature of phallogocentric reproduction of self, machine in 

man's image. And aU these are moraUty tales of one kinder another. Yet the 

later narratives, particularly those of Tron and Bladerunner, begin to wonder if 

the narratives can stUl be called fictions. Are we still dealing whh fictions? In 

askuig this question, we reach the uneasiness Haraway wrhes about gripping us in 

the late age of capitalism: 

Now we are not so sure. Late twentieth-century 
machines have made thoroughly ambiguous the difference 
between natural and artificial, mind and body, self-
developing and externally designed, and many other 
distmctions that used to apply to organisms and machines. 
Our machines are disturbmgly lively, and we ourselves 
frighteningly inert. {Simians, Cyborgs and Women 152) 

In Bladerunner, our protagonist is forced to determuie which of the "people" he meets are 

androids and which are human bemgs. Much of the tension and suspense of the film is 

located precisely m worrymg the distmctions between human and cyborg, robot and 

flesh. The thle of Philip K. Dick's origuial novella on which Bladerunner was based, 
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"Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep," wonders these questions aloud rather than 

leavmg them silent. What is the difference, after all, between a genetically ahered 

OncoMouse''̂ '̂  and an albuio white mouse? Both are given buth by a mouse mother who 

was unpregnated-the difference beuig m the way the original mouse was inseminated: 

one artificially and the other "naturaUy." When the organism hself is "natural," but the 

process of creatmg that organism is techno-scientifically manipulated, how do we regard 

hs offspruig? And what difference does "nature" reproduction make? As Haraway 

asserts, there are no easy answers. We are aU, m some way or another, unpUcated m this 

blurring of boimdaries; therefore we are all monsters. 

UnlUce the science fiction distopias described above, Terry Gilliam's movie Brazil 

(1985) concentrates on bureaucracy and institutions that erase human agency. 

Bladerunner and Tron are distopic visions that concentrate on machines run amok, while 

Gilliam creates a world in which the technocrats that conttol and deploy technology are 

out of control. For Sam Lowry, Brazil's protagonist, freedom means escapmg the reach 

of his employer, a branch of government ominously thled "uiformation retrieval," and 

into his daydreams. Lowry is depicted not as a slave to the machine, but uistead as 

enslaved by an unseen cuhural force that has deployed technology to conttol him and 

reduce his freedom, his agency. A bureaucratic mistake, caused by a bug falluig mto an 

automated typewrher, leads to the arrest of the wrong mdividual, a mistake which sets a 

cascade of errors which reveals to Lowry the massive power of the social machine. As 

Lowry stumbles through the culture he rarely sees outside his neat bureaucratic cubicle, 
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he comes to realize just how monstrous is his cuhure, BrazU's surreal culture is 

supported hy but not driven by its technology. The cultiu-e hself becomes 

mdistmguishable from hs technological supports. A technologically and culturaUy 

Uterate character, the guerrilla coimter-cuhure operative played by Robert DeNiro, is the 

only character with the combmation of historical, technological, and social knowledge to 

resist Lowry's bureaucratic techno-cuhure. The counter-techno-cuhure guerrilla acts 

mappropriately, and appropriates knowledge for resistance. 

"The Promises of Monsters: A Regenerative PoUtics for Inappropriate/d Others," 

embeds within hself an mteresting reference to Trinh Muih-ha. Truth Minh-ha uses the 

phrase inappropriate/d others to mediate on the female pronoun. She, and Haraway runs 

with her constmction. Playing up a conjunctive meaning of the inappropriate and the 

appropriated, Haraway's modest witness here and in subsequent texts asks immodest 

questions. Building on the interrogation of the site of cyborgs, the inappropriate/d 

whness beguis to ask questions about nature, and about agency in a world where each 

subject is not so clearly defmed. How is iX that humans can claun agency for themselves 

when ix is the mixing of the biological and the technological together that makes certaui 

questions askable? 

When we speak over the phone, are we sure that we are speaking only whh the 

person on the other end, or is there a third participant represented by the technology over 

which the conversation takes place. In French cuhure, they have a name for this third 

participant. In French, the dial tone is idiomaticaUy called le parasite, the parashe, 
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representmg the technological other inhabhuig the phone line when no one is speaking. 

Who le parasite is, exactly, is a mystery. For Michel Serres (1982) le parasite is a 

techno-cultural being (or a collection of fragments) to whom we give a name. But is le 

parasite a coherent being, or is this third man merely a coUection of all the noise, 

uitermption, and contextual disjunction the speakers on each end of the phone interpret 

along with the linguistic signal sent along the wues? Is there an individual, are there two 

individuals speakmg on the phone ... or are two cyborg-consciousness engaging with a 

noisy network, ahnost conversuig whh the ether of the network, only punctuated with 

fragments of conversation from the other end of the luie? How separate are these beings, 

even though separated by many physical miles, when their disembodied voices have such 

whisper-close access to the listener's ear? 

Haraway questions nature and the apparent blurring of the distmction between the 

made and the natural. Haraway dares to ask if there is a discernible difference between 

the natural and the manufactured as humans begm to tuiker whh genes. She asserts that 

we have created a Imguistic and ideological she of nature. There is no "nature" except 

for what we have stmctured and labeled as such, and h is not even clear if "we" have 

created these categories because this "we" is not clearly only human, but human mediated 

by our machuies and technologies along whh the help of inappropriate/d others: 

The actors are not aU "us." If the world exists for us 
as "nature," this designates a kmd of relationship, an 
achievement among many actors, not aU of them human, 
not aU of them organic, not aU of them technological. In hs 
scientific embodiments as weU as hi other forms, nature is 
made, but not entirely by humans; h is a co-constmction 
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among humans and non-humans. {Simians, Cyborgs and 
Women 297) 

One at fust may have the notion of Snow White or Aquaman caUing the animals 

of the forest or seas to help m some task. The St. Francis character comes to 

muid, as a sauited Dr. Doolittle. Dr. Doolittle's very name reveals the desue to 

retum to (or constmct) an unspoUed Eden where humanity does Uttle but wait for 

the animals, or the automated machines, or the plants themselves, to plant 

orchards of perpetually unspoUed fiaih along ever-flowing streams filled whh 

inexhaustible schools offish miming through fields of ever-ripe gram. Pastoral 

nature, with the unseen but ever-present hand of some agent whether humanity or 

an agent of the human. This vision and the Utopia is proposes always fulfills the 

needs of humanity-even if the needs have shifted from sustenance to "recreation" 

and "sightseeing." Nature is a constmction and an idealization, made possible by 

technologies of conservation and post-industrial recycling, enacted by species 

introduced by world travel or filled by niches created by over-use of resources. 

Perhaps not always actuig under the duect command of human wiU (but 

nevertheless produced by human action) animal, vegetable, machine, and mineral 

restmcture the landscape as human action creates oversight and/or opportunity. 

But human action is not the defining characteristic of this (these) relatioiiship(s). 

Some actions are beyond human interest or control. (Here I think most often of 

natural disaster or cataclysm, of earthquakes, fires, tornadoes, floods, draught, and 

a recent obsession. El Nino.) 
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This productionism is about man the tool-maker and 
-user, whose highest technical production is himself; i.e,, 
the story Une of phallogocentrism. He gams access to this 
wondrous technology whh a subject-consthutmg, self-
deferring, and self- spUttmg entry mto language, light, and 
law. Bluided by the sun, m thraU to the father, reproduced 
in the sacred unage of the same, his reward is that he is 
self bom, an autoteUc copy. That is the mythos of 
enlightenment transcendence. {Simians, Cyborgs and 
Women 298) 

Haraway seeks to cast out this enUghtenment transcendence on the grounds that iX is the 

basis for much of what is wrong with current cultural formation, the root of many of our 

problems mcludmg technocratic/miUtaristic science over a feminist science (Martial 

science over Venutian science as Serres formulates these) and disregard for (human, 

animal, and machine) Others. This is the cause of much monstroshy, the source of our 

"tmly monstrous tunes" {Simians, Cyborgs and Women 306). 

Haraway's monstrous times are doubly representative. Monsters are the only 

possible offspring in monstrous times, as only insane actions are sane in insane situations. 

The times are pregnant with possibilhy. Smce the tunes are monstrous, the womb hself 

must be hostuig monsters. On the flip side of monstrous possibiUties, Haraway reminds 

us that for poUte, or appropriate, society everything that is not white heterosexual middle-

class is mappropriate, givuig rise to the inappropriate/d other, the monster of the 

uiappropriate space, the monster of gay and lesbian cuhures; black, Hispanic, and Asian 

cuhures and sub-cultures; of working class and displaced subsistence cultures; of the wild 

spaces not even worthy of the name "natural." Monsters propagate everywhere there are 

marguis. It is hi these margmal spaces where potential escapes from the reproduction of 
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monstrous society are possible. The marguis offer opportunities to escape status quo, or 

life and cuhure "reproduced m the sacred unage of the same." Haraway msists we must 

love our monstrous creations, for among them lives any potential for salvation from 

miUtary/mdustrial/technoscience run amok. 

Finally in discussuig the Harawayan conception of monsters, 

Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium.FemaleManO Meets OncoMouse"^^ {1997) 

offers a new development in Haraway's investigation of monsters. In our tune when 

everything but the standardized is suspect, small differences make monsters, as in 

Haraway's story of Star and her aUergy to onions. In a fast food, mass-produced time 

when you have what the machine produces or nothing. Star is upset to find that not only 

does she continue to receive onions on all her food, but that the category of food is not 

negotiable. Onion is invisible. As a food additive, iX simply appears because the methods 

and means of production are erased. Onion simply is part of whatever food product 

makes h to the end of the conveyor belt, whether one wants h or not. In this shuation. 

Star is both victun to her body and victun to technoscience. The same body that 

houses/consthutes her consciousness also makes iX impossible for her to consume this 

root vegetable. At the same tune, the technoscientific processes that have made possible 

the widespread standardization (and therefore increased efficiency of production and 

service, if not improving culinary appeal or aesthetics-or for that matter, architecture) of 

food manufacture and delivery have also made outcasts of those unable to eat iX for one 

reason or another. 
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Monsters are made, like Imguistic signs, arbhrarUy, Star is made a pariah because 

she cannot participate m the meal, cannot jo m m the cuhural practice of breakuig bread. 

Star is outcast. And h is based on an arbhrary uigredient havmg little or no unmediate 

sense for hs a priori mclusion. Even as I sh here re-writing this passage, I wonder at both 

Haraway's mclusion of this tale and my seizuig on h. Onion? Onion? There's a better 

passage, surely, to seize on. Like the one about the vampires. Or the OncoMouse^^ 

hself These are rich as weU. But they are too easy, too obvious, too much a part of the 

category of monstrosity. Why not beU peppers? I am allergic to beU peppers. If, for 

whatever reason, bell peppers had been added across the board to McDonalds 

hamburgers, I would have been outcast like Star. It's arbhrary. And apparently, this 

arbitrary monster bites. 

ArbhrarUy given the privilege of primate sight, as human beings, we have a 

certain five-foot to six-foot perspective, seeing the world in human scale and for human 

needs. But monsters come in all shapes and sizes with many different kinds of eyes. In 

Modest Witness, Haraway proposes to take on the perspective of another-to see the world 

and technoscience and hs discourses. Haraway proposes to become a monster, albeh a 

smaller monster, of our technoscientific age. Haraway will become an OncoMouse"^^: 

The relocated gaze forces me to pay attention to 
kinship. Who are my kin hi this odd world of promisuig 
monsters, vampues, surrogates, Uving tools, and aUens? 
How are natural kinds identified m the realms of late-
twentieth-century technoscience? What kinds of crosses 
and offspruig count as leghimate and illeghimate, to whom 
and at what cost? Who are my familiars, my siblmgs, and 
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what kind of livable world are we trying to build? 
(Haraway, Modest_Witness@ 52) 

The quote closes with Haraway's ethical imperative. Given our monstrous world, given 

the ravages of untempered industrialism, given the miUtary/mdustriaVtechnoscientific 

complex, how do we make anew, make fresh, make better the world we have inherhed 

and wiU give to our heus, our chUdren. After the cold war, the dark winter of potential 

annihilation, how do we remake a world of potential, of possibility, and of good? 

Apparently, Haraway wants to make what she can of what is left. Perhaps there is very 

little to hope. In our present shuation, surrounded as we are by empty silos once filled 

with minuteman missiles, living among the mstuig hulks of war machines, close as we 

live to plants burning tons of chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons. Not 100 mUes 

away from Lubbock, whewre I am wrhuig, there is a plant northeast of AmarUlo which 

disarms nuclear warheads once outfitted on submarmes. This plant takes missiles apart at 

a rate of nearly three per day. We manufactured them almost five tunes faster during the 

early eighties. 

Even in dark cucumstances, contemplating the darkest possibiUties of human self-

destmction, Haraway pouits to a possibUhy of salvation-to a single organism, imbued 

with the stench of transnational caphal, and afflicted with genes destuied to desttoy h as 

an mdividual: 

OncoMouse''™ is my siblmg, and more properly, 
male or female, s/he is my sister. Her essence is to me a 
mammal, a bearer by definhion of mammary glands, and a 
she for the operation of a transplanted, human, tumor-
producing gene-an oncogene-that reliably produces breast 
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cancer. Ahhough her promise is decidedly secular, s/he is a 
figure m the sense developed within Christian realism: S/he 
is our scapegoat; s/he bars our suffering, s/he signifies and 
enacts our mortality in a powerful, historically specific way 
that promises a culturaUy privileged kind of salvation-a 
"cure for cancer." Whether I agree to her existence and use 
or not, s/he suffers, physically, repeatedly, and profoundly, 
that I and my sisters may live. In the experimental way of 
life, s/he is the experiment. S/he also suffers that we, that 
is, those interpeUated into this ubiquhous story, might 
uihabh the muhibilUon-doUar quest narrative of the search 
for the "cure for cancer." {Modest_Witness@ 79) 

For Haraway, then, OncoMouse'^'^ (whose perspective she took on at the beginning of 

this narrative) is a potentially extricatmg figure. OncoMouse'''̂ '̂  can offer hope. 

OncoMouse^M can offer heahh. Resurrectuig the Christian salvation myth, retteadmg iX 

for post-mdustrial, post-Christian society, and placing OncoMouse^M on the cmcifix, 

Haraway makes a ttansgenic monster a potential savior. The meek shaU uiherk the earth 

mdeed. And a strategy whh which to make a frightenmg post-humanistic technology 

lovable. Part of the challenge is to embrace our technologies, to own them as our 

creations, and to welcome them mto our frames of reference as we have, untU now, been 

unable to do. 

Part of what has gone wrong is that we abandoned what we started and found no 

way to love the technology. We can love cars: they get us where we want to go, we see 

them as extensions of ourselves, we unbue them whh powers they do not have; freedom, 

democracy, mdependence. We cannot brmg ourselves to love tomatoes with flounder 

genes or OncoMouse™ whh breast cancer ... we cannot unless we embrace the goal they 

are used to achieve. But we have been wamed not to abandon our creations, for Haraway 
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claims that some monsters sunply could never understand why we created them, nor why 

we abandoned them lUce the "Frankensteui story of the unnatural and disowned monster" 

(ModestWitness® 152): 

once touched by the figure of this monster, one is 
forced to uihabh the swuling semantic field of vampire 
stories. In those zones, uninvhed associations and 
dissociations are sure to undo one's self of the selfsame, 
which is always neatly prelabeUed to forestall moral, 
epistemological, and poUtical scmtiny. {Modest_Witness@ 
215) 

Haraway draws a connection between the hosphal story of a sunple transfusion, crosses h 

whh stories of vampires, and develops a recuperative mythology. Allegory of the 

vampue made to help one think anew about the challenges of the post-humanist world. 

We have to love our technologies. We must nurture them. 

Through three texts of Haraway, this essay has traced the development of 

Cyborgs from an uncomfortable border-crossmg monster who possesses only potential 

salvation for technoscientific cuhure to an unlovable category-less inappropriate/d other 

mto the ttansgenic savior of (wo)mankmd embodied through experhnentation on an 

unlUcely savior, OncoMouse™. The Cyborg, bom hi monstrous tunes, is a monster hself 

But monsters are potentially good, for even the Frankensteui creature had potential. He 

had potential if he was loved, cared for, nurtured, when he needed to be. Parentuig our 

technologies ... and our monsters .,. is a responsibiUty Haraway puts on the shoulders of 

humankmd m the post-mdustrial, post-humanistic, potentiaUy post-phaUogocentric 
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present. But we have to care, engage, leam about, know, and share ourselves whh our 

collaborators, our technologies. 

Feenberg and a Critical Theorv of Technologv 

Andrew Feenberg, fust hi Critical Theory of Technology (1991) and later hi 

Alternative Modernity: The Technical Tum in Philosophy and Social Theory (1995), 

offers strategies for becoming crhically engaged whh technological and cuhural 

development. Feenberg caUs for a redefmhion of technological development that is 

parallel to the user-centered design proposed by Robert Johnson. He seeks to 

"democratize" technical development, a process that would be achieved by incorporatmg 

many more people into the debates surrounding technicaycuhural development. One 

mam distmction between these studies and others that are available is Feenberg's interest 

in movements and moments in history where this enlarged role for mass participation in 

techno-cuhural development is akeady evident. Feenberg concentrates on a few cuhural 

moments of mass participation m the re-assignment of value to technologies, going so far 

as to assert that popular participation was responsible for the rearticulation, renegotiation, 

and eventual redesign of technologies. He offers a democratic, participatory model for 

popular participation m technological development. This is not a radical or unusual role 

for individuals to play in democratic culture. Feenberg msists on defming techno-cuhural 

development as part of democratic cuhure rather than a distmct reahn controlled by 

technocrats and scientists, 
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Feenberg's discussion of mass participation, as seen in Alternative Modernity, 

focuses on four major shes of popular redefmhion of technology. Three of those shes, 

obstetrics and control of buthmg, AIDS treatment (particularly the development of 

experimental medicme), and right-to-die movements, deal with medicme and patient's 

rights. In each case, Feenberg traces the unportant role mdividuals, and m most cases 

marginalized people, played m the development of ahematives and the reassertion of 

control by patients rather than technocratic control of the shuation by experts. For 

example, women predominantly led the fight for greater control m the delivery room, 

specifically, who was present duruig labor, the physical envuonment where they were 

givuig buth, and most unportantly, if dmgs were to be used and how they should be 

administered. 

As Feenberg recounts the story (Alternative Modernity 105-109), women were 

margmalized at the moment of the birth of theu children, often too heavUy sedated to 

witness theu child's fust moments or to fully participate in the birth process. By taking 

more control, these women made possible changes that have been re-naturalized by 

obstetrics professionals. New parents may now take for granted that partners are a 

regular presence m the delivery room, and that delivery rooms themselves are more 

comfortable and less laboratory-lUce than hi the mid 20* century. Women, unhappy and 

unsatisfied with theu options, spoke out for theu rights and reasserted conttol of 

reproductive heahh. By speakmg up, mothers renegotiated the relative importance 

assigned to medicme, mother, chUd, and medical professionals. Both medical 
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professionals and patients have accepted the current shuation m obstetrics as "natural." 

but medical attention is available for difficuhies rather than bemg forced on women hi 

labor. Women can choose when to have paui kiUers mtroduced, if at aU, and at what 

levels. The current shuation was negotiated by participants rather than assigned by 

experts. 

Feenberg then recounts the experiences of AIDS patients throughout the 80s and 

early 90s who were told that newly developed medicuies and treatments were not 

available to them because of the dangers of experunental dmgs. People livuig with AIDS 

were stmck by the uony of the poshion taken by medical ethicists: shouldn't the patients 

be deciding what risks they were wUling to take? And if they were informed of the 

possible dangers and risks they were taking, shouldn't the patients be making up theu 

own minds about the treatments they were willing to receive? Feenberg describes this 

debate at length {Alternative Modernity 109-118) and concludes whh the solution that 

was reached through prolonged negotiation between patients and doctors: to the create 

coUaboration between mformed people livuig whh the disease and the professionals. 

Professionals were workmg on two goals: fmding cures and associated life extendmg 

therapies and easuig the suffermg of sick mdividuals. Collaboration opened spaces both 

for patients and for medical professionals. Patients mvhed family, friends, and others to 

be present duruig treatment for emotional, as well as spuhual support, alleviatmg 

pressure on medical professionals so they could pursue scientific research. When the 

professionals developed potential treatments, they consuhed whh theu patients in order to 
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decide if those treatments would be applied. This took the ethical responsibiUty to "do no 

harm" out of doctors' hands and allowed patients to take an active role in theu treatment. 

These shes of change do not chaUenge the validity of scientific knowledge; 

instead, both situations requue the role of science, medicine, and technology to be 

renegotiated. In both cases, the individual experiencing childbuth or illness was given 

more power to decide how technology was to be used. Patients negotiated new roles for 

themselves and for technologically sophisticated treatments as weU as the professionals 

who used these treatments, and they renegotiated these roles at times when crhical 

reading and action seems least possible. 

The thud medical she Feenberg mentions focuses on patient's rights and 

responsibUhies, particularly with regard to right-to-die movements. This is an ongomg 

discussion, a renegotiation m progress as Congress considers responses to patients' 

complamts regardmg HMOs as well as the right to end a human life. But the goals are 

sunple, m Feenberg's words: 

The aun is not to desttoy the system by which we 
are enframed but to aher hs duection of development 
through a new kind of techiucal poUtics. {Alternative 
Modernity 35) 

Uhunately Feenberg caUs for a renegotiation of the cuhural caphal assigned to medicme, 

science, and technology. The right-to-die movement asks that medical professionals 

recognize that lives need not be extended sunply because iX is technically possible. 

Instead, doctors have the responsibiUty to communicate with theu patients hi order to 
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determuie what technological means should be used and how h should be used to extend 

human Uves. Patients must decide for themselves the pomt at which they want to die. 

Feenberg's crhical theory of technology foregrounds the rights and responsibiUties 

each mdividual has m a technologically advanced cuhure. Agency must not be ceded to 

technocratic control. Conttol must remaui whh the mdividual. Technological solutions 

should be offered as ahematives, along whh other more tradhional options. These other 

options may be just as unbued with technology, but decision-makmg should remaui m the 

hands of the patient. 

Each of these three sites is an example of the critical Uteracy of technology that 

Feenberg asserts is necessary to for a more democratic form of technological 

development. These medical examples are not unique, however. They illustrate the way 

in which technology, expertise, and cuhural attitudes come together m medicme. At first, 

they are examples of technological determinism, or at least of technocratic control. Over 

time, however, these technologicaUy determined spaces become responsive to the needs 

of users. The challenge is to buUd the user-centeredness into the design process, a goal at 

the heart of Johnson's User-Centered Technology (1998). 

Feenberg does not limh his examples to medical-technical shes, referring to the 

French development of the Minitel and Teletel systems as well as the American and 

mternational development of the Intemet. All these systems, argues Feenberg, have been 

user-enguieered (or at least user-ahered). Each system moves from a technocratically 

designed and constramed system to a system more responsive to user needs and desues, 
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as well as better tuned to serve hs users rather than consume them. When describmg the 

French communication systems and the Intemet, Feenberg writes: 

Both networks were uitended by theu creators to 
faciUtate the flow of information such as research data and 
aulme schedules. Both networks were hacked by theu 
users and transformed mto media of personal 
communication. These users have changed not only the 
meanuig of the computer but also the type of society h is 
graduaUy creatmg. The strategy was not a "Great Refusal" 
but a subtle hybridization that gave an unexpected twist to 
the technical system. (Alternative Modernity 39) 

For Feenberg, as for this study, pure resistance through refusal to participate m 

technology is not an option for an engaged populace, an ostrich-lUce poshion he calls a 

"Great Refiisal" to participate hi technological culture. Rather than resist the 

techno logization of all things, sustamed crhique and pushmg for change through 

participation becomes a viable ahemative, Feenberg's example of the Intemet told the 

story of "ordinary people [who] overrode the uitentions of planners and designers and 

converted a postindustrial informational resource into a postmodem social envuonment" 

(39), 

The age of information defamiliarizes chizens from naturalized technologies, who 

can begin to see how they are akeady implicated m other, older technologies such as print 

Uteracy, as weU as insthutions and bureaucracies along whh the discourses these 

uistitutions create, as Foucault so eloquently (and frightenmgly) describes (The Order of 

Things). People have not resisted the inscription of identhy in Iheracy, nor have they 

resisted the way cuhure shapes mdividuals. There is an ahemative to thmking about 
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freedom m absolute terms, hi decidmg whether one is totally free or whoUy oppressed. 

There are opportunities to discover how technologies oppress some and free others, or 

how technologies suppress some action and privilege other actions. Critical chizens can 

begin to think about and design technologies m ways that support different values. 

People can contribute to the creation and valuation of different technologies, as weU as to 

the degrees to which one is subject to different technologies. However, mdividuals 

cannot opt out of technological society. Culture is, by hs very defmition, an inscribmg, 

identity-creating force. The technologies that culture contains are not resistible in the 

ways that tyrannical government can. Resistance cannot effectively take the form of 

refusal, but can be described as crhical engagement and constmctive resistance. 

Feenberg addresses those who feel more comfort m refusing to participate: 

From the standpomt of substantive crhique, these 
movements seem merely to resuh in co-optation, since they 
do not extract human agency from the machine and restore 
its original autonomy. (Alternative Modernity 39) 

In some golden age of history, h may seem that there was mdeed a time in which there 

was tme human agency. Latour and Feenberg argue that there is no golden tune to retum 

to, and that this past is merely myth. As one uncovers submerged histories of 

technologies, technologies that are so naturalized and accustomed to the self, one can 

become aware fust that these technological and cultural systems have mdeed helped to 

shape identhy. Second, once one becomes aware of technological and cuhural power, 

one can effectively and meanuigfiilly negotiate the duections and values these shapuig 

technologies mscribe. Thud, one can leam to mscribe different values mto the 
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technologies so that these technological artifacts attempt to mscribe democratic, 

participatory values on mdividuals. 

The Wexner Leammg Center is a technology buih with Feenberg's thud lesson. 

The Database of Whness Narratives is designed to engage people, to teach them 

something, to uistUl values-values that resist the totaUzmg many fear comes from 

technology hself Oppression is not a value uiherent m all technology, but is all too 

common an attribute of technologies developed and deployed uncrhically and whhout 

user input and negotiation. Communication between designers and users is of paramount 

importance in the development of a culture that values a democratic ethic of participatory 

design. 

Techno logv and Literacv 

Agent Mediation creates an ethic of communication. It assumes a relationship 

among all the potential actors hi a web of relationships. It is not technologically 

determined. It resists determinism of aU kinds. Agent mediation requues active 

articulation on the part of the communicator and communicant, and in hs reciprocal 

demands for articulation, blurs the distinction between these categories. All are 

communicators; aU are receivers. Rather than senduig an unchangmg signal to a passive 

receptor, agent mediation requues that both the sender and receiver be self aware. 

Agent mediation expands the boundaries of rhetoric. It is not a way of gettuig 

somethmg accomplished quicker, faster, or more efficiently; h articulates the 

responsibiUties one uiherhs when communicatuig. Our technologies surround us. and for 
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good or bad, permeate us. Our technologies are extensions of ourselves, our values, and 

our cultural formations. While the technologies themselves are not actuig of theu own 

free will, for they do not have tme voUtion, they are nonetheless extensions of the wUl of 

theu creators. The values, articulations, histories, and insthutions that created and 

support the design, manufacture, and distribution of technologies are part of the 

accustomed use of the technological artifacts mdividuals encounter everyday. And still, 

knowuig this history of the artifacts people use does not necesshate uiaction on the part 

of the user. 

The term "user" here is a misnomer as well because each tune mdividuals 

encounter a technological artifact, they potentially contribute to new uses. Each tune an 

mdividual encounters an artifact, he or she has the opportunity to redefine the potential 

uses of that artifact. These new trajectories may create trends of use that are different 

from tradhional uses, and m fact, may encourage the mvention of new devices. Future 

possibiUties of use are free, ahhough a trend is a powerful history to break. We have 

stories of technologies bent to the wUl of the user. Feenberg wrhes of the French Teletel 

system and of the Intemet, both histories of technologies developed by cross-current use 

of computmg technology. The Wexner Holocaust database uses muhimedia for a distmct 

educational and communicational, historical purpose, a purpose contrary to military 

designers' uitentions for dighal database technologies. While the values encoded into the 

technological artifacts are powerful and difficuh to resist, changuig the trajectories of 

technologies is not unpossible as these examples demonstrate. What they requue is 
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constant and deep uiteraction-a commhment from users to remaui engaged and contuiue 

to add new possibUhies for use. Uiuntended capabiUties drive development. 

Technologies are impossible to resist without critically understanding the historical 

development of technological systems and remaining engaged m theu cuhural 

development. This text seeks to establish a recognized place for user participation into 

the design of technologies. 

Agent mediation is one strategy for incorporatmg crhical self-awareness into the 

process of technology design and use. Gramsci's definition of praxis contributes to agent 

mediation. Gramsci defines praxis as a radical historicizing of one's relationship whh 

cultural formations and is central to Gramsci, as well as to Marxist and post-Marxist 

thinkers, but all too often forgotten in practice. In the technological definition of cuhure 

in this dissertation, praxis has an important place in crhical exammation of technology, 

this study's main mterest, and also to Feenberg. Self-awareness of one's relationship to 

technological and cultural formations creates a context for critical awareness, but m order 

to create a critical Uteracy, one must then move beyond awareness into action, and the 

action proposed is modest, and because h is rhetorical, is also symbolic. Critical Uteracy 

is the articulation of crhical awareness. 

Agent mediation is a little machuie of thought that allows one to see oneself 

within a complex web of individuals, msthutions, and technologies. It moves beyond 

crhical Uteracy toward a network Uteracy, m which the uidividual agent articulates not 

only hs own poshion m the network but hs relationship to other nodes m the network as 
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weU. Agent mediation theory sees uistitutions (pragmatically) as the sum of theu human 

and non-human parts, but simuhaneously allows for mdividual action. To be Uterate m 

the reahn of agent mediation requues that an individual responds to articulations 

stuTounding and washing over iX, but also that mdividual hivents new types of mteraction 

with mdividuals, technologies, and uistitutions. Rather than accept hegemony as an 

overarching, inescapable force, agent mediation accepts the incredible power of 

hegemony but does not see hs power of trend establishment as absolute. Gramsci 

certainly does not assert that hegemony is irresistible, but the Althusserian strain of 

cultural inquiry seems to remove most if not aU potential for human action. To open 

more potential for individual and group action, agent mediation proposes an inherently 

active, critical role for each actor hi a web of human communication. Agent mediation is 

a rhetorical theory precisely because it privileges human communication. 

BuUding on Latour's work on the cultural formations of science and technology, 

one glimpses how technological artifacts come to be nodes hi the communicative 

network, themselves unbued whh discourse formations, and leakuig layers of values and 

relations that constmct them. In effect, we are part of a web of communicative 

relationships that uiclude voices and values from the past. Often these voices are located 

m technological and cuhural formations, and the voices need to be heeded. Yet while 

these voices contribute to the constmction of the current context, they do not conttol hs 

formation. And awareness of the ttends these artifactual voices enable crhical 

communicative action-symbolic action-and the fust step m crhical action. 
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Bakhtm, wrhuig in the earlier part of the century, notices that human 

communication forms one basis of human identhy. Levinas, wrhing a bh later, notices a 

similar trend and attempts to buUd a non-foundational ethics from the communicative 

relationship, which Levuias describes as each individual's responsibiUty to communicate 

with another outside the self For Levuias, how one fiilfiUs this responsibiUty defines 

identity. Jeffrey Nealon's article (1997) analyses Bakhtm and Levuias in relation to 

composhion study, and there is an entue sub-speciahy in rhetoric surrounding the study 

of Bakhtm. But at the core of both Levuias' and Bakhtm's wrhuigs is the privileged place 

of human communication. "The word is only half our own," says Bakhtm, unplyuig that 

words are constmcted for us by others, m an age when language was only beguming to be 

understood as a connective, common, shared communal device that could not be owned, 

could not be conttolled, and most of aU, was apt to betray the speaker. 

But then h seems we go too far. We become enamored whh the betrayal uiherent 

m language, become enamored with deconstmction, and look only for the phfalls m 

communication. A text contams hs own opposhe, there is no tmth, etcetera, but m the 

end, we are left whh ... not much. Rather than flutmg with this undecidabiUty, this study 

mamtams focus on what actuaUy happens when communication takes place between 

mdividuals, for after all, language is symbolic action and not action hself, and so at the 

root of the symbol system will of course be more symbols on top of symbols. But before 

acceptmg this lunh of the Imguistic system as the Umh of human agency, one can mstead 

look at the technological-lmguistic artifacts that are themselves products of the limh of 
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symbolic action. In the case of the Holocaust Memorial Museum, a Umit to Unguistic 

expression resuhed m the creation of a powerful technological system designed to lead to 

human action. Moreover, the system is specifically designed to tell the story of survival, 

suffermg, and the potential destmction uiherent m humanity, and iX is designed to tell this 

story m a way that has not been previously possible. There are lunhs to logic, Umhs to 

knowledge, and limits to what can be accomplished whh words. And m the realm of 

mvention-m creating new ways of bemg and ahemative identhies-symbolic action is a 

means of understandmg new strains of action. Without argumg whether language, as 

symbolic action, is apriori to the creation of new modes of action, language is necessary 

to share these new codes of identity and meaning. Although limhed and Umiting in some 

ways, language remains the primary means and mode of expression of difference, of 

communication from one self to another. 

Articulating their perspective is the heart of agent mediation rhetoric and its only 

ethical value. It resists microfascisms, in a nod to Deluezo-Guattarian (Thousand 

Plateaus) ideas, because h muhiplies rather than reduces voices m discourse. Agent 

mediation is polyvocal, has no means of enforcement, does not care about differences 

between mterpretation and mismterpretation. Agent mediation requues each uidividual at 

each node to articulate theu situation from theu prespective, at theu moment, and 

encourages similarly poshioned mdividuals and groups to band together over the network 

to create trajectories, uistitutions of perspectives which themselves are free from 

enforcement or edhmg, and mstead produce still more varieties of mterpretation. 
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Agent mediated Uteracy requues students to know how to read visual uiformation 

(visual rhetoric), to read and write the world around them (crhical Uteracy) and recognize 

cuhural relationships (cultural Uteracy). It requues functional knowledge of how cuhure 

works and how to work withm h and requues that students know and work with theu 

historical poshion. Agent mediation also requues that students read and understand theu 

cultural and historical poshioning in terms of technologies today. They need to know 

which technological system is most appropriate for the situation. Agent mediation goes 

beyond the requuements of each of these literacies while requuing that the student not 

privilege one over the others. 

What does this mean for classroom teachers? When teaching Uteracy, one does 

not merely teach students to write. Instead, as crhical Uteracy has shown, we as teachers 

are asking students to become active observers and participants in theu world. In the 

context of the emergmg 21^ century for the United States, Uteracy is no less unportant a 

foundation of democracy. However, what iX means to be an active productive chizen m 

the US has many different defmhions. Our best goal, the most honest, most valuable, 

most cuhurally useful, is to enable our students to articulate what they see theu role and 

poshion as, articulate what they would lUce to do as a member of American democratic 

cuhure, and teach them the value of the polyvocal communicative exchange of which 

they are becomuig part. We cannot enforce a left poUtical agenda, nor do we need to 

leave any poUtical stance outside the doors of the classroom. However, we must be 

conscious of what we speak m the classroom and how that affects each student's sense of 
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the power of discourse. Are we ourselves closuig down discourse, or are we opening 

students up to effectively learning how to listen to others' articulations-and then place 

themselves constmctively whhin the web of articulation, or are we failuig to demonstrate 

a dialogic rhetoric as we argue for our poUtical stance? 

Uhimately, students have to realize, themselves, what they want from theu 

education. The best we can hope to accomplish is to show them what is avaUable m 

different worlds of discourse and how they can best put theu learning, knowledge, and 

interests to work so that they can participate in the Intemetworked web of communication 

that creates our culture(s). The role of the teacher-and there is no single definable role-is 

not to teU students what theu place in discourse is. Too often, this is the case. Teachers 

tell students what theu place in academic discourse is or should be. Teachers assign 

roles, and then assume aU students should or ought to fulfill these roles - in the name of 

"preparation," preparing students for a world in which cuhure/technology/Uteracy assigns 

a particular identity. 

Much as Latour offers a new and potentially useful re-articulation of postmodem 

thought, Brian Street offers a crhique of an equally influential and pivotal figure hi 

Uteracy study, Waher Ong. Ong's work, from Ramus through Orality and Literacy 

(1982), has been one of the more common references for wrhers considermg the future of 

Uteracy. Street, a critical Uteracy theorist, offers an msightfiil and potentially useful 

crhique that comcides whh the goals of this study. Whh the hope of reuivigoratmg the 

debate surroundmg technology and Uteracy, hi the next chapter this study offers Street's 
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crhique of Ong as weU as an extended mvestigation of references to Ong hi the Uterature 

of Computers and Wrhmg research. 

Chapter four, in offering a crhique of technological determinism, seeks to reassert 

human agency m a technology saturated postmodem culture. Agent-mediated Uteracy 

demands that individuals recognize theu own ability to act knowingly and critically in 

culture, yet this theory of Uteracy does not ignore the powerful discursive/cuhural 

formations that often act to silence the individual. The relationship between the 

individual and the technological and between the individual and cultural is stressed m 

order to, first, recognize the uitense power cuhural/technological formations yield, but 

then second, to recognize that these techno-cultural formations are ultimately expressions 

of human agency through technology. The human is not erased or replaced by 

technology, but human desue and wUl is amplified and mechanically reproduced and 

broadcast through these technologies. This study seeks to enable people to create for 

themselves a crhical understanduig of technology. Critically readmg technology is akui 

to critical Uteracy, a parallel formation allowuig chizens to leam to read the word and the 

world. Such Uteracy enables chizens to make the world more accurately reflect the 

desues, values and needs of these Uterate agents. The goal of agent-mediated Uteracy is 

to enable chizens to participate meanuigfiilly m the development and deployment of 

technologies hi culture. 
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Notes 

' Eisenstem's The Printing Press as an Agent of Change (1980) is a good example 
of a history that is accused of bemg technologically detemunistic. Many crhics assert 
that the author assigns the printmg press too big a role m faciUtatmg change. However, I 
offer a counter-mterpretation that sees (as the thle uidicates) the printmg press as an 
agent, a quasi-object, actuig at the nexus of technology and cuhure. Print and movable 
type were unbued whh certaui characteristics that allowed the printmg press and the 
codex books iX produced to help in cuhural transformations, ttansformations that 
Eisenstein makes clear were akeady in the offing. The printing press did not enact 
change; however, the development and widespread use of the printing press acted as a 
catalyst in the reorganization of medieval European cuhure. 

^ See especially Haraway's Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium.FemaleMan© 
Meets OncoMouse"^^ (pp. 101-118) where the author explores the constmcted category 

of "natural" spaces in the techno-scientific age. Just what can be caUed "natural" hi the 
late age of print, hi the age of information, is unclear: there are no more wild spaces, whh 
human bemgs having preserved "natural" areas for recreation. Similarly, human beings 
have ahered "natural" definitions of reproduction, of species development, and of Ufe 
generally through the introduction of geneticaUy altered beings into the biosphere. 
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CHAPTER V 

LITERACY AND AGENT MEDIATION: 

THE CHALLENGE OF CREATESfG A 

CRITICAL DIGITAL LITERACY 

The crhique offered m Chapter IV and the development of agent-mediated 

Uteracy may sound specialized, or isolated and academic. The purpose of this study is to 

demonstrate that hyperUteracy is not an elite Uterate practice, but represents a critical 

Uteracy skiU that is needed across culture. Chapter IV argues for the inclusion of agent-

mediated techno/cultural literacy in the education of citizens across cuhure, as a 

consequence of the uicreasmg role of complex digital technologies in the lives of these 

chizens. Chapter V describes definhions of literacy, most prominent in the work of Brian 

Street, that offer uisight mto the creation of technologically savvy ways to read 

technology much like cultural studies has developed theories for readmg cuhure. This 

chapter investigates current models of Uteracy, specifically recent attempts to shape 

onlme/digital Uteracy, and asserts that they are msufficient to meet the challenges of the 

information age. 

As Chapter III demonstrates, there are shuations hi postmodem cuhure hi which 

tradhional paper-based Uteracy skills are msufficient to the task at hand. The example I 

offer m Chapter III of the Wexner Leamuig Center at the Holocaust Memorial Museum is 

auned at a mass audience. The Wexner Learnuig Center does not cater to a specialized 

audience of hypertext theorists or to an esoteric straui of Uterary experhnentation. At the 
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same time the authors of the database of whness narratives ask readers to read differently, 

this study asserts that the database is constmcting an audience of critical readers. The 

readers are asked to become more than receivers of texts; they are not asked to be 

functional readers, but are expected to interact emotionally, inteUectuaUy, meaiungfiiUy 

with the text. Readers of the Wexner database are asked to navigate among thousands of 

hyperlinked choices, and are uhimately left to mterpret the Learning Center texts for 

themselves without editorial commentary or other authoritative guidance. What then 

does this database expect of its readers? What definition of Uteracy is being enacted here 

- indeed, what definition of Uterate competence is submerged mto the database hself? 

As Kernan (1993) describes the larger Holocaust Memorial Museum, the Wexner 

Learning Center believes iX is reaching out to a wide portion of the general populace of 

educated American chizens. However capable its existing audience may or may not be, h 

is tellmg that the Museum constmcts hs audience m such a wide-rangmg, mclusive, and 

crhically capable way. It is necessary, therefore, to begin to argue for a definhion of 

hypertextual Uteracy that is no longer experimental and hypothetical; uistead, the Wexner 

Learning Center moves us from a realm of potentiaUties to one of actuaUties. The 

database at the Wexner Leammg Center auns at a mass audience capable of manipulatuig 

complex and contradictory narratives. It sunuhaneously demands that hs users 

meaningfully navigate through text, unages, dighized video, sounds, and representations 

of artifacts hi such a way that readers begm to constmct theu own understanduig of the 

database and constmct interpretations from theu uidividual experiences. The 
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constmctive, self-duected learnuig activhy is an example of the crhically Uterate activhy 

labeled agent-mediation throughout this study. This chapter offers a lengthy defmition of 

agent-mediated literacy m an attempt to describe the various cultural, social, 

technological, and Uterate components that come together to demand an active and 

mdividual response to cuhural, historical, and academic texts. And m order to realize an 

agent-mediated definhion of Uteracy, I wUl contrast this definhion of Uterate activhy whh 

those proposed by proponents of crhical Uteracy, functional Uteracy, as well as computer-

and muhi-media Uteracy or Uteracies. 

As important as Lyotard's conception of the differend has been to Chapter III, 

Latour's critique of Lyotard in Chapter IV is an important component in understanding 

agent-mediation theory. There are numerous crhiques of Lyotard and Lyotard's 

conception of the postmodern, but iX is in Latour's work, particularly in We Have Never 

Been Modern (1993) and Pandora's Hope (1999), that Latour develops his crhique. The 

crhique of Lyotard is valuable precisely because iX challenges newly-entrenched ideas of 

postmodemity-ideas aimed to break down an old regune of truth which have themselves 

become the new standard of tmth-value m a waiting age of high theory. This chapter 

concludes with a detaUed description of muhunedia Uteracy for our dighal age, an 

articulation of agent-mediated literacy. In order to get to that theory, however, this 

chapter beguis whh a crhique of Uteracy theory paraUel to the crhique Latour makes of 

Lyotard. 
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Brian Street's rearticulation of Walter Ong's mvestigation of Uteracy m an 

electronic age paraUels the way Latour rearticulates Lyotard. Lheracy researchers m 

computers and composhion studies have reUed on Ong, and this reliance is potentially 

problematic when considermg the crhique of Ong's description of the vast differences 

between oral and Uterate culture. Much Uke Latour's critique of Lyotard, m which Latour 

crhiques portions of Lyotard's work but retauis an appreciation for many unportant 

msights. Street provides a crhique so that computer and writmg specialists can rethmk 

theu accepted mterpretation of Ong. Ong placed an important emphasis on the role of 

technology m the development of literacy, and by extendmg the field of Uteracy studies 

aUowed many other researchers into an unportant and valuable reahn of study. However, 

there are contextual Umhs and historical barriers between Ong and the Uteracy shuations 

facuig readers today. Brian Street's crhique opens the way for us to reconceptualize 

Uteracy study as the new millennium emerges. Just as Latour's crhique of Lyotard does 

not discount the important place of Lyotard, my crhique of Ong seeks to refocus and 

reconsider some of Ong's assertions. 

Street's Critique of Ong 

The development of ultrafast and radically fluid dighal technologies has given 

rise to a feeling that Uteracy will change and adapt to these new technologies, developing 

quickly into cyber-Uteracies. Lheracy hself is fluid, able to accommodate different 

wrhing or communication envuonments, but performing the same functions m cuhure 

and society. The explosion of the use of digital media in communication has inspued 
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numerous studies that uivestigate Uteracy m the dawnuig age of mformation, A number 

of books have appeared m the field of composhion and rhetoric that try to map the effects 

of these technologies on the practices of readmg and wrhuig. However, many of these 

new books-while contammg many neologisms to describe emergmg Uterate practices m 

dighal media-do not account for situated definhions of Uteracy, for Uteracy as h may 

develop to meet unmediate contextual needs. In order to develop a critical Uteracy that 

has applications hi cyberspace, iX is necessary to review texts that claim to address 

emergmg Uteracies m digital contexts. By comparing claims for Uteracy contamed hi 

computers and composition texts whh contemporary developments in cuhural studies of 

Uteracy, I intend to study the reification of older humanist and functional Uteracies m 

emergmg wrhuig spaces. 

On closer inspection, many computers and writing texts reveal theu acceptance of 

a definition of Uteracy that feels outdated and contradicts many of the stated ideals of the 

digital revolution-workplace democracy, greater participation in cuhure, increased 

opportunity for meaningful intervention in social and workplace development. The older 

defmhion is more functional than critical and may simply remscribe practices of a 

literacy that serves dominant interests in culture. The definhions of Uteracy given hi 

these texts tend to re-figure the stabUizmg definhion of a singular Uteracy that serves the 

dominant power stmctures in society rather than enablmg and fostering the development 

of a number of crhical practices on-line. Brian V. Street, m Social Literacies, describes 

the need to define the possible range of Uterac/e^ (ui the plural). Defmuig Uterate 
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competency hi terms of multiple Uteracies accounts for differences m culture, hi class 

status, m race and ethnichy. In Street's work, people are seen as muhiply Uterate 

precisely because each communicative situation requues different Uterate practices: in the 

classroom, in the courtroom, on the ballfield and at the dumer table. Individuals need 

muhiple Uterate competencies to be able to shift among home, work, school as weU as 

public and private discourse communities. Street distmguishes muhiple Uteracies from a 

suigular, often enforced official Literacy, the defmition of which relies upon uneven 

power relations. Street distinguishes between the "autonomous" model of Uteracy and 

the "ideological" model of Uteracy in order to highlight the difference. 

Stteet defines the autonomous definition of Uteracy: "The model assumes a single 

duection in which literacy development can be traced, and associates it with 'progress,' 

'civilization,' individual liberty, and social mobiUty" (Street, Literacy 2). This model is 

often referred to as "functional Uteracy." Street defines the ideological model of Uteracy 

differently: 

The [ideological] model stresses the significance of 
the socialisation process in the constmction of the meaning 
of Uteracy for participants and is therefore concemed whh 
the general msthutions through which this process takes 
place and not just the expUch 'educational' ones.' (Street, 
Literacy 2) 

For Street, reducuig the field of possibiUties to two defmhions of Uteracy (autonomous 

and ideological) allows him to heighten the distmction he is makuig. Autonomous 

Uteracy, what I refer to as functional Uteracy, contams the will of the state and of hs 
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defmhions of a useful chizenry. As Street develops his crhique hi chapter seven of 

Literacy in Theory and Practice (1984), functional Uteracy too often becomes a tool to 

mold the population into docile bodies to be used ehher by undemocratic poUtical 

regimes, multmational corporations, or both. Too often, functional Uteracy campaigns 

requue local populations to abandon theu own effective Uterate and cultural practices and 

replace theu accustomed mother tongue whh the dominant, colonial force of a (Uteral) 

master language. However, Street offers an ahemative to functional Uteracy that is 

potentially instmctive as we move literate practice online, and which resists the 

colonizing luge of functional or autonomous literacy. 

Where autonomous definhions of Iheracy remove Uterate practice from context 

(hence Street's use of "autonomous"-grantuig autonomy to Uteracy from cultural and 

social shuatedness), ideological (or homegrown, emergmg) defmhions of Uteracy 

recognize the unportance of akeady-existmg, contextual Uterate practice and seek to 

build upon these contextualized Uteracy practices. The critical Uterate practices of a 

democratic populous is an emergent property, and cannot be "taught" the way one teaches 

advanced farmuig methods. Rather, critical Uterate practices emerge from a cuhural 

acceptance of diversity and the mcorporation of a poly-vocal decision-makmg process 

mto the everyday experience of people. One cannot enforce critical practice. Instead, 

crhical literacy develops hi an envuonment of open exchange m which power differences 

are minimized and emphasis is placed on the unportance of participation. 
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Street makes a distmction between functional and ideological Uterate formations, 

a strong distinction that uiforms this investigation of dighal Uterate practice precisely at 

this differentiation between contextual and decontextualized practice. Street's study 

separates critical emergent praxis from colonial enforcement of a suigle norm of literacy. 

To illustrate how this distmction can impact computers and writmg research, iX is 

necessary to closely consider Street's critique of Waher J. Ong contamed hi Literacy in 

Theory and Practice (1984). Street's crhique of Ong reveals the poUtical consequences 

of promotmg a functional or autonomous definition of Uteracy, a definhion that many 

computers and wrhuig texts have promoted hi the early stages of definmg onUne Uteracy. 

This crhique offers the field a means to develop critical, shuated onlme Uteracies. They 

are based on agent mediation and reflect the ideologies of the people who practice them 

rather than the poUtical mterests that may seek to control communication. 

Influential texts m computers and wrhuig studies have relied on Ong's 

autonomous defmhions of Uteracy. As different as Myron Tuman's Wordperfect (1992) 

is from David Jay Bolter's Writing Spaces (1991), both texts rely on the distmction 

between oral and Uterate cuhure, a difference Ong has called "the great divide." Tuman 

describes two Uteracies-prmt classic and prmt dighal-as the next "great divide" m 

culture, separatmg the digital haves from the have-nots, while Boher proposes a 

sophisticated computer Uteracy characterized by hypertextual creation m a poetic and 

noetic sense. Both base theu views of Uteracy on Ong's Orality and Literacy. Besides 

Tuman and Boher, Ong is an important Uteracy touchstone hi each of these texts of 
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computers and wrhuig: Richard Lanham's The Electronic Word (1993), George Landow's 

Hypertext (1992), Christma Haas' more recent Writing Technology: the Materiality of 

Literacy (1996), as weU as Greg Uhner's Heuretics (1994). As the common ancestor to 

each of these defmhions of dighal Uteracy, Ong's "great divide" is present hi each of 

these expressions of the comuig digital Uteracy, defmhions that appear more autonomous 

that critical. Street's crhique of Ong should interest computers and wrhing researchers 

concemed whh creating a crhical onlme Uteracy, 

Richard Lanham's The Electronic Word develops a literacy based on oscillation 

between looking at and through technology, meant to create critical engagement both 

with the technology of wrhmg as well as the content of writing, George Landow's 

Hypertext describes a hyperUteracy dependent upon the technical systems that contam the 

hypertext, a medium-bounded Uteracy of muhiple Unes of argument moving towards a 

non-linear stmcture of communication. Christina Haas' more recent Writing Technology: 

the Materiality of Literacy develops a materialistic definhion of contextual Uteracy. Ong 

is even referenced by Greg Uhner in his challengingly dense Heuretics m which Uhner 

proposes a deconstmctive media Uteracy called "electracy." Although each of these 

definhions of computer-based Uteracy seek to create critical Uteracy onlme, the mclusion 

of Ong and his "great divide" complicates theu mvestigations. 

Stteet critiques the "autonomous" model of Uteracy that stresses the modemist 

assertion of Uteracy's superiority to oraUty, "the 'autonomous' model of Uteracy entails 

'uitellectualist' assumptions about the nature of prunhive thought which have generally 
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been rejected m the disciplme [of anthropology]" (Stteet, Literacy 6). The autonomous 

model, linked as h is whh earlier work m anthropology, is unbued whh a modemist feel 

and of modernist values of breakuig with the past. OraUty is a pre-modem way of 

knowmg and is therefore unusable for uiteUigent members of advanced societies. 

Lheracy separates modernity from the uncivilized past and, in the autonomous model, 

allows for cognitive practices unknown in oral societies. In Street's definhion, then, the 

autonomous definhion of Lheracy gives justification for colonization and authoritative 

schooling. 

In his critique of Walter J. Ong (Social Literacies 153-159), Street characterizes 

Ong's distuiction between oral and Uterate cultures as "the great divide." For Stteet, 

Ong's distinctions and his creation of such a clear demarcation are not helpful for Uteracy 

studies generally and may "mislead the unwary researcher" (Social Literacies 159), For 

Street, m separating language practices mto Uterate and oral, Ong divides the world mto 

two separate, distmct parts. In Ong's work, there are 'verbomotor' and 'high technology' 

cultures, with verbomotor cultures bemg static, conservative, primhive, empathetic, 

homeostatic, formulaic, and practical. High technology, or Uterate cuhures, are 

characterized (for Ong) as "abstract, analytic, distancmg, objective, and separative." 

Street characterizes this as the "great divide," for mdeed there seems no way for an oral 

cuhure to reach the analytic accomplishments of Uteracy, Lheracy as a technology 

sunply makes oral cultures anachronistic. But, problematically, this notion of oral 

cuhures allows Uterate cultures to disregard, misuse, and uhunately oppress any people 
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judged to be part of an oral tradhion. In effect, orality becomes a coded reference for 

prunitive. But Street msists this is not necessarUy the case. Street is critical of Ong on 

three levels: methodological, empuical, and theoretical. I will get to Street's specific 

crhiques m a moment, but fust want to explaui why Ong's work may have proven so 

useful to Uteracy studies generally and to computers and writuig specifically. 

Ong considers the technology of wrhmg. The most approachable of Ong's works, 

Orality and Literacy: Technologizing the Word (1982), contams a subthle that attracts 

many investigators of on-line Uteracy. Digital technology, in many of these accounts, is 

seen as the latest (and perhaps greatest) high technological accomplishment. It aUows for 

fiuther advancing the abstraction, analysis, distancing, objectifying, and separating of 

literate culture. Computers allow for faster, more efficient, and clearer expression. In 

this model, high technology allows Uteracy to become more literate. Even though Ong 

(and Marshall McLuhan along with Ong) sees an age of secondary oraUty approaching 

(Ong 135), ushered in with advanced technology and muhimedia, this secondary oralhy 

will not take us back to the primitive side of the great divide. Ong states: 

But ix is essentially a more deUberate and self-
conscious oraUty, based permanently on the use of wrhmg 
and prmt, which are essential for the manufacture and 
operation of the equipment and for hs use as weU. (136) 

We cannot slip back mto this old prunhivism, Ong claims, because we need functional 

(autonomous) Uteracy to get our secondary-oraUty machines to work. But then why is 

this secondary orality? I have often wondered why we cannot thuik of post-Uteracy (or 

as Boher names the shuation: the late age of prmt) as a thud category, nehher oral nor 
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Uterate, but some muhi-Uterate or media-Uterate sense in which there are stUl oral and 

literate elements ... but which resists either definhion. 

Much of the research in computers and composhion seeks to fiilfiU Ong and 

McLuhan's foreshadowing, calluig computer-mediated communication oral, or near-oral. 

Secondary oraUty is an appealing concept, particularly for teachers of wrhing frustrated 

with theu students for theu inability or unwillingness to write. Perhaps iX is easier to 

think of students returning to a secondary orality than to consider other possibiUties. 

Perhaps we reaUy can no longer reach students whh Uteracy because literacy is not the 

prunary means of communication m theu lives. 

The second appeal of Ong is his focus on wrhuig and Uteracy as a technological 

practice. Imbued as current computer-based wrhing and communication are in 

technology, iX helps to use Ong as an ally. The stylus, quill, and then ballpouit pen, the 

clay tablet, lambskm, and wood pulp paper are aU technologies. The paragraph, 

bookbmdmg, the Dewey decimal system, and even the spaces between words are 

elements of the technology of prmt. What more are the addhion of monitors, mice, 

keyboard, modems, and microprocessors? Such a reference to the "technologizmg of the 

word" is effective hi argument and articles, but brings too much baggage. This baggage 

comes m the form of contmued oppression and colonization of the iUherate other and 

uivisibiUty of non-standard Uteracies hi our own complex culture(s). 

Street generates three major contexts for the critique of Ong. Fust, Street 

crhicizes Ong's methodology for describmg the divide between oraUty and Uteracy. 
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Based on nuieteenth century deduction. Street pouits out that Ong's mvestigation never 

produces an ethnographic or quantitative study of his own but merely places hunself m 

what he unagmes to be the place of the "oral other." As a Uterate man unbued whh aU 

the mental facuhies made possible through Uteracy, how can Ong know the muid of oral 

cuhure? Street then moves on to a second critique based on empuical observations: 

Stteet asserts that Ong generalizes from the Uteracy values contamed m his academic 

subculture to all of westem Uterate society. For Street, context is of paramount 

importance and Ong obUterates context when generalizmg from academia onto aU of 

uidustrial and post-industrial society. Fuially, Street criticizes Ong's theorizing. Street 

asserts that some of the characteristics Ong gives to oraUty and to literacy more properly 

belong to convention and context. For instance, the analysis and detachment Ong insists 

are qualities of literacy are present in certain contexts and situations in oral. For Stteet, 

then, Ong's research is seriously flawed, and Street concludes his critique wondermg why 

Ong contmues to be so uifluential. 

The methodology Street, as a social scientist, fmds so problematic is the 

historian's and Uterary crhic's common practice. Ong conflates all the rich varieties of 

oral cuhures under the name "oraUty" and uses the term as if the characteristics he gives 

to oraUty stick for all oral cultures. Ong pauits whh too broad a bmsh and makes too 

many unjustified claims. Further, m Ong's description of the 'great divide,' h should not 

be possible for Ong-a Uterate uitellectual-to properly conceive of the oral mind. It is, 

under Ong's own mbric, too different for a Uterate mind for members of oral and Uterate 
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cuhures to communicate effectively about theu worldviews. But m Ong's modernity, the 

clear division between the uitellectual and mass society makes h possible for the 

uitellectual to move beyond these Umhations. Ong, the scholar, is able to ttanscend the 

lunhations he places on regular people and will explaui the differences between oral and 

literate minds, but for a Uterate audience of similarly capable scholars. 

Street's second argument against Ong's methodology seems more bhmg. Ong 

uses examples of today's non-Uterate cultures as stand-ins for oral societies of the past. 

This is unacceptable to Street on the grounds that there is no proof that non-Uterate 

cultures today are m any way representative of oral cuhures in the past. Indeed, 

anthropology has proven quhe the opposhe; cuhures that exist today have gone through 

evolution and change just as literate culttues have: non-literate cuhures do not remain in 

stasis. Street argues, "the unilinear evolutionary model in no longer tenable and 

contemporary societies can no longer be viewed as evidence of'the past'" (Social 

Literacies 156). Most significantly, given the common colonial relationship between 

Uterate and oral cuhures, h may be the colonial relationship hself that gives rise to many 

attributes Ong attributes to oral cuhure. 

Street crhiques Ong on one more methodological pomt before he moves on to the 

empuical. Street accuses Ong (as weU as Goody and Gough) for cucular reasonuig. 

When grantmg certaui oral characteristics that exist m Uterate societies, Ong creates the 

category 'residual oraUty' to explaui h and, where Uterate features appear hi oral societies 

h is due to 'Uterate uifluence.' There are no sunilarities, there is no place for overlap, and 
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no potential development from oral to Uterate. And hi this "cucular" constmction, there 

is "no way ... of testuig the claims put forward" (Social Literacies 156). 

Stteet critiques the empuical existence of the uses of Uteracy as Ong depicts. In 

claiming that Uterate societies are rational, detached, and objective, Ong has overstepped 

the empuical realities of these societies and mamtained an unrepresentative focus on 

small subcultures like academic and inteUectual cultures, but also conflates the stated 

aims of Uteracy with its actual existent achievements. Stteet asserts, contrary to Ong, that 

some characteristics that Ong saves for Uteracy are parts of language generaUy. Whhout 

the abiUty to be abstract and detached, language would not be possible. Lheracy, for 

Stteet, is more a part of the context and needs of a cuhure and iX is possible to see Uterate 

practices m a culture's common usage, but these Uteracy practices do not need to conform 

to a smgular model of Uteracy. The varieties of practice of Uteracy are vast, and give rise 

to existmg Uteracies rather than a suigle prescriptive Lheracy. 

Fuially, Ong's theorizmg is crhiqued by Street. Street argues that Ong makes two 

unportant theoretical mistakes. The fust, which Street clahns is more unportant, gives 

rise to the second: 

The prunary pomt of unportance here, and which 
runs through the argument of [Social Literacies] is that the 
characteristics which Ong would attribute to Uteracy are hi 
fact those of the social context and the specific cuhure hi 
which the Uteracy being described is located. (Social 
Literacies 157) 
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For Stteet, context is of paramount unportance. A Uterate practice wUl change as its 

context changes and context is, m part, location. If a society finds hself in the poshion of 

the colonized, its Uterate practice wUl take on aspects of this oppressive relationship and 

the Uteracy varieties will privilege the colonizers language, as weU as defmhion(s) of 

Uteracy, m some cucumstances while preferrmg the colonized language and literacy m 

others. Rather than orality as such reflecting a subservient poshion, the relative poshion 

of underclass is revealed hi a community's use of language-be h an oral or Uterate 

cuhure. But smce all colonizmg cultures are Uterate, iX is easier to defme Uterate/oral in 

terms of colonist/colonized. Here I take a step further than Stteet but I do not think he 

would disagree with me. 

The second part of Street's theoretical crhique pouits to the mixed nature of 

Uterate practice. Lheracy is imbued with oraUty. For Street there is no clear division 

between an oral or wrhing culture; both have varieties of Uteracy practice. So iX is 

necessary, when uivestigating Uterate practice, to be cognizant of the oral attributes of 

that practice. In other words. Street wants the researcher to be aware of the mixed nature 

of all communication and to employ a model of Uteracy that does not erase oraUty. 

Stteet does not argue whh Ong's pomt that writing is technology and that writuig 

is a specific technological activity. Street's msistence that researchers shuate Uterate 

practices would help the fields of computer-mediated communication and computers and 

wrhmg understand the emerguig practices of Uteracies onlme, as well as understand the 

contexts surrounding the emergence of varieties of Uterate praxis, Comparmg shuations 
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hi which different practices arise may help us understand patterns m the uses of Uteracy, 

and may enable us to meet more needs whh our research and theorizmg about Uteracy 

and dighal technology. Street's crhique is formed around revealmg assumptions and 

strong claims m Ong's work for which there is Uttle evidence m cuhural reaUty, In 

Street's crhique, Ong would need more quaUtative research such as ethnographic 

descriptions and more quanthative evidence before makuig the claims he is making (and 

ix seems Ong's position is potentially untenable particularly because Ong's mvestigation is 

so thoroughly imbued with a modemist epistemology.) Any claim using Ong's 

description of literacy as representing objective, analytical, detached thinking comes 

under scmtiny. Researchers need to keep Ong's theoretical limitations m mind, such as 

the problem of the "great divide "-for literate practices are not free from oral markers. 

Oral cuhures have many literate attributes. Street warns literacy workers to be careful of 

such clear distinctions between literate and oral societies. 

Street's critique does not eliminate the value of Ong's work. Indeed, as I have 

akeady argued in the case of Latour's crhique of Lyotard, a cautious crhique allows us to 

take what is most useful. In the case of Ong, h is unportant to retain his sense of Uteracy 

as technology. It is also unportant to retaui the distmction between Uterate and oral 

cuhures, yet as Street's critique warns, we need not essentialize the difference mto a 

"great divide," This is the mistake of the modems-to hold m disdaui anything not 

recognizable modern, recognizable as part of the self And some, such as hi Welch's 

recent Electric Rhetoric (1999), assert that Ong does not create the vast separation of 
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"great divide" thinkmg, but only becomes a victun of his work's success and widespread 

acceptance. What Ong is mterpreted to have said by those usmg his research may differ 

greatly from what the scholar may have uitended to convey. But I do not know how to 

test the verachy of this theory, but mention iX to temper any sense that I am rejectmg 

Ong's work. I uistead draw attention to the distinction between mterrogatmg Ong's text 

on the one hand and acceptuig others' interpretations on the other. And there is a history 

of the latter. 

Computers and Wrhmg's ReUance on Ong 

So far, this chapter has mtroduced the problem of relying heavily on Ong's 

distinctions between oral and Uterate cuhure. Street proposes a thoroughly shuated 

descriptive mquiry into Uteracy practices and eschews Ong's modemist tendency to 

clearly separate oraUty and Uteracy. Crhiqumg Ong for methodological problems, 

empuical mistakes, and theoretical oversights. Street leaves the most technologically 

important aspect of Ong's argument uitact: Uteracy is a technology. Street adds depth to 

Ong's observation by adding that each culture uses literacy differently to meet the 

contextual needs of that cuhure. For investigations of techno Uteracy, h becomes 

mcreasmgly important to balance Street's crhique with the use of Ong. 

All five of the books I am investigating make similar use of Ong. Listing them in 

chronological order from the oldest to the newest beguis whh Boher's Writing Space: 

The Computer, Hypertext, and the History of Writing (1991), Landow Hypertext: The 

Convergence of Contemporary Critical Theory and Technology (1992), Tuman's Word 
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Perfect: Literacy in the ComputerAge (1992), Lanham's The Electronic Word: 

Democracy, Technology, and the Arts (1993), and Christma Haas' Writing Technology: 

Studies on the Materiality of Literacy (1996). AU five mention Ong. Many, particularly 

Lanham, Landow, and Haas, make a particularly strong effort to mcorporate Ong into 

theu work. How these authors use Ong wiU help ui an mvestigation of theu definhion of 

Uteracy and, mformed by Street, move the argument towards a new understanding of 

techno-Uteracy, or hyperliteracy, a definhion of crhical literate practice online that is 

mformed by the idea of agent-mediation and concerned with developing muhi-media 

Uteracy. In working towards a critical Iheracy online, one must understand the role of 

technology in contextualized Uteracy practices whhout faUuig into the trap of 

technological determinism or essentializing a single understanding of online Uteracy 

practices. Again, I want to repeat my caveat that I am not trymg to reject any of the five 

books I have listed here. All five books are useful when studyuig the nexus of Uteracy, 

technology and cuhure. But because Uteracy is so central to my study, I fmd h 

imperative to mterrogate Ong's "great divide" theory, 

Boher's Writing Space is a rich example for this crhique. Besides his sparmg use 

of Ong, Boher refers to Street's fust book (Literacy in Theory and Practice) to temper 

Ong's msistence that Uterate culXmes produce reasoned thought. Instead, Boher relies on 

Ong's earlier Ramus, Method, and the Decay of Dialogue (1958) to mform an historical 

tracuig of the uses of wrhmg technologies. Here, Ong is best seen as a convenient 

resource from which Boher draws limhed uiformation. Street's critique should not affect 
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the overaU project of Boher's search for hyperUteracy. Akeady shuated to some degree, 

Boher does not erase varieties of Uteracy practice. Bolter's discussion of computer 

Uteracy and Writing Space allows much of Street's pluralizing of Uterate practice and is a 

strong model for building theories of crhical Uteracy onlme. 

Landow's Hypertext (1992) is, however, quhe different. Landow spends a 

considerable effort tracuig Ong's argument, aligiung Ong whh McLuhan to talk about 

"secondary literacy." Landow goes so far as to assert that hypertext "brings us much 

closer to a culture some of whose quaUties have more m common with that of preUterate 

man than even Walter J. Ong has been wUling to admit" (61-62). In going even further 

than Ong to separate Uteracy from oraUty, Landow sets his book apart as problematic. 

What methodology does Landow use? In his use of crhical theory, Landow replicates 

much of the methodology Street criticizes and Landow offers little evidence for his 

assertions. Landow's claims for hypertext are based on claims made about hypertext and 

the ways hypertext readmg/wrhmg practices duplicate human associative thought, and as 

Street crhicized Ong for basing his assertions on the goals of Uterate practice so too is 

Landow mistaken. This crhique has serious consequences for Landow's theories about 

hyperUteracy. 

Myron Tuman's short WordPerfect (1992) separates print and screen Uteracies 

mto two separate practices. For Tuman, prmt and electronic communication wUl develop 

alongside one another for a considerably long tune and the two will remaui separate 

practices for some tune. Tuman also refers to Street's fust book Literacy in Theory and 
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Practice, and crhiques the defmhion of Uteracy Street propounds. Tuman's argument 

stretches on for six pages yet uhunately returns to critique a number of the proponents of 

shuated Uteracy (Street, Heath, and Brandt) as too coUectivist, senshive, and uhunately 

wrong. In critiquing Street's definition of ideological Uteracy, Tuman returns to the 

autonomous model and hopes for the creation of great (online) books, and h seems he 

mamtains this hope against his better judgment. For Tuman, the electronic Uteracy he 

separates from print literacy wiU become little more than a technological functional 

Uteracy unless on-line literacy finds a way to connect its authors to history, to begin 

making and re-makmg historical narratives. Tuman wants dighal technology to re-sthch 

fragmenting postmodem cuhure and to somehow re-assemble the whole, modem myth of 

centered bemg. Tuman wants on-lme Uteracy to play the same role Uteracy had-namely, 

to buid society and produce beauty and art-but Tuman is not able (or willuig) to offer us 

a vision of that Uteracy. He commhs the empuical error as Ong had-Uteracy never has 

bound society together or produced universal beauty-but the autonomous model of 

Uteracy builds this image and removes Uteracy from shuated examination. Tuman's 

model of dighal Uteracy is autonomous Uteracy on screen. My assessment of Tuman's 

argument is sunilar to Nancy Kaplan's response hi her E-Literacies (1995) essay that 

contmues to be one of the most uifluential works on the study of Iheracy and technology, 

and a groundbreakuig example of hypertextual argument. 

Richard Lanham, m The Electronic Word (1993), has a number of references to 

Ong. Each reference is based on the Uteracy/orality difference and Lanham often equates 
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with the work of Ong and Havelock. Street was equally crhical of both. Yet m his 

earliest reference to Ong, Lanham makes a move characteristic of 77;̂  Electronic Word. 

He admits that Ong's distuiction between oraUty and Uteracy is a buiary, and Lanham 

does not reject bmaries. Instead, Lanham msists that the defmhion of the postmodem Ues 

in oscillation between buiary poles. Lheracy before dighs was to be seen through, yet ui 

oral cuhure, the world was a thuig looked at. Lanham makes much of the oscillation 

between looking at and through and msists that the postmodem is a tune of oscillation 

between extremes of bmaries rather than a rejection of bmaries. We must, to engage 

postmodem Uteracy, look both at and through texts, to see what they say but also to 

crhique them. We look at the book to see iX as an object, but through hs words to 

understand hs meaning. For Lanham, then, postmodem literacy is both oral and Uterate. 

For Street, Uteracy consists of the many shades of gray that come between Uteracy and 

oraUty. Uhunately, Lanham is prescribing a new autonomous definition of Uteracy for a 

postmodem dighal world where many media have collapsed into muhimedia, which can 

be understood m this one new form of postmodem literate practice. 

Fuially, m Writing Technology (1996), Christma Haas uses Ong extensively to 

establish the theoretical foreground of her book. Used to develop the introduction, all 

theoretical underpinning is dropped to engage a number of quaUtative and quanthative 

methodologies. In her use of social-scientific methodology, Haas' text resonates whh 

Street. However, Street's absence from the works ched page is an omission, Haas uses 

Ong and Havelock to ground her research. Writing Technology is geared towards 
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shuatmg each wrhuig practice and wrhmg act she describes, but m leavmg her research 

with Ong and Havelock, she repeats much of what Street calls the theoretical error of 

Ong. Haas (on page 13) narrows her use of Ong, statuig that he is sometunes guihy of 

technological determmism but does not make the move that Street feels is necessary hi 

crhicizuig Ong. Haas perpetuates the autonomous defmition of Uteracy. Lherate 

practices are separated from oral ones and oral practices somehow represent a lesser form 

of communication. For Haas, there is no question that technology plays a key role, 

caphalizing the Technology Question and plachig this at the center of her study of "the 

materiaUty of literacy" while erasing the problem of looking through technologies, as 

Lanham proposes. Haas wants to look at technologies to open up critical space, yet iX 

seems impossible to critique deeper contestations whhin the development of dighal 

Uteracy whhout being able to oscUlate between looking at and through technology. This 

brings up an mteresting pomt as well; as the newest of all these books, Haas refers a 

number of times to Lanham, Landow, and Bolter, and negotiates ways to deal whh each 

book. But she never accounts for her definition of literacy. 

In four of five books, the authors embrace the autonomous model of Uteracy. 

Boher, the only author who takes Street's work mto account, does not concentrate on the 

distmction between autonomous and ideological defmitions of Uteracy. In developmg 

defmhions for Uteracy practice m the varieties of contexts made possible m the dighal 

age. Street's defmhion of ideological Uteracy practice becomes important. It is 

imperative to understand Uterate practice as thoroughly contextualized and situated 
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withm cultural practice hi order to understand emerguig varieties of dighal Uteracies, 

particularly the onlme crhical Uteracy I am interested m pursuing. 

Fuially, and perhaps most unportantly. Street offers a crhique of the fast-paced 

Uteracy change aU of these analysts of emergmg digital practice predict. Street asserts 

that Uteracy change is slow, as h has been through European and world history. Change 

takes place graduaUy as communities and mdividuals accept and aher practices to meet 

theu needs: 

Many Uteracy programmes tend to faU because theu 
exponents eschew such 'gradualism' and assume that 
radically new technology and practices must be introduced 
hi order to stunulate a shift to the 'Uterate' mentality that 
they are aimuig for, (Literacy 114) 

A field such as computers and writing that, in large part, advocates a shift from paper and 

pen Uteracy to digital- or hyper- literacy, needs to heed Street's warning and the 

development of current practices onlme will not remain unchanged. As hyperUteracy 

spreads and develops, varieties of Uteracy will develop, each of which should be studied 

for hs application in its ovm context. Teachers working whh technology need to talk of 

Uteracy hi such contextualized shuatedness: there is no suigle print Uteracy, nor will there 

be a single digital Uteracy. Differences and varieties wUl be the necessary condhions of 

further technological and Uterate development, and freed from the autonomous defmhion 

of Uteracy (the functional understandmg of Uteracy), and hs attached notions of progress 

and civilization, wiU enrich composhion teaching and explorations of Uteracy mto the 

information age. 
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Just as critical pedagogues are responsible for creatmg classrooms that uivhe 

collaboration, participation and dialogue, so too can knowledge workers engage m the 

constmction of cyberspaces that allow crhical values to prosper. We have an opportimity 

to become hyperliterate (Nelson) and build spaces resistant to domuiant stmctures and 

conducive to resistance hi the dighal realm. No one is gomg to build spaces for 

composhion teachers or technical communicators that reflect the values of coUaboration, 

process-oriented wrhmg, or student-centered learning; we have a responsibility to 

overcome our loathing of "the machuie," We have to become hackers-or at the very least 

learn to communicate with hackers, the creators of these realms-so that our values have 

an opportunity to integrate crhical resistance on-line. Thus far, the majority of wrhing 

teachers have accepted the creation of vutual realms by others, thereby accommodating 

the biases of programmers and engineers. These biases assume we are uncrhical and 

passive, and through our acquiescence make us objects-subject to technology-and 

thereby dehumanize us. By actively participating at all levels of the creation of vutual 

spaces, we have an opportunity to represent our values onlme. From this critique of the 

"great divide" and functional/autonomous definitions of Uteracy, the argument moves to a 

consideration of crhical Uteracy. Crhical Uteracy theory offers this study a history of 

meta-textual, cuhurally crhical definhions of Uteracy. The meta-textual elements of 

crhical Uteracy support the mtegration of poUtical, social, and technical contexts mto this 

mvestigation of Uteracy shuated as h is in the post-mdustrial information age. 
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Crhical Lheracv from Radical Pedagogy 

In the Foreword to Freue and Macedo's Literacy: Reading the Word and the 

World (1987), Bertoff suggests Critical Lheracy as a responsible model for more 

effective and humane communication in- and outside the classroom while sunuhaneously 

rejectmg mechanized or technologized means of communication. She rejects the 

computer as a viable means of dialogic communication. Critical Lheracy, as a 

component of critical consciousness (Coiiscientiza9ao) would, as Freue's thle suggests, 

read the contextualizing world that contains and informs the words-h is an investigation 

of the construction of knowmg as well as the substance of knowledge and is poised m 

opposhion to functional Uteracy. However, Bertoff s technoflustration whhin the 

socialist / radical pedagogical / rhetorical context she bruigs to her critique leads her to 

reject any definhion of crhical Uteracy that mcludes a technological component. In so 

douig, she rejects aU technologically sophisticated means of communication. For Bertoff, 

technology must be rejected hi order to enable Conscientizagao (crhical consciousness). 

Is her resistance based m ignorance, or even a fear, of unfamiliar technologies? 

Feenberg, mtroduced m the previous chapter, offers an ahemative to such a rejection of 

technology and offers options for those willuig to risk the challenge of the machuie to 

create an online critical Uteracy. 

Amy Bmckman and Howard Rhemgold offer ahematives to rejection of 

technology by remauimg crhical of dighal communication while participatmg in vutual 

communities. As this section shows, both Bmckman and Rhemgold participate hi vutual 
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communities while remainuig crhically aware of theu activhies and the nature of theu 

envuonments, and h is by refusmg to participate m these communities that participatory, 

progressive, and radically democratic ideals are neglected hi cyberspace. It is not 

necessary for all radical pedagogues to venture mto cyber-space, however, refusmg to 

engage the vutual leaves such fronteks open to reactionary colonization. Vutual 

communities are no panacea nor wUl they accommodate resistance in all ckcumstances. 

Instead, this study cautions against rejecting vutual communhies and/or classrooms as 

valuable shes of critical online Uteracy simply because of the unexamined assumptions 

made about technologized spaces. Following the work of Bmckman and Rheingold, it 

can be asserted that the qualities of the community emerge through the programming and 

the participation of members, much as communities in proximal physical space develop 

through active participation and integration. 

The question remams what gets uitegrated into vutual spaces; what should or 

ought to be achieved on-line? I seek representation of my values, values that constmct a 

radical democracy of participation and dialogue, of justice based on the expression of 

ideas from people everywhere hi society-h s my hope that this leads to a more just 

distribution of wealth hi society. However, technology is not neutral. Questions of 

access need to be raised. Problems of representation abound. These cyber-spaces are not 

vugui realms. They reveal values of the dominant cuhure; every she of crhical mquuy hi 

the "real world" has hs counterpart m the dighal. This is no easy or sunple proposhion, 

yet the ahemative is tragic. If we allow the possibilities for participatory communhies 
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on-lme to evaporate, we have lost a she for crhique. However, if this possibiUty is seized 

(dauntmg as the work may appear, unfamiliar as the terram seems) there exists the 

possibility of a sustamable she of crhical hiquky. Although I utUize the rhetoric of 

democracy, I do not mean the current regune of bourgeoisie ideology, but use the radical 

participatory ahemative offered by Paolo Freke-based on crhical consciousness, 

conscientizagao. 

Tradhional Crhique of Technorhetoric 

In 1987, at least, dighally-communicated rhetoric was uiteUectuaUy 

underdeveloped, or worse, uncritical of social context, or so said Bertoff: 

My own opinion is that they are uivmcibly ignorant; 
but for those who have found such research compelling, an 
aftemoon studying Freue' s conception of writing as a 
figure for transforming the world would certainly be 
salutary and h could be prophylactic, (xx) 

But I consider myself a radical teacher, a radically democratic crhic, a participant in the 

lifelong interrogation of my own complichy in the insthutions of our society, and a 

transformative intellectual'. At least I try my very best to be. And while I mean to pomt 

out this exclusionary and hyperbolic rhetoric as such, I am seriously claiming these thles 

for myself It is dangerous to argue for one paradigm by caUing others "invincibly 

ignorant," 

At best, identhy is created around "belongmg" to the enlightened group who 

believes and adheres to Freke's brilliance while, at worst, h can keep mterested and 
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developmg pedagogues from experimentuig with Uberatory practices. It can keep crhical 

pedagogues ofif-lme for fear they will be refused the thle progressive by such an 

important voice hi the field of rhetoric, I feel drawn to defensively uphold my values as a 

Technorhetorician devoted to Uberatory values, yet I resist this urge, knowmg that what I 

experience on-lme whh my students and colleagues (mdeed, students as coUeagues) is 

not a Utopian illusion, but the product of uitellectual work m the devoted constmction of 

dighal realms, of cyber-spaces, which, informed whh my values as a Uberatory 

knowledge-worker, contain elements of the face-to-face Uberatory classroom. 

Bertoff s assertion of the evil, dehumanizing machine is based on a tradhional 

Marxist/materialist crhique statmg that sophisticated mechanization speeds work and 

requues the few to do the work of many, and is in many ways tme. Secretaries, 

swhchboard operators, office clerks are aU being "reduced" in corporate "downsizing" or, 

more insidiously, "rightsizing," along with an alarming number of whhe-coUar and 

middle-management poshions. Technological fields have themselves begun to question 

the wisdom of downsizmg-as DeMarco concludes in his Manager's section, "What 

'Lean and Mean' ReaUy Means," m the IEEE Software Journal, "Lean and mean really 

means sickly and angry. Maybe that's what many organizations have become, but h's 

tune to stop pretenduig iX was ever a deskable goal" (DeMarco). Meanwhile, large 

corporations continue to lay off significant numbers of workers while recorduig large, 

often obscene, profits. CEOs have gone from making ten times more money than the 

average worker to makuig hundreds of tunes the base salary the average worker earns. 
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The government routuiely releases figures mdicatuig that the mcome of the 

middle class and working class has leveled out or decreased while the rich have increased 

thek wealth. Rifkm states that "The number of factory workers hi the United states has 

declmed from 33 percent of the workforce to under 17 percent in the past thirty years, 

even as U.S. companies have contmued to mcrease output and overaU production. ,," 

(12). The current crisis centers around distribution of weahh created by automation; a 

concem "that the gains of high-tech global economy wUl be shared." However, 

technology, though often used as the excuse, is not the cause or culprh, but only one 

means through which work "speedup" is introduced. For instance, the cuh of efficiency 

champions computers as a means to increased productivhy, but this is not the only use 

possible for these technologies. The demand for ever-increasmg productivity is a 

reflection of values cast upon the machines rather than an uiherent feature of the 

machines themselves. In defense of this assertion. Donna Haraway and Howard 

Rheingold (see section 4) prove effective allies. In a recent edhorial to the New York 

Tunes, Bob Herbert argues "...technology has always displaced workers, and h has 

always demanded more highly skilled workers." Herbert concludes that "It's not a skills 

defich that is killuig the American worker, h's the wholesale loss of clout. Fearful 

workers are quietly takuig whatever employers dish out," And employers, empowered by 

Reagan-Bush era union bustuig and Cluiton-era labor dissociation, are servuig meager 

rations. The scapegoatuig of technology is an example of cyber-crud, a term Ted Nelson 

uses to describes the rhetoric of techno-domination. It's not us, say the corporations 
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bUthely, h's the technology that is displacmg so many workers. And corporate profits are 

up while real wages decrease, 

Crhical educators cannot effectively engage this debate as non-combatants, from 

the safety of the sideluies, nor can they effectively engage the debate by rejectmg 

computer-mediated communication whhout understandmg ehher hs possibiUties or hs 

shortcomings. This is the danger of "optuig out" as Feenberg wams agamst m 

Alternative Modernity (1996). Our critical trauimg enables us to pierce the rhetoric of 

technological scapegoatuig, but we will not be heard unless we engage the discussion 

where iX is taking place; the discussion is taking place on-lme. 

Freke: Integration versus Adaption 

Freke himself, in Education as the Practice of Freedom, makes the distinction 

between rejecting mechanized technologies out of hand and careful and critical 

evaluation, "The answer does not lie m rejection of the machine, but in the humanization 

of man" (35). Freke's pedagogy is based on an authentic jo uiing of the students' 

stmggle, the teacher's realization that he/she is a participant m classroom discourse and 

can (and, m Freke's model, ought to) provide a model of responsible, participatory 

community m the classroom, "They could be helped to learn democracy through the 

exercise of democracy; for that knowledge, above all others, can only be assimilated 

experientially" (36). Freke demands a process of learnuig that is active, a classroom that 

demands engagement, and experience whh livmg democracy, so that the democratic 

values affect the world at large outside the discourse communhy of the classroom. 
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Remember Gilliam's aptly thled movie Brazil: ix was not the machuies responsible for the 

distopic world, but the dehumanization the deployment of technology m this knaguiary 

culture by mvisible, all-powerful bureaucrats. Dehumanization m the dighal world 

comes from cuhural relations m the real world, and change m one reahn much be 

accompanied by change m the other. 

Freke, however, was addressmg specific problems m the nation of Brazil as iX 

made hs transhion from a feudal society to an uidustrial society. The Unhed States, as 

Brhaui before iX, is entermg a post-mdustrial age. Freke's experience m Brazil whh the 

peasant culture necessarily differs with students of the United States, but the stress on 

participation in living democratic classroom envkonments as weU as a focus on 

integration over adaption transfers, even if demanding a translation between cuhures. 

The oppressed iUiterate classes of Brazil held the most potential transformational power. 

In the United States' late caphalist, emerging post-print cuhure, students and intellectuals 

venturing mto vutual worlds have the most transformative potential. They have the 

responsibility to become conscious of the stmctures of these vutual worlds and engage hi 

the stmggle to shape them accorduig to participatory values. 

Freke articulates the distmction between mtegration and adoption, and leaves me, 

m my cuhural, uitellectual, and professional context, wondermg how not to make the 

connection between crhical consciousness and technology: (gendered pronouns are m the 

origuial) 

Integration with one's context, as distmguished 
from adaptation, is a distmctly human activhy. Integration 
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resuhs from the capacity to adapt oneself to reaUty plus the 
crhical capacity to make choices and to transform that 
reaUty. To the extent that man loses his abiUty to make 
choices and is subjected to the choices of others, to the 
extent that his decisions are no longer his own because they 
resuh from external prescriptions, he is no longer 
uitegrated. Rather, he has adapted. He has "adjusted." 
(Freke 4) 

So long as one is able to design the uses of the machuies (whether one caUs them tools or 

reahns) one uses to accomplish the tasks of cuhure, for Freke defmes cuhure is all that 

which humans create (47), that mdividual is integrated, or has uitegrated that machuie, 

that technology, mto her/his Ufe. However, if the person is subject to the machuie, or, 

through programmuig, subject to the will of the programmer through the program 

(whhout means of crhically examining and fmding constmctive resistance strategies), 

that person has adjusted. The individual has adjusted to the wUl of the programmer or 

has accommodated themselves to the encroachment of the machine. 

However, one need not accept adaptation: h is oppressive and uhimately 

dehumanizing whhin Freke's model. Acceptance or accommodation dehumanizes and 

allows the perpetrator to objectify the individual subject to the machine. I simply cannot 

imagine that the programmer or engineer seeks to oppress, but through the objectification 

of the user, constmcted as "endusei^' or "consumer," the programmer or engineer accepts 

and expands the cuhure's dominant model of producer-consumer and is unable to hear 

the voice nor respect the will of the "user"-the user has lost status as human and has been 

reduced, as m society, to the role of consumer. The creator of the technology constmcts 
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the user of the technology to be "just like me"-potentially enforcuig and prescribmg 

cuhural, socio-economic, gender, race, etc, behavior through the unexamined 

"naturahiess" of the program's look, feel, commands, and even its constmcted goals. 

Through ignorance of the ideals, deskes, and goals of the inhabhants of virtual spaces, 

just like the ignorance of these elements of our humanity in physical spaces, the engineer 

or programmer oppresses much as governments come to expect quiescence by docUe 

subjects. CMC at its best, however, is a collaborative and participatory medium: hs 

consthuent members build it from the insides outward. 

To remain critically conscious and relevant to our mcreasingly technological 

cuhure, educators can build thek own cyber-spaces or at least have a hyper-literacy 

sufficient to affect the work done by the programmers creating cyberspaces. Educators 

can remain active participants in the constmction of cyberspaces and community 

constmction whhki those spaces in order to foster vutual participatory democracies. In 

Disturbing Pleasures: Learning Popular Culture, Henry Gkoux argues for popular 

cuhure as a she for pedagogical interventions. I mterpret this call as a challenge to raise 

crhical questions and concerns in the language and envkonment of our students and 

challenge the apparent mle of domuiant culture. Movies, music, television, and now 

vutual communhies are the domaui of popular cuhure, and represent a ripe and 

underdeveloped envkonment for critical harvests. 
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Crhical Consciousness Online: Bmckman, Rheingold, and Crhical Dighs 

Amy Bmckman, creator of MediaMOO and home to a successful community of 

Technorhetoricians with thek (our) own weekly town-hall meetuig known as the Tuesday 

Cafe, asserts that the programming of the world which hosts the community/activhy has 

much to do v^th the nature of that community: 

If the power of this technology is to be unleashed, 
users need to be the creators and not merely consumers of 
virtual worlds. We believe that constructionist principles 
are of central unportance to the design of vutual reality 
systems, MediaMOO is an exploration of this idea, 
(Bmckman) 

Democracies are govemed through the participation of mformed chizens who constmct 

goveming stmctures for themselves, or at least by electing representatives who have 

chizen's needs in mind in representative democracies. However, often students and as 

weU as citizens at large are told that thek participation is meaningless. Through the 

messages repeated m popular cuhure, apathy reigns. However, if we are to establish 

radical democracy, in which we make our laws together collaboratively and constmct 

avenues for engagement and involvement, we must train ourselves and our students to 

participate hi dialogue. What better way to practice for such participation than to create 

vutual worlds? How else does one learn to participate than by practicing productive, 

civil democracy? Freke describes the changes of his Brazilian cuhure through the 1950s 

and 60s and calls them transhional, calling the opening section of Education as the 

Practice of Freedom "Society in Transhion." Although his reference is to Brazil leaduig 
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to more freedom and more chizen participation, our own society has been represented as 

going through hs ovm revolution, a dighal revolution, as Bill Gates, Nicholas 

Negroponte, and others have foretold. Can the transhion from a prmt-based cuhure to a 

dighal cuhure be said to represent the emergence of a new epoch? 

As Men create, re-create, and decide, historical 
epochs begm to take shape. And h is by creating, re
creating, and deciding that men should participate m these 
epochs. (Freke 5) 

The emphasis is m the original, and meshes weU whh Bmckman's assertion. Yet many 

of us feel subject to the machine; we may feel there is little hope of developmg a crhical 

on-lme consciousness. Perhaps the problem has been trymg to accept the technology as h 

has been created^br us-that technology which has been manufactured by the stmctures 

we resist. Through accepting the creation of our envkonments we have accommodated a 

set of assumptions. These assumptions to which we have adapted assume that we are 

uncrhical and through our acquiescence make us objects, and through our uncritical 

adaption has dehumanized us. Just as we must awaken to a critical consciousness and 

see our responsibiUty to participate ui the formation of our physical world so too must we 

awaken to the possibilities of the virtual. 

And yet we fear the ancestry of these machines. The miUtary kivested much time 

and money inventing and finding uses for terrifyingly fast computing machines and 

continue to use huge super-computing devices and microcomputers. However, personal 

computers are designed to put significant computing power ui the dens and livuig rooms 

and on the laps of everyone, or at least those who can afford iX. Access is clearly a 
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problem, but as more libraries make access public and free and communities establish 

freenets and as Univershies renew thek commhment to provide access to facuhy and 

students, Rhemgold's wishes of CMC m the hands of educators, communities, activists 

and even all chizens seems realizable. And yet each of these shes providmg uiformation 

to the populace: these libraries, univershies, and grassroots organizations are all under 

scmtiny if not attack m our ever-more reactionary and conservative climate. Our off-line 

activhies need to support and luik whh our on-lme activhies so that we can effectively 

maintaui crhique and effect change. We cannot remaui divided into the onlme and 

offluie, but must build bridges between the realms. We need to support these grassroots 

networks of CMC activists, and one way we can support them is by participating in the 

realms they create. We can use them to resist and use them to communicate our values. 

And we should use them to resist. Yet this is a mere beginning: questions of access, of 

usage, or fak distribution need be asked over and agaui in many contexts and discourses 

so that critique is heard and change enacted. 

Technologies which, curiously enough, are created by "hackers" and distributed 

freely or through new shareware, freeware, and copyleft economies-in which you can use 

the software before deciding if you will support iX economically-new economic and 

distributive possibiUties appear. We can participate in the creation of this new dighal 

epoch and integrate our values into this new realm so that the hyper-caphalism Gates and 

Negroponte gleefully predict justly and honestly compensates and mcorporates the 
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workers that create h. There are people akeady crhically mtegratmg and resisting 

technologies, hackers: 

Ahhough the word hacker has taken on criminal 
overtones m the popular parlance, restricting h to urchins 
who break into other people's computer systems, the 
origuial hackers were young programmers who flouted 
conventional wisdom, deUghted m finding elegant solutions 
to vexing technical problems, and lUced to create entke new 
technologies. (Rhemgold 48) 

Hackers were originally individuals who dared to adapt technologies to thek own needs, 

deskes, and tastes and hence were labeled along with the worst of the breed-anarchistic 

and criminal-who sabotaged machines. This representation is akin to stories of Luddites; 

those industrial-revolution-era saboteurs who destroyed looms and factories to halt the 

advancement of technology. Can we free the sense of hackers from the criminal 

connotations given h by popular media as a label to describe outlaws to describe those 

programmers wUling to create envkonments conducive to Uberatory values? Can we 

remstate the prestige, as cyberpunk has, of a constmctive hacker culture, a cuhure that 

rewards its members for effectively maintaining freedom and integrating its users' 

demands? It doesn't matter if we use the word hacker so long as we retaui a sense of 

constmctive on-line resistance. I think hackers would bristle at the possibiUty of bemg 

used hi an academic context, yet the image seems to fit, even if we dare not appropriate 

thek thle. Perhaps establishing a crhical rhetoric for dighal contexts is sufficient to 

communicate with the technology producers. Consider the role of "cyborg" instead of 

hacker. 
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In her ambivalent essay "A Cyborg Manifesto," Donna Haraway, enthralled whh 

yet highly wary and crhical of technology, playfully describes the problematic ancestry 

of computers, problemetizing the common characterization of computers and thek users 

as offspruig of miUtary death machines: 

The mam trouble whh cyborgs, of course, is that 
they are the illeghunate offspruig of mUharism and 
patriarchal caphaUsm, not to mention state sociaUsm. But 
illeghunate offspring are often unfaithful to thek origuis, 
Thek fathers, after all, are inessential. (Haraway, Simians, 
Cyborgs and Women 151) 

Haraway uses the term cyborg to describe crhically conscious computer users. I use the 

term Technorhetorician to describe my own professional engagement with technology. 

The term technorhetoric was created by Eric Cmmp m a Tuesday Cafe MOO session, and 

has had cache online but has not appeared in print. When I am engaged in 

Technorhetorical dialogue, am I a cyborg? Am I (are you) a cyborg when driving a car? 

And how about when readuig a book? All these examples blur the boundary of self and 

technology. Cyborg, used in Haraway's sense, describes a critical consciousness utUizing 

the power and reach of personal computer networks. Again, Haraway illustrates 

responsible and democratic awareness: "Liberation rests on the constmction of the 

consciousness, the imaginative apprehension, of oppression, and so of possibiUty" 

(Simians, Cyborgs and Women 149). Haraway constmcts this whhin a crhical theory of 

technology. Her ambivalence nehher rejects nor accepts technology as given, but 
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crhically engages the possible uses of technology. She has developed her own critical 

theory of technology. 

In his book-length study Critical Theory of Technology, Andrew Feenberg 

describes the place Haraway uihabhs, nehher for nor agamst technology, but as a she of 

uiterrogation, 

[He] argues that the real issue is not technology or 
progress per se but the variety of possible technologies and 
paths of progress among which we must choose. Modem 
technology is no more neutral than medieval cathedrals or 
the Great WaU of China; h embodies the values of a 
particular industrial civilization, especially those of elites 
that rest thek claims to hegemony on technical mastery, 
(Feenberg, Critical Theory of Technology v) 

Here again, Feenberg insists on a participatory decision: that we choose among the 

various options open to us. In order to affect the change (and even effect change more 

broadly) we must be sufficiently educated in the technologies. Critical participatory 

values will never simply appear in cyber-space because they mn counter to many cuhural 

assumptions; such values need to be engmeered m and supported through participation. 

They will be eroded where they have akeady been established or ignored if not presented 

as viable a option for praxis. If they are to appear, engaged and active users need to 

constmct them in thek everyday online activities, 

Freke pouits to the need to offer a general and crhical education to technology 

workers. So too should we offer crhical Uteracy workers technological instmction. Part 

of this education needs to include ways of crhically engaging technology responsibly 
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whhout rejecting h, as Uteracy workers become more readily able to manipulate dighal 

reahns to reflect Uberatory values. 

It was essential to harmonize a tmly humanist 
poshion whh technology by an education which would not 
leave technicians naive and uncrhical in dealing with 
problems other than those of thek own speciahy. (Freke 
39) 

In our postmodern, posthuman, postcolonial world, we are moving into post-print, into an 

age of digital prmt in which we cannot effectively enact crhical education with the 

creators of technology outside the technological realms they uihabh. To reach this 

audience, and in an effort to expand the audience, we can and should move on-line and 

find those comers of the digital world that reflect our values and build new tools, reahns, 

and envkonments that will expand those Uberatory spaces online and better represent our 

values as we teach our students to be critically Uterate of thek work and play (as well as 

work/play) envkonments. 

Agent-Mediated Lheracy: Defining Crhical Lheracv Online 

As this chapter demonstrates, critical Uterate practice online is no sunple goal. It 

requkes action on the part of a self-conscious individual, an mdividual who recognizes 

the constmcted contextualized nature of identhy and yet has an abiUty to act 

meaningfully and forcefully, Fkst, m this chapter, h was argued that tradhional 

defmhions of Uteracy did not adequately describe the action necessary on the part of the 

Uterate subject. Street's work uidicates that contextualization is a necessary part of 

Uterate activhy. And ahhough the argument utUized Street's critique of Ong and the 
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"great divide" between alphabetic and oral Uteracy, Ong's work remains unportant 

because of hs attention to the technology of Uteracy as a technology. 

BuUduig on Ong's recognition of prmt Uteracy as a technological and cultural 

constmction, the argument used Latour's concept of the quasi-object to examine print 

technology. Important to this study is the critical examination of technology and cuhure 

without becoming technologically deterministic. Determinism generally interprets 

cuhure and history through the lens of technology. Latour's work expects something 

more, something more complex that avoids deterministic thinking. However, in order to 

move beyond determinism, any separation of technology from cuhure is discouraged. 

Latour encourages critics to look not only at the technology (and so see history and 

culture through technology as a lens), but to see technology differently: to see technology 

and cuhure not as distmct and separate thuigs, but to see how cuhure and technology are 

different perspectives of the same thing. This "sameness" of technology and cuhure is 

what Latour caUs a quasi-object, and every tune we encounter a technological artifact 

Latour reminds us that we are seeuig a product produced by engmeers, scientists, 

designers and used by people. The technological artifact cannot be studied without 

studymg the cuhural formations contributmg to hs shape. 

Latour names his concept the "quasi-object," but Lanham (m The Electronic 

Word) creates a very similar idea when he argues that one must look both at and through 

technology. Lanham calls this a "bistable state" of crhicism, like a Lorenz atttactor with 

two foci around which concepts orbh. However, Lanham's conception retauis the 
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distmction between the artifact and the cuhure that produced h. The Latourian quasi-

object mstead demands that the crhic recognize that whether one caUs one's mvestigation 

technological or cultural depends upon the perspective of the viewer: the object of the 

observation does not change. Haraway's updatkig of scientific "objectivism" comes mto 

play at this point. 

Where Latour msists that h is the observer's perspective that changes the thing 

observed. Donna Haraway provides interesting support for his perspective. And 

Haraway accomplishes her redefmhion of objectivism whhout strippmg science of hs 

cultural power. Haraway asks her audience to consider not just the view of the scientist-

this is the traditional and poshivist view of the scientist's vision-but to see the scientist at 

the laboratory and the instmments as well as the focus of the scientist's gaze as part of the 

cuhural constmction of science. She also insists that we recognize the economic and 

cuhural reaUties that make that gaze possible: federal scientific research fiinding, 

insthutions of higher learning where research takes place, corporate laboratories where 

research takes place and products are developed. It is a complex, contextualized, and 

radically broadened field of mquky. 

Rhetorical action takes place m this broadest field of mquky-rhetorical 

mteraction that takes place among human actors, technological artifacts, cuhural 

msthutions-action that takes place between the subject and the world, but that world 

mcludes artifacts that stand hi for aU the designers of the artifacts and all the participants 

hi the constmction of the msthutions. And I thuik we are, at different moments, aware of 
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this phenomenon in different ways. For instance, when a bill passed by the House of 

Representatives is refused by the Senate, or vetoed by the president, or when a law is 

stmck down by the Supreme Court, it is common to refer to the genius of the founding 

fathers. The institutions of government bear the mark of thek inventors, but also bear the 

mark of every individual who became part of them. Similarly, our technologies bear the 

mark of thek creators: the scientists, designers, and users who have contributed to thek 

creation, manufacture, and widespread usage. And every tune we interact with a 

technology, we interact v^th these contributors. 

All of the participants m the creation of a technology, of an mstitution, of an 

artifact uiteract whh the user. The mteraction is free from tune; from presence. The 

artifact technology, or uisthution is the stand-m for those people. Our technologies, as 

the physical manifestation of wUl, perform as we designed them whether we are present 

or not and whether these technological products are hi appropriate contexts or not. Our 

artifacts, technological or otherwise, interact with mdividuals and effect people's lives. 

So too do mdividuals reshape the mterpretation of these artifacts. This basic premise 

drives my concept of agent-mediation, and of agent-mediated Uteracy, 

Agent-mediation is mdifferent to the actors, be they cuhural or technical artifacts 

or mdividual people or some combmation (which is most lUcely) of people, uisthutions, 

and artifacts. Each node m the network is an actor, expressmg will and generatuig action, 

be ix symbolic (Imguistic) or actual (work, production). The kuids of will expressed vary 

as well, from the unmediate expression of an mdividual's will to that expressed by an 
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organized group, or that deferred ki the organization of an mstitution, or that contamed m 

the design of a technological artifact. What does not change is the constant, competmg, 

and powerful expression of wUl, 

It is mto this context of (Uterally) battlmg wUls that the uidividual is asked to 

engage m meanmgflil luiguistic expression. It is from this random placement of the self 

whhui a web of competmg and sometunes hostUe voices that teachers expect students to 

wrhe, and often ask them to wrhe meaiungfiiUy about subjects they know very little 

about. In this shift to context, this study shifts attention from the web of inter-relations, 

the actor-network of Latour's theory, to the mdividual. The mdividual is the focus of 

education, or so we continue to beUeve even in an age of postmodemism and in an age of 

the fragmentation of the self, of logic, and even of the possibUhy of ideology. 

Critical Uteracy, of the Frekian sort, demands that one learn to read both "the 

word and the world." Freke and Macedo both use the phrase, and it becomes a mantra 

for teaching writmg, particularly basic writing. The critical reader/writer does not simply 

interpret the text m front of them whhin a vacuum. Instead, the reader also reads the 

context in which those words were written and presented, as well as the world hi which 

the words are read and understood. There is a constant and self-conscious 

contextualization of the text hi the practice of crhical Uteracy. Our context for Uteracy, 

however, mcludes such artifacts as the world wide web, and electronic mail, and dighal 

duplication of movies and other entertauunent, and the creation and dissemination of 

ideas, shuations, and contexts that seem beyond control and beyond space, seemingly 
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mstantaneously shared, understood, and lived among. Indeed, the very boundaries of our 

bodies are broken as we use invasive technologies and become cyborgs, no longer purely 

human, but seemingly imbued whh our technologies. (Keep ki mind, however, that the 

Uteral creation of cyborgs merely follows half a century of the creation of figurative 

cyborgs.) In such a situation, then, what is crhical Uteracy? 

Crhical literacy, in an age of information, requkes many things. Agent-Mediated 

Iheracy is a critical literate practice for using, understanding, and articulating the poshion 

of one's technological tools. This crhically Uterate mdividual crhically reads technology 

as part of the world, part of culture, and part of human creativhy and intelligence. Such a 

person recognizes Uteracy hself as a technological development, whh supporting cultural 

and social contexts that contribute to hs forms and condhions. Crhical Uteracy m an age 

of information resists facile technological determinism, historicizes technological 

decision-makmg, and favors self conscious adoption of appropriate technologies to 

shuations which can profit from such use (over the forced adaption of assigned 

technologies and cuhural forms enforced m an asymmetrical power relationship). 

Fuially, for critical Uteracy to support the cultural uisthutions of democracy, hyper-

Uterate practice encourages dialogue regardmg use of technologies with all parties 

involved m thek use, which mcludes considermg local condhions for technological 

mtegration and supportmg the constmction of meanmgflil mteraction between all parties. 

Such dialogic mteraction, hi cuhural as well as workplace contexts, values mteraction and 

participation over efficiency. 
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Johnson's User-centered Technology (1998) offers a similar mterpretation of 

chizen's responsibiUties when h comes to the design and use of advanced technologies. 

Johnson's study, however, does not see the role of user m the same way I present the role 

of the agent. Johnson's presentation mamtams the distmction between the user and the 

producer. And as much as I have celebrated the Database of Whness Narratives of the 

Wexner learnuig Center, this technological text also reproduces the distinction between 

producer and consumer, between the experts who design, test, and create the technology 

and those who use it. Although I have found much to celebrate in the narrative database, 

XhSs producing for an absent audience remains one of the great problems m technological 

development. The situation requkes that Uteracy workers develop both a critical 

awareness of technological formation as well as a commhment to participate in the 

constmction of technologies and technological artifacts. Add this requkement to a 

growing laundry list of what public inteUectuals ought to do, and becoming Uterate seems 

an hnpossibly complex task. Equipped with updated and technologically sophisticated 

rhetorical strategies, however, becoming crhically Uterate in the information age is not 

impossible. However, iX does requke the development of an agent-mediated strategy. 

This chapter describes the unportant role crhically Uterate chizens can and must 

play m developmg a democratic method of technological and cuhural development. Just 

as crhical Uteracy (in Street as well as m Freke and Macedo) depends upon readuig both 

the word and the world to enable chizens to participate, so too does an age of information 

and technology requke the crhical engagement of chizens hi the development and use of 
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technological artifacts. Knowmg how technologies are developed, designed, 

manufactured and uhimately uitegrated mto cuhure allows mdividuals to insert 

themselves into the process of techno-cultural development. In Johnson's study (User-

Centered), the goal is to create a recognized and valued role for technical communication 

specialists in the design process. Opening up the development and design process in this 

way to technical communication specialists is a necessary step in the creation of a 

participatory and democratic means of creating technologies. The creation of an agent-

mediated techno-cuhural Uteracy goes further to include a more general population of 

chizens m the design and manufacture of technologies, and uhimately in the development 

of techno-cultural formations. Critical technological Uteracy is necessary in the creation 

of a more democratic culture in the workplace and in the Uves of citizens. 
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Note 

' Gkoux offers this characterization of teacher/inteUectuals and pedagogy as 
cuhural crhique that uiforms a poUtics throughout his work but no where as clearly as in 
Teachers as Intellectuals: Toward a Critical Pedagogy of Learning (1988) and, more 
recently, m Disturbing Pleasures: Learning Popular Culture (1994) which I use later in 
this chapter to describe one possible use of technological incursion. 
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CHAPTER VI 

RETURN OF THE REPRESSED: 

RHETORIC, SELF AND CONTEXT 

The previous chapters have argued for the reassertion of human agency m the 

postmodem world. Many postmodem theories concentrate on the very opposite: the 

erasure of the individual and individual agency in an age of late capitalism, in a media-

saturated age of information, in the postmodem end of rationalism. Jameson 

(Postmodernism) concentrates on a postmodem subjectivhy, Baudrilliard (Simulacra & 

Simulations) questions whether anything humans encounter is real at all or merely 

sknulations of those objects, while Lyotard (m The Postmodern Condition) asserts that 

the loss of "leghimation" strategies upon which defmhions of self, chizenship, nation, 

identhy were buih have left aU these categories floatmg. However, some have offered 

ahemative strategies for understanduig postmodem cuhure, offermg theories of 

negotiation and hybridhy that have more m common with Latour's amodern theory m We 

Have Never Been Modern (1993). Such a world, a world m which one's abiUty to 

negotiate with one's context is more unportant than any static sense of identity, is a 

rhetorical world. Modemism erased the rhetorical dimensions of identhy, the contmgent 

and liquid sense of self that is contantly hi flux and constantly bemg mvented based on 

one's ckcumstances and deskes. Negotiatuig identhy requkes active engagement smd 

knowledge of the world surrounding the uidividual, and returns agency to the mdividual. 

As Ukner (Heuretics) constmcts the relationship, we are emerging from an age of static 
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pruit-Uterate identity formation and entering a fluid digitally-Uterate rhetorical age of 

negotiation. Problems emerge precisely where a field of mquky, such as composhion, 

relies upon static prmt-Uteracy defmhions of self as digital Uteracy emerges. 

Faigley's Fragments of Rationality (1992) wrestles with the contradiction of a 

modernist field, composhion, m a postmodem context, post-mdustrial culture. 

Composhion attempts to teach good wrhmg practice to coherent, modemist selves. 

However, as Faigley wrhes, postmodem thought calls mto question the very self that 

composhion aims to instmct. What then can a modemist subject like composhion aim to 

accomplish in a postmodem age, an age in which it is no longer clear what Uteracy skUls 

are needed? Theories of postmodemism assert that modemist composhion instmction 

can no longer be sure iX understands who is composing, for what purpose, or in what 

ways that communicative act is going to be interpreted. Faigley wrhes that composhion 

is "attempting to find space for poUtical agency in light of postmodem theory" (20). 

Wrhing specifically about the exchange between Schlib and Berlin m College English in 

1989,' Faigley expresses this concem with agency and how \X continues to illustrate the 

modern/postmodem discussion. Through an mvestigation of postmodem cuhure m 

chapter two, this study distmguishes between academic postmodem theory and a 

postmodem cuhural condhion. Individual agency, which many argue is unpossible m 

postmodem theory, is nevertheless a necessary component of Uteracy, Berlui and 

Schlib's conversation m the pages of College English uiforms this study and hs assertion 

of a crhical Iheracy, opening a space for uidividual agency m sphe of arguments that 
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erase the role of the uidividual. In order for composhion, and by extension technical 

communication, to remaui relevant m a postmodem age, concem whh mdividual agency 

m Iheracy must agaui become a central focus of the fields' research agendas, 

Whh reference to Latour, this study has drawn a distmction between philosophical 

discourses of postmodem theory and the postmodern, post-industrial culture experienced 

by students and teachers alUce, Postmodem theory has developed hs unpasse at the she 

of agency, but as Latour's work demonstrates, there is an interest as well as a need to 

move beyond the intellectual paralysis characteristic of postmodem theory. Indeed, 

Latour's assertion in We Have Never Been Modern (1993) is that intellectual 

postmodemism has created hs own paralysis. Latour asserts that inteUectual 

postmodemism is distinct from the cultural condhion of postmodemity. No matter what 

the condition is called, students and teachers and the classrooms they inhabh are affected 

(uifected?) by the fragmentation of culture, by the emergence of a post-industrial 

economy, and the loss of grand narratives. They are not, however, necessarily pmned to 

the logic of postmodernism, nor are they bound by the intellectual impasse represented by 

postmodemist thought or by the potential erasure of mdividual agency h represents. 

Returning to the representative example of the Database of Whness Narratives at 

the Holocaust Memorial Museum's Wexner Leammg Center can help reconceptualize 

postmodem debate. The database is the reaUzation of ideological, cultural, and 

technological efforts of programmers, designers, and curators that contam the values of 

these people in the stmctures of the database. While technological determinism would 
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represent the database as the source of cuhural power, this study auns to show the 

database as the result of human labor: of design, of programming, of humanistic inquiry, 

of pedagogical design. At the same tune, the database can be seen as an agent in a 

system of discourse, but only insofar as it represents the efforts of people to realize 

renewed representation of the Holocaust. Here is human will expressed through the 

design and hnplementation of a technological system. However, the identhies and 

influences of individuals are not clearly distinguishable. The technological system stands 

m for both the designers and the witnesses themselves, playing the role of proxy. 

Historically, it is an interesting development, for the whnesses' testimonials are preserved 

and ready to be re-transmhted at the request of a user rather than requkmg that the 

witness be present. It reconfigures context, leaduig to a re-articulation of kairos. 

Kakos, as Kinneavy argues is a classical rhetorical concept more appropriate for 

oratory, a term used to measure "the appropriateness of the discourse to the particular 

ckcumstances of the tune, place, speaker, and audience mvolved" ("Kakos" 224). But 

with the flexibiUty of the hypermedia system, the particular circumstances of the 

utterance are selected from a warehouse of possibiUties and the reader/user determines 

whether the narratives delivered are appropriate to the user's ckcumstances. Here, the 

technology of the database coupled whh the organizational stmctures of the hypermedia 

Imkages, deliver the static texts to a reader/user at the tune they are requested. The 

technological system becomes a means of mauitauiing the rhetorical content until a 

reader/user identifies a potential prophious moment for delivery of that particular 
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utterance. At a time when authors and pedagogues cannot be certaui they are reaching 

thek audience, or even that they understand who thek audience is, human beings have 

constmcted technological systems capable of delivering information only when the 

audience is ready. In the hypermedia database, each audience member identifies a 

moment when he or she might be receptive to a particular argument or pomt of view. 

The control over the moment and context of delivery puts incredible addhional 

responsibiUty upon a rhetor as the author must imaguie many more possibiUties for 

argumentation. If readers identify the arguments that may convmce them, then rhetors 

can be effective only when they identify and develop these very arguments. However, 

this uncanny ability to presuppose the audience's needs is quite close to what ancient 

rhetoric describes as the rhetor's art. 

As is clear from Street's critique of Ong, which makes up the bulk of my 

argument in Chapter V, Uteracy cannot retum to an earlier stage of development through 

technology. Lheracy is not returning to classical rhetoric or to an age of secondary 

oraUty so much as creating opportunities for different rhetorics, opportunities that may 

resemble those of oral cuhure. In wrhing about an age of secondary oraUty, McLuhan 

(Gutenberg Galaxy, Understanding Media) raises a specter that is difficuh for those 

concemed whh Uteracy development to ignore. Lheracy, as a cuhural marker as well as a 

marker of identhy, is taken to represent value. Acceptance of Ong's "great divide" 

theory, coupled with cultural value placed upon Uteracy and anthropological study, 

makes oraUty a lesser thing. In this constmction, oraUty is seen as primhive, and as all 
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oral cultures are colonized cuhures, oraUty is associated whh enslavement. Lheracy 

brings civilization, and the threat of a retum to oraUty-be it a secondary oraUty or a 

descent into /Tlheracy-can hardly be seen as a development to be welcomed. Perhaps h is 

an intention of McLuhan's ambivalent study of technology and global media m the 

middle 20* century to prefer literacy over orality. Or maybe h is sunply a residue of the 

time and situation in which his work was created, Lheracy workers nevertheless distmst 

oraUty, be iX prunary or secondary, Lheracy workers do not understand, fully, what will 

happen to the book-Uterate mind in an age of hypermedia. But m forecastuig an 

emerging age of secondary orality, Ong and McLuhan have given a clear image of what 

should be feared: cuhural constmctions of the ilUterate, of the savage, of the 

memorization-based tribalism of oral culture, of forgetfulness and cultural amnesia. All 

these unages are behuid the fear of a retum to oraUty, 

Instead of returning to an age of oraUty, we may reflect upon and use fragments of 

earlier ideas that were temporarily abandoned. That is, if we keep lessons leamed from 

our technologized word, and we bring these technological and cultural formations mto 

the new age of mformation, they will not accompany us mto the future unchanged. 

Rather than returning to an age of orality (or secondary oraUty) we are, mdeed, 

experiencmg something new. There may be, and there eventually needs to be, some 

sunilarhies both to unmediate and more remote past tunes. However, each sunilar 

concept and each echo of tradhions past does not brmg us back to that past. Instead, we 

can learn from and be mformed by those past moments, perhaps even learn somethmg 
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from the shuations that developed, were faced, and receded. I do not suggest that we 

retum to anything-retum to an oral cuhure, retum to a golden age, retum to a sunpler 

way of life. The complexity of dealuig with now, with hs echoes of pasts which dreamt 

of possible futures, along whh the competuig interests that create this current moment, aU 

conspke to make this now separate from others and, even whh the echoes of past 

moments being recaUed and referenced, separate and distmct from any past moment to 

which one might wish to retum. This is the fertile ground from which rhetorical 

mvention springs. Nothing is "new" in the sense that h has never been thought before. 

Nothing happens that does not have, buried somewhere, an ancestral event or historical 

precursor. There may not be anything "new," but mvention is the process of brkiguig 

these same variables together hi ever-differing relationships and ratios such that the 

moment "now" is unique and distmct from all past moments. 

Thus, while Chapter VI reconsiders classical rhetorical concepts, I am not 

implyuig that rhetoric will spring up hi postmodem cuhure just as h existed m Athenian 

Greece, or as h existed hi Republican Rome. Rather, ancient rhetorical concepts may 

help us to understand emerging Uterate practice m dighal spaces, but in so douig they will 

be re-formed to accommodate the demands of postmodem culture. Fkst, chapter six 

revishs some of the unportant components of postmodem identhy, particularly the 

fragmentation of the mdividual and the deconstmction of the modemist self This 

reconfiguration of the idea of the mdividual is touched upon hi Faigley's Fragments of 

Rationality (1992), but the discussion is expanded beyond the field of composhion to 
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mform the postmodem concepts of fragmentation and proliferation. So unportant to the 

concept of the author, and so dear to composhion, the self is a central concern of 

composhion. This chapter mvestigates the wrhmg self-the Uterate self-and the potential 

for crhically Uterate action m an age of technology accompanied by the fragmentation of 

the mdividual. FoUowmg an extended section m which I uivestigate identhy hi the 

postmodern, mformed by Deleuze and Guattari's A Thousand Plateaus (1987) 

specificaUy the chapter thled "One or Several Wolves," I move on to consider classical 

rhetorical concepts. 

How can rhetoric be effectively utilized and artfully constmcted when the 

audience is hself a collection of fragmented individuals? Perhaps more pressing is the 

question of the orator. How can rhetoric be effectively used when Cicero's clear 

definhion of rhetoric is no longer recognizable: that of the good person speaking well? 

How does one measure the value of the utterance when the speaking agent is no longer 

understood m clear terms? What of eloquence when there is no assurance that what the 

speaker says is what the speaker feels? This question troubles the postmodem no less 

than the ancient, and while I would not suggest usmg ancient answers to contemporary 

problems, ancient concepts yield valuable uiformation and some advice regardmg 

problems, quandaries, and paradoxes these similar paths hold. One concept m particular 

holds promise. Redefining an ancient concept such as kakos can contribute an 

understandmg, lost smce the Sophists became synonymous whh lyuig, and mdicate some 

possibiUties for what rhetoric may become m a postmodem age of mformation, James 
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Kmneavy's (1986) "Kairos: A Neglected Concept m Ancient Rhetoric" is particularly 

appropriate to revhalizmg rhetoric for the postmodem age. Before accomplishing this 

investigation of kakos, however, iX is important to address the development of my 

argument ki the dissertation thus far. 

Chapter IV beguis whh an mvestigation of Bmno Latour's work and offers a 

crhique for rearticulatmg Lyotard. I have taken Latour's actor-network theory as a basis 

for creating a rhetoric-based agent mediation theory. The two theories share Latour's 

blurrmg of the boundaries between culture and technology and see (in a Foucauldian 

sense) the agency of non-human enthies. The theories also move beyond Foucauh's 

concem whh discourse and concentrate on technologies. In Latour's work, as in my own, 

technology is seen as an extension of ideology from language mto physical artifacts. 

Foucault located discursive power in insthutions and other cuhural/techno logical 

formations that become bureaucracies that wield ideological power. Latour extends 

Foucauh's discourse/technology relationship onto technological artifacts and beguis 

talkuig about them as quasi-objects. Quasi-objects are not the "thing hself but the 

technological artifact complete with hs cuhural and technological development history, 

whh as much of hs ideological intent revealed as possible. In a sense, Latour attempts to 

deconstmct the technical artifact as one would a text, and mdeed constmes the quasi-

object as a text. This process is most clearly seen m Latour's Artemis, or the Love of 

Technology (1996). For Latour, human and non-human actors uiteract m cuhure whh 

histories and tradhions that mform, constraui, and uispke them. My assertion of agent-
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mediation theory creates a rhetorical potential for Latour's quasi-object and opens space 

for individuals to participate in the creation of technologies as well as the uses of 

technologies, as weU as to reveal the values and encoded ideologies of technologies. 

Understanding the values inherent in technologies allows mdividuals to act in 

supporting and resisting technologies. Of course, there is no guarantee that one or 

another technology will prosper or fail whh one mdividual's support. However, whh 

observable trends and potentials for cooperation, an mdividual can employ rhetoric in 

order to convince others to share in the support of one or another technological/cuhural 

forms. Throughout this study, I have been arguuig for (although have not been explich in 

supporting) a radically participatory rhetoric of democracy. 

Chapter V, beginning with a crhique of Ong, reveals the values of an ancient 

technology: Uteracy. Brian Street, although not sympathetic to the technological work I 

am committed to, is committed to a participatory and crhical Uteracy. Employing Street's 

crhique of Ong reveals an interesting set of assumptions and reassertions of eUte Uterate 

practices m Computers and Wrhmg texts, and opens an opportunity for assertmg a more 

participatory and democratic defmhion of Uteracy hi a postmodem age. However, h is 

the understandmg of Uteracy as technology, developed hi Ong's work, coupled whh a 

crhical defmhion of Uteracy, that I fust encountered through the work of Paulo Freke, 

that makes the complex concept of agent mediated Uteracy possible. And hi order for 

agent mediated Uteracy to accompUsh anythmg, h must have two characteristics. Agent 

mediated Uteracy must, fust, be rhetorically based and, second, allow for mdividual 
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action. But, m a postmodem age, how can the mdividual be reUed upon to make a 

meanmgflil and sustamed contribution when the very category of the mdividual is 

questioned? 

This chapter. Chapter VI, "Retum of the Repressed," addresses the rhetorical 

action-oriented posture of agent-mediation as h mvestigates the classical rhetorical 

concepts of Invention and Kairos. Rearticulatmg ancient concepts for postmodem tunes 

offers an ahemative to much postmodem thinkmg and asserts an active, crhically-Uterate, 

participatory chizenry for a democratic cuhure as well as a democratic potential for 

technological development. This chapter leads to the conclusion which connects the 

project back whh hs inspkational quasi-object, the Wexner Learning Center's Database 

of Whness Narratives, while offermg a modest proposal for re-energizing the humanhies. 

Indeed, my reader may be wondermg how this discussion of fragmented 

individuals and postmodem theory connects with the opening representative example of 

the Wexner Learning Center's Database of Whness Narratives. Chapter VII develops the 

connection at length whh greater specifichy, but here h is important to mention the 

powerful potential of the Wexner Leammg Center's Database. The hypermedia 

coUection of whness narratives seeks to move beyond logic to convince hs audience. 

Usmg bhs of uiput from the user-the name of ancestors, the name of a chy or town, a 

keyword or phrase-the database offers luiks to information and links to narratives that the 

user chooses to follow or to ignore. Based on the user's choices, different texts and 

different examples are displayed, each of which then compose a different readuig 
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experience for each user, as weU as a different readuig experience for each session by the 

same user. The selection process is not based on some essentialized identhy of the user 

as expressed by choice, but uistead by random selection of possibilhies assigned and 

selected by the user. The readmg experience is led by whim, and what one fmds m the 

system is based not on logic, but on luck. 

A Postmodem Agent? 

Greg Uhner's invention-exercise for hypermedia, Hueretics, investigates the place 

of luck m mvention and in identity. Coupled whh memory, the luck of our experiences 

shapes who we are: 

,.. ripe whh the luck of timing, the kakos of 
opportunity or occasion that is fundamental to Fortuna. 
American stories do not so much disguise a social cause as 
mdividual mhiative, as many crhics msist, as they openly 
declare a primary value of the culture-Zwc^. When an 
mdividual's virtu does not prevent failure, luck and not 
society is the "cause." The materiaUty of luck. (Uhner, 
Heuretics 234) 

Luck and not logic determines one's experiences. One's experiences contribute to one's 

identity. But our identhy is not smooth, is not self created, and is certamly not consistent 

through tune. One's identhy does not remaui the same m all shuations, but our identhies 

change and morph to accommodate our context. In a family gathermg, we are quhe 

different than when on a romantic date, as we are different m a classroom-and we change 

dependuig upon whether we are a student or teacher m that classroom. Indeed, our 

identhies are hardly constant or even consistent. Uhner msists that the cobbled-together 
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identhy we possess is not ours to uivent alone, but is created through a process of 

negotiation. The self is negotiated withm a complex web of history, shuation, 

knowledge, relation, and value: 

When subjects were "parrots," Lacannoted, 
referruig to totemic identhy m tribal civilization, they were 
responsible to the stars (oral apparatus). When subjects 
were "selves" they were autoresponsible (book apparatus). 
... But a thkd subjectivation is coming mto formation. 
How wiU electronic identhy hold subjects responsible? I 
saw an ad placed in an akline magazine by a consuhing 
fkm (Karass): "In busmess, you do not get what you 
deserve, you get what you negotiate." Negotiate? Its 
paradigm mcludes "to move through, around, or over in a 
satisfactory manner," as weU as to bargain, arrange, 
transact (conduct), to dispose of, to transfer (negotiable 
paper). The interface metaphor for cyberspace ... is not 
"navigate" but "negotiate": ...The boundary or interface 
zone mediating the inside/outside dimension of the human 
subject has shifted before in history, and h is shifting again. 
Its terms are being renegotiated. (Uhner, Heuretics 239) 

The self is being redefined. What we understand to be the process of identhy formation 

is shifting. We may not know what, eventuaUy, the self will come to mean, but Uhner 

asserts that negotiation wiU be central to the formation of this postmodern, 

hypermediated self There are a number of important concepts mentioned here, many of 

which highlight aspects of my own study. Fkst, the quick reference to Ong and the 

development of oral (tribal), book Uterate (auto-responsible), and hypermedia 

(negotiated) identhies beguis the section. Then Uhner shifts to negotiation, Fuially, 

Ukner remmds us that the defmhion of self is not and never has been static. Change is 

constant. 
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Embedded ui Ulmer's chaui of identity is Ong's great divide theory, Referrmg to 

Lacan, oral cuhure is totemic and based m repethion-m parrotmg. The stars guide one 

through life, relyuig heavily upon one's fate to guide one through life. The age we are 

leavmg, the age of luiear book Uteracy, is characterized by "autoresponsibiUty," Uhner 

mcludes the category of "self' hi this mner reahn, unplyuig that selves wUl disappear. 

What we currently constmct as self will change-and is changmg, Uhner, elsewhere hi 

Hueretics, luiks liberal defmhions of identity whh this book-Uterate self 

The problem is that there is no consensus on values, 
that values cover prejudices, which has been the vulnerable 
point of a "liberal" society (understood as one in which 
individuals are free to set thek own values). (Uhner, 
Heuretics 239) 

ChaUenges to the book-self (or modemist definhion of self), then, are challenges both to 

liberal education and to Uberal democracy. As crhics of liberal society (whether 

postmodem or conservative or otherwise) assert, the failing of liberal thought is in its 

inabiUty to bring a crowd to a particular perspective. This loose assertion of the value of 

difference that is said to mform a broadly defmed liberal perspective asserts the value of 

the muhipUchous variety of voices, the muhiplication of perspectives. Valumg divershy 

of voice is prevalent m a variety of postmodem fields of humanistic mquky such as 

muhicuhuraUsm, afro-centrism, latuio/chicano studies, asian and asian-american studies, 

queer , gay, and lesbian studies, as well as less radical cross-disciplmary pursuhs such as 

cuhural studies and American studies and Women's studies. Each of these emerging 

disciplmes or fields of study relies upon the assertion that identhy is a negotiated quaUty 
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rather than an essentialized and stable state. Each field, no matter how disparate hs 

conclusions, asserts that one fmds value not by narrowmg the field of mvestigation, but 

by muhiplyuig the voices engaged m discussion. It is a logic of accumulation, of 

proliferation. In an age of the Intemet, and an age of uicreasmg processor speeds, bigger 

hard-drive capachy and more RAM memory, and an age of better searching mechanisms 

and algorithms, we are leavmg pruit's commodhy of scarchy and entering a new Intemet 

economy of data mining and custom resuhs. 

Perhaps it is not wise to conflate the categories of academic proliferation whh 

those of digital economy. Here I am not discussing the mechanisms of fiinding for 

academic departments, but for the knowledge that pass for one's defmhion of being 

Uterate. The state apparatus of nationalistic literature - of knowmg American Lherature 

(or earlier, English Lherature) and having that study pass for one's Uterate knowledge 

base has passed. And much more that passes (or at least once passed) as "knowledge" 

will be challenged as the modemist concept of the self is challenged. 

I am not wUluig to let go of the category of self, ahhough I agree whh Uhner's 

assertion that there is a change from "autoresponsibiUty" to the negotiation of 

hypermediation. The language of self, however, seems strong enough to contuiue m 

common usage. 

Uhner asks the question "How wUl electronic identhy hold subjects responsible?" 

And he offers one heretical answer: through negotiation. However, Uhner does not give 

many details regardmg how this negotiation may take place. The previous chapter, 
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chapter five, offered a potential model for postmodem negotiation of identhy and 

Uteracy, Agent-mediation requkes the negotiation of a fragmented self based on context 

and shuation, triangulated based upon the self s placement hi the web of discourses. 

Other individuals generate those discourses and, like Foucauh's webs of discourse, the 

subject cannot always control them. Add to this Latour's quasi-objects as actors in the 

webs of discourse, and the level of negotiation demanded on the part of the subject is 

staggering. A Uterate subject negotiates with waves of competing discourses and must be 

able to pick out the strands of discourse that requke the most unmediate attention. It 

might best be understood as a discursive triage. The subject must negotiate whh the most 

msistent and powerful of the voices, and must simuhaneously work to do more than 

reproduce the discourse. The stakes are too high to accept a subject's passivhy m the web 

of discourse; reshant (critical) strategies are possible, but can only be effective if they 

recognize emergmg characteristics of subject formation hi a fragmented, postmodem, 

hypermediated milieu. And how does the subject experience hypermediation? 

Fragmented Self Negotiated Self 

Proliferation characterizes the theories of Deleuze and Guattari hi the second 

volume of Capitalism and Schizophrenia, thled ^ Thousand Plateaus (1987). 

Proliferation, or the unrestramed production of ahematives, is necessary to realize a 

radical sense of self This fragmented, muhipUchous self is Deleuze and Guattari's goal. 

They aim not for the mdividual confmed whhui social mores, but rather to live as 

Nietzsche's Zarathustra. To live as an mdividual and yet be part of society is a potentially 
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maddemng proposhion, particularly after realizmg that madness hself is defmed m 

relation to the mass. One is mad precisely when one refuses to fit social categories. 

Proliferation characterizes the schizo-analysis (as contrasted to psycho-analysis) 

Deleuze and Guattari uivestigate. Proliferation characterizes many of thek crhical-

theoretical tropes, most particularly that of the rhizome, Rhizomatics, the behavior of the 

rhizome, is characterized by chaotic yet self-stmcturing, unorganized yet pattemed 

behavior. The rhizome, characteristic of schizo-analysis, offers one model for 

understanding a human self simuhaneously mdependent from yet dependent upon 

society, culture, and context, 

A socially constmcted self, nehher wholly owned by the self nor wholly 

constmcted by social context, requkes self-constmction whhin malleable and porous 

boundaries. There is a coUection of potential mgredients that pre-exist the formation of 

the coherent self identity is not a priori to existence, but there can be existence prior to 

the stable self Seen as such, a critical muid can be said to "constmct hsetf," brmgmg 

order and stabiUty out of chaos and anarchy, and yet sunuhaneously this self constmction 

is part of the larger trend of social constmction. The distmction is drawn between the 

discovery of a pre-existmg (romantic) self and the mvention (constmction) of a stable yet 

muhipUchous self-capable of knowledge and representation, 

Pursuh of this vision of the social-mdividual, m which uidividuaUty and society 

become closely and mextricably mtertwuied, is unportant to fiuther development of the 

social constmctionist theories of knowledge. Often accused of krationalist tendencies, of 
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radical relativism, and even of naive mhilism, social constmction must still account for 

the apparently autonomous mdividual and for uidividual agency. This chapter offers an 

ahemative to a reductionist perspective that requkes that we ehher chose to believe ehher 

m the mdividual or society (chose to see light as particle or wave, nature or nurture, 

genetics or action, free will or predestmation). Instead, this section offers a re-formed 

view of social constmctionism mformed by the work of Deleuze and Guattari in A 

Thousand Plateaus (1987) and thek uitellectual/crhical ancestor, Nietzsche, whose own 

work, particularly m Beyond Good and Evil compUcates the aU-too-common drive to 

attempt to chose between the self and society. Rather than viewuig this Gordian knot as a 

problem to be solved, this chapter investigates the interplay of self and society, uidividual 

and culture, to map the field of mvention: what are the Iknhs of identhy, of uidividuaUty, 

and of cuhure? 

In constmctmg schizo-analysis, Deleuze and Guattari opt out of a foundationalist 

universe, one hi which the forms akeady exist and human action is merely discovery, 

Schizo-analysis is not discovery, but a radical form of mvention. For Deleuze and 

Guattari, as for Nietzsche before them, the individual does not akeady exist wahing to be 

discovered. Rather, this self is mvented. For Uterary scholars studymg Nietzsche, this 

mvented self (the Uterary persona associated most closely whh Zarathustra) is often 

called a character yet iX seems easy enough to mamtaui, as m Twilight of the Idols (1997), 

that the self of 772M5 Spoke Zarathustra (1954) is yet another mask. And there is nothing 

beyond the mask hself, akui to the erasure of identhy feared when discussuig social 
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constmctionism. The mask is an unportant unage for Nietzsche which Deleuze and 

Guattari translate to faciaUty hi thek schizo-analysis. 

FaciaUty is that which we present to the world as representative. Through our 

face, we are recognized as a separate and complete enthy; we are, or we become, our 

face. We recognize each other by many clues and yet h is our face that most becomes us: 

our face becomes synonymous with our identhy. Identhies are conveyed by faces; media 

images become representative reaUty. In OrweU's 1984 (1949) the face of Big Brother 

represented the social order, whether Big Brother existed or not. I have never seen the 

face of the President of the United States vrith my own eyes, yet tmst that William 

Jefferson Clinton (at the tune this study was written) is a stable self able to maintain the 

responsibiUties of the office of the President. Although besieged by scandal, this face 

StUl represents a competent self, an individual shown to me through the extended viewing 

apparatus of the mass media. William Jefferson Clinton's existence and stability and 

identhy are confirmed and re-confirmed many times each day as I am shown images in 

newspapers, television, and on the web. The face is the host of identhy. 

Deleuze and Guattari insist that, whUe the face represents the identhy of the 

mdividual, identity is not something that is found. Rather, this identhy is constmcted 

from an uifmhe possibiUties of signification. We do not locate our identhies, there are no 

tme identhies, and rather than "search" for our selves, we uistead make them: 

Only on your face and at the bottom of your black 
hole and upon your white wall will you be able to set 
faciaUty trahs free lUce bkds, not m order to retum to a 
prunitive head, but to uivent the combmations by which 
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those trahs connect with landscaphy trahs that have 
themselves been freed from the landscape and whh traits of 
picturaUty and musicaUty that have also been freed from 
thek respective codes, (Thousand Plateaus 189) 

UtUizmg many of the tropes developed m thek book, the face is jouied to the black hole, 

the white waU, landscape, music, and picture. The Black Hole is an endless struig of 

signification, m the slippage of meanuig endlessly drawn out. One's face is made of 

finite possibiUties, yet the combmations and the meanings of these trahs, lUce language, 

mfmitely proUferate. The white wall, lUce the color of Melville's whhe whale, is a blank 

surface upon which any signifier could be wrhten. There is no set meaning, no ethereal 

form, for the wall to take. There is no secret message to be divmed from hs blank stare: 

the only significance is what is written upon iX. Once the blank wall of identhy is written 

upon, these trahs are connected to the world "out there," beyond the individual, tying the 

self to the landscape, to the physical context that surrounds the individual body. Fuially, 

music and image are added, making this a muhi-modal or muhi-media representation of 

self There is no authentic self beyond or behind the mask. Rather, our identhy, our 

UidividuaUty, is constmcted by signifying upon the blank wall. 

The landscape, for Deleuze and Guattari, is the white wall tumed on hs side, A 

surface onto which signifiers are applied, the landscape can be over-run whh rhizomes. 

Rhizomatic thought is characterized by random proliferation and equally random 

flowermg. This mvestigation and development of rhizomatic thought is developed most 

dkectly m chapter one of A Thousand Plateaus, "Introduction: Rhizome" (3-25). 

Opposed to this is the arbolescent, or tree-thuikuig. Defmuig the rhizome, then, can be 
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attempted through defmuig hs opposhe. The arbolescent, the tree, is stmctured and 

centered. From a central trunk all the branches grow. Each branch spUts mto smaller and 

smaller branches, eventually bemg reduced to twigs that end m leaves. Every twig is an 

offshoot of hs branch, every branch of hs trunk. Each leaf, then, is a product of the 

central trunk and the trunk defines the leaf In arborescent thuikuig, the landscape can be 

viewed in a gram of sand for the arbolescent eschews the mdividual, the contextualized, 

the local and sees only the reproduction of the form, while the rhizome asserts hs 

uniqueness m each repethion. 

While the arboreal sees the form or essence reproduced, this is not the case of the 

rhizome. The rhizomatic perspective sees the proliferation of unique enthies, of 

individuals who are radically co-constmcted by context and self-created. The tree as a 

whole, and the leaves each individually, perish if the trunk is cut. Rhizomes proliferate 

without a center: each portion of the rhizome can re-estabUsh a communhy and, indeed, 

different proUferations from the same rhizomatic grouping can and will compete. Like 

flatworms, rhizomes wUl re-establish themselves if severed. There is no trunk in a 

rhizome to cut. The clearest comparison may be to warfare. Arborescent conflict may be 

likened to formal line engagements of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Contrast 

this formal image with guerrilla tactics. Remember the lesson hard won by the American 

(arbolescent) forces in the Vietnamese jungles as they faced a rhizomatic force. The 

guerrillas seemed to come from the ground hself, out of the landscape, to attack the more 

formal stmctured forces of the Americans. An encroaching vuie choked the tree. 
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Platonism is an arboreal stmcture, one of the "state philosophies" Deleuze and 

Guattari deconstmct. The world of the Good, the Beautifiil, and the Tme is the trunk 

from which the real world spruigs. In effect, this ideal world is the hidden roots hidden 

below the surface, mkrormg the actual but unseen. As Lefevre (1987) and Kemp (1996) 

crhique this Platonic view, the act of Avrhuig creates understandmg and knowledge. For 

Kemp: 

,,. the act of wrhing is not a discovering of pre-
existent ideas and a forming of those ideas into what might 
be considered a common carrier, a transmittable format for 
public distribution. Wrhmg hself forces the making of 
ideas that didn't exist previously. ("Shared Contexts") 

Wrhmg is proUferation. It is an expression of will, and makes the individual and 

formulates knowledge in expression. We invent not only the language of our utterance, 

but we make a self and create a face in the process of utterance. Invention: the 

formulation of the new, of saying something that did not previously exist, making 

knowledge and making identity, proUferation of meanings through differential 

expression. Through wrhmg and invention, we not only constmct the text but we 

simuhaneously constmct the author and audience. Our texts create the world as we know 

ix. 

The two most recognizable names associated whh dialogic constmctionism are 

Michel Bakhtm and Emmanuel Levuias, In 1997, Jeffrey Nealon reherated the potential 

both have for mforming composhion studies and rhetoric, Bakhtm, a Russian formalist, 

and Levuias, a scholar of Tahnudic scripture, both see dialogue as an ethical imperative, 
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necessary for the creation and sustenance of humane (if not humanist) discourse. For 

Bakhtm, the dialogic moment gives whatever meanmg possible to each utterance m 

contrast to dialectics, Levuias, however, sees the dialogue as the moment of creation of 

the self: he demands that everything be made unfamiliar, and m so douig, the concept of 

the uidividual is loosened from hs cultural understandmg. When Deleuze and Guattari 

question the significance of the mdividual, the gaps m the signifymg regune begm to 

show. The heart of the chapter is re-exammation of Freud's mfamous Wolf-man case. 

For Freud (1963), the Wolf man is a simple oedipal tale. The wolf man, 

frightened by his mother's power, abandoned by his father's death, is left unable to deal 

with his surroundings. Wolf-man becomes victim to his experiences. The Freudian 

psychoanalyst has such a clear case and such an easy tune, fittuig stmctures into thek 

proper boxes and reaching proper psychoanalytic conclusions. Deleuze and Guattari are 

uneasy whh these apparently simple conclusions and challenge the validhy of 

psychoanalysis, offermg mstead thek own schizo-analysis, based on rhizomatic 

proliferation and the mcreased layering of difference. 

What if, rather than seeuig himself as the victun of his parents' actions, the Wolf-

man was actually suffermg from (not muhiple personaUty but) fragmented personaUty? 

Seeuig hunself not as a coherent, whole, rational human self, but as a pack. Wolf-man 

allows the proUferation of self-uito-others, the muhiplication of his own vision mto 

muhiple shes. For Guattari especially, as a post-Lacanian psychologist, this proliferation 
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and muhiplication of selves and unages of selves pouits out a great lack (greater than the 

penis envy Freud uisisted upon) hi the subjects abUhy to see a coherent self. 

Understandmg the edges and failures of uidividuaUty is important for the 

understandmg of uidividuaUty generally. If we are to understand what an "mdividual" is, 

we must also uivestigate those moments when a human bemg fails to cohere mto one 

stable self Investigatmg Wolf-man as a rhizomatic outcroppmg of somethmg unique and 

worthy of understanding rather than as a psychological subject yields better 

understanduig of uidividuaUty as a phenomena of human cuhure. The proliferation of 

identhies, even those labeled "msane" or "unstable," offer opportunities to understand 

UidividuaUty. Studymg the coherent selves of authorship presents a problem because 

UidividuaUty is a property akeady present, and present whh enough force to produce the 

illusion of coherent authorship. Wo If-man, however, provides an opportunhy to 

understand the maddening chaos of identhy formation, where the self is whkled about, 

unstable, devoured, and remade m relation to parts of the psyche. Coming to understand 

our identhy is to understand a fiction. 

Individuality is a strong but never-the-less constmcted fiction whh which we live 

bio logical/cuhural lives ui relative stabiUty, The edge of this identhy, here represented 

by Freud's Wolf-man, is chaotic, shiftuig, and nearly unpossible to describe for coherent 

language depends upon a stable self for shared (social) understandmg. For a rhizomatic 

mterpretation. Wolf-man is not one uidividual at aU, but a pack-bemg, made of many 
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mterpretive stmctures, pieces of a whole which do not ever come together m a coherent 

meaning. Instead: 

In becoming-wolf, the unportant thing is the 
poshion of the mass, and above all the poshion of the 
subject hself in relation to the pack or wolf-muhipUchy: 
how the subject joms or does not jom the pack, how far 
away h stays, how h does or does not hold to the 
muhipUchy, (Thousand Plateaus 29) 

Wo If-man cannot differentiate hself from the mass, cannot see the goosebumps as the 

surface of the skm. But the mdividual, what is labeled the heahhy psyche, is able to 

dynamically re-knagme hs own relation to the coUective, The mdividual, for Deleuze 

and Guattari, is best defined in relation to the collective mass and, mdeed, is never 

separate from the group. For Nietzsche as for Deleuze and Guattari, the uhunate state of 

the individual is to free hself from the coUective, yet Zarathustra returns cyclically to 

share what he has found out, returning to the collective to share the path of the trajectory 

and to become part of the pack again, however briefly. The wolf-animal is only defined 

in relation to the mass and never escapes this mode of representation; possible meanings 

are infinhe and proliferate through many possibiUties yet also always conditionally 

defined in hs relation to the mass even if that mass is far off on the horizon. 

The case of the Wolf-man in "One or Several Wolves" demonstrates that the 

mdividual is only definable only m hs relation to the collective. Without this mdividual 

there is no collective and no coUective means no individual-tautological logic. As we 

constmct the self through relation, the relations between bodies and the significance and 

locations of the bodies is recorded m language, hence all knowledge is produced through 
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language. This endless proliferation of signification cannot ever be fmally known (that 

is, there is no essence) but mstead, we know the significe of things through thek relation 

to the whole, to each part, to each other, in dynamic ever-moving relations. 

Social constmction theory is often crhicized for erasuig mdividual agency. Taken 

from a foundationalist perspective, this argument is accurate and certainly holds cuhural 

power. But it is this very argument from what Deleuze and Guattari caU the "state 

apparatus" and, more to the pomt, the "signifying regime." Platonism is the argument 

from authority and the argument that is often credhed whh representmg "reaUty." Yet as 

the case of the Wolf man shows, a coherent sense of self and "reason" go hand m hand. 

Rationality is a constmct of a sane mind, not a natural discovery of some authentic but 

buried self 

Identity, for the Deluezo-Guattarian nomad, is a fiction written on the face of the 

mdividual. Wrhmg, as a linguistic constmct, is an endless struig of signification. 

Meaning only comes about through the creation of a signifymg regune: a self-referential 

field of signification robust enough to support mterpretation and meanmg. Generally, 

this nomadic understandmg is subsumed mto a pragmatic understandmg that is all too 

easily codified mto a set of foundational tmths which, if left unchallenged, transmogrify 

from a representation to a reflection of reaUty, If left unchecked, a signifymg regune 

becomes entrenched and immobile, Plato's cave of meanmg, of signification, and the 

world of essences, perhaps once uitended as a ttope for understanding have through 

thousands of years become a foundational tmth of westem civilization. As such h has 
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limhed the understandmg of rhetoric, and more particularly mvention, as Lefevre pouits 

out. However, the ontological stranglehold of Platonism challenges the abiUty to thuik 

beyond Platonism, labeling aU non-platonic thought "madness," Nietzsche, aware of and 

fearful of the appoUinian domination of human thought (the over-reUance on order and 

rationaUty) wrote anti-logical philosophical/Uterary texts populated by mad and 

maddening characters such as Zarathustra whose sole purpose were to challenge the 

signifying regime holdmg control of epistemology and meaning. 

Deleuze and Guattari take up Nietzsche's project for the later 20th century and 

imagine a counter-regime where proliferation rather than form dominates. The reahn of 

A Thousand Plateaus is a reahn of mvention. The text hself, a proto-hypertextual 

"toolbox" with which we can make forays mto understandmg, but which will never 

(thankfully?) yield tmth or a fmal resuh. Our selves and our uidividuaUty will remaui 

mysteries, yet h is clear that a foundationalist Platonic understandmg is too constrictuig 

and, quhe dkectly, iX has stood to long. Let the rhizome proliferate, let the muid wander. 

Invent as you will, and feel the trajectory rather than the root. 

FoUowmg Deleuze and Guattari through the chapter "One or Several Wolves" is a 

process they call "schizo-analysis," which seems appropriate both as one tries to read h 

and as one tries to wrhe for others about h. However, there is a valuable reason for 

repeatmg h here. In trymg to uivent composhion for the postmodem age, iX is necessary 

to understand expressions of that age. Particularly important for composhion, whh hs 

focus on the uidividual subject, is to uivestigate representations of postmodem 
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mdividuals. I have offered two examples, both of which pomt to sunilar processes of 

identhy formation, Uhner names this emergmg identhy formation process a process of 

negotiation. So too is the process described (m pamfiil detaU) m Deleuze and Guattari's 

"One or Several Wolves" a process of negotiation. Negotiation is also an uncanny way to 

understand Berlm's transactional rhetoric. 

In "One or Several Wolves," Deleuze and Guattari describe an mdividual whose 

identhy is created through mteraction whh an mtunate group. The individual does not 

name hself, or assign value to hself Only through constant interaction and negotiation 

does the mdividual's identhy begin to gam coherence. Identity is the history of that 

individual's interaction whh the coUective-identhy is not determined beforehand, nor 

does the uidividual control hs identhy. The individual participates in the creation of 

identhy, and just as often must learn what significance is placed upon that identhy at any 

given moment. Given different ckcumstances, the individual's identity (or muhiple 

identhies) signify different meanings, produce different interpretations, and reorganize 

the possible interpretations of that individual. The individual participates in creating 

identhy, but does not control iX: a process of participatory negotiation. And often, the 

individual is asked to invent unaccustomed roles for hself 

Reinventing Agencv for Postmodenuty 

Agency is represented hi Uhner's use of the term negotiation, agency represented 

as mdividual action taken to assert somethmg hi the world. Popular uiterpretations of 

post-Foucauldian theory left little room for mdividual action, for agency, by assignuig the 
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mdividual the role of passive repeater of discourse. As Schlib argued whh Berlui, 

postmodemism sought to correct a modemist over-reliance on the mdividual, on the 

thinkmg subject, but m so douig erased the space of mdividual action. The contribution 

Delueze and Guattari make to advance theory is to reconceive individuaUty. The self as 

Uhner asserts, is not (or at least is no longer) a self-sufficient, self-realizmg whole self 

This is the modemist self, the self that composhion studies relies upon to make sense of 

common composmg subject. The negotiated self, a self-contingent upon hs context and 

surrounding uifluences, is more fragmented. Like a single wolf in the wolf-pack, the 

individual is not self-sufficient. Yet the individual does have its own face, its own 

identhy wrapped up in an mdividual skin. Survival, however, depends upon the 

definition of the self in the group. The only way the "wolf-pack thrives is on a successful 

negotiation of individuals' roles whhin the coUective, Each wolf plays a role, but a 

functional pack depends upon the interrelations of the pack members. 

But why care about a fragmented self, and why should a radical redefinhion of the 

self knpact the way Uteracy is understood and taught? This new definhion of Uteracy 

challenge accustomed ways of knowing, to habitual ways of sharmg knowledge and of 

mteractuig whh the world and whh others. Fkst, h is important to trace the changuig 

definhion of self as we emerge from a modemist, print-based Uteracy. The definhion of 

the self creates the markers one uses to recognize who is and who is not Uterate. If Ulmer 

is right and we are entering an age of negotiation, then all accustomed roles for the self 

and the Uteracy developed by that self must change. The dawnuig era is one of fluidhy: 
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one's value, one's identity, one's participation is dependent upon what can be done m each 

new context, within each moment of flux, in which different discourses and agents are 

coining together m unique and ever-changing combinations. Just as the self is changing 

whh context, so to does the envkonment surrounding that self change. Lheracy, the 

ability to read both the word and the world, is then a dynamic skill that requkes the 

abiUty to re-read the changmg world, and to articulate the dynamic relationships that 

mform the defmhion of self 

Technology, as the Wexner Learning Center example shows, is one major 

component of the quickly-changing context of postmodem culture. The database enacts 

this ever-shiftmg dighal Uteracy, asking users to interface whh the data m ways that are 

unusual and even uncomfortable. Issues of veracity and historical verifiabiUty are 

secondary in this system to the strategies one develops (and m turn, those strategies start 

to define the user) to effectively and meaningfully negotiate one's relationship to the 

database. The database isn't read so much as iX is experienced, and m confronting the 

technological/cultural system of remembrance, one is dynamically engaged. 

Engagement whh the system is different from reading a book, and represents a 

difference m the defmhion of self The dynamic relationship between text and user 

illustrates the way m which the designers have engineered the system to create the 

illusion of tme mteraction, of havuig appropriate narratives delivered accorduig to user-

designated detaUs. The reader as addressed by a book differs from the audience engaged 

by the hypertext system. The postmodem negotiated self sets the database system apart, 
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requkmg the database system designers to uivent a rhetorical system capable of at least 

sustaming an illusion of mteractivhy, of engagement with the reader. The system 

mamtauis this Ulusion of engagement and negotiation, and yet the technological system is 

not hself negotiatuig whh the user m quhe the same way. The dialogic relationship that 

exists between two people is quhe different than that possible between a human subject 

and a technological artifact. The artifact, lUce a book or database, can mimic the 

negotiation that takes place between livuig participants, but can never replace dialogue. 

Becoming crhically Uterate in the dighal age requkes enough knowledge of the 

technologies at work in culture to recognize which agents are living and which are 

programmed, and which are hybrids created in the age of cyborgs. 

As this chapter argues, rhetoric becomes an increasingly important component of 

Uteracy. Rhetoric consists of using language to accomplish work in the world, for as 

Burke phrases h, rhetoric is symbolic action. However, the postmodem age requkes an 

addhional technical capabiUty, a technorhetorical faciUty for discerning living agents 

from programmed artifacts. While livuig agents are affected by rhetoric, technological 

artifacts generaUy cannot respond to rhetoric's symbolic activhy. Cyborgs, as 

postmodem hybrids of agent and artifact, man and machine, represent a new category. 

And this new category requkes different rhetorical strategies, and mdeed, requkes that 

the Uterate subject determine whether the cyborg can participate hi rhetorical negotiation. 

The fust step m negotiation is puttuig an offer on the table, a prelimuiary proposal for 
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what the "composmg subject" may become m the postmodem age of mformation, an 

attempt to invent the composmg subject for the new millennium. 
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Note 

^ The exchange between Berlm and Schilb began with Berlin's oft-ched "Rhetoric 
and Ideology m the Writuig Class" in College English and contmued in the pages of 
College English through 1989 m the "Response" section of the journal (Berlm 1989, 
Schilb 1989) and into later publications, such as Berlin and Vivien's edited collection 
Cultural Studies in the English Classroom (1992) Berlin's Rhetorics, Poetics and 
Cultures (1996), CUfford and Schilb's edhed coUection Writing Theory and Critical 
Theory (1994), Faigley's Fragments of Rationality (1992) as weU as Harkui and Schilb's 
Contending with Words: Composition and Rhetoric in a Postmodern Age (1991), Schilb 
and Berlin discussed issues of cmcial importance to the fiiture of Uteracy as well as for 
agency in a postmodem age, and yet this exchange seems to have been forgotten at the 
tum of the millenium. 
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CHAPTER VII: 

INfVENTESlG THE COMPOSEsFG SUBJECT 

The previous chapter ended with a call for a postmodem composing subject, an 

active agent capable of negotiatuig identhy with cultural and technological factors. Such 

a subject would need to be capable of not only rallying the symbolic action of rhetoric to 

enact change in the techno-cultural sphere, but would also need to be able to distinguish 

agents capable of negotiation from programmed artifacts unable to fully negotiate. The 

postmodem demands that composhion invent new definhions of the composhion subject. 

This chapter investigates the possibiUties for Uteracy with a new defmhion of 

individuality, a sense of self constmcted through negotiation and interaction whh others. 

As developed in Chapters V and VI, the postmodem web of discourse contains human 

and nonhuman agents whh which an individual interacts, for each agent carries values 

and ideology. The mdividual is part of this network of discourse and, rather than bluidly 

reproducing these values as m Ahhusserian logic (or modemist adherence to the Shannon 

and Weaver model of signal transference), there is an opportunity for active and crhical 

participation in the development and communication of discourse. The Wexner Database 

model highlights the active role of the human participant, offering an opportunity to 

explore the possibiUties for human agency m postmodem rhetorical systems. The next 

chapter, the conclusion, dkectly addresses questions of teaching and leamuig in a 

postmodem age, m an age of hypermediation, offering models for critical Uteracy in such 

an unusual age of information-a new technorhetorical age, 
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The purpose of this chapter is to make explich a relationship between the 

mdividual and cuhure m the dawnuig age of mformation, concentrating on the possibiUty 

of mdividual agency. Culture participates m the creation of the self, as Deleuze and 

Guattari explore ui "One or Several Wolves," and h is the role existmg discourse plays hi 

the creation of the self that earns postmodernism the label "detemunistic," But Uhner 

offers a space for the assertion of uidividual agency, where identhy is negotiated: identhy 

is created hi a complex dance of various agents. These players, discursive, cultural, 

bureaucratic, mdividual, human, cyborg, technological, hybrid -all participate m the 

creation of a postmodern, negotiated self. In turn, the Uterate self has a responsibilhy to 

be attuned to the various competing discourses. The critical Uterate self beguis to 

participate in and become effected by-and eventually effect the flow of-these competing 

discourses. Unlike the mechanistic Shannon and Weaver model of communication, in 

which the self becomes a mere repeater of cultural information, the self must instead take 

on an active, interpretive role. The self negotiates the many competing discourses that 

shape h, shapuig them in tum. The self then repackages, interprets, and re-articulates the 

discourses, representing a crhically self-aware and actively participatory role for this 

negotiated self 

The chapter proposes a postmodem subject capable of complex rhetorical acts of 

invention, persuasion, and delivery. It has also uivestigated some of the problems whh 

kakos and nomos, whh invention and tradhion. Invention resists clarhy, resists 

completion, and seeks to always re-negotiate, Tradhion, on the other hand, seeks 
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contmuity and the security h bruigs. As Jameson (1991) argues, the postmodem can be 

seen as an historical epoch that repeats hs characteristics between better-defined eras, as 

between romanticism and classicism m the early 19* century, or as between Victorianism 

and Modemism in the tum from the 19 the the 20 centuries. Jameson similarly argues 

that h can also be seen as an extension of modemism - a recognition that we are moving 

from modemism into something else, yet have not yet named the "next" era. It is fitting, 

then, for Deleuze and Guattari to fmd inspkation m Nietzsche, a figure similarly poised 

between cuhural epochs. It is unclear, however, just what the "next" stage after 

postmodemism might be, whether one think of postmodemism as a recurrmg transhion or 

as hs own historical period. What is apparent, however, is the uicreasmg complexhy of 

techno-cultural formations. No matter what postmodemism becomes, be iX amodem, a 

reified modernism, some tmly new postmodem age, or an historical epoch or transhion 

tune, the nature of Uteracy is changuig. Accompanymg this change are new expectations 

for the Uterate chizen. This chizen must become an active agent prepared to critically 

engage with new dighal texts and contexts, to be able to read the real world as well as the 

vutual worlds, and also contribute to the constmction and nature of these constmcted 

worids. It is certamly not a tune to wait and see what technocrats and engmeers give to 

us. Instead, iX is a tune for each mdividual to make his or her needs known, as well as to 

uivent new ways of makuig those needs communicable. In a new information context, 

values and relationships demand renegotiation. Academic defmhions of postmodemism 

will not determuie value. Whether the tune for negotiation will stretch on 
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(postmodemism as hs own historical epoch) or wUl soon end (postmodemism as 

recurring transhional moments between eras) is not unportant. If, as Uhner msists, "you 

do not get what you deserve, you get what you negotiate," then rhetoric and 

technorhetorical analysis will become mcreasmgly important. Effectively utUizmg 

rhetoric is the abiUty to negotiate with the world, and represents the abiUty to clakn what 

we each deserve. 

Invention organizes luiguistic fragments mto a representation of the world. 

Invention is not sunply an act of wUl, but also of deske. Invention seeks to make 

somethmg exist where before was nothing; h re-makes the world accorduig to the 

imagination of the inventor. Composhion and rhetoric studies have tried to reintroduce a 

theory of invention into the modem and postmodem rhetorical canon. The ancient canon 

consisted of five elements: invention, presentation, memory, delivery and style. 

However, the transhion from oral to print literacy deemphasized processes of invention, 

memory and delivery. Hypermediated communication envkonments requke renewed 

attention to these three rhetorical foci. Scholarly mterest in mvention has most notably 

been rejuvenated through Karen Burke LeFevre's 1987 Invention as Social Act and 

Sharon Crowley's 1992 The Methodical Memory: Invention in Current-Traditional 

Rhetoric. Related, ahhough not often read alongside these texts, is Gregory Ulmer's 

Heuretics: The Logic of Invention parts of which are discussed in the previous chapter. 

Both LeFevre and Crowley offer in-depth crhiques of current-tradhional rhetoric 

that have won appropriate praise for moving the field of composhion to a critique of the 
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naturalized place of current-tradhional reliance on Romantic modes of invention. 

Mystified and magical, current-tradhional rhetoric follows the Augustinian concept that 

mvention is simply inspkation, and one should pray for one's salvation through the vish 

of the muse, LeFevre and Crowley both crack the illusion of inspkation's natural-ness 

and demonstrate how Invention as inspiration is actuaUy a myth of modern thought, 

Uhner's book Hueretics (1994) is a sometimes difficuh exploration of mvention 

hself, unconcemed with composition as a field and more mterested in investigating 

mvention in a way that seems unconcerned whh the insthutional placement of 

composition (which is Crowley's concem) and not particularly preoccupied with 

mvention as currently practiced (as Lefevre concentrates on a critique of current-

tradhional rhetoric), Uhner is preoccupied with creating a logic of mvention, as the 

subthle indicates, for an electronic age: 

It may be that eventually the screen will replace the 
page (and the database replace the library) as the support of 
all academic work, Heuretics, meanwhile, is uitended as a 
means to achieve that transhion m the most productive 
way, mcludmg using book strategies to help with the 
invention process and revising paper practices in the light 
of the new possibiUties of thought manifested m electronic 
technology. (Hueretics 17) 

Invention is an expression of human wiU. Nietzsche's wUl to power is not a will to 

possess or laud power over another, but the will to live one's life as one sees fit, rather 

than to privilege and become slave to convention, A popular poshion throughout 

Nietzsche's work, this conception of the wiU to power enjoys hs most poetic expression 

hi Thus Spoke Zarathustra (1954) and hs most philosophically intricate expression in 
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Beyond Good and Evil (1966). Both expressions of the will to power are unportant to an 

explanation of the rhetorical will to invent, a will Eric Charles White describes at length 

m his Kaironomia: On the Will-to-Invent (1987). White describes the wiU to uivent as a 

"speculatively mobile form of mterpretation" (Kaironomia 159) which is valuable m 

defining invention for postmodem rhetorical praxis. The contrasts and complementary 

flows of these two authors lead to a conclusion which addresses Joseph Harris' A 

Teaching Subject: Composition Since 1966 (1997) so that the uitellectual wranglmg 

existent m Nietzsche and White can be articulated within classroom stmctures and whhin 

the tradhion of composition praxis. 

Nietzsche and Invention 

Why go to Nietzsche to discuss rhetoric and composhion praxis? Indeed, why go 

to Deleuze and Guattari or to Latour, Haraway and Feenberg? Asking such questions 

illustrates the strong grip Ramian thinking (BizzeU and Herzberg 557) stUl has on 

rhetoric and rhetorical theory. Ramus, a 16* century rhetorician/philosopher, sought to 

divide rhetoric from dialectic. This very move is fought by Burke in the 20* century who 

formulates rhetoric and dialectic as counterparts (Rhetoric of Motives, 175, 183-189 esp. 

187): rhetoric moving towards greater specifichy (towards proliferation and micro-

specialization) and dialectic as movmg towards generalization and universals. Burke is 

contrary to the modemist (Ramian) view: as Ramus seeks simpUchy Burke works 

towards proliferation and muhiplication. But the argument here is centered around 

Nietzsche and, Ramian digression aside, a Nietzsche/Burke connection is quhe plausible 
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both due to Nietzsche's use by Uterary modernists m the 20* century and Burke's 

involvement m modemism ckca 1930. Ramus sought to simplify rhetoric by dividuig iX 

from dialectic. Since dialectic dealt with probabUities but could never assert certainties. 

Ramus wanted to remove it from the praxis of rhetoric-the 16 century thinker believing 

that douig so would leave rhetoric as the "proper" form of scientific inquuy. But for 

Burke (Rhetoric of Motives 42-43) rhetoric is not a science or magic, iX is hs own field, an 

art in the ancient sense of a way of manipulation: techne rather than ars but certamly not 

a science m the contemporary defmhion. In movmg towards a postmodem praxis, 

White's will-to-mvent as a "ckcumstantial or unprovisational activhy of Invention" 

(White 159), moves beyond the current-tradhional mode which erases mvention and the 

art of rhetoric and replaces h with mtrospection, discovery, and mysticism. 

The emergmg digital age requkes new defmhions of self, of Uteracy, of agency. 

Postmodem theory has been effective hi showuig the theoretic and Imguistic ends of 

modernist defmhions of the book-Uterate self, of the static liberal auto-responsible 

mdividual, and of uidividualist agency. Wrhuig as he was at the transhion of the 

Victorian to the Modem age, Nietzsche has provided mspkation to Foucauh, to Deleuze 

and Guattari, to Latour, all thmkers attemptmg to uivent new categories and defmhions of 

self and agency as we make a transhion from the modernist age to the post-mdustrial, the 

uiformation age, the postmodem age, or whatever h may eventuaUy come to be called. 

Nietzsche is an mventor, attemptmg to create new roles and new categories of action. It 
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is also appropriate that Nazi fascism, appropriatmg Nietzsche's ideas, would also reveal 

the ends of modernism. 

Nietzsche's will-to-power (and White's will to invent which follows) challenges 

Ramian rhetoric, declawed and sanitized as a path towards truth. Nietzsche recognizes 

scientific inquuy as hs own regune of tmth and (in The Gay Science and elsewhere) 

challenges science's hold on "reality," Nietzsche is much more mterested in linguistic 

and philosophical mvestigation, and m invention, and challenges not the tmth-value of 

scientific claims but the cultural and social uses these scientific "facts" are put. For 

Nietzsche, scientific facts are too often used to maintain the power of common moraUty, 

and ix is the power of these habhs of mind Nietzsche challenges: 

Thus did Life once teach me: and thereby, ye wisest 
ones, do I solve you the riddle of your hearts. Verily, I say 
unto you: good and evil which would be everlasting- iX doth 
not exist! Of hs own accord must h ever surpass hself 
anew. With your values and formulae of good and evU, ye 
exercise power, ye valuing ones: and that is your secret 
love, and the sparkluig, tremblmg, and overflowuig of your 
souls. 
(http://www.us,hd,uinich,edu/~alexboko/zar/)' 

Habhs of muid, sustamed by those in power, with thek will-to-power, cormpt the 

possibiUty of the uidividual to uivent for her/himself and leave authors merely 

recaphulatmg the past, Nietzsche wants to move towards something that has never yet 

been uttered, some new form as yet unknown to man. The drive for some as yet 

unknown is the drive towards the over-man or iiber-mensch m Nietzsche's philosophy. 

The mtricacies and problems whh iiber-mensch philosophy is beyond the scope of this 
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essay, however, the Nietzschean drive toward creatuig something new, the drive towards 

creative mvention, is the unportant contribution Nietzsche makes. This contribution 

mspued the Modemist movements across Europe and then America, modernists who 

cited Nietzsche as the source of thek inspkation for the new and emergent over the 

tradhional. 

But modernism, as so many contemporary crhics show (Berlin 1997, Jameson 

1991, Touhnuil990, Lyotard 1984, Eagleton 1983), hself konically became enamoured 

of hs own resistant tradhions, creatmg nomos (patterns of tradhional action) from kairos 

(contextual action based on local condhions - akin Xo praxis). Nietzsche recognizes this 

tendency in philosophy as weU as m culture: 

But this is an ancient, etemal story: what formerly 
happened with the Stoics still happens today, too, as soon 
as any philosophy begins to beUeve in hself. It always 
creates the world hi hs own image; iX cannot do otherwise. 
Philosophy is this tyrannical drive hself, the most spkhual 
wUl to power, to the "creation of the world," to the causa 
prima. 
(Nietzche Beyond Good and Evil) 

Modemism became the reason for hs own existence, a drive for the thuig ki hself Like 

wrhuig that is written for the sake of wrhhig-or for sunple transaction-mles become the 

reason for creation rather than the need for communication. This is the drive for the 

"causa prima" for Nietzsche, the drive for ontology, for understand bemg as such, rather 

than for understandmg becoming. 

At this pomt h may still be unclear to my reader how Nietzsche can be valuable 

for composhion and rhetoric. In his emphasis of becomuig over bemg, Nietzsche argues 
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for kakos over nomos, or Invention over tradhion. We can uivent new ways of existmg, 

or mdeed, new modes of existence. Through hamessmg one's wUl to power and usmg h 

to shape that mdividual's own life, rather than usmg the forms and procedures others 

have developed, one uivents a Ufe. Through this creation of different futures and new 

roles, there is the possibility of attauimg somethmg more than the accustomed role of 

normalized selves. There is, mstead, new existence m new ways that requkes new 

definhions. This new-ness is Nietzsche's goal, as iX is Foucauh's goal and Deleuze and 

Guattari's. For rhetoric, the unplication is for a new future which is necessarUy buih on 

the old tradhions of rhetoric but which (like the modernists before) utilizes this strive for 

something different to make new, to make a postmodem rhetoric which moves beyond 

the accomplishments and tradhions of modemism, but also recognizes that the ttadhions 

of postmodemhy will become as soUdified as those of modernity and these too wUl need 

to be abandoned. 

Nietzsche is useful in demonstrating the problem of doxa. Once a line of flight 

(Deleuze) or trajectory is tumed into prescription, h losing hs power of Invention and 

uistead becomes a means of establishing the power of the tradhion. The critique is aimed 

at transactive wrhuig for rhetoric and composhion, and implicates any attempt to move 

beyond current-tradhional rhetoric. Nothing m rhetoric can be said to have laws or 

tmths. Instead, there are a variety of tradhions from which an mventive rhetoric should 

draw from or resist as the rhetor sees fit. Even this heuristic application is problematic 
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because h does not seek to establish somethmg "new" m Nietzschean terms, but then 

again, what is new? 

Tradhion and Invention: Kakos and Nomos 

Tradhion over origuial production is a dizzymg projection. If strivmg for 

(technical) mastery, one is merely re-creatuig what has akeady been done. One is slave 

to tradhion and to habhs of mind. Invention understood as the demands of contextual 

action, or kairos, is one means to escape tradhion. However, Whhe advises that there are 

problems in this seemingly simple opposhion: 

From the beginning, the deske to promote a practice 
of speculative thought alert to its own occasion has been 
undermined by a contrary impulse which would transcend 
history in order to achieve a conclusive, enduruig form. 
The inaugural opposhion of kakos and nomos, spontanehy 
and tradhion, was akeady resolved m favor of the latter 
from the moment kakos was defined as a radical pruiciple 
of occasionaUty establishing the living present as point of 
departure for rhetorical Invention. (White 161) 

White is not as radical as Nietzsche, nor does he need to be in order to offer something to 

the understandmg of rhetorical invention. It might best be said that hi order to make 

something new, one must break convention. This stance is consistent whh Whhe's 

crhique throughout Kaironomia, and reflects both an kony of Whhe's mvestigation of 

kakos and Nietzsche's search for the new, for the iiber-mensch, Nietzsche accepts the 

Umhs of mvention: the limh of mvention for the self and for realization of a self greater 

than other selves, and m so douig gives rise to the modernist separation of modem selves 
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from the world-as-such. However, for White as for LeFevre and Crowley, invention is 

not a realization of something beyond the merely human, the mundane, the not-modem. 

Perhaps that is the fate of a visionary such as Nietzsche: seeing and striving for the next 

before h should be attamed, imaginhig a "nexf' before the present was developed. In 

strivmg early, Nietzsche bridged the gap between the romantic and modem in literary 

terms, uispked the modems and then kispked a next generation of theorists who 

uncomfortably saw themselves as postmodern, responding to the causa prima of a 

modernity which had tumed m upon hself to become a tradhion rather than spontaneous 

creation imbued with will and deske. 

The move from spontanehy to tradhion, from kakos to nomos, is the bane of any 

uitellectual endeavor. It punctuates the tradhions of Rock and Roll, Jazz, Beat poetry, 

automatic wrhmg. It is representative of the power of co-optation All these attempts to 

break away, to enable a line of flight from re-creation whhui tradhion to makuig-new 

through expression of creative wUl, are re-terrhorialized and tamed, placed once agaui 

withm the safe and familiar stmctures of culture. It is a tradhion of dealuig whh novehy 

that characterizes the westem tradhion of cuhure: 

Instead of contrivmg a provisional, inherently one
sided representation of an uhunately ungraspable flux, the 
activhy of Invention [for Aristotle] can therefore discover 
enduruig tmth. The tropical possibiUties of language, from 
which ahemative logics might be fashioned, must take 
second place to Aristotle's own logic, a privileged 
repertoke of formal operations that eventuaUy come to 
occupy the entke field of rhetorical persuasion. Aristotle's 
promotion of a plaui style of logical clarhy is thus a natural 
consequence of his hostiUty to sophistic skepticism, which 
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held that tmth emerges precariously from an uncertain 
encounter between mind and experience, nehher of which 
possess a determinable essence. (White 30) 

White leaves unsaid the unportant fkst part of the movement mto seeuig reaUty whh an 

"essence." Aristotle is absolutely necessary as he exists. Whhout the Aristotelean trope 

and the concept of essence, without the concept of foundational Tmth, there can be no 

anti-foundational move. Developmg out of sophistry, Aristotle had a reasonable gripe 

with sophists. They had no interest in reaUty and sought to win over all else. There is 

something more that this, because consonant with Nietzsche's move, Aristotle sought 

something beyond pragmatics, Nietzsche wanted a "nexf' step, as yet undefined, and 

wanted to move beyond the condition of man. Yet Nietzsche did not see this step as 

evolutionary, Aristotle wanted to move intellectual endeavor beyond the sophistic 

mterest in winning in the agora. Nehher Nietzsche nor Aristotle could imagine how thek 

work would be used. Nietzsche became the touchstone for modernists seekuig a new 

way, as weU as for postmodem philosophers concerned with the end of modemism. 

Fascism also used Nietzsche in numerous, dangerous ways. Aristotle is credhed (whh 

Plato) for enablmg the concept of totaUzmg thuikmg, for totaUtarianism, But neither 

sought these ends. It is the frighteningly human pattem of takuig a new concept (an 

mvention) and makuig iX pari of doctrine (doxa) or a tradhion (nomos). 

If we, modem or postmodem rhetoricians, hope to re-mvigorate rhetoric whh 

mvention, we can never hope to harness hs power, Sunuhaneously, we cannot stand hi 

awe of h. The former is a formalizmg of mvention while the latter is a mystification. 
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Instead, we must follow rhetoric mto the Imguistic tum of philosophy, for "The meanmgs 

we attribute to reaUty are not naturally resident in the world but depend, fmally, on 

rhetorical artifice, on the persuasive force of the speaker ..," (White 36), Invention is 

nehher art nor science-not ars nor techne-iX is a thkd thing. Rhetoric is similarly beyond 

this simple categorization. Invention is defmable m hs action, m hs luie of flight 

(Deleuze) characterized precisely by its break with tradition and the gap h leaves in 

understanding. It is a new thing, something outside accustomed categories. And if 

Nietzsche was right, there is no way to hold on to this line of flight or to make this 

Invention permanently, forever new, "Nothing gold can stay" (Frost), 

The authority of the tmth derives from the particular 
context of rhetorical persuasion, from the always 
provisional persuasive artifice of the speaker, who plunges 
uito the swarming continuum of experience m order to 
retrieve from it a knowable world that is, in the last 
analysis, purely a verbal figment able to persist only so 
long as thinking goes on. (White 36) 

Invention is a way of makuig one's world. However, h is unperative to keep m muid the 

konic reaUzation that Invention (hi White's sense) is only possible hi reaction to 

tradhion. One must fumly understand the tradhion and consciously defy h m order to 

constmct somethmg new. One rhetorical theorist has called this "disturbed context" 

(Kemp 1998). Disturbed context reUes upon an understanduig and manipulation of 

tradhion m order to move iX beyond hs current state. It is subversive because it uses 

customary language and stiU seeks to change the context as \X is transgressive because it 

challenges portions of received tradhion m order to make constructive change. Invention 
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is change, and change is violence. But this change/violence is often absorbed back mto 

the system and re-tradhionalized. Invention made tame. 

An unportant crossover from Nietzsche and White to composhion is possible 

through Joseph Harris' 1997 text A Teaching Subject: Composition Since 1966. Harris 

makes the distinction between "knowledge makuig" disciplmes and the communicative 

rhetorical field of composhion, Harris asserts that composhion is not a "knowledge-

making subject," It is not biology, or poUtics, or law. Rhetoricians do not make facts, 

they manipulate them. And our students shouldn't be "composhion" majors or even 

rhetoric majors so much as they should participate in thek own education as a rhetorical 

education. Throughout his text, Harris works within the tradhion of composhion but 

attempts trajectories and luies of flight beyond the established tradhion to see 

composhion anew. It is not a re-writing or re-Invention of composhion and rhetoric, but 

an mvention of composhion and wrhmg teaching that is wholly new and attempts to 

create a new role for wrhing mstmction and rhetorical knowledge. 

Inventmg Composhion: Harris 

Harris opens the book by statmg his mterests as such, ".„my mterests m this book 

have less to do whh how knowledge gets made and tested than whh how teachmg 

practices are formed and argued foi" (Harris x). From the Preface, Harris demonstrates a 

concem not so much with the substance of composhion but hi the transhion from kakos 

to nomos, from the mvention of wrhmg pedagogies developed out of a certaui moment to 

thek establishment as "practices" and "form[ations]," Harris continues: 
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I uitend this book, then, as a sympathetic 
counterstatement to recent work that has stressed 
composhion as a knowledge-makmg disciplme, as an 
attempt to reassert ties to the classroom that have 
sometunes seem[ed] to grow less strong as the field 
becomes more professionalized. (Harris xi) 

Harris wants to retum to the praxis of composhion, to the study of wrhmg mstmction as 

ix is mvented and reuivented m the act of teachmg students to write, Harris unplies that 

as a knowledge-makmg disciplme, composhion is gamkig professionalization but is no 

longer addressmg the exigencies that created h, A study of the publishmg history of 

composhion would support this assertion, and mdeed, this is the best characterization of 

Harris' text. Harris analyzes five major research areas of composhion smce 1966: 

growth, voice, process, error, and community; and a sbrth emerging area (contact zone) in 

order to trace this shift from the development of contextualized pedagogical mvention to 

the professionalized study of wrhmg instmction for hs own sake: Harris traces the shift in 

composhion from the investigation of the phenomena to the search for the causa sui. 

Beginning whh voice, Harris delves back into the early years of composhion 

instmction and observes that as early as 1972 composhion began to essentialize the 

pedagogy of "voice" and stmcture a tradition of wrhing instmction: "Wrhing thus begins 

to be valued more as a form of self-discovery of self-expression than as a way of 

communicating with others" (Harris 29). Harris believes there is an honest pedagogical 

goal behind this-refiisuig to see this move as unproductive or counter-productive-and 

offers the foUowmg understanduig of wrhuig and voice: "The demand is thus not simply 

to be suicere or honest, but to compose a self that seems somehow both authentic and 
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appropriate to the occasion" (Harris 43). There is an underlymg efficacy that was lost m 

the professionalization of the study of voice. 

Sunilarly, Harris problemetizes the history of research m process. There is an 

important reason process pedagogy became so popular: 

Much as the idea of process gave composhionists 
like Perl hope for a new and more respected place among 
univershy researchers, h also promised thek students a way 
of entermg at last mto the languages of the academy. The 
process movement thus seemed to offer both students and 
teachers of wrhmg a kmd of power they lacked before. 
(Harris 54) 

As important as this process movement and hs associated paradigms (Hakston), Harris 

asserts that process wrhing and pedagogy addressed the needs of wrhuig teachers as 

much as if not more than h addressed the needs of students. Harris never denies the need 

for the adjustment in focus the process movement provided: iX took the emphasis off 

correctness and onto the ongoing idea of wrhmg over time. Yet the professional field of 

composition research developed a tradhion of process research that outstripped the needs 

of the classroom. It over-steered wrhmg mto process and away from product: 

For whUe h seems clear to me that the process 
movement helped establish composhion as a research field, 
I am not nearly so sure it ever transformed the actual 
teaching of wrhmg as dramatically as hs advocates have 
claimed. (Harris 55) 

Interestmgly, Harris sees real power, mventive power, hi process if h could be made into 

more than a research agenda. Inventmg wrhuig teachmg as something new would requke 
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vision and a break with tradhion. This break is something Harris does not fear, and yet 

his close narrative of pedagogical tradhion makes iX harder to discem his trajectory away 

from tradhion mto Invention: 

To really change the teaching of wrhmg, then, h 
seems to me that a view of process must go beyond Xhe text 
to uiclude a sense of the ongomg conversations that texts 
enter into-a sense, that is, of how writers draw on, respond 
to, and rework both thek own previous wrhings and those 
of others. (Harris 68) 

It is unfortunate that Harris does not use this as a place to jump off into a vision of his 

new world of writing instmction. It is too close to the expressions of tradhional wrhing 

instmction and does not break enough whh established composhion tradition (nomos) 

and faUs to create a new vision (in this kakotic moment). It re-envisions and perhaps 

strives to re-invent both composhion and pedagogy, but cannot escape the origmary 

status of the tradhion. It may reach a Umhed number of classroom teachers who see thek 

development as professionals tied to the developments announced hi published journals, 

but m order to effect change across a wider population, change must be a new Invention. 

Harris is mventuig process pedagogy anew, but claims the new he has mjected was 

always there, below the surface. And this simply is not tme, 

Harris contmues to uivent composhion m a very different way than hs publishmg 

history narrates. The differences Harris uijects foUow Whhe's understandmg hi 

Karonomia, and yet Harris never makes a break with composhion tradhion. In effect, 

Harris is attemptmg to invent the tradition. This is a challenge to Whhe's formulation of 

the move from kakos to nomos, from mvention to tradhion. This is a display of Harris' 
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wUl-to-power, to his deske for a differential understandmg of the tradhion of 

composhion research, Harris' narration makes sense and creates transhions between the 

major research fields and uhunately creates the unpression of a more radical, more 

transgressive, more rhetorical field of study which moves beyond knowledge-waJb'wg mto 

communication: 

Students must leam not simply how to avoid 
mistakes but how to write m ways that engage the attention 
of educated readers. Teachers need then to respond to what 
students are trymg to say, to the effectiveness of thek 
wrhing as a whole, and not simply to the presence or 
absence of local errors m speUing, syntax, or usage. 
Correctness thus becomes not the single and defining issue 
m learning how to write but simply one aspect of 
developing a more general communicative competence, 
(Harris 83) 

Harris interprets the goals of composhion research, inventing a different mode of 

understanding for a new postmodem context. Students need different Uteracy skills now 

than before, and requke new kinds of teaching as well as new kuids of teachers. Harris 

wrhes, "I would like my students to begin to think of themselves as crhics and 

mtellectuals. But that is not at all the same as preparmg them to become academics" 

(Harris 89). The new context requkes more of students and of teachers, and the goals 

need to be created. Invention of goals for composhion in this new context is Invention of 

composhion and rhetoric. 

Fmally m the development of Harris's text. Community is investigated. Harris 

seems to agree with one composhion researcher as to the defmhion of communhy 

affiliation, for our students negotiate thek membership m different communities and do 
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not choose a community but negotiate thek membership among many groups. "The task 

facuig our students, as Mki-Zhan Lu has argued, is not to leave one community hi order 

to enter another, but to reposhion themselves m relation to several contuiuous and 

conflictmg discourses" (Harris 104-105). Concurrent with this Invention of the 

postmodem student, Harris projects a new composhion agenda in which wrhing 

uistmction concentrates on this community-building and belonging. It also requkes 

abandonment of the teacher-as-savior, abandonment of the teacher as sage. And Harris 

believes it may just help alleviate some of the problems that teachers of wrhing have whh 

martyrdom: 

I do not want no Jesus and I do not want no 
Socrates ehher. What I do want is a sort of teaching that 
auns more to keep the conversation going that to lead h 
toward a certaui end, that tries to set up not a communhy of 
agreement but a community of strangers, a public space 
where students can begm to form thek own voices as 
wrhers and intellectuals. (Harris 116) 

Harris is mventing a new composhion, and this new wrhing instmction moves beyond 

Faigley's (1992) impression that composhion is modemist and cannot move beyond mto 

the encroachuig postmodem moment. Harris is mstead able to uivent new uiterpretations 

of the tradhion of wrhuig mstmction and hs publishmg history. Harris has created a new 

trajectory. 

As mterestmg and as promisuig as Harris' new vision is, and all h promises to 

wrhmg professionals, iX remams very close to the last formation of composhion. 

Ahhough ix mvents and establishes new modes of pedagogy, this too seems ready to fall 
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mto the reahn of the tradhional. There seems little hope of movmg kakos beyond nomos 

for any span of tune. However, White remmds us "From the begumuig, the deske to 

promote a practice of speculative thought alert to hs own occasion has been undermined 

by a contrary impulse which would transcend history in order to achieve a conclusive, 

enduring form" (White 161). No vision or Invention wUl escape the power of tradhion, 

"Nothing new can stay," argues Robert Frost. Deleuze and Guattari wrhe about the 

important role of the nomad. The nomad creates and invents, and then abandons the 

space that has akeady begun to calcify and rigidify mto tradhion. There is no opportunhy 

for Invention in this space. Instead, one must leave the place one has invented and follow 

a new trajectory into a new sphere where the Invention, calcification, escape, renewal, 

invention process begins again and again. 
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Note 

^ Throughout this section I am using Thomas Common's earUer translations of 
Nietzsche's Zarathustra and Beyond Good and Evil. Ahhough Kaufinann's translations 
are accepted now as the standard in philosophical scholarship, I am using Common's 
because they are the translations Burke and his contemporary American modernists 
would have had access to and may have read. This decision maintains focus on the 
historical and rhetorical use of Nietzsche m America, rather than on building definitive 
interpretations of the German philosopher. Now in the pubUc domain. Common's 
translations are available onlme: [http://www.us.itd.uinich.edu/~alexboko/zar] for 
Zarathustra and [http://w^ww.cwai.edu/~niiUerj/nietzsche/bgel.html] for Beyond Good 
and Evil. 
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CHAPTER VIE 

AGENT-MEDIATION AND WRITESfG 

This dissertation opens whh a narrative of my mother, who, during a family 

barbecue, misunderstood somethmg I said, hearing postmaternity rather than 

postmodemity. I was talkuig m the discourse I was becoming accustomed to, speaking 

from my new professional knowledge. My mother, perhaps catching a possible 

connection to her own professional experience, heard a reference to childbuth. Starting 

with a story of my mother and of contextualized communication, I began this study with 

a narrative of an interactive conversation and an example of a Uterate act. What I 

intended, when speaking with my mother, was much different from what she had heard. 

And in that moment of mis-communication, my mother and I shared a joke that comes 

across with more or less humor here on the page. Noise had entered the communicative 

ckcuh, but the disjunction caused by that noise led to a richer communicative 

opportunity. My mother and I both had to be aware of the opportunity for mterpretation, 

prepared to engage the other m dialogue. At that moment we realized the distance 

between us and recognized that desphe our different worlds-that of aduh child and 

empty-nest parent-we could still communicate. Our abiUty to communicate was 

illustrated not hi the words, but m the mistaken hearuig of a phrase. Our context 

detemuned what was said and also what was appropriate to say next. 

What was said next was an mterestuig mix of personal narrative and familial 

history, I mentioned to my mother that one of the texts I was thuikmg about using m the 
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class I was gomg to teach, Andrew Feenberg's Alternative Modernity (1995), teUs a story 

my mother had Uved through. Recounted m chapter four of this study, Feenberg 

discusses cuhiual resistance to technocratic control and chizen-led redefinhion of 

technologies that had been thmst upon them. Chkig such disparate examples as the 

French Muihel system. Nuclear power and nuclear armaments, and mcreasingly 

technologized medicine, Feenberg discussed examples of cuhural resistance to assigned 

technology. He describes, in detail, about the redefinition of chUdbkth brought about m 

the 1970s by young soon-to-be parents and thek doctors and nurses. Patients, resistmg 

the assembly luie model of birthing as weU as the technocratic assignment of decision-

makmg to the doctor and other medical/technological "experts," insisted that they be 

given some control in the processes of childbuth. The collaboration between medical 

professionals and patients resulted in increasmg patients' rights to include the right to 

refuse paui medications, the right to uifluence decisions being made hi the delivery room, 

even the creation of less laboratory-like condhions. This mcrease in patient control spills 

over mto issues of right-to-die and do-not-resuscitate orders. People wanted control back 

m thek own hands. 

My mother's career as head nurse of a maternity ward Unked us, through 

Feenberg, to each of our professional worlds and lived experiences. Her experiences 

made her an avid advocate for patients' rights and for the mcreased role of patient 

decision-makmg. My mother whnessed the legalization of abortion, and as head nurse, 

spent tune whh young women who had made the decision to end pregnancy. Ahhough 
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ambivalent about abortion hself, my mother spoke about seeuig these women take control 

of thek Uves and thek bodies duruig a very difficuh tune m thek lives. Throughout her 

career, she discovered that the worst kmd of medicme was when doctors unposed 

treatments upon patients whhout discussuig the shuations they were hi, the ahematives 

they had for care and medicme, and the fact that they had the right to refuse treatment. 

She then told me about her current mvolvement m the Hemlock Society, a group that 

advocates dignity and control by the hands of the patients, even at the end of thek lives, 

and resists technocratic control. I only came to know these things about my mother 

because of a mistakenly heard comment over dinner that night. 

Clearly, I was not teaching a class about post-maternity or about anything to do 

whh reproduction or medicine. Certainly I recognize the Umhs of my rhetorical trauiing 

in such a shuation. However, the misunderstanding allowed us to come to an enriching 

discussion, me sharing a possible broadening interpretive strategy for the seemmgly 

mdividual and isolated experiences of my mother. She said she had not understood the 

technological and cultural implications of what she had seen and done-a problematic but 

common reaction to seeuig one's experiences contextualized within larger discourses. In 

these situations, my mother was actuig at the nexus of Uteracy, technology, and culture; 

yet, because she did not see herself as an agent, she was unable to act constmctively. 

Agent-mediation theory seeks to enable mdividuals, lUce my mother, to see 

themselves as actors within larger cultural trends and discourses and to see themselves 

participatmg hi the creation of history. Rhetoric is, perhaps, the best disciplme to analyze 
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the present and to see one's actions whhui the existmg cultural moment. Although iX is 

not a reflective activhy, like recallmg the conversation whh my mother, h is necessary to 

use reflection to build a crhical method for engagmg m the development of Uteracy at the 

cuhural-technological nexus. Rhetoric makes possible now-oriented critical action. It 

enables actors to see the current shuation of technology and culture and Uteracy as a 

constmctive she, and h allows them to see how they can uifluence these larger flows of 

history and engage m trendmakuig. The Wexner Learning Center is another example that 

aUows people to engage whh the technology and the history. 

The Wexner Learning Center, as a representative artifact at the nexus of 

technology, Uteracy and cuhure, acts as a paraUel example for computers and wrhing 

researchers. The database of whness narratives shows how a technological system was 

used to fiuther the goals of designers, curators, and programmers. Placing this 

technology in culture illustrates a critically Uterate act. The database does not promote a 

single mterpretation of the Holocaust. Instead, the designers, curators, and programmers 

behind this technology seek to make people aware that the Holocaust occurred. In so 

doing, thek technological creation represents a development m Uteracy for the 

mformation age. It also a model for computers and wrhmg researchers of how people 

can mtervene in the development of technology in cuhure. 

This study offers new defmhions for the roles of readers and wrhers hi the 

emerguig age of uiformation. It rearticulates authorship and readmg as active roles 

whose boundaries are blurred, much lUce Barthes offered m S/Z. When the definhion of 
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the two pivotal roles (author and reader) m Uteracy shift, the defmition of Uteracy must be 

rearticulated as weU. The reader, constmcted as passive receiver of mformation, and 

author, constmcted as sole producer and owner of the text produced, are rearticulated m 

the shift from uidustrial to post-mdustrial cuhure, and m the shift from modernity to 

postmodemity. Central to this shift is a new assessment of uidividuaUty and the way hi 

which identity is formed. Negotiation, asserts Uhner, is the core of emergmg strategies 

of formation of the self, and this contuiual negotiation and renegotiation of the self 

requkes constant invention and articulation of that self The high levels of mteractivhy 

and constant caU for negotiation resuhs m the loss of a stable, coherent self that 

modernist definitions of composition and literacy have demanded. There is no "tme" self 

that the wrher uncovers and delivers to the audience through an authentic "voice" of 

narration. Nor is there a single self who maintains the coherence of identhy. Relying on 

kakos, that most ancient concept of "right tune, right measure," of context specifichy, 

offers a means of understandmg the postmodem self, a self hi constant formation, 

rearticulation and assertion. This postmodem fluid self demonstrates potential for agency 

and action m the world, but m very different ways from that expected and asserted m 

modernist thought. 

Individual agency, the expression of human will and the enactment of change, the 

potential for concerted and constmctive human action: these modernist values are 

challenged hi the tum to the postmodem. However, human agency is not lost-or at least 

there are strategies for builduig new understanduig and new strategies for the creation 
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and mamtenance of sites of human action. This study offers such strategies for 

understanduig human agency m an age of uiformation at the nexus of technology, 

Uteracy, and cuhure precisely because h is at this crossroads where tradhional humanist 

mquky has been unable to offer arguments for the relevance of Uteracy m an age of 

information. 

What I offer, m Chapter V, is an mformation-age definhion of Uteracy, caUed 

agent-mediated Uteracy, One of the primary challenges of this agent-mediated Uteracy is 

that while human bemgs are always potential agents, there are many agents who are not 

human. Starting with Foucauh's work, post-humanist mquiry has explored the power of 

discourse to shape mdividuals. Foucault studied the power of msthutions and other 

cultural formations to define and use people for thek own ends. Following his important 

and powerful inquky, Latour has extended Foucauh's study of discourse to include 

technologies. Technologies, Latour argues, embed discourses whhin them in order to 

become programmed agents. These programmed cuhural agents, which Latour calls 

quasi-objects, then uiteract with living agents-with living human mdividuals. Whhout 

bemg aware of the artificiality of programmed objects, human agents squander thek 

potential agency on an unchangeable, programmed machuie. 

The Wexner Learning Center Database of Holocaust Whness Narratives is such a 

quasi-object. It is a programmed database that reproduces the illusion of mteractivhy so 

convmcmgly that iX takes a powerful archeological mvestigation, such as the 

methodology Latour suggests, to articulate hs characteristics as a programmed machine 
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rather than as an mteractive, livuig system capable of tme dialogue. In Donna Haraway's 

conceptual system, this hybrid system of people and programming is a cyborg and 

represents the kind of human/machine agent we wUl encounter more often in the 

postmodem age of uiformation. This study asserts that a new role for critical Uteracy is 

reading agents to determine whether they are living and dialogic or programmed and 

incapable of dialogue. Haraway reminds us that the postmodem age also attempts to 

erase this dichotomy between the clearly livuig and the clearly programmed. The future 

Haraway describes is a future ui which we will need to determine not whether dialogue is 

possible with a programmed agent but to what extent there is a potential for dialogue. If 

Haraway is right, then, crhical Uteracy will requke the abiUty to discern the living from 

the dead, the dialogic from the programmed, and the many steps hi between these two 

edges of potential. Agent-mediation is a critical Uteracy practice for using technological 

tools. 

To assert that there have been no naturalized technologies is to distort history. 

Human bemgs have developed technologies from the begmnmg of civilization, and 

mdeed, iX can be asserted that civilization is hself a network of technologies. Transport 

technologies, from roads to wheels, to mtemal-combustion enguies, to flyuig machines 

are so much a part of our everyday experiences that we do not stop to consider thek role 

m our lives. We do not question, until an American travels to Britahi (or vice versa), that 

drivuig on one side of the road is a decision that was made at one pomt hi history. We 

have so intemalized car-ttansport technology that ui many ways are now blhid to the 
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ahematives, are so kivested m uitemal combustion engines that we refuse to consider 

ahematives, and shape our chies according to the needs of the automobile. Chies 

themselves are re-formed in service to defmhions of different technologies, and 

bureaucracies are constmcted accorduig to defmitions of efficiency. In tum these 

technologies rebuild people's lives around service to those bureaucratic formations. 

Digital technology, on the other hand, is not yet a naturalized technology, and 

some fear it because iX is new. Because h is not yet naturalized, literacy professionals 

have the abiUty to assert values mto the technology. The development of dighal 

technologies have enabled us to see the constmcted nature of print Uteracy, opening opp

ortunity for the development of two related fields of Uteracy, Fkst, computers and wrh

ing exists as a subset of composhion studies. While technocultural development opens 

opportunities to assert the need for an expanded definhion of technical communication as 

ix becomes more important to have experts trained in the study and dissemination of 

technical uiformation. This is a imique historical poshion that opens the foundations of 

Uteracy and Uteracy study in inquky, and offers opportunities to create better and more 

effective models for Uteracy learning. Agent mediated Uteracy crhically reads 

technology as part of cuhure and history, and recognizes Uteracy as a technology. 

The current technological formations we live whh and among are not natural, nor 

are they the only possible way to accomplish a given task. There is no reason to suppose 

that microcomputers, as they are becoming ubiquhous m the workplace and hi (many) 

homes, are necessary or natural partners. Nor is h necessary to see them as agents of the 
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demise of Uterate culture. However, critical examination and understandmg of the 

development and deployment of dighal technology offer uisight for makuig artifacts 

more productive for users. This new user-orientation complicates current models of mass 

production and hs efficiencies as based on Fordist production. This study offers ways to 

make dighal technologies more effective partners for Uterate inquky and for kitervention 

m cuhure. Lheracy workers do not control cuhure, but nehher do cuhural trends control 

us. Technologies and cuhural trends have the potential to uifluence us, but so do we have 

the responsibiUty to participate in the development of culture. Without our participation, 

technologies will develop without our influence and uiput, and this is the dangerous 

ahemative: opting out of cuhural development of digital technologies. That option does 

leave literacy workers without a say m the development of digital technology and 

Uteracy. The shuation calls for a strategic understanding. Agent mediated Uteracy resists 

technological determinism, ahhough iX recognizes the agency of technological artifacts 

and thek histories, and historicizes technological decision-makmg. 

Cynthia Selfe's latest text. Technology and Literacy in the Twenty-First Century: 

The Importance of Paying Attention (Southem Illmois Univershy Press, 1999) opens with 

a call to participate much lUce I describe m this concluduig chapter. However, there is an 

undercurrent of crhical analysis that makes participation difficuh. Selfe calls for the 

crhical investigation of aU pedagogical uses of computers, for an analysis of the 

deployment of computers m classrooms, and for the ways m which computers are used to 

make changes hi education. She also caUs for more attention on the expendhure of finds 
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m the name of better education and the development of technological Uteracy. However, 

there is a suggestion that only once the field has offered, crhiqued, and decided which are 

the best methods for employmg dighal technologies m classrooms, and only once 

egalharian ways of distributing computers and effective egalharian methods of teaching 

with computers are found, only then will we be able to create effective pedagogies for 

teaching Uteracy whh computers. This strategy, m effect, takes us out of the game. 

Cuhure is not wahing for Uteracy workers to figure out the best pedagogical strategy for 

computer-based and technology rich envkonments. Nor will cuhure wah for race-based 

and class-based inequities to be resolved before employing technologies in the 

classrooms, on the job, and at home. Quite simply, the same inequaUties that akeady 

exist m society wUl be repUcated hi cyberspace. Pretending that will not happen, and 

wahuig for Utopia before crhically engagmg technology, wUl not happen and wUl simply 

leave us out of this discussion. We must participate. We simply have to take our place in 

the discussion, accept the reproduction of the condhions of production, in an Ahhusserian 

phrase, and wah not for dighal Utopia, but for an equaUy problematic world complicated 

by the widespread (but not universal) use of dighal technology. 

To wah, as Selfe asserts, for a time when literacy workers have successfiiUy 

reformed the distribution of weahh and privilege is to have missed the opportunity. 

Instead, as Latour asserts, the prunary opportimity for change is duruig the formation of 

the technologies and of the practices that govem the design of the technologies. To do 

otherwise is to remaui m the ivory tower of academe and not to participate hi the 
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negotiation of the meanmg of these technologies, and the cuhural power they assert. In 

effect, Uteracy workers have to learn how to program the machines so that these artifacts 

assert values, assumptions, and beliefs held by Uteracy workers. It is necessary to assert 

values of crhical Uteracy and participatory democracy because such values do not arise 

from the technologies themselves, but only through the engagement of concemed 

chizens. 

The crhical praxis-oriented stance of this study implies new roles both for Uteracy 

workers and Uteracy itself Critical literacy, with its attention on contexts as well as texts, 

implies new responsibility for Uteracy workers. Wrhing teachers will be expected to 

teach students to read the word, the functional component of Uteracy, as well as read the 

world surroundmg the text, representing the crhical conponent of Uteracy. Wrhmg 

teachers wUl also be expected to teach students how to effectively use new wrhmg 

technologies such as word processors and hypertextual authormg systems as well as how 

to effectively navigate reasearch databases. These are the functional elements of 

technorhetorical Uteracy. And there is a responsibUhy to teach crhical analytical skills 

for meanmgful mteraction with Uteracy technologies as weU, the crhical component of 

technorhetorical Uteracy I have named agent-mediation throughout this study. Fkst-year 

wrhuig will become an mtroduction not only to the discourse of the academy, but to the 

context of that discourse as well: the onlme, hypertextual, and hypermediated spaces 

within which academic discourse increasuigly takes place. 
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Wrhmg teachers wUl have an uicreasmg responsibiUty to teach students to 

effectively crhique technology and dighal reahns while encouragmg students to create 

and mamtam communities on-lme. At the very least, Uteracy workers can articulate the 

value of crhical, engaged, active Uteracy to a wide audience so that the engmeers builduig 

the software and machines (which comprise the networks) account for student and 

teacher values, encouragmg the creation of specific envkonments conducive to 

participation and crhical exploration. Values in the new, expanding dighal realms 

emerge through the participation of members m vutual communities, and there is an 

opportunity to engage these growkig communities. These assertions are of great 

importance when trying to establish critical thinking online and engaging critical 

investigation of on-line activities. But Uteracy workers themselves need to leam the 

codes that contain meaning and different styles of digital rhetoric. 

This growing responsibility to teach critical technorhetorical Iheracy represents a 

general responsibiUty that seems likely to be thmst upon service-oriented Uteracy 

instmction, the poshion in the academy tradhionally occupied by fust year wrhmg. 

There is a parallel, if appropriately specialized, responsibilhy lUcely to be thmst upon 

technical communicators in the hypermediated academy of the information age. 

Technical communication specialists, constmcted as they are between a "general" 

non-specialist audience and the specialized experts m technological creation, design and 

marketmg, will have an opportunity to expand thek role to uiclude activist rearticulation 

of technologies. This activist poshion is uneasily wom by technical communicators 
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accustomed to playmg the role of translator hi a one-way relationship between 

technology producer and technology consumer. However, as Johnson (1998) argues, 

effective technocultural development is possible by opening up the design process, for 

formalizmg a role for user-centered design. Johnson's goals are modest, suggestmg the 

recognition of the role users akeady play: the right of refusal. If users (constmcted as 

consumers) refiise a product because of its design, marketing, or for any other reason, 

that technology fails. Recognizing this role of the user, however, is a fkst step in the 

creation of meaningful engagement with technology and the creation of crhical agent-

mediated technological development. Crhical engagement does not simply appear 

because there are computers present in the classroom; engagement with technology 

requkes conversation about, use of, and exploration with dighal technologies because the 

machines and thek placement hi learning contexts have uisthutional and cuhural 

histories. 

This study cannot claim that machines are apoUtical or that there is not an 

oppressive quaUty to computer classrooms designed and mformed by current-ttadhional 

rhetoric. Indeed, Feenberg asserts that our technologies reflect our values. Classrooms 

that reflect current-ttadhional rhetoric are doubly problematic because the face-to-face 

classroom experience and Xhe vktual/technological experience oppresses, as Trent Batson 

describes iX, "It's not the classroom of the fiiture-h's the uhimate classroom of now" 

(April 1995), Just as we physically group our classes mto ckcles and encourage students 

to talk to each other rather than just to the teacher as authority-figure, so too do teachers 
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need to hnaguie and design cyberspaces that encourage mteraction, egaUtarian values, 

and constmctive community. It is lUcewise not a sunple ehher/or choice: one can not 

choose to create ehher a Uberatory classroom or an oppressive one. Instead, teachers 

mformed by crhical techno-cuhural crhique can work towards buUduig classroom spaces, 

located m physical or vutual space, m which the power of the teacher is used hi the 

development of constmctive, participatory ideals rather than m poUcuig the students' 

thuikuig and wrhuig behaviors. Critical Uteracy demands a crhical consciousness, 

whether on-line or off 

Feenberg clearly suggests that m order to constmct a critical theory of technology 

radical thinkers cannot remaui an enemy of technological discourse. Quietly bemoaning 

the quality of life in a techno-oppressive society is a refutation of responsibUhy. Instead, 

technologically enhanced resistance can be used to develop new visions of the future, 

looking towards a just future of fak distribution and just wages. And preparation for this 

future begins in our classrooms today, among the technologies we wish to critique. 

An optimistic future-building exercise may seem ludicrous. However, it is only 

from such an insecure climate from which the future will spring. Jeremy Rifkm, hi an 

article for The Nation (February 26, 1996)', describes just such a future as a possibiUty, 

and describes the process of knaginmg as a necessary activhy. He accepts the 

unfortunate displacement of factory workers by technology yet proposes an mteresting 

and radical ahemative. Rather than fight to preserve an ever-dwuidluig blue-collar 

workforce, he unagmes a revised vision of the economy as "a three-legged stool," Rifkm 
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defines a new economic leg designed to absorb many of the technologically displaced. 

His radical vision differs from tradhional economic models that ph the government 

agamst the marketplace. Civil society, which Rifkm describes as schools, colleges, 

community organizations, civU rights groups, and other grassroots organizations, 

promises a new social force (a thkd economic "leg")that effectively crhiques and acts on 

the governmental and caphalist "legs" and stabilizes the stmcture of our civilization, 

Smce the civil society reUes on both the market and government for hs survival and well 

bemg, hs future wiU depend, m large part, on the creation of a new social force that can 

make demands on both the market and government sectors to pump some of the vast 

financial gains of the new Information Age economy into the creation of social capital 

(Riflcui 15). 

Civil Society is under attack in an ever-increasing reactionary conservative 

climate. Before any change as fundamental as Rifkin's proposal is enacted, those people 

interested in maintaining and expanding the "thkd leg" of our civilization, the social 

caphal, need to attempt to steer the opuiions and laws being enacted to protect this sphere 

of influence. On-line, this comes down to participating in virtual society and crhiquing 

the akeady-entrenched values of busmess mterests on-lme. 

Rifkin goes on to describe the means by which success should be measured in the 

coining information age: 

Shorter workweeks and better pay and benefits were 
the benchmarks for measurmg the success of the Industrial 
Age of the past century. We should demand no less of the 
Information Age m the comuig century. (Rifkm 14) 
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Perhaps on-lme issues are more sunilar to the real-life issues that have plagued cuhure 

than at fust glance, only remauimg off-lme and unengaged m cuhure leaves Uteracy 

workers no opportunity to engage m these debates if they remams off-lme, osttich-Uke, 

head m the technological sand. Those who value Uteracy have a responsibiUty m the 

mformation age: to develop critical theories of Uteracy whh an understanduig and 

engagement with the technology that defines the uiformation age. This technological 

knowledge cannot be resisted, if only to mamtam effective and meaningful crhique. 

Rheingold's study of virtual community can be seen as an exploration of Rifkin's 

civil society in a knowledge-centered epoch. Tele-commuting and work-on-demand may 

characterize the emerging model for labor in the Information Age, but the estabUshment 

of an active and crhical Civil Society, on-line and off, can re-invigorate an ailing 

movement for fak distribution of weahh produced by ever-rising production as 

automation displaces workers. Weahh wUl be produced and distributed differently m the 

new uiformation epoch, and carvuig out a place for civil society in this new epoch is 

imperative. 

In Lester Faigley's formulation, the students had begun to balance communhy 

with mdividual needs (Faigley 230-2). Rather than acceptmg a predetemuned role, 

established ehher uitentionally or (anxiously and) mdkectly through the authority of the 

mstmctor, the students balance and explore thek mterests and thoughts as a member of 

the writmg community through computer mteraction (Barker and Kemp, Handa, 

throughout). 
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Just as we are responsible for creatmg classrooms that mvhe coUaboration and 

participation and dialogue, so too can we build cyber-spaces that encourage critical 

values to prosper. We have a responsibiUty to become hyperUterate and strive build what 

we want, to build technological envkonments that reflect ahemative values. No one is 

gomg to build iX for us. We have an opportunity to become the hackers-or at the least we 

need to enable ourselves to communicate whh the hackers, the creators of these reahns-

so that our values are uitegrated on-lme. 

Just as Freke helps pre-uidustrial peasants find the words to describe thek world 

for themselves for the first tune, hyperUteracy gives crhical pedagogues a means of 

describing the world they (we) want online. Unwked critical pedagogues will be 

constmcted much as Freke's peasants hi cyberspace and must recognize that the world 

wUl leave behind those engaged in blind technological refiisal, as a techno-proletariat, if 

they do not engage the debate on thek own terms and stake a claim for themselves in 

cyberspace. 

Ultunately, this conclusion does not contradict Selfe's thesis m Technology and 

Literacy. Indeed, there is much in common between the views asserted in Technology 

and Literacy and this study. However, one meaningful difference is located m the timuig 

of crhique. The agent-mediated theories defined m this study are action-oriented and 

context-specific suggestions for actions by mdividuals. These are generalized 

suggestions that can be applied to a variety of situations that caU for effective rhetorical 

action. Agent mediation is a theory designed to mform mdividual action hi a variety of 
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situations while Selfe's call for an mcrease m attention is a specific view offered to an 

audience of language arts teachers. The audience of this text, as I have constmcted iX, is 

perhaps more specialized, consistmg of those who might describe themselves as 

computers and wrhing specialists, or who are interested in trymg to create new ways-

pedagogicaUy and rhetorically sophisticated and ethically responsible ways-of thuikmg 

about technology and culture. The primary difference between Selfe's study of Uteracy 

and technology and this one is the different regard the two texts have for participation. 

Selfe's text constmcts action as substantially reactionary. Technocrats and 

engineers and designers form the debate, and once these discourses are established, then 

Uteracy workers have a chance to respond to and to create strategies for ways of making 

dighal technologies brmg about a very specific Utopia. I have nothing but respect for her 

project, which seeks to: 

identify the effects of the new Uteracy agenda, 
focusing specifically on the serious and shameful inequhies 
ix continues to generate within our cuhure and the public 
education system, mcludmg the contmumg presence of 
racism, poverty, and ilUteracy. (Selfe xix) 

While I agree with the far-reachmg goals of Selfe's study, I am afraid that changes to the 

ways ki which we regard technology for writmg uistmction will not brmg about a 

classless society, a color-blmd cuhure, nor will iX elimuiate the underlymg causes of 

ilUteracy. Economics, sociology, and ethnic studies-fields that specialize m confrontmg 

these problems-do not seek to "solve" such far-reachmg and mtractable problems. 1 wish 

I could offer a pedagogical or rhetorical theory capable of addressmg these issues. 
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perhaps even lead to a solution. However, I fear that no matter how much attention is 

paid to the problem, or how much understandmg of the cultural-poUtical context of the 

development of technological literacy is created, solutions generated by Uteracy workers 

will not bring about the sought-for goal. Desphe the apparent mabiUty to elimuiate many 

problems, this study asserts that critical technological Uteracy may offer some individuals 

a new range of options for constmctive action. Understanding postmodem negotiation of 

self, coupled whh an awareness of the powerfiil role of technology in shaping that 

negotiation, offers mdividuals a means of harnessing technological power for the 

constmction of user-defmed goals. 

If the self is bemg questioned in the information age, then the very subject of 

composhion is m question. Concentratmg on the development of Uteracy skills whhin a 

coherent mdividual, composhion studies seeks modemist goals ki a postmodem age. 

Lester Faigley's 1992 Fragments of Rationality uivestigated the relationship between 

postmodem thought and the subject of composhion, as has Clifford and Schlib's 

coUection of theoretical works Writing Theory and Critical Theory. Perhaps the biggest 

commhment to reconfiguruig composhion for a postmodem age has been Berlm's work, 

particularly his development of a transactional rhetoric hi articles such as "Social 

Epistemic Rhetoric, Ideology, and English Studies" and "Rhetoric and Ideology hi the 

Writmg Class" (1988 477-94) and fiuther developed m Rhetorics, Poetics and Cultures 

(1996). Berlm distmguishes between transactional rhetoric and postmodemhy m order to 
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avoid arguuig about postmodemism generally and concentrate on the traits of a rhetoric 

specifically adapted to handle the demands of a postmodem shuation. 

Besides reading mteractive systems, there is a responsibiUty to teach students 

how to write and create them. Lheracy is the act of readmg and writing text, and so too 

must hypermediated Uteracy mvolved reading and wrhing hypertext and hypermedia. 

Interactive systems do not start with hypermedia and hypertext. Rather, they begm whh 

text. Plato's Socrates is concemed with the Ulusion of knowledge that readmg and 

wrhing create m a student. This study has sought to reassert the necesshy of engaging in 

an mvestigation of the postmodem and seeks to highlight the important role the 

mdividual has in inventing rhetorical solutions for problems. 

Plato writes about the Ulusion of book knowledge replacmg the experience of 

real, mteractive, dialogic understanding. The electrification of the word has enabled a 

reexamination of Uteracy and a new understandmg of prmt technology, and brings with h 

an opportunity to reassess Socrates' uneasmess with prmt Uteracy: 

The fact is that this mvention [writmg] will produce 
forgetfiihiess m the souls of those who have leamed h .... 
So h's not a recipe for memory, but for reminduig .... And 
as for wisdom, you're equippmg your pupils whh only a 
semblance of h, not with tmth. Thanks to you and your 
mvention, your pupils will be widely read whhout benefit 
of a teacher's uistmction; hi consequence, they'll entertam 
the delusion that they have wide knowledge while .,. 
mcapable of real judgement, (Phadms 69 luie 277) 

Here, I want to twist the Uteral mterpretation of this passage hi order to constmct wrhuig 

as the fkst vutual representation system. It took millennia to create novels and 
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newspapers whh prmt technology, but when confronted with defmhions of "vutual 

reaUty," who hasn't thought of thek favorhe novels. Our media give the Ulusion of bemg 

"there," of bemg wherever the action is, of Ustenuig to Socrates, of bemg on the Pequod 

with Ishmael, Radio carries sound and voice far away, recorduig allows this ephemeral 

voice to be carried unchanged through tune. Television, film and video allow unages to 

jom sound. So too do hypermediated texts aUow displacement through tune. These texts 

offer the Ulusion of presence, the Ulusion of bemg there (wherever there might be) at the 

moment of the event. And if we aher Socrates' assertion that readmg students are 

"mcapable of real judgement" to accepting that prmt-Uterate students are perhaps 

mcapable of Socrates' ]udgemenX, the reflection of the oral-to-Uterate transhion of 

ancient Greece can perhaps be seen in the pruit-Uterate-to-hyper-Uterate transhion in the 

age of hypermedia. Students will not longer be capable of many of the demands made in 

Uterate culture, in modem culture ("incapable of "real" judgement") but will increasingly 

"entertain the delusion" that they wiU have wide hyperUterate capabiUty. 

If negotiation, as Ulmer asserts, is the Uterate capachy necessary in the 

postmodem era, then perhaps prmt Uteracy is not the only measure of Uteracy. Sustauiuig 

a modemist argument or narrative by builduig evidence hi support of an assertion and 

attemptmg to convmce the audience of the thesis' verachy may not be the only measure 

of one's Uterate production. Readuig, as crhical Uteracy advocates akeady assert, is not 

merely readmg the words. If these modemist pruiciples of Uteracy-ftinctional reading 

and sustamed argument, to which we might add smgular development of voice, 
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development of drafts m a coherent and logical process, and creation of text by a stable 

and coherent self-are not the preenunent values of postmodem cuhure, then another 

definhion of Uteracy is requked. 

Wrhmg is static. In current postmodem formulation prmt Uteracy is also seen as 

two dunensional, while hypermedia is said to be three dunensional (Boher). But even 

hypermedia is not able to reach tme mteractivhy. Hypermedia is programmed, and 

ahhough h may be programmed whh many options, iX is still static. The illusion of 

mteractivhy and engagement may be present: 

Wrhing, you know, Phadms, has this strange quality 
about ix, which makes h really lUce pauitmg: the pamter's 
products stand before us as though they were aUve; but if 
you question them, they mauitain a solemn silence. So, 
too, whh wrhten words: you might think they spoke as if 
they made sense, but if you ask them anything about what 
they are saying, if you wish an explanation, they go on 
telling you the same thing, over and over forever. (Phadms 
69 luie 275) 

Digital Uteracy is not all that different from print literacy. When wrhing, whether one is 

writing on paper or writing on the screen, whether whh words or video, the text created 

becomes a static artifact. Consider the interaction whh my mother: there were two living 

beings in communication, from one self to anoXher, presence. Consider the Wexner 

Learning Database: one living bemg interacted with a textual system, writing. There is 

nothing wrong with engaging hi the virtual, engaging whh a programmed system, 

engagmg m Uteracy, but just as book learnuig is not a substhute for experience, 
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so too will the vutual remaui a poor replacement for reaUty. Let us recall my experience 

of the Wexner Database. 

The database held me enthralled for hours, I was able to request mformation 

pertuient to my mterests and context - a user-ordered representational experience. 

However, the texts themselves remained uiert. Hypertext, as currently conceived and 

enacted as well as popularly defmed, is similarly uiert. The author (or authorship team -

the author may be muhiple, a pack of creators) has the opportunhy m hypermedia to 

present varieties of narratives, texts, and fragments in a variety of media: text, video, 

sound, images, etcetera. The hypertext system may also allow the reader to participate, 

for instance, Eastgate hypertexts allow reader annotations and addhions and with access 

to an authoring system: one can add one's own wreaderly (Barthes) links, but the 

underlying text is never changed. These additions and annotations do not affect other 

readers' experiences with the hypermediated text. I cannot ask questions of the narrators 

in the Wexner Learning Center database. 

Far from allowing me tme mteraction, I can mamtam only a passive relationship 

to the teUer of the tale. This system is not a replacement for talking to other people, 

hearuig thek tales, engagmg whh thek experience. It is, however, a meanmgful response 

to Speilberg's stated mspkation for the Shoah whness video coUection project: to 

preserve the narratives of whnesses. In this, the Shoah Foundation's goals are well whhui 

the tradhional understandmg of a "text," although the media is different and shifts from 
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prmt to hypermedia. Hypermediated texts requke a different Uteracy, requke different 

strategies for reading, but the experience is not tme mteractivhy. 

Tme uiteractivity is lunhed to face-to-face mteraction, and to technologies that 

connect two or more human bemgs m discussion, Tme interactivhy can be facilitated 

and mediated through computer technology and yet h cannot be simulated by dighal 

technology. This is a cmcial distinction, particularly as more teaching goes online. It 

becomes increasingly important for students to recognize when they are interacting whh 

thek peers, with thek teachers, whh others through machines and when they are engaging 

an interactive programmed agent. Becoming hyperUterate means becoming able to 

distmguish between tme interactivhy and simulated interactivhy. 

Interaction can be simulated by static texts. This simulation of mteractivhy is an 

important addhion to the repertoke of a Uterate person hi the dawning age of mformation, 

expandmg the responsibility of the author to uiclude anticipation of the audience's deske. 

The goal of luiear prmt-based wrhmg is to produce a logical chaui m which what comes 

next seems mevhable for the reader, or at least novel enough to mamtam the reader's 

attention. Transhional text is exceptionally unportant as the author's goal is to create a 

text hi which what is next is constmed as mevhable. In hypermedia, when the audience 

plays a more active role and can select what comes next, the transhion is provided by the 

active participatmg audience member. What is next is, provided the author has 

anticipated the audience robustly, a selection made by the audience. Transhion is now 

secondary to a robust mvention of possible trajectories for the reader. The author's 
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responsibiUties are exponentially expanded as the author is held accountable for 

providing a variety of ahemative trajectories, for proUferatmg substantial ahematives that 

enable the reader to pursue a path that reader fmds fulfiUmg and potentially rewardmg. 

The task is no longer to convmce the reader that the path taken is the most fiaihfiil, as iX is 

m linear narrative, but to provide the reader with substantial alternatives so that the 

author can be regarded as providing an appropriate variety or possibiUties for readerly 

exploration. The reader may also come to expect a variety of points of view and options 

for perspective. The author, rather than playing the role of authoritative guide through a 

field of information, is now playuig a different role. 

Lheracy is the abiUty to read a text and interpret h, to give iX significance. Often, 

the text was produced m a context far different from the one m which h is bemg read. 

Crhical Uteracy is the abiUty to understand these differmg contexts; not to see the text as 

ix was written hi hs origuial context, but to uivent uiterpretations, makuig the texts 

relevant to the context of the reader. The reader cannot go back hi tune, cannot offer 

strategies to the characters hi novels. Nor, however, can the reader take lessons learned 

by an author m one context and apply them m the reader's current context. Any solutions 

are offered for a specific shuation, stuck hi hs own historical shuation. The best an 

author can hope for is that the text is robust enough to offer a meanmgful set of analytical 

msights that allows the reader to take the dead symbols on the page and make them mean 

somethmg m the reader's Uved experience. Whether that means the abiUty to remaui 
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relevant from one generation of readers to the next, or the abiUty to allow the reader to 

enact somethmg m his or her own context that resuhs m meanmgful and crhical action. 

The Wexner Leammg Center seeks to provide the reader/user the opportunity to 

develop strategies for makuig sure that the Shoah never happens agaui. For Adomo, m 

his essay "Education After Auschwitz," preventmg another Holocaust is the only possible 

educational goal. Everythuig else is secondary. The Wexner Leammg Center Database 

of Whness Narratives seeks to do just that: to prevent another Holocaust through 

education. However, iX is not an accustomed or tradhional understanduig of "teachmg 

history." Indeed, there is little substance that one is asked to remember. But then, too, 

what is the goal of historical education? What is the goal of any education? Throughout 

this study, I have asserted that the goal of education is to allow the mdividual to assert 

agency. Adomo's constmction is a specific kind of agent: an agent for Holocaust 

remembrance and to keep the holocaust from happening agaui. 

The rhetorical education I am assertmg, the development of agent-mediated 

crhical literacy, chaUenges postmodem denials of mdividual agency and offers a strategy 

for the individual to meaningfully and tactically engage the present shuation. It is not a 

means of passing judgement or for critical reflection, but for engagement and ad hoc 

participation. My fear is that if we wah, and crhically reflect on the meaning and value 

of the developing relationship between Uteracy, technology and culture, that we will miss 

the opportunity to participate hi the very constmction of value at this nexus. We have an 

opportimity to participate m the constmction of new categories of Uteracy, to defme and 
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engage ui thek establishment. To opt out now hi order to crhically assess the situation is 

to forfeh any chance of participating in the establishment of new rhetorical shuations. 

Repressmg the End 

The current moment rearticulates the individual's role m cuhure, rearticulates 

what the mdividual wUl come to be caUed, and rearticulates that individual self s 

relationship with cuhure and whh technology. Technology and hs role m the life of the 

mdividual is perhaps the most pressuig concern, as we hnaguie new roles of work and of 

new relationships between the roles played as workers, and private mdividuals and as 

chizens of democracy. The current zehgeist also demands that we thuik about the change 

as culture remvents hself as a post-mdustrial economic force. What role does a critically 

Uterate chizen play m this emerguig cuhure, a cuhure whose mles are not always as 

evident or as clearly understood as the uidustrial age? What is knowledge, and what is 

Uteracy? 

This study has offered a defmhion of Uteracy, discussuig the agent-mediated 

characteristics of an mformation-based culture, and offered a new negotiated defmhion of 

the mdividual and of the role this mdividual may play. Of particular unportance, this 

study has mamtamed throughout, is the rearticulated role technology plays m the lives of 

mdividuals, Technologies-^hher coal and gasoluie bumuig megaUths of the late 

mdusttial age, the steam-driven enguies of the earUer kon age, discourse-driven 

bureaucracies established whh the begmnuigs of civilization, Uterate technologies of the 

codex book, or sunply the scroll-have demanded that human mdividuals adopt them, or 
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adapt to them, m each new era of human civUization. Change is constant; technology is 

constant. The characteristics of each era and each technology are unique, Dighal 

technologies create a vastness, a seemmgly endless coUection-a proUferation-of texts, 

uiterpretations, pouits of view. Proliferation of possibiUties characterizes this emergmg 

digital media, unlUce prmt media that narrows possibiUties down to one: one voice, one 

argument, and one conclusion. The factory model made commodification easier, but 

uniform. The dighal age will challenge our sense of the commodity and resist 

standardization. The roles mdividuals play whhin the system(s) of dighal cuhure shift 

and change, and each context (remember kakos -contextual awareness and 

maneuverabiUty) allows the muhiplications of hybridhies and mixtures. These mixtures 

cross boundaries of defmhion, mixing roles we accepted as separate and natural, much 

like the definition of print Uteracy we wore as identity. Codex Uteracy, imbued as h is in 

prmt technology and linear narration, seems natural and is as comfortable as if h were our 

nature. 

Students shmg off the responsibiUties and devotional patterns of Uteracy, leaving 

Uteracy workers unsure of what, exactly, our students need to learn. What do students 

need to succeed? What do we know that wiU be helpfiil to those who come after? These 

are difficuh and uneasy questions. 

What role does the mdividual play when h seems at tunes that there is no role for 

that one to speak? The technological example referenced throughout this text, the 

Wexner Leammg Center Database of Holocaust Whness Narratives, offers one 
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possibility. It offers an example of a technological system that retauis the uidividuaUty of 

each speaker, while aUowuig each story to jom a choms of voices speakmg to a sunilar 

purpose: to represent events surroundmg the Holocaust. The database does not question 

the tmth-value of the stories. It does not seek to find scientific tmth. Instead, h seeks a 

communicative solution, a rhetorical solution, to the mcredible and seemmgly 

unanswerable differend of the Holocaust, The whnesses do not claim to speak "Tmth," 

They teU thek tales. They do not claim to have special status, or claim special 

consideration for thek words. It is m the orduiarmess of thek appearance and in thek 

uidividual ineffectuaUty that they are accepted as speakers. The accumulation of 

thousands of narratives from similarly separate, distinct, and apparently unconnected 

people empowers the stories and bruigs them to life. None can summon the words to 

speak about the totaUty of the horrors of Shoah. However, m accumulating thousands of 

narratives and m presenting narratives whh characteristics that the user/reader identifies 

as potentially related, the database enables readers to make connections among the 

events, the narrators of the tales, the users of the hypermedia system, and the designers of 

the system. Agency exists not for mdividuals but for groups of people seekuig to 

represent what once seemed unrepresentable. 

The many-to-many representational possibiUty of the hypermedia database 

illustrates a role for the mdividual. Perhaps the mdividual remams unable to represent 

the events as a whole. But perhaps one beguis to understand one's role hi the larger 

significance of events, from one or even a number of perspectives. But m an age of 
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proliferation, h is impossible to know aU the possible poshions from which one's stories 

are mterpreted. The new rhetorical responsibiUty is not to authorize on mterpretation 

over all others, as is the accustomed modemist author's role, but to enable many different 

uiterpretations to flourish. The author will not, mdeed cannot, know all the ways m 

which one's text may be utUized. However, rather than reduce the number of possible 

interpretations and links to other texts, the new rhetorical goal seems to be to open up 

many possibiUties for links, mter-connections, and references. As the text is reinterpreted 

and remade whh each user/reader's experience, the text's significance is remade and made 

more powerful as it connects with related and contrasting texts. 

Some may respond to this argument by assertmg that this so-called "new" role for 

rhetoric and the role for critical Uteracy described is not new at all. At hs best, h is a 

restatement of older ideas developed in one or another text that presupposed much of this 

even before the Intemet or the emergence of what is here called the mformation age. At 

hs worst, perhaps, readers may wonder about the significance of the mformation age, or 

feel disappomtment regarduig what should have been a technical exammation of what is 

possible whh hyperlmkmg, databases, and hypermedia. 

The fust worry, over whether this is a technical enough mvestigation, I can only 

draw a distmction between the technical "how-to" of hypermediated Uteracy and the 

significance or mterpretation of this technical ability. This study's rhetorical focus, from 

the start, has sought to mterpret the potentially significant meanmg of the development of 

hypermediated Uteracy strategies. Rather than trace the networked technologies 
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themselves, I have attempted to concentrate on the uiterface between the technological 

artifact and the human agent. My study concentrates on the development of possible 

meanmgs of the technological system and on the communicative possibiUties that resuh. 

There are enough technical guides, yet h seems there are few texts that address the new 

expectations of human bemgs who uiteract with these systems. The Wexner Leammg 

Center database is an important representative example precisely because iX strives to be 

more than a workmg hypertext system. It strives to be a new memory system, a memory 

for mass cuhure, and reaches out to a wide audience. The database expects hs users to 

employ sophisticated hypermediated Uteracy while there is little technical knowledge 

demanded of users. And so, rather than describe the technical apparatus, this study has 

been concerned whh the development of hypermediated, postmodem rhetoric. 

But then, what makes this study different from Derrida's Glas, or even Lyotard's 

own proto-hypertextual differend, or the Eastgate school of hypertext? In the case of the 

fust two texts, there is an important distmction between text-based proto-hypertext and 

the development of the hypermedia system of the Wexner Learnuig Center, Ahhough 

these paper-based texts fight mightily to overcome and shake loose of thek codex 

bmduigs, these books are still books. They demand and imply new ways of readuig, yet 

uhunately reward the same exhaustive luiear readmg strategies that characterize Imear 

prmt Uteracy. In the case of all the texts mentioned here, experunental proto-hypertext 

and the Eastgate school of hypertext, these experunental texts are auned at an emdhe 

audience of specialists and explorers. I am not attackuig eUtism here, and there is ample 
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evidence that whhout these experiments and experimenters the Wexner database would 

not have been possible, yet there remams a vast gulf between the author-centered texts of 

Eastgate and the user/reader-centered text of the hypermedia database. In targetmg a vast 

general population of readers, the Wexner Leammg Center offers a model of Uterate 

action for a wider audience. This populist move makes iX unportant to think not only 

about the possibiUties of narration, of form, of authorship, but also to consider the 

reader's side of hypermedia. Along whh this reader-centered concem come cuhural 

values embedded in Uteracy: democracy, chizenship and participation. 

There is very little that is "new" m new media, very little to make the Wexner 

database something different. Yet, it is in hs apparent similarhies to other Uterate 

systems that make it so powerful. The historical database is not new. The idea of 

coUecting stories and narratives is not new. The deske to reach a mass audience is not 

new. However, the realization of a system that puts the user at the center, and that 

enables such powerful searching and linkuig mechanisms that celebrate divershy, whim, 

and proliferation set the system apart. In so domg, the Wexner Database validates 

subjectivhy and sanctions rhetorical argument, makuig h a technologically enhances 

sophistic argument system. The arguments are not made logically, are not reliant on the 

identhy of the speaker for thek value, and ahhough mdividual narratives may be 

emotionally charged, the system is not designed to convmce through emotional appeal. It 

is extra-logical, beyond the accustomed rhetorical triad of logos, ethos, and pathos, and 

still ix is a convincing appeal. 
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The process of becomuig crhically Uterate is a constmctive, engagmg process, 

sunilar to the Burkean Parlor metaphor of rhetorical theory. However, the critically 

Uterate mdividual m an age of uiformation must become aware of those discourses 

emanatmg from automated, technological systems. This is a distmction between livmg 

dialogic systems, m which the agents are accessible to questioning and can uiteract, and 

which systems are dialectic systems, systems that are programmed and left to 

automatically produce discourse. 

Dialogic systems are fiiUy interactive. The participants are, for the most part, 

alive. They are affected by discourse. Educational systems, even those deUvered by 

distance, can be dialogic only so long as there is mteraction between students and 

teachers. No dialectic system is tmly pedagogical because there is no chance of 

mteraction whh another being, but mstead whh more technological apparatus. This is the 

distmction Plato's Socrates makes in the Phadms, Wrhmg, a technological system, gives 

only the semblance of learning. There is, when limhed to strict book-learning, no 

opportunity for tme mteraction. And given this condhion, negotiation is not possible. 

Negotiation requkes give and take, requkes living individuals to interact, respond to, and 

adjust to the challenges and shuations-the context-of interaction. Negotiation cannot 

take place when one living individual is assaUed by technological texts. This experience, 

while ix may give the impression of negotiation, Ulustrates the distmction Freke makes 

between adoption and adaptation. Livmg mdividuals can uiteract with technological texts 

and artifacts m archeological mquky, as Latour does, and uncover design, values and 
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processes embedded withm. However, there is a lunh to the amount of engagement may 

have whh a technological artifact. The artifact cannot negotiate, and the process of 

crhically Uterate engagement allows the mdividual to distmguish the livmg agents from 

the programmed ones. 

The holocaust database is now an artifact. FoUowmg Latour, I have pried the 

artifact open to investigate hs history and the unfoldmg of hs cultural/technical 

formation. It reveals much about a system designed to overcome problems representing 

mass trauma: a valiant attempt to represent the previously unrepresentable. 

Digital media have offered an opportunity to see technology we have naturalized 

anew. Wrhing is one such technology. Prmt Uteracy represents a cuhural/techno logical 

formation we take for granted and think we understand. Print and hs Uteracy are so 

familiar to us that we seem unable (or at least unwilling) to see h hi new ways as new 

technologies impact Uteracy practice and demand new Uteracy strategies. Democratic 

cuhure values participation and demands a crhically Uterate electorate, and yet Uteracy 

workers have not reconsidered the changmg face of Uteracy in an age of mformation, 

offermg few strategies for the development of crhical Uteracy onlme. 

Higher education has been effective m retoolmg to produce workers for 

postmdustrial economy, and we have created and achieved some very efficient goals. 

However, researchers m Uteracy and wrhuig have not been able to effectively prepare 

mdividuals to be chizens hi postmodem cuhure. Dependent upon modemist defmitions 

of pruit-Uterate mdividuals, we have so far missed the opportunhy to define Uteracy 
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strategies for media saturated, hypermediated postmodem culture. We have not pursued 

the theoretical debates begun by Berlm and Schlib in the pages of CoUege English hi 

1989, As dangerous as h might be for composhion theorists to bicker over detaUs of 

postmodem theory, h is unperative for Uteracy study to consider the consequences of 

Jameson's "Late Age of Capitalism," brmgmg whh h Jay David Boher's "Late Age of 

Prmt" and the emergence of hypermediated composhion, Faigley characterizes Berlm 

and Schlib's interaction "sharp," sounding a warning about becoming too combative: 

This sharp exchange between scholars who share 
much in common is perhaps unfortunate, but not 
unexpected, I see both Berlin and Schlib m thek recent 
work attempting to fmd space for poUtical agency in light 
of postmodem theory," (Faigley 19-20) 

The exchange might be unfortunately sharp, but h seems more dangerous to quietly 

acquiesce and drop the challenge of postmodemity and risk becoming more urelevant in 

the development of postindustrial culture and postmodem Uteracy practice. If postmodem 

theory, in hs high academic sense, sees an end to effective poUtical participation and 

action (which dkectly chaUenges the abiUty for democracy to function as h requkes 

participation from crhically Uterate systems), then the responsibiUty for Uteracy workers 

seems to be to show the lunhs of the academic assertion of postmodem paralysis. There 

is a responsibiUty and an ethical imperative to demonstrate moments requkmg the 

negotiated Uteracy acts, the postmodem hypermediated Uteracy practice 1 describe m this 

study, as represented by the Wexner Leammg Center database: the deske to overcome 

the differend of representuig the history of the holocaust, 
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The Uteracy acts described here are not fimctional Uteracy, but crhical 

participatory Uteracy, mformed by technological and cuhural developments that requke a 

crhical understandmg of technology and of culture. As I refer to Freke and Macedo's 

work, ix is a self conscious act of readuig the word and the world. Yet hi an age of 

hypermediation and advanced dighal technology, crhical Uteracy requkes the readmg and 

exammation of technologies and cuhures and thek ever-more complex mterplay as part 

of the "world" bemg read, Lheracy workers need to develop strategies for helpmg 

chizens develop abiUties to recognize ethical transgressions onlme, m hypermedia, m 

email, m broadcast news and entertauunent, Chizens need to be taught to recognize 

when thek participation is necessary, as well as cuhivating the abiUty to recognize when 

such participation can be most effective. And perhaps most unportantly of aU, iX requkes 

an ability to recognize when resistance is necessary, how to form coaUtions of like-

muided chizens when needed, as well as to articulate rhetorical strategies for builduig 

such alliances. The need for such alliances and organizations are not anything new 

created by dighal technologies, moreover they are not anything un-American, insidious, 

or unfamiliar to democracy. Rather, the fast-paced muhi-national arena of hypermedia 

technologies requkes citizens to rearticulate thek alliances and renegotiate thek 

allegiances in a postmodem context. 

Teaching this new crhical Uteracy of technology and cuhure is precisely the 

responsibiUty of wrhuig teachers, of Uteracy workers. Negotiated selves, grouped into 

coaUtions around breakthrough issues and events, are defmed m rhetoric, and dependent 
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upon rhetoric for power and persuasion. It is precisely the potential of rhetoric that 

makes hypermedia a powerful she for chizen mteraction to affect poUcy makuig and the 

formation of new cultural uistitutions. The complex web of cultures, discourses, and 

technologies is the venue of critical knowledge making, and the worksite of the 

postmodem technical communication professional. 
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Note 

Riflcm's hopeful attitude in the Nation article is much different from the rather 
resigned atthude he assumes m his book The Future of Work. In the article, Rifkm 
develops a possibiUty for constmctive participation, for hope, while revealing a 
hopelessness for workers and working-class Americans m the book-length study. I am 
interested m the more hopeful vision for the future of work as expressed m the Nation 
article. Throughout this text, I am referrring to the Nation article as (Riflcki, page). 
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